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ORDER OF SALE

Wednesday 30th July 2014
Morning Session
To start at 10.30am

Lots 1-183 Foreign Countries including:
Lots 10–48 China

Lots 109–129 Japan
Lots 184-255 Miscellaneous Collections

Lots 256–260 Postal History
Lots 261-289 Airmail 

294–462 British Commonwealth including:
Lots 298-343 Ascension

Lots 344–378 Australia and States

Afternoon Session
Not starting before 1.00pm

Lots 463-912 British Commonwealth (continued)
Lots 498-540 India and States

Lots 550-578 Jamaica
Lots 581 – 596 Malaya and States

Lots 623-715 New Zealand (inc. The D.J. Wood Collection)
Lots 858-886 British Commonwealth Collections

Lots 887-912 Thematic Collections

Thursday 31st July 2014
Morning Session
To start at 11.00am

Lots 913-1167
The John Perkins Collection of WWI and WWII material,

including Propaganda Forgeries and Isle of Man P.O.W. Camp Mail

Afternoon Session
Not starting before 12:30pm

Lots 1168-1753 Great Britain including:
Lots 1168-1281 Postal History

Lots 1282-1328 Postal Stationary, Proofs, Essays and Trials
1330-1476 Queen Victoria
1484-1557 King George V

1587-1615 Queen Elizabeth II including Errors and Varieties
1640-1657 Brian Coole - Hand painted covers 

1670-1738 Great Britain Collections
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FOREIGN COUNTRIES

FOREIGN COUNTRIES
MORNING SESSION

Wednesday 30th July 2014, starting at 10.30am 
ANDORRA - FRENCH

1 C H 1931 ½c to 20f (SG F1/23) odd shortish perf etc, but generally fine large part o.g., cat £1,300 £200-£240

AFGHANISTAN

2 E H 1873-74 Shahi black on white to yellowish medium laid paper (SG 13) a complete unused sheet of sixty (10 x 6) vertical folds 
and with small repair in centre of pane and other minor faults as to be expected, otherwise fine and scarce £400-£440

3 E H -- Shahi black on white to yellowish medium laid paper (SG 13) a complete unused sheet of sixty (the upper right corner 
example removed and subsequently reaffixed with hinges), vertical folds and other minor faults as to be expected 
otherwise fine and scarce £300-£340

AUSTRIA

4 e RS 1863 November 11 cut-down title page of ‘Ben Chananja Wochenblatt fur Judische Theologie’ newspaper edition no.45, 
published and edited by Leopold Low in Szeged, bearing Austrian 1kr black and blue Ankundigungs-Stempel revenue 
stamp, folded and a few minor faults to edges otherwise fresh and fine, a lovely item for either revenue collectors or 
Judaica/Jewish interest collectors, VOB Cert (1990) £65-£75

5 E H 1946 First Anniv of Establishment of Renner Government, the set of 4 min sheets (SG MS976) fine u/m, cat £2,500
    £460-£500

6
6 B H8 Valuable collection in four ‘Lighthouse’ albums, issues from 1850 to 2000 incl useful early types, 1908-13 set used, 

1910 Francis Joseph set used (2, 1 on individual pieces), First Republic issues with 1925-30 set used, 1931 Rotarian 
Congress set part o.g., 1932 Painters set part o.g., 1933 Ski Championship set used, 1933 WIPA 50g (+50g) used 
(2, 1 on granite paper), 1933 Relief of Vienna set used, 1934 Architects set used, 1936 Dolfuss part o.g., 1945 (May 
to June) set issued at Graz part o.g., 1945 (ovpt 18½mm long) 5rm large part o.g., 1950-53 Birds set used, a good 
range of later issues, also Newspaper Stamps, Postage Dues and United Nations (Vienna Centre) etc, part o.g. and 
used, mixed condition with many fine (Many Hundreds)  £1500-£1700

See also lots 916-919

BELGIUM

7 E H8 Small, largely used collection on pages incl 1849 “Epaulettes” 10c and 20c (2 each), 1858 no watermark 10c to 40c incl 
two of last, 1861 new plates 10c to 40c incl four of last, 1863-65 perf 1c to 40c, 1865-66 10c to 1f, 1866-67 “Lion” 1c and 
2c unused, 5c used, 1869-80 to 5f, the 5f small tear at foot, 1879-82 Railway Parcels incl 80c and 1f, 1893-1900 to both 
2f, all with labels intact, 1910 Brussels Exhibition,1912 to 5f, the 5f a perfin, 1915-22 incl 5f deep blue “FRANKEN”, used 
by s/l SIGILLES (WAES) mark, 1919-20 “Tin Hat” set to 1r unused, cond rather mixed (150+) £200-£240

See also lot 922
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BRAZIL

8
8 C 8 1843 “Bull’s Eye” 30r black, fine impression on thin yellowish paper (SG 1) vertical pair with four clear to large margins, 

each fine cds used, a scarce multiple, cat £1,200+ £400-£440

9 E H8 Collection on pages, mostly used from 1843 “Bull’s Eyes” 30r (fine four margins) and 60r (close or touched), 1845-46 10r 
to 90r, 1850 to 600r, 1854-61 280r and 430r, 1866-68 perf and 1876-77 roul to 500r, 1884-88 incl 700r lilac unused, later 
odds to around 1900 incl 1890 Newspaper set of 3 unused, cond average to fine (Scores) £240-£280

CHINA

10 E H 1866 Later group with antique numerals, “CANDAREENS” in the plural, 6ca reddish brown, printing 58 with broken 
character (SG 18, Livingston 31) complete sheet of six, folded down centre of sheet (stamps not affected) and light 
peripheral toning, unused without gum as issued  £1000-£1200

11 E H -- 12a orange-brown, printing 60 with broken character (SG 21, Livingston 33) complete sheet of six, folded
   down centre of sheet (just affects third stamp) and in right and left margins, unused without gum as 

issued  £1000-£1200

12
12 C H -- 16a scarlet, printing 62 with broken character (SG 22, Livingston 34), horiz pair with large to enormous margins, trace 

of thinning in margin at lower left and left stamp tiny adhesion on face, unused without gum as issued £400-£440

13 E 8 1885-88 “Small Dragons” 3ca mauve, approximately 500 used examples incl some pairs, majority are perf 11½-12 
although with some perf 12½ seen, most used on small pieces and generally with partially struck seal cancels in 
black or blue which are not readily identifiably, although a few appear to be from Tientsin, cond variable with some 
creasing and fading but being on pieces an above average percentage have good colour  £1500-£1700

14 E C 8 -- 3ca mauve, approximately 130 used examples (most on small pieces), majority are perf 11½-12 although with some 
perf 12½ seen, apparently selected for cancels with most being used by various types of Tientsin seal in blue, black or 
violet, also a few with Shanghai seals, odd Tientsin cds, one with Kiukiang cds in red, cond variable with some creasing 
and fading but being on pieces an above average percentage have good colour £700-£800

15 E C 8 -- 3ca mauve, small used selection on pieces incl a number of pairs (incl two interpane gutter pairs), a few strips of 3, one 
strip of 4 incl gutter and a defective block of 4 (not on piece), majority are perf 11½-12 although with some perf 12½ seen, 
most selected for cancels with various types of Tientsin seal in blue or black, cond variable with creasing and fading, but 
being on pieces an above average percentage have good colour (28 items) £360-£400
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16 E H 1888 1ca bright green, perf 11½-12 (SG 13), complete sheet of 40 with full margins, showing several constant 
varieties incl broken frame at top and left (left pane R3/2, Chan 19b), two frame breaks at right (left pane R4/1), 
round lower left corner (right pane R1/1, Chan 19g) and broken lower frame below first ‘N’ of ‘CANDARIN’ (right 
pane R4/4, Chan 19c), third vert row in right pane affected by gum crease, also some toning, although this mostly 
in the upper margin and interpane gutter, u/m, this stamp now very scarce in complete sheets  £2000-£2400

17 C * 1891 2c brown (SG 125) on cover addressed to ‘The Officers, SS Rosetta’ and tied by indistinct blue cds, with light strike 
of SHANGHAI LOCAL POST cds in blue (dated Sep 16?) and ‘10’ in circle in blue, some staining on reverse from adhesion, 
but an unusual commercially used cover £90-£100

18 C * -- Cover from Peking to Tientsin with blue ‘I.G. Mail Matters’ oval on the face and ‘(I.G.) OF CUSTOMS/PEKING’ cds dated 
Sep 4 91 and similar but light strike of ‘TIENTSIN CUSTOMS’, roughly opened at top, scarce (Plate 1) £700-£800

19 E * 1895 (June-July) incoming cover from the Botanic Museum, Christiana, Norway, 20ore rate, addressed to a Carl Bock, 
at the “Norsk-Svensk” Consulate General in Shanghai, with Shanghai (German Post Office) cds on reverse for 27.7.95, a 
trace of toning £200-£240

20 E * 1897 December to March 1898, three ‘red band’ covers from Hankow to Canton (from the same correspondence), 
each franked by 1897 ICP adhesives paying rates of 6c (24 Mar), 8c (14 Jan) and 16c (Dec), tied by Hankow ‘dollar 
chops’ in brown, with similar Canton arrival marks in black (first two) or blue, last with cancels rather poorly 
struck, generally fine and an attractive trio  £1500-£1700

21 C * 1932 North West Scientific set of 4 tied to reg cover by Peiping cds for 1.4.33, addressed to Alma Hedin (Sven Hedin’s 
sister) in Stockholm and signed on reverse by Sven Hedin, reverse also bears 1933 Tan Yen-kai 5c and 25c tied by same 
cds and Shanghai transit cds for 4.4.33, accompanied by 1911 cover Peking to Sweden, 10c rate pair by CIP ‘coiling 
dragons’ (Plate 1) £500-£600

22 E H 1936 (11 Oct) 5c on 15c deep blue and 5c on 16c olive-green (SG 452/53) each in a corner marginal block of 50 (10x5) 
with imprint, plate and sheet numbers, former plate 5, surch plate 3, sheet 13 33, latter plate 2, surch plate 6, sheet 2 
28 and 4 19, each with hinge reinforcement at bottom centre of block (this affects imprint on former) and some, mostly 
peripheral gum toning, full o.g. except as mentioned, very uncommon as multiples £500-£600

23 C H 1961 26th World Table Tennis Championships, Peking, min sheet (SG MS 1971a) small natural paper inclusion at top (just 
visible from face), unused without gum, as issued (Plate 1) £500-£600

24 C H 1966 30th Death Anniv of Lu Hsun set of 3 (SG 2329/31) u/m £140-£160

25 C H -- 30th Death Anniv of Lu Hsun set of 3 (SG 2329/31) SG2329 shortish perf, u/m (Plate 1) £120-£140

26 C H -- Cultural Revolution Games set of 4 (SG 2325/28) u/m £120-£140

27 C H -- Cultural Revolution Games set of 4 (SG 2325/28) u/m £120-£140

28 E * 8 Small selection of 8 1967 “Guozi Shudian” manila covers (usually folded once) from Peking to same address in USA , all 
28f rate paid by a variety of mostly Cultural Revolution issues, also two similar China Philatelic Company covers and a 
small bundle of kiloware from same source incl some better Cultural Revolution stamps, cond variable £200-£240

29 C H 1967 Heroic Oilwell Firefighters set of 3 (SG 2332/34) marginal or corner marginal and SG 2334 with imprint 
   (Plate 1) £100-£120

30 C H -- Heroic Oilwell Firefighters set of 3 (SG 2332/34) all marginal, u/m £100-£120

31 C H -- Liu Ying-chun Commemoration set of 6 (SG 2335/40) u/m £160-£180

32 C H -- Liu Ying-chun Commemoration set of 6 (SG 2335/40) odd shortish perf, u/m £120-£140

33 E H -- Thoughts of Mao Tse-tung set of 11 (SG 2343, 2344a, 2349a) the se-tenant strips each folded once and the “gold” 
strip lightly tarnished, u/m  £1200-£1400

34 E H -- Thoughts of Mao Tse-tung set of 11 (SG 2343, 2344a, 2349a) the se-tenant strips corner marginal with imprint, 
each folded once, the “gold” strip lightly tarnished and one stamp a couple of bends, u/m  £1400-£1600

35 C H -- Labour Day set of 5 (SG 2354/58) u/m £500-£600

36 C H -- Labour Day set of 5 (SG 2354/58) all but SG 2358 right marginal with imprint, u/m £500-£600

37 C H -- Labour Day set of 5 (SG 2354/58) also 1968 8f “Words of Mao Tse-tung” (SG 2406) fine u/m (former) or unused as 
issued £500-£600

38 C H -- 25th Anniv of Mao Tse-tung’s “Talks on Literature and Art”, set of 3 (SG 2359/61) u/m (Plate 2) £600-£700

39 C H -- 25th Anniv of Mao Tse-tung’s “Talks on Literature and Art”, set of 3 (SG 2359/61) u/m (Plate 2) £600-£700
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40
40 C B   Booklet: 1932 Shanghai Emergency Postal Service, the scarce $1 booklet containing all five original coupons, each 
          with the violet ‘’EPS’’ handstamp, fine F £900-£1000

41 1½B* Postcards: Wonderful collection of uncirculated pre-stamped postcards in seven volumes 1984-2003 incl both sets of 
1984 Guilin and 1986 Mount Huangshan Landscape issues, mainly very fine (approx 650) £80-£90

42 C H8 Small but useful selection on stockcard incl 1878 Large Dragons (thin paper) set of 3 used (3ca defective), 1885-88 
3ca used (2), 1897 small figure surch on Small Dragons 1c on 1ca and 5c on 5ca unused o.g., 10c on 8ca Dowager 
(1st ptg) unused o.g., large figure surch 8c on 10c red-brown (SG 62) o.g., 1897 1c on 3c “Red Revenue” with large 
box var (SG 88a) o.g. and a few coiling dragon low vals, cond mostly fine (15)  £1000-£1200

43 ½BH8 Collection in binder and loose on pages incl 1873-80 Large Dragon 1ca part o.g., 1885-88 Ssmall Dragons, 1897 30c 
on 24c used, later with provinces and some better Chinese Republic issues incl 1963 Monkeys set imperf part o.g. etc, 
unused and used, mixed condition (Many Hundreds) £300-£340

44 2A H8 Collection in two albums incl 1873-83 1ca and 3ca, 1897 1c on 3c deep red and 2c on 3c deep red, later with overprints, 
Republic issues, Sun Yat-sen types etc, unused and used, mixed condition (Hundreds) £200-£240

45 A H8 Small collection in album incl 1878-83 1ca, 3ca and 5ca, the 3ca is fine the others with faults the 5ca also with addit cancel 
removed, also range of 1930s-50s issues (Approx 250) £200-£240

46 e H Small selection of unused sets in stockbook incl 1963 Folk Toys, 1972 Merchant Shipping, 1973 Archaeological Treasures, 
1973 Giant Pandas (4f a couple of shortish perfs), 1974 Gymnastics (perf faults) and 1974 Acrobatics (one with perf fault), 
fine unused or u/m except as mentioned £200-£240

47
47 C * Chinese Post Offices in Mongolia: 1917 ‘red band’ cover to Kalgan, north China (now Zhangjiakou), 9c rate paid by 

3c and 6c ‘junks’ tied by fine Urga (Ulan Bator) cds for 12.10.17, with Kalgan arrival cds for 22.10.17, neatly opened 
out for display, otherwise fine and attractive  £1000-£1200

48 C * French Post Office in China: 1896 April 17 hand illustrated envelope to Kent franked with 1894-1903 25c ‘Peace and 
Commerce’ tied by ‘SHANG-HAI, CHINE’ cds with another strike to left, next day ‘SHANG-HAI’ backstamp and Canterbury 
arrival cds dated May 25, light tone spots but still an attractive and unusual envelope (Plate 2) £200-£240
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CUBA
49 C H Express Mail: 1991 Birds 45c to 16p45 (SG E3638/44) blocks of four, fine u/m, uncommon, cat £480 £65-£75

DENMARK
50 E H8 Collection on pages to late 1920s, largely used incl 1851-54 4RBS (6), 1854-59 to 16s, 1858 4s (5) and 8s, 1863 roul 4s 

and 16s, 1864-70 to 16k (all comb perf), 1870-74 incl 48sk perf 12½, 1871-73 official 2s and 16s, 1875-1905 to 100o incl 
5o, 1907 Newspaper to 10k, 1912 35o surch set unused, 1912 GPO 5k used and 1913-28 to 10k incl 27o, cond of earlier 
issues very mixed as often (130+) £360-£400

See also lot 927

DANISH WEST INDIES
51 C H 1872-73 3c carmine-red, watermark w3, perf 12½ (SG 6) block of 4, upper pair some hinge remainders and one short perf, 

lower pair u/m although with light fingerprint on gum, very fresh and attractive (Plate 1) £180-£200

52 E H8 Useful unused and/or used collection on pages incl 1855 3c deep carmine with yellow gum, 1866 3c carmine-rose unused 
(1) and used (3), 1872-73 perf 12½ 3c and 4c unused, 1873-1902 perf 14x13½ to 50c reddish-lilac, the 14c used and a 
little faded, the 50c unused, perf 12½ to 10c with generally cheapest frame types, 1887 1c on 7c unused and used, 1895 
10c on 50c, 1900-03 to 8c, 1905 5b surch set of 3, 1905 to 5f unused, 1907-08 to 50b, 1915-16 to 50b, also 1902 and 
1905 postage due sets, cond variable but many fine (98) £460-£500

EGYPT
53 C H 1933 International Aviation Congress 5m to 20m (SG 214/218) u/m marginal blocks of four, very slight overall gum toning 

otherwise fresh and fine, cat £360+ £130-£150

54 A H8 Small collection on pages to around 1910, incl 1866 to 10p incl 5p and 10p unused, 1867-71 to 2p used, also 5p forgery, 
   1872-75 to 5pi used with shades incl 5pa tete-beche pair, 1881-1902 10pa bluish grey block of 4 unused, 1884 20pa on 

5pi green, surch inv, 1898-1907 3m on 2pi orange postage due, surch inv, also a few Suez Canal Co forgeries and other 
odds (140+) £160-£180

See also lot 928

FAROES ISLANDS
55 C * Denmark Used In: 1942 (17 March) reg cover from Thorshavn to Reykjavik, Iceland, franked single 50 ore grey, with 

British censor strip at left, also August 1939 cover from Kvalbo to Copenhagen, franked strip of 3 5 ore claret tied by 
circular undated Kvalbo marks, with Thorshavn cds alongside for 16.8.39, latter small faults £60-£70

56
56 A H8 Collection in green ‘Lighthouse’ printed album incl Denmark 1919 2o on 5o green tied to piece by large part Trangisvaag 

cds of Jan 19 1919 and signed on reverse ‘Dr DEBO BPP’, 1941-44 set of four surcharged values used, issues from 1975 
u/m and mostly complete with commemoratives, definitives, miniature sheets and some booklets etc, condition fine 
throughout (Hundreds) £260-£300

FINLAND
57 C * 1873 February 25 cover to Liechtensteig, Switzerland endorsed ‘Via St. Petersbourg’, franked with 1866 40p and 1866-

67 8p (2) tied by two faint ‘FINSKA JERNVAGENS POST KUPE EXPED’ (travelling post office) cds’s with further strike on 
reverse, front additionally with German ‘AUS RUSSLAND’ transit cds in red and backstamped with St Petersburg (Feb 14) 
and Liechtensteig (Mar 1) cds’s, attractive and very scarce (Plate 2) £400-£440

58 C * 1874 “TELLEFSEN, Houter letter sheet T & WILLS’ FREIGHT CIRCULAR” dated 11 November 1874 franked with 5p type 
II on laid paper tied by Wiborg cds dated 19 11 with another strike alongside, unusual and attractive (Plate 2) £160-£180

59 E H8 Collection on pages to late 1920s, largely used incl 1856-59 small pearls 10k rose (small faults) used by genuine pen cancel 
and non contemporary cds, 1858 large pearls 5k on wove paper used by genuine pen cancel and rectangular WIBORG ds 
which cannot be guaranteed, 1860 Russian currency 5k and 10k, 1866-71 Finnish currency incl 5p (5), 8p (4), 10p (3), 20p 
(6), 40p (10) and 1m, a few with complete roulettes but generally missing a couple of teeth and some defective,1875-84 
to 1m mauve, 1885 incl 5m and 10m (SG 106/07), 1889-94 incl 5m and 10m unused, 1891 to 7m yellow and black, fine 
used, 1901-05 10m, 1917-30 to 25m used and 1918 Vaasa ptg to 5m unused, cond mixed in places (100+) £700-£800

See also lot, 273 and 932
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FRANCE

60 C * Paris Balloon Posts: 1871 January 17 entire letter addressed to London franked 30c tied by star of dots cancellation, 
despatch datestamp below, on reverse London arrival datestamp of January 21 1871, light filing folds just touch the 
adhesive otherwise fine (Plate 1) £120-£140

61 C * 1885 January 2 insured cover from Dijon to Ressons (Oise), insured for 5950 francs, 6f 55c rate paid by “Sage” 20c brown/
pale yellow, 35c deep brown/yellow, 1f grey-green and 5f lilac/pale lilac, tied by several “CHARGEMENTS/DIJON” cds, 
with faint “CHARGE” in red, reverse bears several red wax seals, two travelling post office transit cds and Ressons arrival 
cds , all for 3 Jan, a little soiled and 1f defective, an unusually high franking £70-£80

62 A H8 Collection in printed ‘Davo’ album, unused and used issues to 1982 incl 1849-52 Ceres 15c and 1f (both poor), 
Second Empire issues with 1869 5f (poor), 1917-19 War Orphans set to 1f+1f, 1918 Red Cross 15c+5c part o.g., 
1923 Bordeaux Congress 1f large part o.g. (not guaranteed), 1927 Strasbourg Exhibition pair with label between 
large part o.g., 1928 Sinking Fund, 1929-33 20f large part o.g., 1930 Sinking Fund, 1931 Sinking Fund, 1936 100th 
South America Flight set, 1937 PEXIP miniature sheet (2), 1937 Museums set large part o.g., a good range of later 
issues with sets, Airmails with 1927 pair large part o.g. (not guaranteed), 1936 set used, 1936 50f ‘Banknote’ large 
part o.g. etc, very mixed condition throughout (Hundreds) £1600-£1800

63 E H8 Small but useful collection on pages to 1920s, largely used incl 1849-52 Ceres incl 15c green (torn), 1f orange-brown 
(thinned) and 1f carmine, 1852-53 10c and 25c, also 1862 reprint of 10c, this fresh large part o.g., 1853-61 to 1f carmine, 
also a Sperati forgery of 1f, 1869 5f Napoleon, apparently sound used, 1870-71 Bordeaux ptg to 80c, 1871-78 postage 
dues incl 40c blue, 1876-85 type A incl 2c green and type B incl 10c green, 1881-92 postage dues to 5f incl both 1f, 
2f and 5f, overall cond very mixed but a number of very scarce stamps and huge cat value (150+)  £1200-£1400

64 C H Small selection incl 1928 (May), 1930 (Mar) and 1931 Sinking Fund issues (1928 - light bend) and 1936 100f 100th Flight 
Anniversary, also a few Italian, mostly large part (lightly toned) gum (19) F £150-£170

65 C H Set of six National Relief Fund sets of 6 1950-55 (SG 1096/1258) large part o.g. (1950, 1951 sets) or u/m (others), odd 
imperfection (short perf, handling crease, etc) but generally fine, cat £670 £100-£120

66 e * Postal History: Small selection comprising 1850 entire from Marseille franked with 20c Ceres, 1868 entire from Paris 
franked 30c Napoleon, 1862? outer letter sheet franked with two 5c Napoleon and part front dated 1866 franked with 40c 
and 80c (perf’d) Napoleon, various markings etc £100-£120

See also lot, 274 and 933-938

CAMEROUN - FRENCH COLONY

67 C * 1916 April 4 envelope from Duala to London, franked with the 1915 ‘’Corps Expéditionnaire/Franco-Anglais/CAMEROUN’’ 
overprinted 5f and 10f (2) tied by two strikes of the DULLA (KAMERUN) cds’s with another strike below, also with original typed 
letter on the ‘British & Foreign Bible Society,/West Africa Agency,/Lagos, Nigeria’ headed paper from the Red. A. W. Banfield in 
which he explains the reason for the overprinting of these stamps, roughly opened at top which just trimmed a few perfs, some 
staining and the rear flap missing, but a most interesting cover in conjunction with the contents (Plate 2) £200-£240

NEW CALEDONIA

68 C * Two similar covers addressed to the Rev J Sleigh in London both franked with two of the French Colonies ‘General Issue’ 
1881-86 Commerce 25c black/rose, tied by Nouméa cds in black dated Aug and Sept respectively, both with Paris transit 
and London back stamps, both roughly opened, the August cover with tone spots  £150-£170

NEW HEBRIDES FRENCH

69 C H Postage Dues: 1925 10c to 1f (SG FD53-57) large part o.g., top value fine, others with light overall gum toning, cat 
£250 £100-£120

SENEGAL

70 C 8 Postage Due: 1923 10 (type 29) on 1f rose/buff (SG D32) with full margin at foot, fine used with light part cds, cat £325 
(Plate 1) £150-£170

71 E H8* Collection on album pages (a few having come loose on card) with an apparently complete run of the basic stamps unused 
or used 1892 to 1944 also good number of Postage Dues, generally good to fine but not all guaranteed, also 1905 ppc to 
Paris (Approx 200) £150-£170

ZANZIBAR FRENCH POST OFFICES

72 E H 1894-95 ½a on 5c to 10a on 1f excl 7½a on 75c (SG 1/12 excl 11) variable centring and odd tone spot mainly visible from 
rear, large part o.g., cat £350+ £70-£80
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73 E H 1896-1900 ½a on 5c to 50a on 5f (SG 20/38 btwn) variable centring and odd minor imperfection, mainly large part o.g., 
also additional 1a on 10c showing misplaced overprint Zanzibar on top of Anna (14) £55-£65

74 E H 1903-03 ½a on 5c to 50a on 5f (SG 53/63) large part o.g., variable centring and 1½a and 50a with tone spot, cat £375 
 £80-£90

75 E H8 Postage Due: 1897 1a on 10c to 5a on 50c (SG D40/43) large part o.g., surface rubbing on 5a and odd other minor 
imperfection, also complete set of 5 used, uncommon, cat £250+ £55-£65

GERMANY - WURTTEMBERG

76 C 8 1851-52 18k black/slate-lilac (SG 9) four good margins and used by slightly heavy Stuttgart cds in blue, with 1986 Heinz 
Thoma Cert, also with “Hunziker” guarantee handstamp on reverse, cat £1,100 (Plate 1) £200-£240

GERMANY

77
77 A+EH8 Collection to 1930s and states in one volume, plus various loose on pages, packets and dealer’s stockcards, largely 

used, many better items incl Baden 1851 1k black/brown, 1862-65 15k green, Bremen 1866-67 5sgr yellow-green, 
Brunswick vals to 3sgr, Hamburg 1864-65 to 9s yellow, Hanover 1851-55 to 1/10th.1856 3pf pale rose and black 
used on piece, Heligoland good selection incl a few multiples and vals to 5s, Mecklenburg Schwerin 1856 4/4s red, 
3s orange-yellow and 5s blue, 1864 4/4s red unused and 5s bistre used, Mecklenberg Streliitz incl 1864 1sch deep 
mauve unused o.g., Oldenburg 1852-59 1/15th on rose, horiz pair very fine, 1859 1/3g on green, 1861 1/3g green 
unused and 2g red used, Prussia 1866 10sgr rose, Saxony 1855-63 to 10ngr, Wurttemberg odds incl 1873 70k red-
violet, genuine but repaired at foot (with pink BPA Cert), unified issues incl 1872 small shield 2k (both) and 18k, 
1872 10g grey and 30g blue large part o.g., 1872 large shield incl 18k bistre, 1899-1900 incl 5m (thinned), cond very 
mixed, a number of reprints and forgeries but many useful items, huge cat value (Few Hundreds)  £6000-7000

78 2½BH8Collection in thirteen volumes and loose incl some early issues, later to 2000, a good group of inflation issues, 
East Germany, West Germany 1949 Stamp Centenary set used, 1949 Refugee’s Relief Fund set used, 1951 Lubeck 
Church set used etc, later with sets and miniature sheets, also West Berlin, States with Bavaria, Colonies, Allied and 
German Occupations, Danzig and Upper Silesia etc, unused and used, mixed condition (Thousands)  £800-£900

79 A H8 Collection on pages in binder with Empire, West and East Germany, mainly used with strength in later issues, cond 
varies (Hundreds)  £50-£60

80 B  Notgeld: Collection in six volumes, many different colourful designs noted, also some Austrian issues, a good lot for 
further development and expansion, mostly very fine (Many Hundreds) £300-£340

81 ½B * Postal History: Postal History: Accumulation of 50 covers and cards covering the Hyper-Inflation period 1923-24, wide 
range of mostly commercial single and multiple frankings incl a few official covers, also a selection of 39 stampless covers 
with Gebuhr Bezahlt/Taxe Percue labels or h/s and a few loose adhesives used and on piece, cond varies and a few with 
filing punch holes but a good basis on which to expand £2000-£2400

SOUTH WEST AFRICA - GERMAN COLONY

82 E * Windhoek/Windhuk: Selection of thirteen envelopes, postal stationery cards or ppc’s mainly addressed to Germany dating 
from 1899 to 1905 comprising single ring types (8) and bridge types (5), mixed condition £130-£150

GERMAN OCCUPATION OF BELGIUM

83 E H Flemish Legion: 1943 (9 Aug) Kings and Emperors portrait set of 6, +5f to +100f (Michel IX/XIV) in sheetlets of 4, odd trivial 
bend, u/m, Michel cat E650 £120-£140
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84 E H Flemish Legion: 1943 (9 Aug) Kings and Emperors portrait set of 6, +5f to +100f (Michel IX/XIV) in sheetlets of 4, odd trivial 
bend, u/m, Michel cat E650 £120-£140

85 E H Flemish Legion: 1943 (9 Aug) Kings and Emperors portrait set of 6, +5f to +100f (Michel IX/XIV) in sheetlets of 4, a few light 
bends, u/m, Michel cat E650 £100-£120

DANZIG

86 A H8 Collection in blue album incl Germany used in, unused and used issues from 1920 with useful overprints, varieties with 
imperf issues (some signed ‘Kniep’), 1923 surcharge set, 1924 pictorial set, 1930 Constitution set, 1932 Air Post Exhibition 
set part o.g. and another set used on individual pieces, also miniature sheets, Postage Dues and Polish Posts etc, much 
duplication and many dubious throughout, mixed condition (Many Hundreds) £600-£700

87 A * Postal History: Collection in blue cover album, about 140 items incl 1807 (May 25) Napoleonic Wars, Invasion of 
Prussia-Siege of Danzig entire letter from N. Sabatier, Chef du Bataillon du (Genie (Engineers) to his mother with 
fine ‘No. 46./GRANDE-ARMEE’ handstamp, other pre-stamp mail, Germany used in, airmails with Zeppelins (8), 
incoming mail, maritime usages, postal stationery, ppc’s, Feldpost, Nazi period etc, also Allenstein, Memel and 
Marienwerder items, mixed condition but an interesting lot  £1000-£1200

GREECE

88
88 2A H Extensive and valuable unused collection in two volumes incl 1861 Paris ptg 2l and 40l, 1862-67 Athens ptg 80l 

carmine, 1886-88 Belgian ptg 40l bright mauve, imperf, 1900 surchs incl 1d on 40l purple, imperf, perf 11½ and 
13½, 3d on 10l orange/cream, imperf, 1900-01 surchs on Olympic issue incl 50l on 2d and 2d on 10d, 1d on 40l 
bistre/blue, imperf, 1911-13 litho 1l to 25d, 1917 Iris 1l, 5l, 25l, 50l, 1d and 10d imperf pairs, also 25d perf 14, 1923 
Revolution opt incl 2d on 2d grey-brown (SG 346), 25d on 25d slate (SG 357) and 10l on 20l red (SG396), 1927-
35 pictorials to 25d incl both ptgs of high values (SG 410/23a), 1927-28 Navarino set of 6, 1930 Centenary, 1930 
Arkadi 8d, 1933 Zeppelins, 1933 both air sets to 50d, 1933 50d and 75d (SG 475/76), 1934 8d Stadium, from this 
point largely complete to 2000 incl 1940 Youth Organizations postage and air sets (SG 534/53), 1945 Resistance 
40d blue imperf pair (SG 618a), 1946-47 surchs incl both 5000d on 15,000d, 1951 St Paul and Reconstruction sets, 
1954 Art to 20,000d, Nato and Enosis sets and 1955 Pythagoras, also good selection of booklets from 1984 and 
many postage dues and charity issues, overall cond well above average with almost all from 1940s being u/m 
(Hundreds)  F £3600-£4000

89 E H Collection of 1912 Balkan War and other occupation issues incl 1912-13 Limnos opt to 2d plus 25d, 1940 Occupation of 
Albania Greek Youth issues, 1913 Khios 25l “E*D” opt, Crete 1900 to 5d black and green, 1908 officials, Ikaria 1912 to 5d, 
Samos 1912 to 50l, 1915 Vathy Hospital Fund to 1d, also 25d red (SG 36), with Morhman and Koehler guarantee h/s, cond 
generally well above average (approx 200)  F £500-£600

90 E H Italian Occupation of Cephalonia and Ithaca: 1941 set of 17 to 30d brown-red, vertical or horizontal pairs with opt 
upright or reading down, also 5l, 20l, 40l, 2d, 5d, 6d, 10d and 15d with opt reading up or inverted and both types of 10l, a 
few small imperfections but generally fine o.g. or u/m, a very scarce group  F £900-£1000

HUNGARY

91 C H 1871-73 Engraved 15k brown (SG 12) large part o.g. horizontal pair, centred to right, couple of shortish perfs otherwise 
fine and scarce, signed ‘Ferchenbauer’, cat £1,200 (Plate 2) £300-£340
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ICELAND

92 C H 1930 Parliamentary Millenary Celebration set of 16 to 10k, incl 10a Air (SG 158/73) fresh large part o.g., cat £350 £90-£100

93 E H8 Selection on stock page incl 1873 perf 14x13½ 2sk blue part o.g. (poor centring), 4sk carmine used by Miklibear cds and 
8sk brown by Reykjavik cds for 11/12 (remainder), perf 12½ 3sk grey (no gum), Official 4sk green, perf 12½ (no gum) and 
8sk (SG O10) ‘used’ by cancel of unknown origin, 1876-95 perf 12½ line 5a blue ‘used’, perf 14x13½ 6a, 16a unused and 
used, 20a indigo-lilac and 40a green, 1882-95 perf 14x13½ incl 40a, 50a and 100a used, 1902-04 incl 2k and 5k unused, 
1907-08 incl 2k and 5k unused, 1911 Sigurdsson to 25a, 1912 King Frederik incl 1k, 2k and 5k unused, 1928-29 Air set of 
2, 1930 Parliamentary Millenary air set of 5 fine o.g., 1931 Zeppelin set of 3 unused o.g. and 1931-37 incl 10k black and 
yellow-green fine used (146)  £460-£500

94 A H8 Collection in green ‘Lighthouse’ printed album, unused and used issues to 1999 incl 1873 4sk used (poor), a good range 
of later issues to 1925, 1928-29 air set part o.g., 1930 Parliamentary Millenary Air set part o.g., 1931 Zeppelin set part o.g., 
issues from 1944 virtually complete with commemoratives, definitives and miniature sheets plus a few modern booklets, 
mixed condition, mostly fine (Few Hundreds) £400-£440

ISRAEL

95 C H 1948 1948 Coins 3m to 50m in matching right hand marginal imperforate blocks of four, odd gum wrinkle otherwise fine 
u/m (Plate 3) £500-£600

96 C H 1971-79 I£2 Landscape (SG 509) block of fifteen (5 x 3) with a stunning printing error showing the design shifted to right 
leaving the l/h vertical strip blank, with margins at top showing printers control numbers, at foot with tabs and at left, fine 
u/m £100-£120

97 e H 1973 Jerusalem Stamp Exhibition souvenir sheet containing vertical pair of min sheets (with serial number ‘201086’ in 
central margin) each sheet with I£3 stamp showing the 1948 1000m coin, fine u/m, a rare error unlisted by SG or Bale 
(Plate 3) £200-£240

98 B H8 Collection in three printed albums, issues to 1992 incl 1948 First Coins set large part o.g. and used, 1949 Second Coins 
set with tabs part o.g., 1949 Postage Due set with blank ‘tab’ margins u/m and a comprehensive range of later u/m, part 
o.g. and used issues, mostly fine (Few Hundreds) £500-£600

99 A H Collection in album incl 1950 UPU pair and addit tete-beche pair, 1950 Hebrew University, 1951 Anniversary of the State 
and 50th Anniversary of National Fund then good run to 1967, mostly fine u/m with tabs (200-300) £100-£120

ITALY - MODENA

100 C H 1852-57 Second setting, 1l (LIRA 1.) black/white (SG 13) u/right corner marginal block of 4, gum bend at u/right corner, 
large part to fine o.g. £80-£90

NAPLES

101 C * 8 1860 July, entire from Bovino to Naples, 16g registered rate paid by 1858 1g rose, 5g rose and 10g lake with two strikes of 
boxed ‘ANNULATO’, with ‘ASSICURATA’ h/s below in red and Bovino cds to right for 13 Giu 1860, also in red, reverse with 
Napoli arrival cds for 15 July, 10g adhesive touched at top, also a single Sicily 1859 ½g orange (SG 1b), four margins with outer 
frame lines also present at top and left, used by part frame cancel at foot which leaves portrait largely clear £90-£100

PARMA

102 C H 1857-59 40c blue, lower marginal block of 4, u/right stamp with narrow “0” in “40” variety (SG 21/21a) large margins and 
very fresh u/m, Bolaffi Cert (1968) (Plate 1) £220-£260

SARDINIA

103 C * 1857 Small entire letter (dated 2 May) from Varzi to Vigerano, franked with fine four margined 1855-57 20c pale blue which 
is tied by good strike of ‘VARZI’ cds in black, unfolded and most attractive (Plate 1) £130-£150

SICILY

104 C * 1859 Cover from Palermo to Rome, 17g rate paid by 1859 2g, 5g and 10g used (not tied) by two ‘frame’ cancels, with 
Palermo cds alongside for 19 Nov 59, reverse bears Napoli transit cds for 22 Nov and Roma arrival for 24 Nov, cover with 
vert filing crease and other imperfections, 10g adhesive touched at left, others with four margins, a scarce three colour 
franking despite faults, Sorani Cert (1990) (Plate 3) £300-£340
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TUSCANY

105 C * 1856 Entire letter to ‘Ferrara’ franked with 6cd deep blue on blued paper (Sass 7d - just touching at right to large margins) 
tied by light red Livorno datestamp, the stamp partly lifted from the entire, still an attractive letter, signed on the front by 
‘A. Diena’ (Plate 3) £130-£150

106 E * States - Postal History: Small selection of covers, ELs and outer letter sheet incl Sardinia 1860-63 20c or 40c rates, Papal 
States incl 1850 stampless cover from British Consulate in Civita Vecchia, 1843 EL from Messina to Napoli with fine s/l 
“VAPORE”, Tuscany 1854 1c vert strip of 3 on EL from Livorno, 1857 cover from Livorno to Rome franked 6c deep blue, 
cond rather variable (16) £400-£440

ITALY

107 E * 1866-1900 Small group of covers and ELs incl 1863 15c blue (SG 7) on EL with Piroscafi Postali Italiani boxed cancel, 
1887 and 1893 two reg covers, 75c and 1l 35 rates each three colour frankings, 1878 cover bearing single 1863-65 2c pale 
brown, 1893 10c stationery card uprated by 10c, 20c and 45c adhesives, cond generally fine (10) £200-£240

108 A H8 Collection of Italy and States to late 1920s largely used, better items incl Modena 1852-57 to 1l, Naples 1858 incl 20g 
and 50g used, 1860 ½t deep blue “Cross of Savoy”, Papal States 1852-64 50b and 1sc, Parma 1852 to 40c, 1857-59 
incl 25c and 40c unused, 1859 Provisional Gov’t 5c, 10c and 40c unused, also 20c used, Sardinia 1855-63 incl 3l, Sicily 
1859 ½g to 50g unused with o.g., also vals to 20g used, Tuscany 1851-52 vals to 9g, incl 1q black and 1s orange/
azure, 1857-59 to 9c incl 1q black, 1s yellow-buff and 1c carmine, 1860 Provisional Gov’t to 80c, Unified issues incl 
1863 10c postage dues (3) without gum, 1863-65 incl 15c and 40c apparently unused, 1867 20c pale blue unused, 
1890-91 surch on postage dues incl 20 on 1c and 30 on 2c ‘unused’, 1875 officials incl 5l and 10l unused, 1884-86 
parcel post incl 10c and 20c unused, 1889 45c dull green part o.g. and 1910 10l unused, overall cond very mixed and a 
number of reprints and forgeries present but huge cat value with many useful items (Few Hundreds)  £3000-£3400

See also lots 1126-1129

JAPAN

   
                                                                                                    109                                              115
109 C H 1871 500m deep greenish-blue type II on native laid paper (SG 8) good margins all round, unused without gum as issued, 

cat £550 F £260-£300

110 C H 1876-86 45s rose (SG 91) usual imperfect perfs, fresh and fine large part o.g., cat £500 (Plate 1) F £200-£240

111 C H 1899-1908 5y green, Princess Jingu (SG 150) very fine full o.g. with no trace of hinging, Behr Cert (1993), a lovely example 
of this scarce issue, cat £1,000 (Plate 1) F £500-£600

112 C H 1913 1y pale green and chocolate (SG 166) light bend, gum wrinkles and missing perf at right, full o.g. with no trace of 
being hinged, a good example of the scarce stamp, cat £950 (Plate 2) F £200-£240

113 C H 1916 Investiture of Prince Hirohito 1½s to 10s (SG 189-191) 10s with light bend, and ‘Stolow’ h/s on reverse, full o.g., cat 
£950+ (Plate 2) F £400-£440

114 C H 1919 First Tokyo-Osaka Airmail Service 1½s pale blue and 3s carmine (SG 196-97) small h/s on reverse of 1½s 
this with trimmed perfs at foot, both full o.g., Philatelic Foundation N.Y. and I.S.J.P Certs respectively, cat £1,025 

   (Plate 3) F £400-£440

115 C H 1924-35 Empress Jingu 5y and 10y both perf 13 x 13½ (SG 224a and 225a) the 5y with missing perf at top left, otherwise 
both fine full o.g. with no trace of hinging, cat £950 F £400-£440

116 C H 1934 Establishment of Communications Commemorative Day, min sheet (SG MS271) usual light gum wrinkles, large part 
o.g., cat £1,300 (Plate 4) F £400-£440

117 e H -- Red Cross Conference and 1935 Visit of Emperor Manchukuo sets of four (SG 272-279) all in complete sheets of 20, 
some gum loss in margin from being affixed to pages, the stamps all u/m although some with light gum creasing/wrinkles, 
cat £1,140+ F £300-£340

118 C H 1935 New Year’s 1½s carmine (SG 280) in complete sheet of twenty, odd trivial gum wrinkle otherwise fine u/m, cat 
£300+ F £150-£170
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119 C H 1937 Empress Jingu 5y and 10y (SG 310/11) both top marginal and fine u/m, scarce so fine, cat £1,050+ 
   (Plate 3) F £500-£600

120 C * WWI, POW Camps: Selection of five p/cs (4 illustrated and 1 pre-printed POW card) all addressed to Germany, with 
various Japanese markings, generally fine (Plate 4) £150-£170

121
121 C H Selection of unused nineteenth century issues on stock cards, a number of useful seen incl 1871 48m and 100m both type 

I, 1872 2s (light crease), 1876-86 3s, 10s, 12s, 20s, and 50s, 1888-92 25s to 1s and 1896 War with China set of four, a few 
small imperfections but generally fine (26) F £750-£850

122
122 C H Selection of unused nineteenth and early twentieth century issues on stock cards, a number of useful seen incl 

Chrysanthemum vals to 1y, 1914-25 ½s to 5y (5y toning) with two 1y values perf 11 and perf 13x13½, 1922, 1929 and 1930 
Mt. Fuji and Sika Deer sets, 1923 Earthquake set, 1926-31 vals to 1y and 1937-38 vals to 1y, a few small imperfections but 
generally fine (77) F £750-£850

123 C H Selection of unused twentieth century issues on stock cards, incl 1905 Postal Service 3s and 1906 Military Review pair, 
then good range of sets incl 1915 Coronation, 1921 Japanese Post (light gum toning), 1921 Crown Prince, 1925 Silver 
Wedding, 1927 UPU and 1936 Kwantung, a few small imperfections but generally fine (28) (Plate 3) F £400-£440

124 C H Selection of unused on stock card comprising 1929-34 Airmail set, 1933 1½s and 3s coil stamps (in pairs) and 1937-40 
set incl the four coil issues, mostly fine u/m (33) F £200-£200

125
125 C B Booklets: 1907 3y50 booklet (SG SB2) fresh and fine, a rare booklet, cat £2,750  F £1300-£1500

126 C H 1928 90s booklet with ten panes of six 1½s ‘Taisho’ (SG 232a) stamps, (SG SB18) trivial faults to front cover, still fine, cat 
£550 (Plate 3) F £200-£240

127 C B -- 90s booklet with five panes of six 3s ‘Taisho’ (SG 233a) stamps, (SG SB19) fine, cat £275 (Plate 3) F £130-£150
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128 C B 1937 Two 80s booklets both with one pane of twenty Admiral Togo (SG 317a) stamps, (SG SB21/21a) both fine, cat 
£420 F £200-£240

129 C H -- Two 80s booklets both with two panes of twenty General Nogi 2s (SG 315a) stamps, (SG SB20/20a) both fine, cat 
£540 F £260-£300

See also lot 284

JAPANESE POST OFFICE IN CHINA

130 C H 1900-08 10y violet (SG 20) very light bend and overall gum toning, still a most acceptable example of this scarce issue, 
cat £1,100 (Plate 1) F £300-£340

131 C H 1913 ½s to 10s and 1914-19 ½s to 1y (excl 6s) the former set with considerable toning, the latter mostly fine large part 
o.g. or u/m, odd shortish perf (22) F £200-£240

LIECHTENSTEIN

132 E H8 Collection on pages to mid 1950s, mostly used incl 1921 to 1f, unused or used, 1924-27 incl 1½f blue, 1925 Prince John’s 
Birthday set part o.g., 1927 Prince John’s Birthday, 1928 Flood Relief set large part o.g. (10r faults). 1928 70th Anniv of 
Accession set to 5f, 20r, 30r and 5f unused o.g., remainder fine used, 1929 Accession of Prince Francis, 1930 pictorials 
to 2f, 25r and 90r unused, remainder used, 1930 Air to 1f, 1931 Zeppelin, 1932 Youth Charities, 1933 Views to 1f 20 red-
brown large part o.g., 1933 Prince Francis’s 80th Birthday, 1933-35 2f red-brown, 3f blue and 5f dull purple, last two large 
part o.g., 1936 Zeppelins, 1940 Birth Centenary of Prince John, 1941 10f Madonna, 1944 2f and 3f, 1946 10f St Lucius 
u/m, 1945-47 Arms o.g., 1951-52 2f, 3f and 5f large part o.g., cond mostly fine (200+)  £700-£800

MEXICO

133 C * 1860 December 17, entire letter from Morelia to Mexico City franked 8r lilac quadrisected (lower right section) tied by 
Franco Morelia cds to pay the 2r rate, fine and scarce (Plate 4) £240-£280

NETHERLANDS

134 EH8* Small, largely used collection on pages incl 1852-63 5c (2), 10c (2) and 15c, also 10c on and outer letter sheet from 
Rotterdam to Amsterdam, 1864 5c (2), 10c and 15c (2), 1867-69 to 50c (mostly defective), 1869-76 to 2½c (faults), later 
issues incl 1899-1923 50c lake & bronze-green and 50c violet & grey, both part o.g. and 1913 Centenary to 2½g used, 
cond very mixed (100+) £200-£240

See also lots 1133-1138

NORWAY

135 C * 1861 Front to Amsterdam franked with horizontal strip of three 8sk and a pair of 3sk ‘Oscars’ tied by ‘A RENDAL 19-7-1861’ 
cds’s, with another strike to right, oval ‘HAMBURG’ transit dated 23/7/61 and boxed ‘FRANCO’ h/s (Plate 4) £160-£180

136 E H8 Collection on pages to late 1920s, largely used incl 1855 4sk blue, fine used by 12 bar circle, 1856-60 Oscar to 8sk, incl 2sk 
which is apparently lemon (not guaranteed!), 1863-64 to 24sk incl sound used 3sk, 1867-68 to 8sk 1871-75 to 7sk, 1877-
79 to 60o, 25o part o.g., others used, 1878 1k, 1k50 and 2k, both unused and used, 1882-93 ‘large die’ incl 12o pale green 
(SG 74), 1905 surch to 2k on 2sk, 1907-10 King Haakon die A 1k and 2k used, 1½k large part o.g., die B 1k green, large part 
o.g., 1925 Amundsen’s Polar Flight set unused o.g. , also used excl 15o, earlier issues mixed cond (100+) £500-£600

See also lots 1137-1138

POLAND

137 A H8 1950 (Oct) Currency Revaluation: Collection of authorised and unauthorised ‘Groszy’ overprints in maroon album with 
good range of unused and used stamps with some miniature sheets incl 1948 ‘Presidents’ part o.g., also a few covers incl 
1948 ‘Presidents’ miniature sheet on envelope sent registered to New York etc, mixed condition, a good basis for further 
development (Few Hundreds) £140-£160

138 A H8 Collection in large green boxed album, issues to 1960 incl 1860 Russian Province (5 with 1 of unused appearance), 
later with good range of regional and local issues incl Polish Legion, 1919 (Jan 10) values to 4k, issues for 
Southern and Northern Poland, extensive and comprehensive range of later issues, Polish Exiled Government 
in London, Republic with 1944 National Heroes set (3), some imperf sets, airmails with 1948 Presidents set (3), 
Postage Dues with 1919 40h used signed ‘A. Laszkiewicz’ and with APS Cert (2000), another used on piece, 
Officials etc, also East Silesia, Polish Army in Russia 1942 50k, Polish Occupation of Lithuania, Polish Post Offices 
in Constantinople etc, unused and used, mixed condition (Many Hundreds) £1000-£1200
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139 ½BH8* Collection of mostly miniature sheets in two albums and loose, issues to about 1983 incl 1928 Warsaw Philatelic Exhibition 
   part o.g. with a few bends, 1937 Visit of King of Rumania set of three part o.g. and used, 1938 5th Philatelic Exhibition perf 

and imperf part o.g. (2 of each), 1938 Stratosphere part o.g. and used, 1946 Polish Education part o.g., 1948 Polish Culture 
part o.g. (2), 1948 Presidents part o.g. (2), 1954 Philatelic Congress variety imperf and blue part o.g., later with sheetlets and 

   se-tenant issues, colourful thematic issues etc, part o.g., used and some on covers, mixed condition, many fine 
(Hundreds) £700-£800

140 2BH8 Collection in twelve albums or stockbooks and loose, early to modern unused and used issues with much duplication 
throughout incl some imperforate sets from the 1960’s period and many colourful thematic sets etc, mixed condition, 
many fine (Thousands) £400-£440

141 B * Collection of covers, cards, envelopes and fdc’s in three albums and loose incl 1928 Warsaw Philatelic Exhibition miniature 
sheet used on front sent registered, 1938 5th Philatelic Exhibition miniature sheet perf and imperf used on individual 
unaddressed envelopes, German Occupation and 1941-45 Exiled Government in London mail, 1948 Polish Culture 
miniature sheet on registered cover to New York, later with colourful thematic and commercial mail etc, mixed condition 
(Many Hundreds) £400-£440

142 2B8* Collection in thirteen albums contained in two cartons incl used issues from 1944 to 2000 and fdc’s from 1971 to 
2000 with many colourful thematic sets and miniature sheets etc, mainly fine but some fdc’s with slight foxing (Many 
Hundreds) £200-£240

See also lot 1139

PORTUGAL

143 C H 1953 Centenary of First Portuguese Postage Stamps 50c to 20E (SG 1102-1109) all in blocks of four, fine u/m, cat 
£560+ £150-£170

144 A H8 Collection to late 1920s, mostly used incl 1853 Queen Maria 5r, 25r and 50r (all sound and cut square), 1855-58 King Pedro 
to 100r, excl 5r with straight hair, 1862-64 King Luis to 100r, 1866-67 curved label, imperf vals to 120r and perf to 240r (240r 
defective), 1870-84 to 1000r, 1882-87 incl 500r black, 1882-94 to 300r, 1893 “PROVISORIO” surch/opt to 75r on 80r and 
80r, 1895 St Anthony odds to 200r, 1898 Vasco de Gama, 1910 Manoel to 1000r unused and same with republican opt, 
1926 1st Independence issue to 10E unused, cond rather mixed but some classic issues fine (Few Hundreds) £500-£600

RUSSIA

145 C * 1870 Outer letter sheet to Berlin, franked with 1866-71 3k with background of 5k, 1k and 5k (2) all tied by St Petersburg cds’s 
with very fine ‘AUS RUSSLAND’ date stamp below, very neat and attractive multi franking cover (Plate 4) £160-£180

146 C H 1933 Stratosphere Record set of 3 (SG 634/36) a few gum wrinkles, large part o.g., cat £275 F £50-£60

147 C H Civil War Issues - Priamur and Maritime Provinces: 1922 Anniversary of the Provisional Government of the Priamur 2k 
to 10k (SG 89-92) in horizontal pairs, gum bends/wrinkles, large part o.g., cat £260 £90-£100

148 C H -- 1922 Stamps of Russia and Serbia overprinted type 16, perf 14½ x 14, 1k to 70k (SG 99-113) odd perf faults, otherwise 
fine large part o.g., cat £600+ £200-£240

149 C H -- 1922 Stamps of Russia and Serbia overprinted type 16, imperforate 1k to 1r (SG 114-121) odd small tone spot and gum 
bends, large part o.g., cat £556+ £180-£200

150 C 8 German Occupation of Russia (Pleskau): 1941 Madonna, imperforate souvenir sheet of four, with vertical watermark (Mi 
1y) central 16.4.42 cancellation, cat 2500 Euros (Plate 4) £600-£700

See also lots 1140-1159

151 C 8 South Russia - Kuban Territory: 1919 10r on 10k chocolate/buff Postal Savings Bank Stamp (SG 22) tied to small piece 
by part cds, cat £300 (Plate 2) £100-£120

SAN MARINO

152 C H 1931 Air 10l blue (SG 173) fresh u/m, a few short perfs but well centred, cat £425 (Plate 3) £110-£130

SOMALIA

153 C H 1960 Independence set of 3 (SG 353-355) each in marginal block of six, a little light gum toning in places, u/m, cat 
£318+ £120-£140
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SPAIN

154
154 3A H Very useful collection to the 1970s in three albums including a small selection of postal history, good run of 

adhesives from 1850 5r (2) used, 1853 12c (2) and 5r used, 1854 2r and 5r (3) used, 1862 2r horizontal strip of 
three unused, 1865 19c unused, then mostly unused incl 1905 Tercentenary set, 1920 UPU (perf 13½) set, 1929 
Exhibitions postage and airmail sets, 1930 Railway Congress airmail set, 1936 Exhibition airmail pair, cond varies 
but the majority good to fine and well worth inspection (Many Hundreds)  £2000-£2400

155 E H8 Useful largely used collection on pages to 1920s, better items incl 1850 12c and 5r, 1851 12c, 5r and 10r (also forgeries 
of 2r and 6r), 1852 12c, 5r and 6r, 1853 12c, 2r (SG 24, surface fault), 5r and 6r, 1854 2c, 1r, 2r, 5r and 6r, 1854 Official 1l blue 
pair, 1855 2c (SG 46), 1856 white paper, no watermark unissued 12c orange (remainder cancel), 1860 19c, apparently 
unused, 1862 19c, 1864 19c, 1865 imperf 2r salmon, perf 1r yellow-green, 2r lilac and 2r dull orange, 1866 19c brown, 1867 
19c pale rose, 1868-69 100m brown, 1870 19c yellow-green, 1872-76 ¼c ultramarine complete stamp, 1873 “Peace” 4p 
chestnut unused o.g., 1875 King Alfonso 10p ultramarine (SG 237) lightly creased, 1876-77 4p plum and 10p vermilion 
large part o.g., 1878 4p dull violet, 1901-05 10p orange large part o.g., cond average to fine (200+)  £1600-£1800

156 2BH8* Collection in seventeen volumes and loose, unused and used issues to about 2001 incl some early types, later with 
commemoratives incl 1950 Franco’s Canary Island Visit (16½ mm) u/m, definitives, airmails and express etc with sets 
and short sets, a few covers with pre-stamp types, some Colonies and small group of worldwide issues, a good basis for 
further expansion, mixed condition (Thousands) £900-£1000

SWEDEN

157 E H8 Collection on pages to late 1920s, largely used incl 1855-58 set to 24sk vermilion, the 3sk green perforated on two 
sides, 1856 Stockholm local issue (3 ore) black and (3 ore) bistre, 1858-72 to 30o incl 9o, basic run though of later 
19th cent. issues, 20th cent incl 1916 Clothing Fund set of 11 to 10o+4k 90 on 5k blue (SG 86k/86u) large part o.g., 
plus lower vals used, 1924 Eighth UPU Congress set of 15 to 5k large part o.g. (30o used) and 50th Anniv of UPU 
set of 15 to 5k, good to fine used, cond generally good to fine (150+)  £1800-£2000

158 2B* Postal Stationery: Extensive collection from 1870s to 1980s incl large number of 1880s 5 ore green postcards which have 
been selected for cancels and quality of strike, these often in bundles of 50, later issues both unused and used with many 
surchs, also some ‘cut-outs’, other postal history with some pre-stamp and good selection of 1858-72 12 ore covers, 
cond generally fine to very fine, an excellent opportunity for further study (Thousands) £900-£1000

159 ½B* -- Duplicated unused and used range of postcards and lettercards mostly from 1930s to 1950s but a few earlier or later, 
generally in bundles of 25 or 50 and some identified by vendor, cond mostly fine (1000+) £200-£240

SWITZERLAND

160
160 C 8 1845 “Basel Dove” 2½r carmine, black and blue (SG B1) diagonal crease at u/left and some minor creasing elsewhere, 

small margins at top and left, touched or slightly cut-into on other sides, also small stain at l/left corner, used by large part 
Basel cds in red, a representative example of this classic rarity, Brandon Cert (2001), cat £20,000  £600-£700

See also lot 1160
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TAIWAN

161
161 C P 1888 “Horse and Dragon” 20cash, die proof in scarlet, on thin gummed wove paper, 49mm x 51mm, tiny mark on 

face and typical light creasing, a rare and attractive item  £5000-£6000

162 C H 1950 Koxinga 3c grey-green to $5 turquoise, incl 60c blue Air (SG 111/24) fresh unused without gum, as issued £200-£240

163 C H 1951 Division of Country into Self-governing Districts, both perf and imperf sets of 4 to $5 (SG 125A/28A, 125B/28B) 
unused without gum as issued, cat £775 £160-£180

164 C H 1953 Chiang Kai-shek 10c sepia to $20 brown-purple (SG 165/79) $1.60 wrinkling, $3 light creasing and surface rubbing, 
unused without gum as issued, cat £700 £140-£160

165 C H -- Third Anniv of Re-election of President Chiang Kai-shek, perf 12½ set of 6 to $5 (SG 151A/56A), odd shortish perf and 
$5 centred to u/right, unused without gum as issued, cat £425  £100-£120

166 E H 1958-63 Presidential Mansion $5 grey-green, $5.60 reddish violet, $6 red-orange, $50 red-brown and $100 deep blue on 
ord paper, also set of 5 to $20 carmine-red on granite paper (SG 286a/c, 289/90, 290a/e), each in a marginal of corner 
block of 4, also additional blocks of $10 and $20 on granite paper, a little wrinkled due to storage, unused without gum as 
issued, cat £1,378 £260-£300

167 C H 1962 Ancient Chinese Paintings (Emperors), set of 4 (SG 451/54) u/m, cat £400 £100-£120

168 C H 1965 “Double Carp” $5 reddish violet to $100 vermilion (SG 541/47) unused without gum as issued, cat £300 £110-£130

169 E H 1967 Taiwan Birds set of 6 (SG 618/23) ten sets, in blocks of 10 except $5 which comprises two blocks of 4 and a pair, 
one $5 light crease, u/m, cat £700 £160-£180

TIBET

170 C H8 1911 3p on 1c to 12a on 50c (SG C1/9) the lower values with slight faults, the rest generally fine part o.g., also 1933-60 
imperf ½t (2 unused and horizontal pair used on piece), 2/3t (2 unused), 1t (2 unused and vertical strip of three used), 2t 
(2 unused) and 4t unused, mixed condition F £70-£80

UKRAINE

171 C * 1858 April pre-stamp cover from Kamienietz Podolski to Naples, face bears senders monogram in red and framed 
‘RUSSIE’ in black with various m/s rate markings, reverse bears Kamienietz Podolski letter sheet ki despatch cds for 25 
Apr (Julian calendar) and transits incl two of Hussiatin (28 Apr, Russian office, Julian calendar and 10/5 Austro-Hungarian 
office, Gregorian calendar), Lemberg (15/5) and Napoli arrival of 23 May, wax seal removed and a few other imperfections 
but rare, with 1990 Mikulski Cert (Plate 5) £280-£320

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

172 C 8 1857-61 12c black plate III (SG 40c) block of seven tied to piece, one or two short perfs, scarce multiple, cat £2,275+ 
(Plate 5) £650-£750

173 C * 1869 1869 Cover with printed address to Paris, franked with 1869 15c (type II) tied by black cork cancel and ‘ETATS UNIS 
PAQ FR.H.No 1’ cancel in red dated Dec 69, large purple ‘Philadelphia PAID 12’ h/s to left dated Dec 10 and printed ‘Per 
Steamer’ at lower left corner, hinge remains and small repair on reverse (Plate 4) £320-£360

174 C E Essay: 1869 5c black die on card (42 x 42mm) a similar design to the issued 6c other than the value table, fine and scarce 
(Plate 5) £240-£280
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175 2A * Patriotic covers and postcards: Collection in two volumes, commences with range of pro-Union unused Civil War 
envelopes with various cachets incl ‘Remember Fort Sumter!’, ‘Resist the Devil’, ‘Death to Treason and Traitors’, ‘Liberty 
and Union’ and ‘Contraband’, then a range of commemorative covers incl 1901 United Confederate Veterans reunion, 
1909 Hudson-Fulton Celebration, 1909 New Year’s greeting card, 1909 Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exhibition, followed by a 
selection of WWI postcards incl five embroidered types, cond varies (76) £550-£650

176 C * Post Office Seals: 1917 August 8 GB KEVII 1d postal stationery envelope addressed to England with NEW YORK (MADI)SON 
SQ STA cds, the envelope with 1916 black on pink, and blue, ‘OFFICIALLY SEALED’ seals with New York oval h/s’s. affixed over 
the top, the blue seal is intact the pink was ‘cut’ through on opening, the envelope was forwarded on arrival and has machine 
cancel of 27 Aug 17, on the reverse is m/s note of arrival and forwarding details, vertical filing fold but unusual £50-£60

177 E R Revenues: 1960 Federal Boating Stamps, $1 rose-red and $3 blue (Scott RVB1/2) in plate number blocks of 4, fresh u/m, 
cat $350 £90-£100

See also lots 1161-1167

VIETNAM - NORTH

178 C H 1963 Launching of Soviet Rocket ‘Mars’ set of four in imperf corner marginal blocks of four (SG N260/3) unused, slight 
corner bends otherwise fine, cat £76+ £40-£44

 VIETNAM - SOUTH

179 C H Postage Dues: 1974-75 set of four (SG SD470k/470n) in matching u/m corner marginal blocks of six from the lower left 
of the sheets, fresh and fine, cat £132+ £60-£70

VIETNAM

180 C B 1951 10c, 20c, 1p, 3p and 15p in five unused sheets within a souvenir booklet (see footnote after SG 73), fine and scarce, 
cat £250 £130-£150

181 C B 1952 Day of Wandering Souls set of five in imperf unused sheets within a souvenir booklet (see footnote after SG 86), fine 
and scarce, cat £275 £130-£150

182 C B Booklets: 1952 Red Cross Fund (SG SB1) fine and scarce, cat £275 £130-£150

183 ½BH8 Collection in three stock books with colourful range from 1951 with unused and used, also three other stock books incl 
range of Indo-China and other countries, very mixed cond (Hundreds) £300-£340

MISCELLANEOUS COLLECTIONS
184 1½BH8	All world collection in fourteen volumes, unused and used early to mostly modern issues throughout incl 
   Barbados 1953-61 set part o.g., Ceylon 1951-54 set part o.g., China Peoples Republic issues from 1981 to 1985 

incl 1982 Plants, Birds and Sculptures miniature sheets, 1983 Western Chamber miniature sheet, a few booklets 
incl 1983 Terracotta Figures, Dominica 1954-62 set part o.g., Egypt, Faroe Islands, Greece, Jamaica, Hong Kong, 
Israel, Lesotho, Pacific Islands, The Rhodesia’s, Scandinavia incl Sweden with booklets, St. Lucia, Singapore, 
Swaziland etc, many sets, short sets and miniature sheets, colourful thematic with Europa issues etc, mixed 
condition though mostly fine (Thousands)  £2000-£2400

185 ½BH8	Collection in three ‘New Ideal’ albums, one with British Commonwealth but value in the two Foreign albums with 
   useful ranges of Europe incl Monaco, France and Colonies, Germany and States, Italy and States, Central and South 

America, China incl 1878-83 1ca and 3ca used, 1897 1c on 3c and 2c on 3c (type 21) used and Japan incl 1921 Japanese 
   Post 10s used, mixed cond and usual range of reprints but well worth close inspection (Many Hundreds)  £2000-£2400

186 3BH8 All world, mostly foreign accumulation in twenty-three volumes and loose on pages, mainly early to middle 
period incl Austria, Belgium, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Ceylon, Denmark, Ethiopia, Finland, France and 
Colonies, Germany, Greece, Iceland, Iran, Japan, Liberia, Netherlands, New Zealand, Nicaragua, Norway, Portugal, 
Romania, Russia, Saar, Tasmania, Thailand, Turkey and United States etc, also a quantity of better stamps on 
cards as purchased from smaller auctioneers, mixed condition throughout (Thousands)  £2000-£2400

187 1½BH8	All world collection in nine blue boxed ‘Prinz’ albums, small unused and used selections from mostly the early to 
   middle period incl Austria 1948-52 Costumes set part o.g., Barbados 1873 6d variety ‘Imperf pair’ large part o.g., China 

1897 Revenue stamps surcharged 2c (type 19) unused, 4c (type 19) used, 2c on 3c (type 21) variety ‘s in cents inverted’ used, 
Denmark 1854-59 2sk blue part o.g., Finland, French Colonies, Greece, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Trinidad 

   1851-55 (1d) purple-brown block of sixteen part o.g. etc, mixed condition throughout (Few Hundreds)  £1800-£2000

188 2BH8 All world collection in fourteen volumes incl three printed ‘Imperial’ types, unused and used issues to about 1938 
incl Aden 1937 Dhow set used, Canada, Denmark, Great Britain 1840 1d (2), 2d, 1884 £1 brown-lilac used, 1902-10 
£1 used, 1934 re-engraved ‘Seahorse’ set large part o.g., India with 1854 ½a blue (35), 1a (5), 4a (cut to shape), 
1902-11 25r used with violet ‘Treasury’ cds, Iran, Sweden, United States etc, some sets and short sets, mixed 
condition throughout (Thousands)  £1000-£1200
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189 3BH8 World collection in nineteen albums with good range of countries incl individual volumes of Australia (2), Canada, 
Germany and New Zealand, all periods seen but strength in QEII, also duplicates sorted into envelopes, cond 
varies (Thousands)  £1000-£1200

190 ½BH8 Collection of European issues in three volumes incl Danzig, German Occupation Issues with Allenstein, Marienwerder, 
Memel, Latvia, Poland 1939-45 General Government issues incl imperf 1941-44 Hitler heads, 1944 5th Anniversary of 
Occupation sheet of eight imperf from plate 3 (2), perf sheet from plate 4 etc, Ukraine, Upper Silesia 1921 set of eleven 
(SG 36/46) used on individual pieces some signed ‘FMC’, a quantity of 1920-22 ‘C.G.H.S.’ issues in u/m large blocks incl 
double overprints etc, unused and used, mixed condition but an interesting lot (Thousands) £800-£900

191 EH8P Mixed accumulation in envelope incl small album with a number of ‘die proofs’ stuck down, a selection of St Vincent incl 
twelve of the QV 5s and a few covers, Swedish booklets etc, an unusual and potentially valuable group £750-£850

192 2AH8 All world collection in two red ‘Ideal’ albums, generally sparsely filled throughout with unused and used issues from many 
territories incl Australia 1929-30 5s, 10s (2) and £2, many 1935 Silver Jubilee sets part o.g. etc, mixed condition (Few 
Hundreds) £700-£800

193 ½BH8 All World collection in three damaged ‘Lincoln’ albums (editions 9, 11 and 20) mostly consisting of small unused and used 
early ranges from many territories incl Australian States with Victoria 1900 Patriotic Fund set, Belgium, Canada, Cape 
of Good Hope with ‘triangulars’ (7), Denmark, France, Germany and States with Baden, Bavaria, Hanover and Thurn 
and Taxis, Great Britain 1840 1d (2) and 2d, later unused values to 1s, Italy and States, New Zealand, United States etc, 
condition very mixed throughout (Hundreds) £600-£700

194 3½BH8 General collection in twenty-five volumes plus some loose, most Commonwealth and a few European countries
    * represented, however value largely in unused GB incl 1924 and 1925 “Wembley’s”, 1929 PUC low vals, 1934 photogravure 

to 1s, 1948 RSW £1, 1951 Festival to £1, 1952-54 Tudor watermark to 1s 6d, 1955-57 St Edward’s watermark to 1s 6d, 
1958-61 graphite’s to 4½d, 1959 phos-graphites to 4½d, 1962-64 better phosphor commems then good run-through to 
mid 1980s, also several volumes of fdcs (hand-addressed) and a used collection from 1840 1d black (defective) to 1990s, 
overall cond mixed but unused GB generally fine (Few Thousands) £600-£700

195 ½BH8* Diverse and interesting accumulation incl Italian pre-stamp postal history, later Italy incl airmails with 1917 Rome-Turin 
25c on flown card, Germany incl Bergedorf 3s blue/rose sheet (assumed to be a reprint) and 1942 Hitler 2rm imperf 
marginal single, France 1960s imperf singles, Monaco 1946-49 Air set imperf, France July 1793 official decree (no postal 
connection), Falkland Is 1970s to 1980s covers, odds of Italian states incl a few multiples (Few Hundreds) £600-£700

196 2BH8* Mixed collection in twenty one stockbooks/albums, on pages and loose, good range of countries represented incl France 
and Colonies, GB, Hong Kong, Japan, Portugal and USA, some thematic/omnibus interest incl EUROPA sets in packets, 
a few covers or cards etc, very mixed cond but good lot for sorting (Thousands) £600-£700

197 2BH8* Collection in two “Ideal” albums to 1930s incl a number of useful short sets and better lower to medium value odds, 
similar “A to M” collection in Imperial album and worldwide collection in nine volumes with some better USA, Italy, France, 
Vatican and a few odds of Taiwan, rather untidy but would repay careful viewing (Few Thousands) £500-£600

198 2BH8* World collection in twenty two albums, with good range of countries represented incl Australia, Austria, Cyprus, France, 
Germany and New Zealand, with range of QV to QEII unused, used and a few covers, generally low to middle values, good 
lot for general collector, cond varies (Thousands) £500-£600

199 5BH8* Large world collection in many albums, stockbooks on pages and loose, with a wide range of countries seen and some 
thematic interest, QV to QEII very untidy but good lot for general collector, also noted a few covers and cigarette cards 
(Thousands) £500-£600

200 4BH8* World collection in seventeen albums QV to QEII with strength in the later issues with many good country runs incl New 
Zealand (plus two additional volumes of fdcs) and USA, also a small number of world ‘first-time’ collections, a good lot for 
general collector (Thousands) £500-£600

201 1½BH8 Accumulation incl two ‘Imperial’ albums for Commonwealth and Foreign, picked over but with useful remnants incl 
                 * Canada KGV vals to 20c unused, Australia on album pages incl unused Roos (various watermarks) to 2s (2), and KGV to 

1s4d, old-time album (damaged) with good world range but many stuck-down, kiloware in packets etc, very mixed cond 
(Thousands) £500-£600

202 ½BH8	All world collection in five volumes, mostly early period incl Ceylon with Chalon head types, China with large dragons, 
Denmark, Great Britain, India 1929 Air 8a variety ‘Missing tree-top’ (SG 224a) used on front, Portugal and United States 
etc, part o.g. and used, mixed condition (Hundreds) £500-£600

203 BHz* General world accumulation in three stockbooks and much loose, a collector’s clear-out lot, incl. Australia 1966-73 
Navigators 75c to $2 overprint ‘SPECIMEN’, Austria 1950-53 Air Birds set part o.g., Falkland Islands 1933 Centenary set 
to 2s6d part o.g., Great Britain 1840 1d (2), Israel 1948 Jewish New Year set with tabs u/m, Japan 1949 Postal Week (3) 
large part o.g., San Marino 1931 Air set part o.g., Thailand etc, other useful Commonwealth with unused Edward VII and 
George V short sets, modern used high values, Omnibus issues with 1935 Silver Jubilee, some commercial and other 
covers etc, a good lot for sorting, mixed condition (Thousands) £500-£600
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204 2BH8* Collectors clear-out lot incl GB collection to 1986 with 1840 1d black (3 used with faults), a few Falklands and F.I.Ds in two 
printed albums, Channel Islands, Royalty issues, Commonwealth and World collections, fdcs etc, very mixed cond but 
good lot for sorting (Thousands) £460-£500

205 1½BH8	Great Britain and Commonwealth collection in 8 volumes plus some loose, GB from 1937 to late 1980s, sparse in places 
but incl some postage, Commonwealth incl useful late KGVI and early QEII with some complete defin sets, these generally 
fine m/m, also some in new issue packets, cond good to fine (Few Thousands) £460-£500

206 B H8 Collection in five volumes incl Senf album with better India from QV to KGV incl KEVII 25r fine telegraphically used, also On 
HMS opt, KEVII and KGV CEF sets to 1r large part o.g., also some odds of ICS and IFS, French and Portuguese India, Sudan, 
Iraq and Transjordan, Triumph album also with CEF sets and IFS mentioned above, three stockbooks containing mostly more 
modern issues but GB 1d black and India KEVII 25r OHMS, cond variable but an interesting lot (Hundreds) £460-£500

207 3BH8* Collection in twenty-eight albums or stockbooks (some small), early to modern ranges from many territories incl Belgium, 
Denmark, France Italy, Netherlands, Russia, Spain and United States etc, mostly lower value material seen but some 
better sets and items noted, unused, used and a few covers, mixed condition (Thousands) £400-£440

208 1½BH	All World collection in thirteen albums, early to modern unused and used selections from many countries, incl Austria,
	 		 8 Canada, France, Italy, St. Helena etc, also Omnibus issues with 1937 Coronation, 1953 Coronation, 1963 Red Cross, 1972 

Silver Wedding, 1977 Silver Jubilee, 1981 Royal Wedding, 1982 21st Birthday of Princess Diana and Birth of Prince William 
etc, mixed condition (Thousands) £400-£440

209 3BH8* All world collection in twenty-four albums or stockbooks and loose, incl Great Britain with a large group of the 1858-79 
1d red ‘Plates’, later with fdc’s, Omnibus issues with 1937 Coronation, 1945-46 Victory, 1972 Silver Wedding, 1973 Royal 
Wedding, 1977 Silver Jubilee, 1978 Coronation Anniversary, 1981 Royal Wedding, 1982 Royal Baby, 1985 Life and Times 
of Queen Mother etc, unused and used, mixed condition with many fine (Thousands) £400-£440

210 BH8* All world collection in eight albums, unused and used issues from many territories incl Egypt, Great Britain with the better 
phosphor commemoratives, fdc’s, Ireland with Seahorses to 5s part o.g., Kenya with modern issues, Palestine and United 
States etc, mixed condition (Thousands) £400-£440

211 2BH8 Rather untidy remaindered lot incl GB from 1840 to 1990s with some postage noted, also Gibraltar volume, earlier sparse 
but good range of QEII issues to 2001, several world-wide collections in ‘Ideal’ or ‘New Ideal’ albums with odd better early 
European sections, messy and overall cond very mixed but interesting and ideal for resale (Thousands) £360-£400

212 B H8 Collectors clear-out lot incl British Africa collection in two albums, stockbook of early GB incl 1840 1d (filler), 1970s 
commems sets in u/m multiples, sparsely filled USA album, mixed ranges in albums, stockbooks and in packets etc, very 
mixed cond but good lot for sorting (Thousands) £360-£400

213 3BH8* Very mixed lot incl range with a number of small ‘collections’ on album pages incl unused GB overprinted for use abroad, 
B.A.T., Hungary, Poland, ‘War Tax’ overprints incl Ceylon 1918-19 2c and 5c ‘overprint double’ and 2c top marginal 
‘overprint inverted’ all unused, South Atlantic stamps and covers, and Telegram forms, many postcards incl Birthday 
‘greetings’, also various kiloware incl India sorted into envelopes, cond varies but fun lot (Thousands) £340-£380

214 3BH8* Collectors clear-out lot with wide range, the main value in remaindered unused collection in KGVI album incl Bermuda 
‘Keyplates’ 2s to £1, also Channel Island pres packs, Royalty issues, large quantity of Ghana Air letters, commercial 
covers etc, very untidy but good lot for general collector (Hundreds) £300-£340

215 2A H8 All world collection in two maroon ‘Imperial’ albums, mostly small unused and used selections from many territories incl 
China 1909 and 1910 postal stationery 1c cards to London, German States, Great Britain 1840 1d (2) and 2d (all poor), United 
States, Victoria 1900 Empire Patriotic Fund set part o.g. etc, mixed condition throughout (Few Hundreds) £300-£340

216 AH8* All world collection in green album, mostly early to mid period unused and used ranges from a good selection of countries 
incl Germany and Colonies, Great Britain, India, Indian Feudatory States with Jammu and Kashmir covers and cards etc, 
very mixed condition (Few Hundreds) £300-£340

217 ½BH8 All world collection in four stockbooks, a binder and loose, unused and used issues plus a few covers from many territories
      *  incl Great Britain with a quantity of used 1858-79 1d red plates, Malayan States with Johore, Kedah, Perak, Selangor, St 

Helena 1895 envelope to United States etc, mixed condition throughout (Thousands) £300-£340

218 3BH8* Very mixed lot, with much on album pages, incl range of (mostly) unused min sheets, collection of Poland, pages of 
   Madeira, stock book with small selection of GB overprinted for use abroad, quantity of postcards with good range from 

German 3rd Reich and early Japanese to modern GB, kiloware in packets etc, great lot for sorting, very mixed cond 
(Thousands) £300-£340

219 4BH8* Very mixed lot, with much on album pages, incl range of countries and themes incl Madeira, Hungary, useful Poland, quantity 
of postcards and postal history incl ‘Airmails’, kiloware, great lot for sorting, very mixed cond (Thousands) £300-£340

220 2BH8* World collection in nineteen albums/stockbooks with good range of countries with generally low to middle value, a useful 
collection of Falkland Islands in printed album incl 1912-20 3s and 5s unused and 1938-50 ½d to £1 (excl 5s) used and 
some thematic interest incl Aircraft, cond varies (Thousands) £300-£340
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221 B H8 World collection in fifteen stockbooks with good range of countries incl France, Germany and USA, some thematic interest 
incl Aircraft, unused and used generally low to middle values, good lot for general collector (Thousands) £300-£340

222 3BH8* World range in albums/stockbooks on cards in packets etc with good range of countries incl Cyprus (year packs) and 
Germany, some thematic interest, unused and used generally low to middle values, good lot for general collector, cond 
varies, (Thousands) £300-£340

223 ½BH8 All world collection in five albums or stockbooks and loose incl Cayman Islands 1938-48 set part o.g., Egypt, Falkland
                 *   Islands 1933 Centenary set to 1s large part o.g., 1938-50 values to £1 large part o.g., Italian Occupation of Greek Islands 

(not guaranteed), some covers incl Australian 1931 airmails, Germany 1930 large ‘Bremen’ catapult envelope, Spain Civil 
War envelopes etc, mixed condition, many fine (Many Hundreds) £300-£340

224 2BH8 All world accumulation in fourteen albums or stockbooks and loose, unused and used early to mostly modern duplicated 
   ranges with many territories represented, also thematics incl colourful sets and short sets with animals, birds, 

butterflies, costumes, football, transport etc, mixed condition with many fine, an ideal lot for the club book maker 
(Thousands) £300-£340

225 BH8* All world selection on pages, stockcards and loose in envelopes, a general collectors clear out lot, incl Brazil, France with 
ppcs, New Zealand, Portugal in stockbook with unused sets from 1951 to 1980, Rhodesia and Russia with modern issues, 
Spanish Colonies etc, unused and used, many early to modern worldwide covers and cards incl Postage Dues, mixed 
condition (Thousands) £300-£340

226 4BH8* All World accumulation in eight albums, binders or stockbooks (some small) and much loose incl duplicated ranges 
on pages, in club-books, early to modern ppc’s, fdc’s, Malaysian bundleware, Space thematics etc, a useful lot for the 
enthusiastic club-book or packet maker, very mixed condition throughout (Many Thousands) £260-£300

227 1½BH8 All world collection in three albums and much loose incl Cape of Good Hope 1855-63 6d used on piece, Great Britain 
                   * 1840 1d, 1948 Silver Wedding set, Hong Kong 1948 Silver Wedding set part o.g., Iran 1950 Fourth  Anniv of Re-establishment
    set part o.g. and used on reverse of envelope to England, modern worldwide commercial covers etc, mixed condition 

(Thousands) £260-£300

228 2BH8* Mixed range with a number of individual collections (incl small auction lots) noted two volumes of Greece fdcs (stamps 
stc £700+), collection of unused Cyprus in stockbook and a smaller one on pages, Alderney fdcs (loose) etc, cond varies 
(Many Hundreds) £220-£260

229 2BH8* Collectors clear-out lot incl three volumes of GB fdcs 1990-2009, untidy accumulation of GB and Commonwealth (mostly 
Islands) in stockbook, French Colonies in ‘Scott’ album, etc, untidy but good lot for sorting (Thousands) £200-£240

230 BH8 World-wide collection in five volumes with most areas represented, generally more common material but incl some slightly 
better GB, Greece, Mozambique and Southern Africa, an ideal lot for further expansion, accompanied by photocopies of 
the collection (Few Hundreds) £200-£240

231 A H8* Collection in album, mostly issues to the mid 1930’s incl Denmark, Egypt, Germany with ‘Lost Colony’ and similar labels, 
1929 Welfare Fund set used on envelope sent registered to Denmark, Iceland, Palestine etc, unused, used and a few 
covers, mixed condition (Few Hundreds) £200-£240

232 ½BH8  Accumulation in carton incl small collections of Luxembourg and Austria with a few better stamps, odds of Monaco, 
Ionian Islands, a rather remaindered 1930s Strand album (still a few useful odds) a couple of bags of loose mostly modern 
stamps and two reference books, would repay viewing (Hundreds) £200-£240

233 BH8* Collection in carton incl good selection of GB from 1950s to early 1980s, incl commems, defins with some Machin cylinder 
blocks, also some Commonwealth u/m sets from late 1970s and early 1980s with thematic content and a volume of 
cricket related stamps and covers, cond generally fine (Few Hundreds) £200-£240

234 3BH8* Very mixed lot incl range with a number of small ‘collections’ on album pages or in stockbooks incl Hungary, Madeira and 
Poland, much postal history etc cond varies but fun lot (Thousands) £200-£240

235 ½BH8* All world selection in two stockbooks and loose in envelope incl Egypt 1938 King Farouk’s 18th Birthday £E1 part o.g., 
Leeward Islands 1954 set part o.g., St. Kitts Nevis, Somaliland Protectorate 1953-58 set part o.g., Swaziland 1938-54 
set with some perf varieties part o.g., Turks and Caicos Islands etc, unused, used and a few modern first day and other 
covers, mostly fine (Few Hundreds)  £200-£240

236 3BH8* All world accumulation on pages, in packets and much loose, mostly lower value material from a wide range of territories 
incl Great Britain fdc’s, worldwide kiloware, ppc’s with modern erotica reproductions and Guinness types etc, very mixed 
condition throughout with some water damage noted (Many Thousands) £200-£240

237 2BH8* Collection incl GB from QV (mostly 1d reds) to 1980s incl some postage and fdcs, Jamaica incl a box of 1950s to 1970s 
‘postal history’ which appears to have been collected for smaller office cancels, also a volume of loose stamps of all 

   periods accumulated for the same purpose, lastly a stockbook containing some Ascension 1980s unused sets (Few 
Thousands) £180-£200
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MISCELLANEOUS COLLECTIONS

238 1½BH8	Mixed range in stockbooks and albums, mostly mixed but a few single country groups incl Hungary, Poland, South Africa,
                   * and S.W.A., also one volume of unused min sheets and a GB L/E plating guide, very mixed cond (Thousands) £150-£170

239 2BH8* Untidy all world accumulation in two cartons incl mid period ranges of kiloware from Egypt, Germany and Italy, much loose 
on pages and in envelopes, some covers etc, a good lot for the enthusiastic sorter, very mixed condition throughout (Many 
Thousands) £150-£170

240 ½BH8 All world collection in nine volumes (some small) and loose incl Gibraltar, Great Britain with some early issues, 1948 Silver 
Wedding set part o.g. and used, thematics with Royalty etc, mixed condition (Many Hundreds) £150-£170

241 ½BH8 Collections of unused Jersey and Guernsey to 1990s and used USA in individual albums, then a further album with 
Australia, Canada, New Zealand, 1946 Victory issues and Bird thematics, cond varies (Many Hundreds) £130-£150

242 7BH8* All world accumulation in about eighty albums or stockbooks (incl small types) and loose, all variously affected by previous 
water damage incl Great Britain decimal face value and Postage Due lower values in large blocks, omnibus issues with 
coin covers, miniature sheets of the world etc, extremely mixed condition (Many Thousands) £120-£140

243 A * Postal Stationery: Selection of mostly foreign unused mainly early period cards, envelopes and forms etc incl Czechoslovakia, 
   Denmark and Mozambique, also a few Commonwealth issues overprint ‘SPECIMEN’ incl Ceylon, Cyprus and New South 

Wales etc, generally good to fine (110) £120-£140

244 BH8 Various in three red albums, mainly foreign unused and used issues with a wide range of countries represented incl 
Austria, France and United States etc, also Isle of Man in printed boxed album, mostly lower value material noted in mixed 
condition (Hundreds) £120-£140

245 2BH8* Collector’s clear-out accumulation incl a couple of sparse “Ideal” albums, several junior volumes, quantities of loose 
stamps in cigar boxes and packets, a complete jumble but potentially interesting (Few Thousands) £110-£130

246 BH8 Kiloware: Large box of off paper mixture, in bags, envelopes and loose (Thousands) £100-£120

247 2½BH8 Mixed lot incl GB Postal Stationery, a collection of GB booklet panes on fdcs (and the booklets), quantity of QV 1d red 
       * plates incl part sheet re-construction, various Omnibus issues incl 1937 Coronation in album, Commonwealth sets and 

singles on stock pages etc, very untidy but good lot for sorting (Thousands) £100-£120

248 ½BH8 All world collection in three stockbooks and a folder, early to modern issues from many territories incl Chile 1942 University 
100p part o.g and used, Denmark, France, Germany and States, United States etc, generally lower value material in very 
mixed condition (Few Hundreds) F £100-£120

249 2BH8* Collector’s clear-out accumulation incl “Oppens”, “Lincoln” and “Strand” albums, a few more recent volumes and some 
loose in packets, ideal for sorting (Few Thousands) £90-£100

250 BH8* All world selection in two albums and loose incl Falkland Islands, Great Britain fdc’s, miniature sheets of the world, cards 
and covers etc, mostly lower value material noted in very mixed condition (Thousands) £70-£80

251 ½BH8 All world collection in four albums, generally used lower value material from many territories, also some covers and cards 
      * incl small group of military uniform thematics, mixed condition (Hundreds) £50-£60

252 B H8 Small, heavily duplicated remnant of packet-maker’s stock, incl Spain 1930s odds in unused blocks, France 1944 Mercury 
‘RF’ opt set of 4 in large unused multiples, Norway 1937 1k blue-green King Haakon in part sheets, also unused odds 
of Germany and Croatia from same period and used quantities of Belgium railway parcel stamps and Ceylon KGVI 
bundleware (Few Thousands) £50-£60

253 ½BH Accumulation of all world u/m new issues loose in glassines as supplied from the 1960’s to the 1980’s incl Commonwealth, 
Foreign, Israel and Scandinavia etc, generally fine (Thousands) £50-£60

254 1½B8 Accumulation of kiloware and off paper all world issues in small boxes, packets and loose with early to modern issues 
   from many territories noted, a good lot for the enthusiastic club book or packet maker, mixed condition (Many 

Thousands) £50-£60

255 A H8* Small selection in stockbook incl a few GB fdcs 2010 and 2011, New Zealand “Prestige” booklets incl 1996 Racehorses 
and 1999 Scenic Walks c.t.o, also a few min sheets to late 1990s, Australia odds incl 1970 Cook min sheet fdc to 1990s 
min sheets, a few booklets from 1980s-90s (100+) £40-£44

POSTAL HISTORY
256 ½B* Fascinating accumulation of mostly European (especially Scandinavia) 20th century commercial covers, most have some 

type of military connection incl WWI and WW2 censored mail, Spanish civil war censored mail, a few officially sealed 
covers and odd re-directed item, also a small bundle of covers either to or from banks (again mostly Scandinavia), cond 
generally fine (200+) £300-£340

257 B * Mixed lot on album pages and loose incl good number of ‘Airmails’ incl ffc, ‘Paquebot’ ‘Ship-letters’ and ‘Railway’ covers 
and cards, world postal stationery incl pre-stamp and postal stationery, etc, interesting lot (Many Hundreds) £300-£340
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258 E * Small selection from various countries incl GB 1840 1d (3 margins) on entire, 1881 French cover to Sussex with eleven 
stamps affixed and tied by Paris cds’s, Boer War covers, mixed cond some partly stuck to pages (Approx 50) £200-£240

259 E * 8 Diverse selection 1914 HK reg cover from BPO Shanghai to London, 14c rate, HK 1935 Jubilee set on reg cover to England, 
Bermuda 1903 2½d brown and blue on cover to USA, Mauritius 1903 4c on 12c p.s. card uprated to 10c and used from 
Curepipe to Queensland, NSW 1881 OHMS cover (1d OS opt) used from Sydney to Burraga, Swaziland 1938 philatelic cover 
(bears 1933 set to 1s) from Hlatikulu, Grenada 1941 cover from Carriacou to Grenada, bears KGVI 2s and two ½d, Zululand 
1897 bearing 1894 ½d, 1d, 2½d, 3d and 6d from Eshowe, several others and a few loose stamps (15) £150-£170

260 C * 8 Small diverse selection incl Hawaii 1889 1c red Queen Lilioukalani p.s. card, uprated 1c blue-green adhesive, used from 
   Kilauea, Kauai to London, Germany 1920 reg cover from Helgoland to Birmingham, with censor strip (also a loose 
   Heligoland 1875-79 1m (1s) used), Switzerland 1864 cover from Basel to England, franked 60c copper and Portugal 

1868 EL from Lisbon to Geneva “via France”, 140r rate paid by imperf 10r yellow vert pair (defective) and single perf 120r 
blue £90-£100

AIRMAIL

The following eight lots are from the “Gerald Davis” collection of “Pioneer Airmails”

261 E Q 1911 September, First UK Aerial Post: Selection of nine items comprising London to Windsor Sept 9 dark green and brown 
cards used to Norwood with Die ‘3’ handstamps, Sept 9 red-brown card to Norwood with Die ‘4’ handstamp, Sept 9 red 
envelope with enclosure to Norwood with Die ‘1’ handstamp, Sept 9 green envelope with enclosure also to Norwood (Die 
unclear), Sept 9 dark green card to Germany with Die ‘4’ handstamp, Sept 9 brown envelope to India with Die ‘4’ handstamp 
and Bombay-Aden Sea Post Office datestamp of Sept 24 on reverse, Windsor to London Sept 16 dark green card to West Ham 
with Die ‘2’ handstamp and Sept 16 card to Canada with Die ‘2’ handstamp, mixed condition throughout £360-£400

262 C Q 1918 December 10, ‘Stamp Collecting’ Aerial souvenir card (facsimile of Mulready envelope) flown by Hugh Vallencey from 
Marquise to Lympne, on reverse APO S.20 despatch cds and violet ‘7029’ censor cachet, some corner scuffs as usual 
though scarce (Newall 18.07)  £60-£70

263 E Q 1919 November 10, First Air Mail to France by Aircraft Transport and Travel Ltd, envelope sent registered to Paris endorsed 
‘By Aeroplane’ and ‘Express’ franked ½d, 4d and 2s6d all tied by ‘London Chief Office’ cds’s, the 2s6d also tied by violet 
crayon/pencil stroke, fine and rare (Newall 19.35) (Plate 5) £200-£240

264 E Q 1920 January to October, London to Paris and Paris to London flights, selection of four covers comprising January 20 
   envelope from Paris franked Sower 25c and Merson 1f (3) with violet framed “EXPRESS FEE PAID 3D” cachet, March 2 envelope 

(opened out for display) franked 1d, 1½d and 2s6d all tied by ‘Threadneedle Street’ cds with red “AIR MAIL/EXPRESS” cachets, 
Sept 24 envelope franked 2d, 2½d and 6d all tied by ‘Lombard Street’ cds’s with black “AIR MAIL/EXPRESS’ cachet and October 
4 envelope from Paris franked Merson 1f (2) and special De Buc label with red “AIR MAIL/EXPRESS” cachet and showing 
London arrival same day datestamps on reverse, a few faults at places though generally fine, (Plate 5) £240-£280

265 E Q 1922 Instone Airlines London to Brussels and Cologne flight and return, selection of four items incl Oct 24 envelope 
franked 5d tied by London Chief Office datestamp, Oct 24 card to Leeds franked ½d and 3d tied by APO S.40 code ‘3’ 
cds’s, Oct 26 envelope to the ‘Seaplane Training School’ Hampshire re-directed to London franked 1½d and 2d tied by 
APO S.40 code ‘3’ cds’s, Nov 27 envelope to London franked ½d and 1½d (2) tied by APO S.40 code ‘A’ cds’s, also 1923 
June 23 envelope to London franked ½d and 3d tied by APO S.40 code ‘2’ cds’s, 1923 July 17 envelope franked 1½d and 
3d with Putnery cds’s to APO 40 with code ‘B’ arrival cds on reverse and 1923 Aug 31 envelope to London franked ½d, 
1d and 1½d (2) tied by APO S.40 code ‘4’ cds’s, mostly fine and a scarce group (Plate 5) £400-£440

266 E Q 1923 August 14, London to Berlin flight, envelope addressed to Bremen franked 2½d and 3d tied by machine 
   cancellation, on reverse framed “Mit Luftpost befordert/Postamt 1, Bremen” cachet, fine and scarce (Newall 23.09B) 

(Plate 5) £90-£100

267 ½BQ Instone Airlines: Comprehensive collection of covers, cards and much collateral material in folder and binder, 
   mostly well written up on pages incl 1915 (June 19) ppc depicting a B.E. type aircraft fitted with wireless sent from 

Aldershot addressed to Mr and Mrs Instone at Wolverhampton, 1920 (Sept 27) envelope to France, 1921 (Aug 29) 
envelope addressed to Capt A. Instone in Brussels, 1922 (Nov) envelope to France endorsed ‘By Aeroplane Post’ 
with violet framed “NO FLIGHT./SENT BY/ORDINARY SERVICE” cachet, 1923 (Jan 5) envelope from APO S.40 to 
London, 1924 (March 24) envelope from APO S.40 to London, the photographs incl aircraft, 1922 King’s Cup Air 
Race and family groups and gatherings etc, also letters dated 1920 (March) from the “Aviation Dept’ and ‘Aerial 
Transport Dept’ with a ticket receipt for £100 for a flight from Nice to London due to the French railway strike (these 

   Ex Humphrey Norvill), 1921 (Oct) HMSO Air Ministry Agreement booklet, Time Table and Fares leaflets etc, also 
brass button and embroidered pilots cap badge, later with 1931 Imperial Airways correspondence signed by 
Samuel Instone (Director), a fascinating and interesting lot that would be virtually impossible to duplicate, mostly 
fine  £1500-£1700

268 e Q Selection of ten mostly unused ppc’s (plus a duplicate) depicting aircraft or interiors incl Croydon Aerodrome, Handley 
Page and Imperial Airways etc, also Imperial Airways 1934 fold out ‘Map of the European Air Routes’ and 1948 ‘Air Post 
& Aviation Souvenirs’ booklet by F.J.Field, generally fine £100-£120
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269 C Q Antigua: 1936 July 7 reg airmail cover to Detroit, USA, 1s 6d rate paid by six 1921-29 3d purple/pale yellow (SG74?) tied 
   by St John’s cds, reverse bears San Juan PR transit cds for Jul 10 and Detroit arrival cds for Jul 12, fine commercial 

usage £46-£50

270 C Q Australia: 1931 All Australian Xmas Greetings Flight, special ANA printed envelope sent registered from Bromsgrove 
franked 3d, 4d and 1s and tied by December 21 cds’s, addressed to Mosman Sydney, transit and arrival datestamps of 
January 21 and 22 1932 on reverse, fine. The aeroplane for this flight was not ready until January 7 1932, the pilot Charles 
Kingsford Smith refused to pass the mail to another carrier £50-£60

271 A Q Balloon Posts: Collection of covers and cards in green album from 1929 to 1972, incl 1929 (Oct 6) Zurich to Mannendorf, 
1932 (Sept 25) Gordon Bennett Basel to Ebrach, 1938 Aarau to Hornussen, later with commemorative flights etc, good 
condition throughout, an interesting lot (45) £150-£170

272 C Q Columbia: 1924 July 20 envelope sent airmail to Manchester franked 1923-39 10c and SCADTA 1923-28 10c and 
20c tied by the red Bogota Scadta cds, violet framed ‘USE THE COLOMBIAN AIR MAIL !/IT SAVES YOU 10 DAYS !’ 

   cachet on reverse, also 1929 December 21 Bogota to Buga first flight cover with special cachet in violet (Muller #64, only 
150 covers flown), both mainly fine £70-£80

273 C Q Finland: 1933 July 1-12, Zeppelin 3rd South America Flight: Envelope sent registered to Recife franked 2m and 
   25m tied by Lahti cds’s of June 27, violet cachet below and Berlin Sassnitz oval transit datestamp of June 30 alongside, 
   on reverse red cachet, Berlin cds and Pernambuco arrival datestamp of July 5, a few stains otherwise fine and scarce 

(Sieger 219) (Plate 5) £100-£120

274 C Q France: 1929 August 19 “Ile De France” Catapult Mail, illustrated ‘Dalwick’ envelope sent registered to Hoboken franked 
1f.50 (vertical pair) and 10f tied by octagonal Le Havre A New York datestamps, alongside “Transat Aerienne/Catapulte 
Ile de France/Aout 1929/Pilot Domergue” cachet and signature of the pilot, on reverse transit and arrival datestamps of 
August 20 1929, fine (Plate 6) £130-£150

275 C Q Great Britain: 1928 September 24 Liverpool Civic Week and Experimental Flying Boat Service from Liverpool to 
Belfast and Return, selection of five items all dated September 24 and mostly with same day arrival datestamps, mixed 
condition £60-£70

276 C Q 1933 International Airlines Ltd, Western Air Express envelope from Croydon to Plymouth unfranked though bearing 3d 
yellow and black vignette tied by oval Air Port of London cachet, ‘First/Flight/26-8-33.’ cachet alongside and signed by 
the pilot, also envelope franked 1½d tied by Croydon Sept 7 machine cancel addressed to Suffolk with the 3d yellow and 
black vignette tied by oval International Airlines Plymouth cachet dated Sept 6, fine £50-£60

277 E Q -- Provincial Airways Ltd, West Country Air Service, selection of five covers all franked 1½d and each with the 3d company 
vignette comprising Nov 25 Southampton to Plymouth, Nov 25 Croydon to Plymouth, another flown on the round 

   trip, Nov 26 Plymouth to Southampton and Nov 28 Plymouth to London, also pane of the vignette and some printers 
proofs and trials in various colours, mostly fine, an interesting group (18 items) £80-£90

278 E Q -- Great Western Railway Air Service, selection of four covers all franked 1½d comprising April 12 Cardiff to Teignmouth 
and Newport to Plymouth each bearing the 3d green and black ‘Prepaid Newspaper Parcel’ vignette appropriately tied, 
July 21 Plymouth to Birmingham cover and July 27 Torquay to Birmingham cover both with the 3d pale blue vignette, a 
few stains on the first otherwise fine £46-£50

279 E Q -- 1934 Mac Robertson Air Race, small but interesting collection of eight covers relating to this famous competition for 
the fastest UK to Australia flight incl GB KGV 1½d p/s envelope carried by Davis and Hill who crashed in Cyprus, printed 
airmail cover franked with GB KGV ½d carried by Roscoe Turner who finished third, cover franked with GB KGV 1½d 
carried by C.E. Kay and signed by him, and five covers carried on the KLM airliner ‘Uiver’ (two of which are from the race) 
which later crashed near Rutbah Wells during a violent sandstorm on 20 December 1934 plus three photographs of the 
plane being serviced at Dum Dum during the race and a press release of the crash, useful lot £280-£320

280 E Q -- Highland Airways Ltd, selection of seven covers mostly with single 1½d frankings and with the special vignette 
comprising May 29 Inverness to Kirkwall (2), Kirkwall to Inverness, Dec 1 Inverness to Wick, Wick to Kirkwall, Kirkwall to 
Wick and Wick to Inverness, mostly fine £55-£65

281 C Q India: 1927 March 26 two similar (different frankings) India to UK covers. from Karachi via Basra - Cairo to London 
with m/s flight details at top and ‘Urgent’ in pen large boxed “AIR MAIL SERVICE BASRA-CAIRO (KARACHI G.P.O.)” in 
magenta cachet, both backstamped with “BASRAH 31 MAR 27” transit mark £100-£120

282 C Q Ireland: 1924 May 1 envelope sent by airmail to London franked Great Britain George V ½d and 1½d each tied by Belfast 
double ring cds, flown on the first experimental Belfast to Liverpool flight, Belfast single circle datestamp of May 2 
(despatch date) at left, flap missing from reverse otherwise fine and scarce £40-£50

283 C Q -- 1929 August 26 envelope addressed to Bristol sent by airmail on the Galway to London experimental flight, franked 
1929 O’Connell 2d tied by Galway cds, large blue airmail etiquette at left tied by the special cachet in purple, signed by 
the pilot Charles Russell at upper left, fine £40-£50

284 C Q Japan: 1927 August 12 airmail cover to Keigo City Korea franked 1927 UPU Membership 1½s (2) tied by Osaka cds, red 
airmail and violet aeroplane cachets, fine and scarce £70-£80
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285 E Q Sudan: Twenty covers (March 1931) to same addressee in London and most forwarded to Folkestone, Kent, various 
frankings, six with ‘First Flight Juba to Mwanza’ cachet and typed ‘Via Kisumu’, the others with the ‘First Flight Juba to 
London’ cachet, all numbered in pen, a few faults £100-£120

286 A Q Collection of fifty-two worldwide first flight covers in blue boxed album dating between 1911 and 1930 incl Bulgaria 
1927 (Nov 8) Sofia to Varna flight, Germany with Zeppelin flights (7) and Catapults (4), Great Britain 1911 (Sept 9) 
London to Windsor purple-brown ‘Remington Typewriter’ card, 1923 (Oct 13) Lympne to Haslingleigh Motor Glider 
flight, Greece (4), India 1927 (Feb 14) Lahore to Karachi flight by Stack and Leete, Japan 1929 (Oct 6) flights from 
Osaka (4), Kenya 1927 (Feb 15) Kisumu to London flight with special red circular dated cachet, Romania 1930 (Aug 
9) Cluj to Bucharest flight, United States etc, mostly fine  £1000-£1200

287 ½BQ Worldwide collection on pages and loose incl France with ten imperforate singles dating between 1965 and 1981 stuck 
to page, Great Britain 1911 London to Windsor brown and green cards used on Sept 11 and 12 respectively, Italy 1933 
Zeppelin set part o.g. etc, also sixteen encapsulated medallions commemorating ‘100 Years of Flight’, mixed condition 
throughout (Many Hundreds) £320-£360

288 C Q Group of five early first flight covers comprising 1931 August 1 Windhoek to Grootfontein, August 3 Otjiwarongo to 
Windhoek, August 10 Windhoek to Walvis Bay, August 11 Walvis Bay to Mariental and November 30 Grootfontein to 
Tsumeb, each with requisite labels and correctly franked, some with slight imperfections but mainly fine £150-£170

289 C Q Group of three covers comprising 1931 (Feb) Portsmouth to Nairobi flown on Imperial Airways first official flight from London 
to Capetown, 1932 (Jan) Capetown to Croydon Imperial Airways first official flight and 1937 (June) St. Ives to Transvaal 

   endorsed ‘By Flying Boat’ and flown on first 1½d flying boat service between Southampton and Durban, 
   mainly fine £60-£70

LITERATURE

290 E  A rather worn book entitled ‘Specimens of Machinagraphy’ by G.E.Oliver of Edinburgh (successor to E. Bacon & Son, 
London) showing samples (and a single page price list) of Medallic Scrolls, Combination Scrolls, Medallic Medals and 
Stipple Tints etc, the pages are mostly ‘exploded’ but a most interesting historical booklet showing various engravings etc 
used in the printing process £300-£340

291 B  The Royal Philatelic Collection’ by Sir John Wilson, with original slipcase and cellophane cover, last a couple of splits but 
well above average fo this impressive and rather bulky publication £60-£70

292 A  The Royal Philatelic Collection’ by Sir John Wilson, in red cloth complete with slipcase published in 1952 by The Dropmore 
Press, the book fine, the slipcase with usual wear £60-£70

293 2B Diverse accumulation in two cartons incl old Stanley Gibbons catalogues, a selection of generally non-specialised 
magazines and books and a selection of Billig handbooks £40-£44

BY APPOINTMENT TO 
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN 

STANLEY GIBBONS LTD 
LONDON 

PHILATELISTS 

Stanley Gibbons

Stanley Gibbons Limited 
399 Strand, London, WC2R 0LX

+44 (0)20 7836 8444
www.stanleygibbons.com   

CASH AVAILABLE FOR 
DIRECT PURCHASE
Substantial funds available for immediate cash payment for the right material.

Needed NOW: We are always looking to purchase Great Britain and 
British Commonwealth items from the reign of Queen Victoria 
through to King George VI.

  Good quality single items    Award-winning collections
  One Country Collections    Advanced Collections    Postal History

Please note that First Day Covers and omnibus collections from the 
current reign of Queen Elizabeth II are outside the scope of our current needs.

Please contact Ryan Epps on 020 7836 8444 email repps@stanleygibbons.com
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ADEN

294 C H 1937 Dhow ½a to 10r (SG 1/12) some lower values and the 5r with small hinge thins otherwise fresh part o.g., cat £1,000 
(Plate 6) £200-£240

ANTIGUA

295 E R  Revenues - Stamp Duty: 1870 watermark Crown CC 2d blue and dark blue (Barefoot 2) u/m corner marginal plate 
number’1’ block of ten (5 x 2), usual streaky gum, centred to right, a few perf separations and a small piece missing from 
the margin at foot otherwise a scarce and attractive multiple F £24-£28

296 E H8 Collection on pages to KGVI, QV mostly used incl 1862 no watermark 6d blue-green (thinned), 1863-67 incl a few 
shades, 1872 incl 6d blue-green single apparently imperforate (RPS Cert - 1922), 1884-87 to 1s (6d unused), later 
mostly unused incl 1903-07 to 5s, 1913 5s grey-green and violet, 1921-29 watermark MCA to £1, watermark script 
to 4s, 1932 Tercentenary to 5s, 1938-51 to £1, also a few later odds (80+)  £280-£320

297 E H8 Selection on two album pages incl QV unused and used vals to 4d and 1908-17 vals to 1s unused, mixed cond 
(21)  £100-£120

ASCENSION

298 C 8 Great Britain Used In: 1902-10 1d scarlet, horizontal strip of 3 and 2½d ultramarine, horizontal pair, each good used by 
type Z2 cds (1d several strikes), (SG Z22, Z25) latter dated Sp 11 12 £50-£60

299 C * -- 1913 envelope addressed to Harrogate England franked 1887-92 ½d vermilion (SG Z8) in a block of six (3 x 2) each tied 
or cancelled by Type Z2 (no index letter) cds’s of March 29, fine and scarce (Plate 6) £220-£260

300 C * -- 1913 envelope addressed to Harrogate England franked 1887-92 4½d green and carmine (SG Z14) tied by Type Z2
   (index A) cds of January 2, fine and rare (Plate 6) £500-£600

301 C * -- 1913 envelope addressed to Harrogate England franked 1887-92 5d dull purple and blue (SG Z15) tied by Type Z2 
(index A) cds of January 2, fine and scarce (Plate 6) £220-£260

302 C * -- 1913 philatelic cover to England, franked by single “B12” control 1912 ½d green, tied by type Z2 (23mm) cds, index 
letter B, for 30 De 13, cover has slight surface damage to left of adhesive which may be due to the removal of another 
stamp, ½d adhesive has one toned perf at top £80-£90

303 C * -- 1915 printed envelope sent registered to London franked 1912-22 3d violet (SG Z44) tied by Type Z2 (index B) cds 
of October 16, alongside registration label with same cds and m/s ‘62’ in blue, on reverse straight line ‘CENSORED’ 
handstamp and London arrival datestamps (2 different) of October 30, fine and scarce (Plate 7) £160-£180

304 C * -- 1917 (?) 3d brown registered envelope (size G) to Glasgow London with unclear datestamp, registration label 
   alongside tied by Type Z2 (index A) cds of April 2, below “PASSED CENSOR/ASCENSION” handstamp (part on reverse), 

on reverse London arrival datestamp of April 29, the envelope opened out for display and the flap replaced wrongly, a few 
other small faults otherwise fine and scarce £200-£240

305 C H 1922 ½d to 3s (SG 1/9) large part o.g., a few light gum wrinkles and odd shortish perf otherwise fine, cat £325 £120-£140

306 C 8 -- ½d black and green to 3s black and violet (SG 1/9) 2s short corner perf at upper left, apart from odd shortish perf others 
generally good to fine used, cat £475 £140-£160

307 C S  -- ½d black and green to 3s black and violet overprinted ‘SPECIMEN’ (SG 1s/9s) 1½d extensively thinned, 2d small thin 
and a couple of others minor imperfections, part o.g., cat £800 (Plate 7) £260-£300

308 C H 1924-33 ½d grey-black and black, left marginal horizontal pair, left stamp variety “broken mainmast” (SG 10/10a) a trace 
of perf toning, large part o.g., cat £130+ (Plate 5) £60-£70

309 C H -- ½d to 3s (SG 10/20) large part o.g., light gum toning and a few shortish perfs, cat £350 £130-£150

310 C H -- ½d to 3s incl 1d grey-black and bright blue-green (SG 10/20) plus additional 1d shade and 2d variety Broken mainmast 
(small thin) part (2s) or large part o.g., several vals with light overall gum toning or tone spots, gum bends and odd short 
perf, cat £685 £200-£240

311 C H -- ½d grey-black and black, variety “torn flag” (SG 10b) centred a little to left, large part o.g., cat £200 (Plate 2) £60-£70

312 C H -- 1d grey-black and deep blue-green, lower left corner horizontal pair with plate number, left stamp with ‘cleft rock’ variety 
(SG 11/11c) a hint of gum toning, o.g., cat £130+ (Plate 3) £70-£80
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313 E H8 -- 1½d rose-red, small mostly unused group on page incl lower left corner horizontal pair with plate number, left stamp 
with ‘cleft rock’ variety (SG 12/12c), upper marginal horizontal pair, right stamp with ‘line through C’ variety (SG12/12e), 
single with ‘broken mainmast’ variety (SG 12a) and a used single with ‘torn flag’ variety, pairs have some toning, although 
this is barely visible from face, o.g. £240-£280

314 C H -- 2d grey-black and grey, variety ‘broken mainmast’ (SG 13a) light gum bends, fresh o.g., cat £250 (Plate 2) £90-£100

315 C H -- 2d grey-black and grey, horizontal pair, left stamp with ‘broken mainmast’ variety (SG 13/13a) fresh o.g., cat £250+ 
(Plate 6) £100-£120

316 C H -- 2d grey-black and grey, horizontal pair, right stamp with ‘torn flag’ variety (SG 13/13b) light gum bends, fresh o.g., cat 
£325+ (Plate 6) £120-£140

317 C H -- 3d blue, lower left corner horizontal pair with plate number, left stamp variety ‘cleft rock’ (SG 14/14c) variety stamp gum 
tone (not apparent from face) large part o.g., cat £150+ (Plate 6) £60-£70

318 C H -- 4d grey-black and black/yellow, lower left corner horizontal pair with plate number, left stamp variety ‘cleft rock’
   (SG 15/15c) centred to top, large part o.g., cat £500 (Plate 6) £150-£170

319 C 8 -- 4d grey-black and black/yellow, variety ‘cleft rock’ (SG 15c) tied to small piece by St Helena cds for Mr 11 27, very 
scarce, cat £700 (Plate 5) £300-£340

320 C H -- 5d purple and olive-green, horizontal pair, left stamp variety ‘broken mainmast’ (SG 15d/15da) patchy toning and variety 
stamp a few short perfs, large part o.g., cat £325+ (Plate 6) £100-£120

321 C H -- 5d purple and olive-green, lower left corner horizontal pair with plate number, left stamp variety ‘cleft rock’ 
   (SG 15d/15dc) light patchy toning and variety stamp a couple of short perfs, large part o.g., cat £300+ (Plate 7) £80-£90

322 C H -- 1s grey-black and brown, horizontal pair, left stamp variety ‘broken mainmast’ (SG 18/18a) patchy toning and a few 
shortish perfs, large part o.g., cat £375+ (Plate 6) £80-£90

323 C H -- 1s grey-black and brown, variety ‘torn flag’ (SG 18b) small corner crease at upper right, fresh large part o.g., cat £375 
(Plate 8) £100-£120

324 C H -- 2s grey-black and blue/blue, left marginal horizontal pair, left stamp with ‘broken mainmast’ variety (SG 19/19a) fine 
large part o.g., cat £650+ (Plate 7) £300-£340

325 C * 1926 August 30 envelope sent registered to Transvaal franked 1d corner marginal block of four from the upper right of 
the sheet and single 4d from the foot of the sheet, all with cds cancellations, unclear arrival datestamp on reverse, blue 

   crayon affects three adhesives otherwise fine and an attractive envelope (Plate 7) £180-£200

326 E S 1934 ½d black and violet to 5s black and brown, perforated ‘SPECIMEN’ (SG 21s/30s) fine large part o.g., very fresh, cat 
£500 £160-£180

327 C H8* 1935 Silver Jubilee 1½d to 1s (SG 31/34) three sets respectively large part o.g., used and tied to plain fdc, used set with 
a few short perfs otherwise fine, also registered philatelic postcard to England franked with 2d (2) and 1924-33 4d each 
tied by cds dated 12 MY 36 £120-£140

328 C S H -- 1½d to 1s perf ‘SPECIMEN’ (SG 31s/34s) large part o.g., faintly toned gum and a few short perfs as often, cat £400 
 £160-£180

329 C H 1938-53 ½d black and bluish violet perf 13, top marginal block of four, l/l stamp variety Long centre to ‘E’ (SG 38ba) large 
part o.g. (variety u/m), cat £90+ £40-£44

330 E H -- ½d to 1s selection of multiples, incl ½d and 1d black and green corner marginal blocks of four with plate number, 1s 
lower marginal block of four with part imprint and plate numbers, and marginal blocks of four of 1d black and green, 3d 
black and grey, 4d black and ultramarine and 6d black and blue, cond varies (13 items) £160-£180

331 C H -- ½d to 10s (SG 38/47) large part o.g., 1d black and green block of four plus additional 1d black and yellow-orange and 
1½d black and vermilion (2, one with variety Davit flaw), most with light gum toning as often, odd short perf and 4d with 
light crease, cat £850 £160-£180

332 C H -- ½d to 10s (SG 38/47) large part o.g., most with light gum toning and a few shortish perfs, cat £475+ £80-£90

333 C H -- ½d to 10s perf 13 (2, different shades) (SG 38b/47a) large part o.g. or u/m, odd short perf otherwise mostly fine 
 £80-£90

334 E H8 -- ½d to 10s unused set (excl 1s) plus additional 2s6d, 5s, and 10s, used set incl additional 2d with Mountaineer flaw and 
a selection of unused vals to 1s showing re-entries, cond varies and postmarks not all guaranteed (38) £200-£240

335 E H -- Perf 13 ½d to 10s excl 1½d black and vermilion (SG 38b/47a excl 40b) large part o.g., odd short perf and light gum 
toning in places, also selection of varieties incl ½d with Long centre bar to ‘E’, 4d with guideline in bottom margin and 6d 
with incomplete frame at left £100-£120
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336 E H8 -- Perf 13 ½d to 10s unused, vals to 1s unused showing various re-entries and set to 10s used, cond varies and postmarks 
not all guaranteed (40) £120-£140

337 C H -- 1½d black and rose-carmine perf 14 variety ‘Davit flaw’ (SG 40da) tiny tone spot on reverse otherwise fresh u/m, cat 
£130 £60-£70

338 C H -- 2s6d black and deep carmine perf 13 variety ‘Davit flaw’ (SG 45ca) part o.g., small gum adhesion otherwise fine and 
scarce, cat £1,400 (Plate 7) £300-£340

339 E H -- Perf 14 selection including unused multiples and a few varieties incl 1½d black and vermilion with Davit flaw and 1½d 
black and rose-carmine with Cut mast and railings flaw, cond varies (29) £120-£140

340 C B Booklet: 1963 10s6d booklet (SG SB1) unopened and fine, cat £70 F £34-£38

341 C B -- Range of fourteen booklets incl 1963 10s6d (unopened) and 1971 44p both issues, fine F £100-£120

342 E H8 Small range on stockpages comprising 1934 set unused, 1946 Victory set unused, 1948 RSW set unused and used, 1949 
UPU set unused, 1956 set unused and used, 1963 set unused and used and 1963 1½d Cobalt omitted unused, cond 
varies with odd dubious postmark seen (75) £160-£180

343 C H Small selection comprising 1934 ½d to 5s, 1948 Royal Silver Wedding pair and 1956 ½d to 10s, large part o.g. or u/m, 
gum toning on earlier otherwise fine £160-£180

AUSTRALIA - NEW SOUTH WALES

344 C * 1852 December envelope addressed to Surrey and franked with four margined 3d ‘Sydney View’ this tied by ‘barred oval’ 
cancel, m/s ‘Pr R.M. S Sydney’ at top left and crowned ‘SHIP LETTER/SYDNEY datestamp on reverse along with red 
crowned Y K. 18 MR 1853 arrival cds, a neat cover which is illustrated on page 248 of Ben Palmer’s ‘The Sydney Views/A 
Guide and Index to Covers’ (Plate 8) £200-£240

345 C * Selection of seven envelopes (one mourning) addressed to the Rev James Sleigh, six addressed to London dated 1860, 
1888 (4) and 1891, four of these franked with 1871-1902 6d, one with 2d and 6d the other 2d (2) mostly with N.S.W in ovals 
cancel, all with arrival backstamps, the other envelope dated JY 30 1887 is addressed to the Rev Sleigh in Lifu, Loyalty Group, 
New Caledonia’ and franked with horizontal strip of three of the 2d with ‘sunburst’ cancel and MACLEAN cds alongside 
and NOUMEA arrival backstamp, roughly opened and some tone spots, but an interesting group (Plate 7) £300-£340

QUEENSLAND

346 C H 1868-74 1868-74 6d yellow-green (SG 68) horzontal pair, lightly toned original gum with just a trace of being hinged, a 
coulple of missing perfs at left, cat £400+ (Plate 7) £150-£170

347 EH8S Small selection of QV issues on two stock pages with values to 5s unused or used, 10s used with pen cancel, four
                   * overprinted ‘SPECIMEN’, also three covers 1872 to London franked 6d, 1884 local registered cover franked 6d and 1913 

to London franked with 1901 1d Stamp Duty stamp and an illus pc, cond varies (44 Items) £100-£120

TASMANIA

348 C 8 1855-57 2d deep green (SG 15) margins all round, lightly used, RPS Cert (1982), cat £500 (Plate 5) £180-£200

349 C 8 Postal Revenue: 1900 2s6d lake with ‘REVENUE’ overprint (SG F32) tied to small piece by complete HOBART cds dated 
NO.30.1900 the date these were invalidated for postal purposes. (see footnote in SG Part 1, below SG F39), unpriced used 
(Plate 8) £90-£100

MORE ILLUSTRATIONS CAN BE VIEWED AT

legacy.stanleygibbons.com/auctions
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VICTORIA

350
350 C * 1860 Incoming mourning cover from London addressed to Rev’d James Sleigh in Victoria and franked with GB 

1854-57 1d red (3 - one trimmed at right and 1855-57 6d cancelled with ‘450’ cancels, on arrival the cover was re-
addressed to ‘Encounter Bay, South Australia’ with a Victoria 1858 bright blue affixed of Leighton Buzzard(inverted 
and overlaying one 1d and the 6d) which was cancelled with the ‘8’ in barred numeral, and with large SOUTH 
AUSTRALIA cds struck alongside dated JY 24 1860, back stamped with LONDON despatch cancel dated Ap 10 60, 
also ‘Crowned’ oval VICTORIA datestamp, MELBOURNE cds’s in black and red and ENCOUNTER BAY arrival cds 
dated JY 25 1860 of, the cover slit open at top and had m/s despatch and arrival  £1000-£1200

STATES

351 A H8 Good representative collection incl NSW 1850-51 “Sydney Views” 1d plate 1, horizontal pair used by “25” barred ovals, 
plate 1 re-engraved, two used singles with clear to good margins, 2d shades (10) with most die types represented, also a 
single 3d yellow-green, 1851-55 1d (4 plus pair), 2d (6), 3d, 6d (3) and 8d, 1854 wmk’d incl 3d (4), later issues incl vals to 
5s, Queensland range of “Chalon” types to 20s and £1, later QV to 2s, South Australia 1855 London ptg incl 1d dark green 
used, also unwatermarked proof in issued colour, block of 4, 1868-79 roul incl 2d, 4d and 10d on 9d unused, 1870-71 incl 
3d on 4d with red surch, later types incl vals to 2s unused, 1902-04 thin POSTAGE incl 5s unused and 10s used, 1904-11 
thick POSTAGE incl £1 unused, Tasmania 1855 London ptg 1d carmine used, later “Chalon” types to 1s, 1870-91 types 
to 5s and good selection of 1899-1913 pictorials, Victoria from small selection of “Half Lengths” incl 3d blue perf, 1854-
57 6d “TOO LATE” and 1s registered, 1860-66 incl 6d orange, Western Australia 1854 1d black, 4d pale blue and 1s pale 
brown and 1857-59 Hillman ptg 2d and 6d used, cond rather mixed (Few Hundreds)  £800-900

352 A H8 Small collection with all states represented, some better (mostly used) items incl NSW 1851-52 no watermark 1d carmine, 
1854-59 6d grey, 1888 Centenary to 1s unused, Queensland 1860 imperf 1d carmine-rose, South Australia 1860-69 roul 
issues to 2s, Tasmania 1853-55 4d orange (more or less cut square), 1892-99 2s 6d, 5s and 10s unused, 1899 London 
pictorials to 6d unused and used, Victoria 1900 Empire Patriotic Fund set unused, Western Australia 1854 1d black used 
and 4d pale blue unused and 1860-64 imperf 2d vermilion unused, cond average to very fine, an ideal lot for further 
expansion (Few Hundreds) £300-£340

AUSTRALIA

353 C 8 1913-14 6d ultramarine (die II), variety retouched “E” (SG 9a) fine c.t.o. used by large part Melbourne cds for Fe 3 13, 
which leaves variety clearly visible, an exceptionally fresh example of this rare variety, cat £900 (Plate 7) £440-£480

354 C 8 -- 6d ultramarine (die IIa, substituted cliché), vertical pair se-tenant (lower stamp is variety) with die II (SG 9, 9b) each good 
commercially used by Coolamon NSW cds for 27 Fe 15, which leaves distinguishing frame break of variety clearly visible, 
variety stamp diagonal bend but rare in this format, cat £1,600+ (Plate 7) £800-£900

355 C 8 -- 10s grey and pink (SG 14) a fresh postally used example with part Sydney reg cds for 31 Oc ??, a few shortish perfs, as 
almost always with commercial usage, cat £700 (Plate 7) £320-£360
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356                                    357

356 C 8 -- £1 brown and ultramarine (SG 15) fine c.t.o. used by neat Melbourne corner cds, cat £2,500  £1200-£1400

357 C 8 -- £2 black and rose (SG 16) one missing perf at upper right, fresh c.t.o. used by neat Melbourne corner cds, cat 
£3,500  £1400-£1600

358 C 8 1914-20 1d carmine-red (die I) shows “Rusted Cliché” variety from R6/5, with damage to wattles and kangaroo’s head (SG 
21ca) centred to right and a couple of shortish perfs, however lightly used by part cds which leaves distinguishing features 
of variety clearly visible, cat £450 (Plate 7) £160-£180

359 C 8 1915 5s grey and yellow, die II, variety watermark inverted (SG 30w) a fine (if roughly perforated) example of this uncommon 
variety, used by part cds which leaves kangaroo clear, cat £500 (Plate 7) £160-£180

360
360 C 8 1915-28 2d grey, die IIA (substituted cliché, R10/1) horizontal pair se-tenant with die II (variety left stamp), used by bold 

Horsham cds which leaves distinguishing frame break clearly visible (SG 35/35a) a few short perfs as might be expected 
from commercial usage, rare in this format, cat £1,600+ £700-£800

               
                                      361                                 362                                 363                                   364                                365                                   366   
361 C 8 -- £1 chocolate and dull blue (SG 44) a couple of trivial indelible pencil annotations on reverse, lightly used by central cds 

which leaves kangaroo clear, cat £1,500 £500-£600

362 C 8 -- £1 chestnut and bright blue (SG 44a) small corner crease at upper right and centred a little to foot, lightly used by two 
part Sydney reg cds, cat £1,700 £400-£500

363 C 8 -- £1 bistre-brown and bright blue (SG 44b) a few short perfs, used by bold, large part “SHIP MAIL ROOM/MELBOURNE” 
cds for Ja 11 23, cat £1,800 £700-£800

364 C 8 -- £2 black and rose (SG 45) shortish perf at top (mentioned for accuracy) and a little off centre, very fresh and 
otherwise fine used by part cds for 8 Ap 24, BPA Cert (2007), cat £3,000  £1200-£1400

365 C 8 -- £2 purple black and pale rose (SG 45b) centred a little to right and odd shortish perf, used by crisp, large part 
COBDEN cds for 8 Mr 27 with small part additional strike at top, BPA Cert (1991), cat £3,000  £1000-£1200

366 C 8 1926-30 2d golden scarlet, die III, perf 13½x12½, error ‘No watermark’ (SG 99ab) very fine used by large part 
   Abbotsford cds for 1 Jy 31, a very rare stamp of which, due to defective manufacture a part of one sheet was 
   produced without watermark, the remainder of the sheet having either a normal or faint wmk. This may be 

the only recorded example with a contemporary cancel, as most were either retained in unused condition, or 
cancelled by favour at a later date, an extraordinary item BPA Cert (2001) which erroneously describes the stamp 
as die II, cat £2,750  £1500-£1700

367 C 8 1929-30 10s grey and pink (SG 112) short perf at top and centred a little to right, otherwise fine cds used and a scarce 
stamp in used condition, cat £500 (Plate 7) £240-£280

368 C 8 -- £2 black and rose (SG 114) centred a little to right, otherwise very fine cds used, cat £700 (Plate 7) £300-£340
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369 C 8 1931-36 10s grey and pink, £1 grey and £2 black and rose (SG 136/38) last centred to foot, good to fine cds used 
   (Plate 8) £300-£340

370 E H 1950-52 3d KGVI (SG 235) in complete sheet of 144 including “Weak entry to bottom tablet” variety “ (panel C row 2/15) 
two stamps in top row hinged otherwise fine u/m (ACSC 251ca and d). Note these panes were intended for use in stamp 
booklets, see note under SG 237d in SG Part 1 F £75-£85

371
371 C * 1984-86 Marine Life, 55c Bennett’s Nudibranch, error ‘New blue (inscription) omitted’ (SG 930a) affixed to maximum card 

with Gladstone, Queensland f.d.i. cancel, as are all the ten recorded examples £400-£440

372 C B Booklet: Two 1967 50c Military Post booklets, each containing ten 5c Queen Elizabeth II stamps (SG386c) attached by 
left selvedge (SG MB2), fine, cat £100 F £50-£60

373 C B -- 1990 Sydney International Airport (23 Aug 1990) booklet with lemon cover containing five 70c cents (SG 1187) stamps, 
pen m/s on reverse ‘5 x 70c’, a rare booklet which was available only at the airport for a very short term (see SG catalogue 
note) and only four are believed to have survived (Plate 8) F £1500-£1700

374 E 8S Balance of collection on pages, almost all used incl 1913-14 to 5s grey and yellow, 1913-14 6d kookaburra, 1915 
to 5s grey and yellow, 1915-28 to 10s incl shades of 5s (3) and 10s (2), 1923-24 £1 grey, 1926-30 perf 14 to 1s 4d, 
also perf 13½x12½ to 1s 4d incl last with unlisted thick “1” and retouched “1” vars, 1928 National Stamp Exhibition 
sheet, 1929-30 to 5s, 1931-36 10s to £1 overprinted specimen, 1932 Bridge set incl 5s and most other issues to 
1936, also a few officials and postage dues, cond good to fine (277)  £1600-£1800

375 B H8 Useful unused and/or used collection in five volumes to 1997, better items incl 1913-14 to 2s, 6d kookaburra, 1915 
watermark w5 incl 2s used, 1914-20 ½d to 5d incl some better shades, 1915-28 to 2s unused and 5s used, 1918-24 to 
1s 4d incl three shades of last unused, 1924 to 4½d, 1926-30 to 1s 4d, 1931-36 watermark CofA to 1s 4d unused, also to 
10s used, 1932 Bridge 5s unused and used, 1937-49 to £1 incl 3d types and both papers of high vals, 1948-56 Arms 5s to 
£2, 1963 Navigators to £2 incl both papers of 10s and £1, also 7s 6d on fdc, later issues quite comprehensive for period 
concerned, overall cond above average (Hundreds) £800-£900

376 A 8 Collection from 1937 to around 2000, almost all used, better items incl 1937-49 to £1 incl both papers of high vals, 1937 
2d NSW with ‘tail’ flaw, 1948-56 incl £2 green pair, one with roller flaw and 1963-65 Navigators to £2, issues from early 
1980s to 2000 more comprehensive and most c.t.o. used, cond good to very fine (Few Hundreds)  £500-£600

377 A H8 Collection in printed ‘Davo’ album, unused and used issues from 1913 to 1982 incl ‘Roos to 5s (5), 10s, £1 (2), £2 
overprinted ‘SPECIMEN’, George V Head types with values to 1s4d (3), 1932 Sydney Harbour Bridge 5s commercially 
used with Hobart cds, 1935 Silver Jubilee set, later issues well represented, also Postage Dues, some Official Stamps and 
Australian Antarctic Territory issues, mixed condition throughout (Few Hundreds) £400-£440

See also lots, 270 and 920-921
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AUSTRALIAN ANTARCTIC TERRITORY

378 C B 2011 Complete book of 20 booklets of 10 x 60c self-adhesive stamps (SG SB1) also two loose $6 booklets and another 
cto with three strikes of MACQUARIE IS cds dated 26 Ap 2012, unusual, cat £276+ F £130-£150

BAHAMAS

379 C * 1873 October 29 “Royal Victoria Hotel, Nassau” advertising cover (fine illustration on reverse), used by Saratoga Springs, 
NY, USA, franked by 1863-77 4d dull rose, perf 12½ (SG 26) tied by neat “A05”, with “NY STEAMSHIP/3” ds alongside, 
reverse bears Bahamas dispatch cds for Oc 29, some peripheral soiling and creasing but an unusual item £120-£140

380 E H 1942 Landfall ½d to £1 (SG 162/75a) plus selection of low vals with minor varieties incl ‘LANDFALL’ shifted to right (mostly 
positional blocks of 4), Dot in ‘D’, Dot in ‘S’ and Blunt ‘2’ in ‘1942’, interesting group for further study, mostly fine large part 
o.g. or u/m (25 plus set of 14) £130-£150

381 C H -- ½d to £1 (SG 162/75a) blocks of 4, u/m, odd short perf or bend and 1s a few light tone spots otherwise fine and fresh, 
uncommon, cat £320 £90-£110

382 C B Booklet: 1961 3s and 6s booklets with brown-purple and green cover respectively (SG SB2/3) two of each booklet with 
all the panes inverted in the covers, cat £126 F £50-£60

383 E H8 Small but useful collection to KGVI on pages, plus some loose, better items incl “Chalon” issues incl a few unused, 1884-
1890 to £1 venetian red, unused incl 6d with malformed “E” variety, 1902-10 to £1 green and black, various “Staircase” 
types to 3s, 1912-19 watermark MCA to £1 dull green and black, 1930 Tercentenary to 3s, 1921-37 watermark script £1, 
also a few later issues (60+) £240-£280

BARBADOS

384 C 8 1852-55 (½d) yellow-green (SG 1) four good to large margins, fine used with numeral ‘1’ cancel, minor crease at top left 
corner, Brandon (1984) and BPA (1986) Certs, cat £700 (Plate 7) £320-£360

385 C H -- (2d) deep blue (SG 4) block of twelve (4 x 3) clear to large margins all round, large part o.g., fresh and fine, BPA Cert 
(2014), cat £456+ (Plate 8) F £240-£280

386 C H 1861-70 6d dull orange-vermilion variety ‘Imperf pair’ (SG 32a) clear to large margins, unused without gum, fine and 
scarce, cat £750 (Plate 8) F £260-£300

387 E H 1966-69 Marine Life 1c to $5 (SG 342/55a) 89 sets (excl 4c, 22 stamps only) comprising sheets with 11 removed, 
also additional $1, $2 and $5 values in complete sheets of 100, all u/m, some lower values with small stains, cat 
£7,000+  £1200-£1400

388 E H8 Collection on pages to 1953, QV incl good selection of “Britannia” types used with vals to 5s, 1882-86 to 5s unused and 
used, 1892-1903 watermark crown CA to both 2s 6d, unused and used, 1897 Jubilee to 2s 6d unused, also some on blued 
paper, later issues generally present both unused and used incl 1906 Nelson to 1s, 1912-16 to 3s, 1916-19 to 3s deep 
violet, 1920-21 Victory to 3s (unused only but incl 1d script block of 4), 1925-35 to 3s, 1935 Jubilee, 1938-47 to 5s, 1950 
to $2.40 and 1953 to $2.40, cond good to fine (200+) £300-£340

389 E H8 Selection of (mostly) QV on six album pages incl 1852-55 (4d) brownish-red unused, then unused or used values to 1s, 
mixed cond (103) £100-£120

BERMUDA

390 C * 1915 Picture postcard of Hamilton hotel, used to Norway, franked by 1d Caravel tied by St Georges cds for 2 Feb 15, card 
also bears very fine (struck over message) triangular ‘PASSED/POSTAL/CENSOR,BERMUDA’ at left in violet, an unusual 
destination £50-£60

391 A H Useful unused collection in stockbook incl 1865-1903 1d (2), 2d (2) and 6d watermark inverted (faded), 1883-1904 
set, 1906-10 set, duplication range of KGVI ‘Keyplates’ comprising 2s (6), 2s6d (4), 5s (7), 10s (5), 12s6d (4) and £1 
(5) then QEII substantially complete to Christmas 2005, cond overall is generally fine large part o.g. or u/m, a good 
lot for continuation, stc £10,000+  £1000-£1200

392 A H8 Heavily duplicated unused and used accumulation in large stock book, incl good range of ‘Dry Docks’ and ‘Yachts’ issues 
and 2s KGVI Keyplate [115 mostly used), cond varies but good lot for study and/or stock (Hundreds) £200-£240

393 E H8 Selection on four album pages incl QV unused and used vals to 1s (1883-1904 1s x 2) and 1906-10 Dry-Dock vals to 4d, 
mixed cond (57) £120-£140

394 C H Small unused selection on two stockcards incl 1865-1903 1d, 1910-25 ¼d to 1s, 1924-32 2s6d and 10s etc, mainly fine 
u/m or large part o.g. (22) F £100-£120

See also lot 923
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BRITISH GUIANA 

395 C * 1924 April 2 envelope addressed to Albany U.S.A. franked 1c tied by framed “BRITISH GUIANA/1924/EXHIBITION” 
handstamp, unclear cds alongside, upon arrival ‘T’, ‘DUE/2/CENTS’ markings and 2c Postage Due added and cancelled, 
unusual £70-£80

396 E H8 Selection on pages and stockcards incl many useful stamps, better items incl defective 1852 4c black/deep blue 
   (SG 10) used by Demerara cds, 1853-59 1c vermilion used (SG 11) x 2, both with faults, 1853-55 4c blue (2),1860-76 Ship 

types with vals to 24c incl some scarcer, 1862 type-set issue incl 1c, 2c (2) and 4c, 1876-79 incl 96c olive-bistre used and 
2c orange block of 4, fine o.g., 1882 type set incl 2c se-tenant pair unused, 1888-89 $3 green, large part o.g. and 1905 
$2.40 green and violet, fine o.g., cond mixed as might be expected (Scores) £500-£600

BRITISH OCCUPATION OF ITALIAN COLONIES - CYRENAICA

397 C H Postage Dues: 1950 2m to 100m (SG D149-155) trivial tone spot on 2m and 4m otherwise fresh and fine u/m, cat £375 
(Plate 8) £200-£240

BRITISH POST OFFICES IN CRETE 

398 C H 1898 (25 Nov) 20pa bright violet, handstruck locally (SG 1) fine large part o.g. with large margins, very scarce thus 
   (Plate 8) F £200-£240

BRITISH SOLOMON ISLANDS

399 E H 1907 ½d ultramarine “Large Canoe” (SG 1) complete sheet of 60 with full margins and sheet number ‘423’, perf tones and 
extensively reinforced using stamp hinges but very scarce in this format, part to large part o.g., cat £540+ £150-£170

400 E 8 -- “Large Canoe” issue, used collection on pages, some of which have been identified by cliche type incl ½d ultramarine 
(22, incl two pairs and a corner block of 4), 1d rose-carmine (7), 2d indigo (7), 2½d orange-yellow (7), plus an unused u/l 
corner marginal example imperf between stamp and top margin, 5d emerald-green (5, incl horizontal pair), 6d chocolate 
(4) and 1s bright purple (5), also a set of 7 1912 unofficial reprints, imperf on thin card and an unused set of Fournier 
forgeries with the paddle touching the shore, and a ‘used’ 1d with bogus Munia cds, a few imperfections but generally fine 
and above average for this issue (73) £500-£600

401 E * -- September 10 long ‘O.H.B.M.S’ registered cover to France, signed ‘Barnett’, bearing 1907 ½d ultramarine (2), 1d 
rose-carmine, 2½d orange-yellow, 5d emerald-green and 6d chocolate, each ‘used’ by m/s cross, reverse bears Sydney 
transit cds for Sp 25 07 and Paris arrival for 2.11.07,(latter also cancels the 5d adhesive) it appears the cover became 
damaged (or at least unsealed) in transit and was officially resealed by the French postal authorities with a strip at right 
and at top, a number of faults incl tones, creasing incl vert filing crease and the 6d adhesive heavily defective, a curious 
item which may have had the adhesives applied in error since none were normally required on official mail, or as a result 
of confusion as the stamps had at this time recently been declared valid for international mail  £240-£280

402 E * 1912 May 8 stampless registered “O.H.B.M.S’ cover to Austria, signed ‘Barnett’, bearing fair Tulagi cds for My 10 1912, 
some soiling £40-£50

403 E * 1925 & 1927 Two stampless reg covers, each bearing rectangular paid ‘crown’ h/s in violet (Robson Lowe H53), the first 
1925 (14 July) from Tulagi to Pittsburgh, USA, reverse bears a selection of marks incl Tulagi (14 July), Sydney (3 Aug), 
Chicago (Aug 29), Pittsburgh (Aug 30) and Pittsburgh North Side (Aug 31), the other a long O.H.B.M.S cover from Tulagi 
(25 Ap 27) to London, reverse bears transit mark from Sydney (30 May) and Balham arrival mark for 4 Jy 27, this folded 
vertically down centre of cover £80-£90

404 C * 1931 April 20 cover to Kieta, New Guinea, bearing 1922-31 1½d bright scarlet tied by fair ‘SHORTLAND ISLD’ cds, a few 
imperfections but an uncommon mark, also 1935 June 15 stampless ‘O.H.B.M.S.’ cover to USA with fine Tulagi cds at 
u/r, also with crowned oval ‘PROTECTORATE POSTMASTER/TULAGI’ h/s in violet and light rectangular postage paid h/s 
(Robson Lowe H54) in red (R.L. states 1937 as earliest date of use) £50-£60

405 E H Chiefly unused collection on pages to 2007, odd earlier noted incl 1939-51 ½d to 2s6d then good run from 1961, a few 
earlier used or large part o.g. but mainly fine u/m (Hundreds) £260-£300

See also lot 924

BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS

406 C 8 1883-84 ½d dull green, 1d pale rose, 2½d ultramarine and 1887-89 4d brown-red (SG 27,29,31 and 37) all tied to single 
piece (top of envelope) by TORTOLA SP 11 89 cds’s, blue crayon line through perfs of ½d and 1d and some very light tone 
spots, cat £142+ £90-£100

407 E H 1887-89 4d chestnut (SG 35) a complete sheet of twenty-four (8 x 3) with margins all round, u/m or large part o.g. (2), 
vertical fold centrally between the perfs otherwise fresh, fine and a scarce sheet, cat £840+ F £320-£360
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408 C H 1888 1888 4d on 1d black and rose-carmine on toned paper (SG 42d) north west corner marginal, large part (light overall 
toned) o.g., cat £180 (Plate 8) £90-£100

409 E H8* Small selection incl 1879-80 2½d red-brown unused, 1888 4d on 1d unused (toned gum), 1899 set used and blocks of 
four of the ½d and 1d on long local covers, cond varies (21 Items) £150-£170

CANADA - NEWFOUNDLAND

410 C 8 1857-64 1857-64 1d brown-purple and 5d brown-purple, on thick machine-made paper (SG 1 and 5) former used by 
segmented circular cork cancel, this lightly creased and just touched at foot, but with large to very large margins elsewhere, 
latter four clear to good margins and neatly used by part 10 bar obliterator, cat £750 £90-£100

411 C H 1932 Dornier Trans-Atlantic Flight $1.50 on $1 deep blue (SG 221) centred to top, some short perfs at left, gum bends and 
with slight paper adhesions on reverse, otherwise fresh and fine u/m, cat £250 (Plate 8) £70-£80

412 C H -- $1.50 on $1 deep blue (SG 221) centred to top, a few pulled perfs, gum bends and with slight paper adhesions on 
reverse, otherwise fresh and fine u/m, cat £250 (Plate 8) £70-£80

413 EH8*  Collection on pages with a mixture of unused and used (generally more common type), better items incl 1857-64 8d 
scarlet-vermilion unused (also engraved forgeries of 6½d and 1s), 1860 2d orange-vermilion (oxidised) unused, 1861-
64 vals to 1s rose-lake unused/used incl 6½d and 8d used, 1865-71 to 24c, 1868-73 to 6c, 1876-79 roul 1c, 2c and 3c 
unused, 1880-82 incl 3c pale dull blue unused, 1894 incl 12c deep brown, later issues mostly unused incl 1897 Jubilee 
to 60c, 1897-1918 to 5c, 1911-16 Coronation to 15c, 1919 Caribou to 36c, 1919 $1 on 15c and 1921 Air 35c, 1923-24 
to 24c, 1928-29 DLR Publicity issue to 30c, 1931 Air to $1, 1933 Gilbert to 32c and 1933 Air to 75c, also a few New 
Brunswick incl 1851 3d, 6d and 1s (all defective) and 1860 to 17c, Nova Scotia 1851 1d, 3d (2), 6d and 1s (all with faults) 
and a 6d yellow-green on 1857 cover from Antigonish to Vermont, early issues typical mixed cond (281)  £800-£900

CANADA

414 C H 1868-90 Medium to stout wove paper, 2c deep green (SG 57) part (re-distributed) o.g., clear RPS Cert (1962) as former 
SG 56, cat £750 (Plate 7) £180-£200

415 E H8 1898 Imperial Penny Post (SG166/68) small study on leaves with various minor varities and retouches noted, mainly used 
but incl 23 (5 with out gum) unused, mixed cond (77) £55-£65

416 C B Booklet: 1903 25c red on pink cover booklet (SG SB2) exploded with one pane remaining (part o.g.), the front cover 
some light creasing and pen annotation, still extremely rare (Plate 8)  F £1000-£1200

417 C B -- Selection of five booklets incl 1912-16 25c (English text) two examples one with ‘NOTICE. Change in Postal Rates h/s on 
front cover and a National Revenue 25c stamp booklet, light creasing on one 1912-16 booklet otherwise fine F £90-£100

418 E H8 Useful selection of mostly earlier issues on stock cards incl 1852-57 imperf ½d, 3d (vert pair) 6d and 7½d, 1889-97 6c 
deep chestnut block of 4, part o.g., 1897 Jubilee $3, $4 and $5 used by roller cancels, also Newfoundland incl 1857-64 
4d scarlet-vermilion used (with 4d orange-vermilion for comparison), 1861-64 6d rose-lake block of 4 unused o.g., cond 
rather mixed (100+) £500-£600

419 A H8 Collection in printed ‘Davo’ album, unused and used issues to 1982 incl some early types, large and small Queens heads, 
1897 Jubilee 6c, 15c (thin), 20c and 50c (2), 1908 Quebec Tercentenary set, 1915 ‘WAR TAX’ overprinted set part o.g. (50c 
with thin), 1922-31 1c, 2c and 3c in imperf pairs, 1928-29 set, later issues well represented, also Registration Stamps with 
8c blue unused (without gum), Postage Dues, Special Delivery and Official Stamps etc, very mixed condition throughout 
(Few Hundreds) £400-£440

420 E H8 Collection on pages, mostly used incl 1852-57 imperf ½d, 3d (2) and 10d (2) and 1858-59 perf 11¾ ½d lilac-rose, all with 
faults, 1859 to 17c incl shades, 1868-90 “Large Queens” to 15c incl a few shades, 1870-97 “Small Queens” to 10c, 1897-
98 to 10c, 1898-1902 to 20c, 1897 Jubilee to $2 (a mix of unused and used, cond mixed), 1903-12 to 50c, 1908 Quebec 
to 20c, 1922-31 1c chrome-yellow, 2c deep green and 3c carmine in imperf blocks of 4, u/m, later issues mostly used to 
1948, typical mixed condition (Scores) £260-£300

See also lot 925

CAYMAN ISLANDS

421 C C Jamaica used in: 1889-94 1d purple and mauve, used by fine part strike “GRAND CAYMAN/POST OFFICE” oval ds type 
Z1 in violet, with year date 1894 clearly visible (SG Z2) a couple of missing perfs at foot and light even toning, cat £600 
(Plate 8) £200-£240

CEYLON

422 C 8 1861-64 9d brown and 1s slate-violet tied to small piece by black grill cancel, also another piece with 1862 brown 6d 
horizontal pair and 1d blue again with similar cancels £100-£120
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423 C * 1885 FIVE CENTS on 4c rose and TEN CENTS on 24c brown-purple (SG 178 and 185) two of each on the reverse of 
opened out native cover, faults but unusual piece £100-£120

424 C 8 -- Watermark Crown CA perf 14, 5c on 4c rose variety ‘Surcharge inverted’ (SG 178a) used, centred to left and with light 
overall soiling as usual, American Philatelic Expertising Service Cert (1978), cat £325 (Plate 8) £120-£140

425 C H 1890 5c on 15c olive-green variety ‘POSTAGE spaced between T and A’ (SG 233i) part o.g., fine, cat £85 £40-44

426 C H 1912-25 50r dull purple (SG 320) centred to left and a little toned, also 1927-29 20r dull purple and blue (SG 367) this fresh, 
both large part o.g. (Plate 8) £200-£240

427 C 8 1938-49 3c black and deep blue-green perf 11½x11 variety ‘A’ of ‘CA’ missing from watermark (SG 387da) lightly used 
with wavy line cancel, pulled perf at top and pressed horizontal crease but well centred with the variety centrally positioned 
and very clear from reverse, very scarce, cat £1,200 (Plate 8) £240-£280

428 e * Postal History: Selection of twenty four covers and pcs (mostly QV period) incl 1884 cover to Dublin franked with 4c 
(horizontal strip of five and a single), 1875 cover to Glasgow franked with horizontal pair of the 48c rose and 1888 ‘5 
CENTS” on 4c p/s envelope to Prussia and uprated with 5c dull purple £100-£120

429 E H8 Collection on pages to 1930s, earlier issues mostly used incl 1857 blued paper 6d purple-brown, 1857-59 imperf incl 2d 
green pair, 5d (2), 6d (3 incl brown shade), 8d, 9d, 10d, 1s, 1s 9d and 2s, all very mixed cond as are later perf issues to 
2s, 1872-80 incl 2r 50 dull rose, 1885 surchs to 1r 12 on 2r 50, also 10c on 24c brown-purple block of 6 and 15c on 16c 
pale violet strip of 3, unused, 1898-99 1r 50 on 2r 50 and 2r 25 on 2r 50 unused, 1899-1900 to 2r 25, KEVII to 2r 25 or 10r, 
mostly unused, 1912-25 watermark MCA incl 20r black and red/blue used (200+) £800-£900

430 E H8S Small selection of QV (‘cents’) issues on three stock pages incl 1885 5c on 96c drab used, 1890 5c on 15c (type 36) strip 
of three and 1893-99 2r5 unused overprinted ‘SPECIMEN’, cond varies (101) £150-£170

431 C 8 Small selection of used Chalon Head issues all with faults incl 1857 6d purple-brown on blued paper four margins, 
generally lightly used and a nice group £50-£60

CHRISTMAS ISLAND
432 C B 1995-96 Postmasters provisional booklet containing pane of ten 45c Orchids (SG 392-396) glued (on margin) into a folded 

booklet cover which has a map of the area and details of the Island printed inside, a scarce item of which less than one 
hundred are believed to have been produced (Plate 9) F £360-£400

433 C B 1996 $4.50 booklet (SG SB1) cancelled CHRISTMAS ISLAND (30 Aug 1996) on cover, stapled at top, fine (Plate 9)
    F £100-£120

434 C B -- $4.50 booklet (SG SB1) cancelled CHRISTMAS ISLAND (28.Oct1996) on cover, stapled at top, fine 
   (Plate 9) F £100-£120

COCOS ISLANDS

435 C B Booklets: 1990 Christmas $3 and $4 booklets (SG SB 1 and 2) also 2013 booklet with black on green cover with a strip 
of five x 60c ‘50 Years of Stamps’ issue, a scarce booklet of which only 200 were believed to have been sold F £50-£60

COOK ISLANDS

436 C H 1899 ½d on 1d blue, error ‘Surcharge inverted’ (SG 21a) showing characteristic centring for this rare stamp, fine large part 
o.g. PS of NZ Cert (1979), cat £850 (Plate 8) F £400-£440

437
437 C H 1902 2d deep brown, error ‘No figures of value’ (SG 31a) very fine o.g., probably one of the finest known examples 

of this rarity , cat £2,250  F £1200-£1400

438 C H 1926 Cowan paper, 2s blue and 10s brown-red (SG 85, 88) both very well centred, fresh large part o.g. 
   (Plate 8) F £150-£170

439 C H 1936-44 Wiggins Teape paper £3 green (SG 123b) fine u/m, a scarce stamp, cat £425 (Plate 8) F £200-£240

440 C H 1943-54 £5 indigo, two unused examples, one with watermark upright, the other inverted (SG 136/136w) former fine, latter 
roughly perf and a few bends, both u/m, cat £675 (Plate 8) F £220-£260

441 C H 1966 Churchill 10d, error ‘Overprint inverted’ (SG 180a) fine u/m, cat £225 (Plate 8) F £110-£130
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442 C H 1979 10c on 1½c Cockle shell, error ‘Surcharge inverted’ (SG 647a) fine u/m, cat £90  F £40-£44

443 2A H Extensive unused coll in two vols to 1997, better items incl 1892 set of forgeries to 10d, 1893-1919 odds to 1s, 
1919 recess to 1s incl several “double-perf” pairs, 1932 no wmk to 1s incl 4d compound perf block of 4, 1943-54 
multiple wmk 5s, 10s and £1, 1966 Air to £1 incl last in pair with ‘plane omitted, 1967-71 both paper types to $10 
incl $4 type I, 1970 $4 on $8 and $4 on $10 gum arabic, 1974-75 to $10, 1974 Cook incl min sheet, 1980-82 Corals 
to $10, 1983 surch to $5.60 on $10, 1984 surch to $9.60 on $10, 1987 surch to $9.40 on $2.50, 1992-94 Reef Life to 
$10, commems virtually complete with min sheets from 1960s to 1997, also a range of OHMS opts to $14, cond 
generally well above average, issues to 1950s usually lightly hinged, later u/m (Few Hundreds)  F £900-£1000

444 E H8 Small collection on twelve album pages with range of Queen Makea Takau and White Tern or Torea issues to 1s unused 
   or used, 1919 surcharged vals to 1s unused, 1926-28 overprinted set of 3 and 1932 set unused, mixed cond (Approx 

130) £100-£120

CYPRUS

445 C H 1880 1d red plate 220 overprinted ‘CYPRUS’ (SG 2) lettered LJ, large part o.g., short perf at left otherwise fine with lovely 
deep colour, Senf h/s on reverse, cat £325 (Plate 8) £120-£140

446 E H8 Collection on pages to early 1950s, a mixture of unused and used incl 1880 opts on GB ½d plate 15, 1d plates 201, 205, 
216/18, 2½d plate 15 incl (JK) large thin C variety, 4d sage-green, 6d grey and 1s green (part o.g., some faults), 1881 
½d on 1d plate 205 (SG 7) and plate 218 (SG 9), 30pa on 1d red used, 1881 watermark crown CC to 6pi used (faults), 
1894-94 die II incl 6pi olive-grey and 12pi orange-brown unused, 1894-96 to 18pi used plus 45pi unused, KEVII to 45pi 
(mostly MCA), KGV incl 1923 10s (SG 100) part o.g., 1924-28 incl £1 purple and black/red, part o.g., 1928 50th Anniv to 
£1, £1 part o.g., 1934 to 45pi used, KGVI and 1955 to £1 used (150+) £700-£800

CYPRUS - TURKISH POST

447 E H* Collection in album and two stockbooks with very good run through 1974-1996, a few gaps but good lot for continuation, 
mostly fine u/m, also a few covers/cards (Approx 400) £300-£340

DOMINICA

448 C P 1902 Die proof of vignette in black on glazed card (92 x 60mm) with uncleared surround and marked ‘BEFORE 
   HARDENING’ and dated ‘11 MAR.02’ with m/s ‘Dominica original die’ at foot, small strip of affixing tape on reverse 
   (Plate 8) £320-£360

449 C T 1903 “Roseau from the Sea”, ½d imperforate colour trial in dull purple and carmine, on gummed crown CA watermark 
paper (sideways, crown to left of CA), large even margins and very fine, large part o.g. (Plate 8) £400-£440

450 C HS 1923-33 ½d to £1 the set of nineteen values overprinted ‘SPECIMEN’ (SG 71s-91s excl 73s and 75s) light overall gum 
toning on lower values, large part o.g. £130-£150

EGYPT - BRITISH FORCES

451 C H 1934-35 British Forces perf 13½x14 1p carmine (SG A9) l/h marginal booklet pane of sixteen, hinged on stamp 4 and in 
margin otherwise fine u/m, unusual F £100-£120

FALKLAND ISLANDS

452 C H 1912-20 ½d yellow-green to £1 black/red (SG 60/9) 2d, 2½d and 5s maroon off centre, generally rather heavily hinged, 
also 10s and £1 gum creasing, part to large part o.g., cat £1,000 (Plate 9) £240-£280

453 C H 1918-20 1d vermilion overprinted ‘WAR STAMP’ error ‘Overprint double one albino’ (SG 71a) the albino overprint off set 
on reverse, light gum wrinkles, full o.g. with no sign of being hinged, cat £400+ (Plate 8) £200-£240

454 C 8 1921-28 2½d deep purple/pale yellow, watermark script (SG 77) block of 4 used by neat Port Stanley cds (Heijtz PSB1) 
for No 12 23, fine, cat £152+ £46-£50

455 C H 1929-37 “Whale and Penguins” ½d to £1 (SG 116/26) 2s 6d defects, 5s and 10s rather heavily hinged, part to large part 
o.g., cat £700 (Plate 9) £200-£240
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456
456 C H 1933 Centenary of British Administration ½d to £1 (SG 127/38) some with a trace of gum toning, large part o.g., cat 

£4,250  £1200-£1400

457 C H 1938-50 ½d to £1 (SG 146/66) two complete unused sets plus some additional values incl 5s (5 plus 2 used), 10s and £1, 
part or large part o.g., generally fine, cat £2,000+ £500-£600

458 E * -- ½d to £1, original shades/values only (SG 146/63 between) tied to large philatelic cover by Port Stanley cds for 3 Ja 38 
(first day usage), a few tones and surface adhesions but very scarce £150-£170

459 A H Collection in boxed hingeless Davo album to 2000, substantially complete with very few empty spaces seen, noted 
1898 2s6d and 5s plus pair opt Specimen, 1904-12 set of 8, 1912-14 set of 11 plus 10s and £1 opt Specimen, 1929-
37 set of 10 to £1 (excl 2s6d), 1933 Centenary set to 10s and 1938-49 set of 18, cond varies with some toning seen 
but much is fine with many unmounted (Hundreds)  £3000-£3400

460 E H8 Small unused and used selection on two stock pages incl 1878-79 no watermark 1d unused, 4d used (2 incl one with 
   papermaker’s watermark), 6d and 1s both unused and used, later QV good selection of vals to 1s, 1898 2s 6d and 

5s unused, KEVII incl 3s and 5s, KGV 1921-29 to 3s unused, 1938-50 and 1952 to £1, large part o.g., a few faults but 
generally fine (140+) £360-£400

FALKLAND ISLAND DEPENDENCIES

461 E H 1944 The four sets of eight overprinted Graham Land, South Georgia, South Shetlands and South Orkneys (SG A-D 1-8) 
all in blocks of four, apparently u/m £240-£280

462 A H Collection in boxed hingeless Davo album to 1998 incl South Georgia and BAT, a handful of empty spaces seen but 
otherwise substantially complete incl 1954-62 Ships set of 15 and BAT 1963-69 set of 16, cond varies with some 
toning seen but much is fine with many u/m (Few Hundred)  £3000-£440

MORE ILLUSTRATIONS CAN BE VIEWED AT

legacy.stanleygibbons.com/auctions
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 AFTERNOON SESSION
Wednesday 30th July 2014, not starting before 1.00pm 

FIJI

463
463 C H 1915-19 War Stamp 1d carmine variety ‘Overprint inverted’ (SG 139ac) u/m from the upper right corner of the sheet, usual 

brownish gum otherwise fine, BPA Cert (1989), scarce, cat £700 £360-£400

464 E H8 Collection on pages and loose from 1870 to 1930s, better items incl 1870-71 “Times Express” 1d black/rose (SG 5) 
unused but thinned, 1871 “CR” set of 3 to 6d unused, 1874-75 “VR” opts, 1878-99 to 6d incl odd better perf type, 1882 
5s unused and used,1891-93 surchs to 5d on 6d, 1891-1902 to 5d incl a few better perf types, 1903 £1 grey-black and 
ultramarine, 1906-12 5s green and red/yellow, corner block of 4, also single £1 purple and black/red, 1912-23 £1 purple 
and black/red, typical mixed cond (Scores) £300-£340

See also lot 931

GAMBIA

465 C H 1869-72 4d brown (SG 1) four good margins and crisp clean embossing, large part o.g., cat £600 £160-£180

466 E H8F Small but useful unused/used collection on pages to KGVI, better items incl 1869-72 6d blue, unused, 1874 imperf 4d 
brown and 6d deep blue unused, 4d pale brown and 6d blue used, 1880-81 perf 14 to 1s green, unused and used, 1886-
93 to 1s violet, 1898-1902 to 1s, KEVII mostly unused to 2s or 3s incl 1902-05 crown CA 1s violet and green, unused block 
of 4, 1906 surchs used, 1912-22 to 5s, 1921-22 4s black and red, 1922-29 (mixed watermarks) to 10s sage-green and 
KGVI to 10s, mostly fine (140+) (Plate 10) £460-£500

GHANA

467 C B Booklets: 1961 The set of three issued booklets 3s, 6s and 10s (SG SB2-4) all complete, the panes in the 6s and 10s and 
inverted in the covers, unusual F £75-£85

GIBRALTAR

468 C H  1886 Overprinted on Bermuda ½d dull green, 2d purple-brown and 4d orange-brown (SG 1,3,5), 2d a couple of shortish 
perfs, large part to fine o.g., also Bermuda 1865-1903 6d dull mauve (SG 7) bearing forged ‘GIBRALTAR’ overprint this part 
o.g. F £90-£100

469 C H -- 2½d ultramarine, variety ‘Overprint in blue-black’ (SG 4a) thinning and toning at top, heavily hinged with some gum 
disturbance, small part o.g., a representative example of this very scarce stamp, cat £500 F £70-£80

470 C S 1886-87 ½d dull green to 1s bistre overprinted SPECIMEN (SG 8s/14s) light to moderate toning, 2d and 6d somewhat 
faded and all heavily hinged, part o.g., cat £500 F £80-£90

471 C H -- 2d brown-purple variety ‘Watermark inverted’ (SG 10w) large part o.g., trace of light gum bend and shortish perf at foot 
otherwise fresh, fine and scarce, cat £800 (Plate 10) £300-£340

472 C H 1889 25c on 2d brown-purple, two unused examples, one with small “I” variety (SG 17ab) the other with broken “N” (SG 
17b),former light bend and a trace of gum toning, latter fresh but one short perf, large part o.g., cat £200 F £46-£50

473 C H 1889-96 Spanish currency, 5c green variety ‘Watermark inverted’ (SG 22w) large part o.g., shortish perf at lower left 
otherwise fresh, fine and scarce, cat £275 (Plate 10) £140-£160

474 C H -- 5c green to 5p slate-grey, excl 20c olive-green but with additional 20c olive-green and brown and 25c ultramarine (SG 
22/33 excl 25), large part to fine o.g. F £80-£90

475 C H 1898 ½d to 1s (SG 39/45) a few short perfs at places otherwise fine part o.g., cat £170 £30-£34
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476 C S H -- ½d grey-green to 1s bistre and carmine, overprinted SPECIMEN (SG 39s/45s) some light adhesions/offsetting on 
reverse, also 1d carmine to 1s bistre and carmine without specimen overprints (SG 40/45) large part o.g. F £100-£120

477 C H -- 2½d bright ultramarine variety ‘Watermark inverted’ (SG 42w) small part o.g., light stain and centred to foot otherwise 
fine and scarce, cat £325 (Plate 10) £120-£140

478 C H 1912-24 ½d to £1 dull purple and black and red, set of 15 incl listed shades of ½d, 1d and 1s (SG 76/85, excl 1s on ord 
paper!), also 1918 ½d green WAR TAX opt, large part o.g. F £100-£120

479 C S 1921-27 ½d green to 8s dull purple and green, overprinted ‘SPECIMEN’ (SG 89s/101s) ½d missing perf, 8s light diagonal 
bend, large part o.g., cat £600 F £180-£200

480 C H 1925-32 £5 violet and black (SG 108) a few gum wrinkles, large part o.g., cat £1,500 (Plate 10) £500-£600

481 C S 1938-51 ½d to £1, perforated ‘SPECIMEN’ (SG 121s/31s) 2d carmine one short perf, early printings with typical toned 
gum, large part o.g., cat £800 F £240-£280

482 C S 1946 Victory set of 2, perforated SPECIMEN (SG 132s/33s) 3d small corner crease, fresh large part o.g., cat £150
    F £46-£50

483 E H8 Collection on pages to 1950s incl small selection of “GB used in”, QV a mixture of unused and used incl 1886 opt to 1s, 
1886-87 to 1s, 1889 surch to 75c on 1s, 1889-96 to 5p, 1898 to 1s bistre and carmine, later mostly unused incl 1903 
watermark crown CA to £1 (SG 46/55), 1906-11 watermark MCA to 8s purple and green, excl 2½d, 1912-24 to £1 dull purple 
and black/red, 1925-32 to £1 red-orange and black, KGVI to £1 and 1953 to £1, cond a little mixed (100+) £700-£800

484 2AH8 Collection in green ‘Lighthouse’ printed album, unused and used issues to from 1886 to 1994 incl some early types, 
   * 1938-51 set with some perf varieties, 1948 Silver Wedding set part o.g., 1953-59 set large part o.g., 1960-62 set u/m, a 

virtually complete run of later issues with commemoratives, definitives, miniature sheets plus some fdc’s in cover album 
etc, the early issues very mixed otherwise mainly fine (Few Hundreds) £300-£340

485 E H KGVI collection on pages incl all vals to £1 orange and virtually all listed perf types incl 1½d carmine perf 13½, 2d grey, 
perf 13½, watermark sideways and 2s perf 14 absent), early printings with typical gum toning but generally fine u/m, 
also 1930 3d ultramarine, 1931 ‘Rock’ sets of 4 to 3d, both perfs, 1935 Jubilee and 1937 Coronation sets, these fine o.g. 
(49) F £240-£280

GILBERT and ELLICE ISLANDS

486 C * Christmas Island Local: ‘Roessler’ cover to New Jersey with 5c ‘COCOANUT PLANTATION.LTD’ “stamp” tied by a fair 
strike of the large double ring “coconut palm” cachet, with French Oceanic Settlement 1c attached and tied by part strike 

   of PAPEETE cds, two part corner mounts affixed: Prior to the Colonial government opening a post office in 1939, 
   a local post was operated by a French priest, Father Petrics Emmanuel Rougier, who bought Cocoanut Plantations Ltd 

from Lever Bros in 1913, the postal service began c.1916 and between 1918 & 1934 there were four issues of 5c & 10c 
stamps featuring the company’s yacht “Ysabel May”. As locals, they represented postage only to the first port of call, 
usually Papeete. (Plate 9) £100-£120

487 E * Interesting group comprising 1957 cover to England franked with 1956 set of 12, each tied by Christmas Island cds plus 
additional cover franked with 1949 RSW £1 and 1956 1d, 2d (x3) and 1s tied by similar cds, then three locally addressed 
covers (two slightly cut down) franked respectively with 1939 2d, 1940 postage due 1d (x2), and 1940 postage due 2d 
each cancelled with Tarawa cds, fine (5) £100-£120

GRENADA

488 E H8 1915 August 25 envelope sent registered to England (stamp(s) unfortunately torn off) bearing on reverse two 
   examples of the ‘ONE FRACTION’ Red Cross label with part cds cancellations, also 1917 March 6 piece bearing ‘ONE 

FARTHING’ Red Cross label and two unused (no gum) sheets each comprising ten (five tete-beche pairs) of the same 
label, a few stains at places F £55-£65

GUYANA

489 E P Postal Stationery Proof: 6c purple proof (37 x 37mm) showing outline of QEII affixed to printed THOMAS DE LA RUE 
card, with PROOF NO. ‘OFX 0313/6 and DATE ‘30-9-68’ at foot and signed and dated above £50-£60

HONG KONG

490 C H 1891 Jubilee 2c carmine (SG 51) lightly toned gum, large part o.g., cat £475 (Plate 10) £160-£180

491 C 8 1903 2c dull green variety ‘Watermark inverted and reversed’, used, some fading particularly affecting the head plate, 
with Royal Cert (2013), a newly discovered variety to be listed as SG 63y in the 2015 edition of the ‘Part 1’ catalogue 

   (Plate 10) £300-£340
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492 C H 1912-21 1912-21 1c brown lower marginal block of 9 with inter-panneau margin at left, centre stamp variety Crown 
broken at right (SG 100/00b) toned large part o.g. (variety stamp u/m), split perforations in places still a fine and desirable 
positional piece, cat £250+ £100-£120

493 E H 1938-52 1938-52 25c bright blue (SG 149) right hand pane of 60, u/m, fractionally toned gum and small tone spot 
   affecting two stamps, cat £1,740 £360-£400

494 E H -- 50c deep magenta perf 14½x14 (SG 153a) lower left marginal block of 48 (6x8), u/m, lightly folded and couple small tone 
spots, cat £1,440 £320-£360

495 A H Very useful unused collection in album 1862 to 1990 incl 1862-63 to 96c, 1863 vals to 96c (2), 1876-77 16c on 18c 
and 28c on 30c, 1877 16c yellow, 1880 set of 5 surcharged issues, 1880 2c to 48c, 1882-96 vals to 30c (2), 1885 
surcharged set of 3, various 1891 and 1898 surcharges with and without additional Chinese Characters, then 
substantially complete for the basic KEVII to KGV issues, a most interesting collection with a very high catalogue 
value, however many of the earlier stamps have faults, re-gummed, no gum (possibly cleaned fiscals), toned etc 
so careful viewing is recommended (Hundreds) (Plate 10)  £7000-£8000

496 E 8H Largely used collection on pages to KGVI incl 1862-63 no watermark to 96c brownish-grey, 1863-71 watermark crown CC 
to 96c brownish-grey, incl 96c olive-bistre (this re-perforated at left), 1876-77 16c on 18c and 28c on 30c, 1880 surchs to 
10c on 24c, 1880 watermark crown CC to 48c brown, 1891 without Chinese h/s 20c on 30c grey-green (SG 45a) unused, 
50c on 48c dull purple (SG 46), corner crease but cds used, also $1 on 96c used by light B62, 1891 2c carmine Jubilee 
(faults), 1903 watermark crown CA incl $3 and $5 (also fiscally used $10), 1904-06 watermark MCA incl $3, 1912-20 
watermark MCA to $3 and $10, 1921-37 watermark script to $5 incl additional $5 and KGVI to $10, earlier issues very 
mixed condition as often (100+) £600-£700

497 E H Fine unused (mostly u/m) collection on pages 1982-2000, appears substantially complete for period incl 1990 ‘NZ 
Exhibition’ min sheet, also includes 1935 Silver Jubilee set of four (toned) (approx 600) £200-£240

INDIA

498 C 8 India Used Abroad: 1854-55 1st printing, Head Die I, Frame Die I 4a blue and pale red (SG 18) cut into at right to large 
margins, used in Straits Settlements with hollow diamond of dots cancel, cat £850+ (Plate 10) F £400-£440

499 C 8 1854-55 1st printing, Head Die I, Frame Die I 4a blue and pale red (SG 18) cut square, just touching at top otherwise 
   close to clear margins, small ‘grease’ spot lower left, used in Straits Settlements with hollow diamond of dots cancel, cat 

£850+ (Plate 10) F £360-£400

500 C 8 -- 4th printing, Head Die III, Frame Die II 4a blue and red nicely used with the ‘B/147’ octagonal cancel of Pehang (SG Z25) 
cut square with close to good margins all round, light soiling and shallow thin, cat £1,800 (Plate 10) F £600-£700

501 C 8 -- 1882-90 ½a. blue-green horizontal strip of five, neatly cancelled by two ‘crescent cancels of ‘MOULMEIN’ dated 
17.AU.92, fine and scarce £90-£100

502 C H -- 1a dull red, die II (SG 14) right marginal block of 4 (pos 31/2-39/40) with part inscription “be cut off and affixed tow”, fine 
unused (Plate 10) £200-£240

503 C 8 -- 1st printing, Head Die I, Frame Die I 4a blue and pale red (SG 18) cut square, well clear at right otherwise touching 
on other sides, light crease at upper right corner used with diamond of dots cancel, Sismondo Cert (2002), cat £850 

   (Plate 10) F £260-£300

504 C 8 -- 2nd printing, Head Die II, Frame Die I 4a blue and red showing slight ‘downwards shift of the Queen’s head’ (SG 19) 
cut square, just touching at top to good margins all round, used with ‘74’ numeral cancel, shallow thin top left corner, 

   cat £650 (Plate 10) F £260-£300

505 C 8 -- 4a blue and red (SG 19) cut square and just touching at top, used with part ‘119’ numeral, Sismondo Cert (2009), cat 
£650 (Plate 10) F £260-£300

506 C 8 -- 2nd printing, Head Die II, Frame Die I 4a indigo and deep red (SG 20) cut square and just touching at top, used with part 
‘diamond of dots’ cancel, cat £700 (Plate 10) F £260-£300

507 C 8 -- 3rd printing, Head Die IIIA, Frame Die I 4a blue and red (SG 21b) cut square and just touching at left and foot, used with 
part ‘diamond of dots’ cancel, thinned and with a tear at the bottom, RPS Cert (2011), cat £3,000 (Plate 10) F £260-£300

508 C 8 -- 4th printing, Head Die III, Frame Die II 4a blue and pale red (SG 23) cut square with good margins all round, lightly used 
with diamond of dots cancel, an attractive stamp (Plate 10) F £400-£440

509 C 8 -- 4a blue and pale red (SG 23) cut square with very good margins all round and just showing part of adjoining stamp at 
top, used with diamond of dots cancel, light soiling, cat £500 (Plate 10) F £300-£340
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510
510 C 8 -- 4a pale blue and pale red (SG 24) cut square with good margins all round, nicely used, RPS Cert (2011), 
   cat £600 F £500-£600

511
511 E  1894 Reprint of the 1854 ½a blue in horizontal strip of eight (folded through centre margin), on un-watermarked wove 

paper with ‘SPECIMEN’ printed on reverse with one letter on each impression, Spence 99 F £260-£300

512 E  -- Complete sheet of twenty four of the 4a brownish red and bark blue with complete watermark of ‘British 
Coat of Arms’ sideways on sheet (Spence 35) lightly folded vertically through centre and soiling at right 

   (Plate 12)  F £1500-£1700

513 C 8 1902-11 25r brownish orange and blue (SG 147) fine telegraphically used by neat large part “ALLAHABAD-KATRA” cds 
for 15 Se 10 (Plate 10) £200-£240

514 C H 1935 Silver Jubilee 3½a black and dull ultramarine, watermark stars pointing to left, block of 4, upper right stamp 
   showing “bird” flaw (SG 245w/245aw) centred to top and light even gum toning, also odd fractionally short perf, u/m, cat 

£325+ £100-£120

515 C H 1940-43 3p to 14a (SG 265/77) u/m blocks of four, some slight toning otherwise fine, cat £180+ £90-£100

516 C TS 1962 75th Birthday Anniversary of Srininasa Ramanujan 15n.p. deep olive-brown (SG 463) and three colour trials of the 
same design in purple, brown and reddish-brown on gummed watermarked paper (Plate 11) F £120-£140

517 C TS 1970 700th Birthday Anniversary of Sant Namdeo 2p orange (SG 626) and three colour trials of the same design in blue, 
grey and purple, on gummed watermarked paper (Plate 10) F £120-£140

518 C TS 1974 Imperforate colour trials of the 15np Tiger design in five different colours, each a matching left hand marginal block 
of four with ‘PRESS, NASIK’ in margin, on gummed watermarked paper (Plate 11) F £300-£340

519 C TS 1987 Tyagmurti Goswami Ganeshdutt 60p brown-red (SG 1269) and three colour trials of the same design in orange, 
purple and brown, dried gum (Plate 10) F £120-£140

520 C TS 1988 India’s Struggle for Freedom 60p Dr A.N. Singh (SG 1291) and three (multi) colour trials of the same design, dried 
gum (Plate 10) F £120-£140

521 C TS -- Birth Centenary of K.M. Munshi 60p deep olive (SG 1343) and two colour trials of the same design in reddish-brown and 
brown, without gum but this possibly washed off (Plate 11) F £100-£120

MORE ILLUSTRATIONS CAN BE VIEWED AT

legacy.stanleygibbons.com/auctions
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522
522 C B Booklet: Gadhka (formerly in Western Kathiawar, nowadays in Gujarat State)1944 stamp booklet with pink cover 

containing twenty three panes of 8 2a red revenue stamps with interleaving, there are a few small imperfections 
to occasional pane/interleaving but a very scarce booklet, Koeppel/Manners priced the individual ‘stamps’ at $60 
each in 1983 a total of $11,040  F £1500-£1700

523 C E  Essay/die proof showing (unissued) Mahatma Gandhi in grey and orange on gummed watermarked paper with 
‘SPECIMEN’ incorporated in design, SE corner block of four with printers mark in margin, fine u/m, of unknown status 
(Plate 10) F £100-£120

524 C E Essays: Selection of twenty-two items incl Queen Victoria types (17) ‘Lion and Palmtree’ types (2) and 1921 9p on 1a (3 
different in pairs), mixed condition £200-£240

525 C O  Officials: 1909 2r to 25r (SG O68/72) large part o.g., the 10r centred to right otherwise fresh, fine and scarce, cat £425 
(Plate 10) £200-£240

526 E H8 -- Collection on pages incl KEVII to 25r used (faults), 1912-13 to 10r used, 1925 surchs incl 1r on 25r (SG O103) block of 
8 unused, also odds of CEF opts and ICS incl Gwalior 1923-27 1½a carmine with inverted opt, Jind incl 1886-99 1r green 
and carmine block of 4, Nabha 1885 4a green (SG 4), 1885-1900 red opt 1r slate (SG 13) and black opt to both 1r, KEVII 
to 1r, 1913 to 1r, 1924 1a chocolate with clandestine inverted and double opts (200+) £100-£120

527 E 8H Largely used collection to late 1950s, better items incl 1854-55 ½a blue pair, also marginal horizontal strip of 3 unused 
(creased), 1a red two pairs and several singles, 4a blue and red, five cut-square examples, mostly 2nd or 4th printing, 
1882-90 8a dull mauve and 12a purple/red unused blocks of 4, later issues incl KEVII to 5r and 15r incl 1r green and 
carmine unused block of 4 and 1949 set of 15r unused, usual mixed cond (200+) £600-£700

528 A H8 Largely unused collection from 1860s to 1940s incl 1866-78 4a and 6a 8p, 1868 8a rose die II (shades),1875 9p and 1r, 
1876 6a and 12a, 1882-90 to 1r slate, 1895 to 5r, 1926-33 w69 incl 10r, 15r and 25r, last two both upright and inverted 
watermark (SG 217, 218/18w, 219/19w) 25r watermark upright very off centre but all five very fresh o.g., also some service 
issues, CEF and Convention States (200+) £400-£440

529 A H Collection in green ‘Senator’ album, all unused, issues from 1937 to 1972 incl 1937-40 set, 1948 Independence (Gandhi) 
set, 1949-52 set, 1955 Five Year Plan set, 1958-63 set, later issues apparently complete, Officials and Custodian Forces 
etc, fresh and fine throughout (approx 550) £300-£340

530 E H8* Untidy old time lot in small envelopes, packets and loose incl 1911 Durbar Coronation Folders (10), C.E.F. issues, 
   Convention and Feudatory States with unused and used postal stationery etc, mixed condition throughout 
   (Few Hundreds) £150-£170

See also lots 281 and 1125
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INDIAN CONVENTION STATES

CHAMBA

531 C H Officials: 1938-40 CHAMBA STATE SERVICE 2r to 10r (SG O69/71) blocks of 4, u/m, usual light gum toning and 5r with 
a few heavier tone spots, cat £748 £110-£130

532 C O H Officials: 1940-43 3p to 10r (SG O72/86) a few low values slightly off centre otherwise fresh large part o.g., cat 
£425 F £150-£170

533 A H8 Collection of unused and used issues in ‘Swing-O-Ring’ album from 1887 to 1942 incl 1887-95 1r slate unused, 1903-05, 
1913, 1927-37, 1938 (the high values badly stained) and 1942-47 (stamps of 1940-43) sets unused, a few blocks with 
minor varieties and some overprints of clandestine origin etc, mixed condition with many fine (180) F £280-£320

FARIDKOT

534 E H8 Collection of unused and used issues on two pages incl 1887-1900 set of ten part o.g., 1r slate used, Official 1887-1900 
set of ten part o.g., some shades, etc, mainly fine (40) F £150-£170

GWALIOR

535 E H8 Collection of Edward VII unused and used issues on pages incl 1903-11 (14 mm) set unused, also 2r in a block of four 
(1 part o.g. the others u/m) plus a used example, 1903-11 (13mm) set unused, etc, mixed condition with many fine 
(66) F £150-£170

JIND

536 E O H8 Official Stamps: Collection of unused and used issues on pages from 1885 to 1939 incl 1885 type O 15 1a brown-purple 
unused, 1886-1902 set unused, also 8a with variety ‘JHIND STATE double one albino’ unused, 1914-27 set unused, plus 
4a with double opt of clandestine origin, 1922-37 set unused, 1937-40 set unused (the higher values with slight stains), 
10r used (of grubby appearance and with a cancellation that cannot be guaranteed), 1939-43 set (less the 1r) unused etc, 
condition mixed but many fine (145)  F £440-£480

PATIALA

537 A H8 Collection of unused and used issues in ‘Swing-O-Ring’ album from 1884 to 1941 incl 1884 type 1 1a brown-purple and 4a 
green both part o.g., 1891-96 2r carmine and yellow-brown part o.g., 1903-06 set of ten part o.g., 1912-26 and 1923-26 
set of fifteen (the 3p with variety ‘Rs flaw’) part o.g., 1928-34 set part o.g., 1937-38 set of eighteen (the 15r with faults) part 
o.g., 1941-46 (Stamps of 1940-43) set of thirteen both part o.g. and used (cancellations cannot be guaranteed), Official 
Stamps with issues to 1939 incl 1884 2a dull blue used, 1885-90 ½a blue-green variety ‘AUTTIALLA’ unused, 1913-26 set 
of eleven part o.g., 1937-39 set of six part o.g., 1939-44 set of fourteen part o.g. etc, mixed condition with F £440-£480

INDIAN FEUDATORY STATES

538 A H Selection of mostly unused issues from a range of States in envelopes, also ‘Sectional Imperial Album’ containing empty 
printed pages for some States, mainly fine (Scores) £100-£120

BHOPAL

539 2A H8 Collection of native issues in two volumes from 1872 to 1908, all values to 8a and most types represented incl some 
   partial sheet reconstructions, also a few multiples and some used with identifiable cancels, overall cond rather mixed 

(as often with these fragile stamps) and remaindered in places, however a fascinating basis for further study (Few 
Hundreds) £300-£340

BUNDI

540 C H 1897-98 1a red, without shading in blade, on horizontally laid paper (SG 5) block of twelve (4 x 3) from left of sheet, trimmed 
close at foot, rows 2 and 3 with part sheet watermark, creased in margin, fresh unused, cat £240+ (Plate 11) £100-£120

IRELAND

541 E * 1856 July 5 cover to Ballymoney bearing 1854-57 1d red-brown (defective) tied by fine Derry ‘English type’ spoon, code 
A (Arundel 22), also 1858 March 4 similar cover bearing 1856-58 1d rose tied by ‘Irish type’ spoon, code E (Arundel 23), 
scarce £65-£75

542 E * 1858 October 27 and 1860 February 17 covers to Edinburgh and Dublin respectively, each bearing 1856-58 1d rose tied 
by Drogheda ‘Irish type’ spoons, code B (Arundel 25), also 1862 April 14 cover to Ballymoney with similar stamp tied by 
Enniskillen spoon, code E, a few faults £140-£160
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543 C H 1935 2s 6d Seahorses error Flat accent on “a” (SG 99a) large part o.g., cat £300 (Plate 10) £150-£170

544 E * Mileage and Charge Marks: Selection of six items comprising 1820 August 31 entire letter to Dublin with m/s charge 
mark “8” and s/l THOMASTOWN/59 mileage mark on front and red despatch cancel on flap, also 1831 January 18 
front with abbreviated THOS TO/59 mileage mark and 1825 entire to Kinsale with m/s charge mark “4” and CORK/124 
mileage mark in red, also entires from Coleraine to Ballymoney (1837), Ballymena to Ballymoney (1835) and Coleraine to 
Ballymoney (1835) with charge marks of “2”, “3” and “4” respectively all with despatch marks on reverse, nice group of 
mileage and charge marks seldom seen on Irish mail £140-£160

545 E * Postal History: Selection of five covers/entires comprising a folded “Work sheet” Kanturk to Cork, franked with 
   1d imperf which is tied by Irish “257” cancel, backstamped with s/l NEW MARKET and Kanturk/Penny Post in blue and 
   KANTURK March 23 1850 despatch and next day CORK arrival datestamps, three covers franked with imperf 1d red, 
   one 1842 to Bagshott cancelled by black MC with RANELAGH/PENNY POST h/s in red, one with “204” diamond of 

Durrow and the other “186” diamond of Dublin and RANELAGH/PENNY POST h/s in green, also 1860 mourning cover 
to England franked with 1d red (stars) cancelled by “427” numeral of Templemore, RANELAGH/PENNY POST h/s are 
particularly rare in colour £130-£150

546 E * -- Selection of seven covers/entires comprising stampless 1842/44 cover and entire to Ballymoney with boxed PAID AT/
BALLYMENA in red and blue respectively, two entires franked with 1d reds tied by “204” diamond of Durrow (the stamp 
inverted) and Cork duplex, 1843 cover addressed to a Captain George Hubband of the Royal Irish Hussars in Leeds and 
re-directed to York franked with 1d red cancelled with black MC, Leeds arrival cancel on front and Kingston despatch and 
York arrival backstamps also two incoming letters to Dublin from Redditch and Torquay with H & K PACT (packet post) 
backstamps, mostly fine £140-£160

547 E * Postal Stationery: 1924 5d violet closed “Claratact” without imprint group of three registered envelopes sizes F, H and K, 
unused, wrinkles and signs of ageing around edges but uncommon £40-£50

548 E H8 Collection on pages to 1940s incl good range of 1922-23 overprints with most vals/printings to 1s, Dollard five line 
overprint 2s 6d to 10s, Thom and Gov’t Ptg Works opts 2s 6d to 10s, 1922-34 ro 1s unused and used with a few coil 
stamps, also a small selection of commems, cond largely fine (100+) £360-£400

549 E H8 Collection on pages, unused/used from 1922 opts to early 1990s incl 1922 Dollard opt to 10d (SG 1/9) incl 9d carmine 
opt (faults), 5s rose-carmine (SG 19) fresh o.g., 1922 Harrison opt to both 2d, 1922 Thom opt odds to 1s, 1922-23 Thom 
opt to 5s, 1927-28 wide date 2s 6d, 5s and 10s used, 1922-34 watermark ‘se’ to 1s o.g., incl ½d and 2d imperf x perf 14, 
good used run-through to late 1960s then rather sparse, cond mostly fine (Few Hundreds) £300-£340

See also lots 282/83

JAMAICA

550 C * 1789 February 15 entire from Spanish Town to Madeira, rated “2/-”, this deleted and reduced to “1/-”, bearing on reverse 
a good strike of two line “SPANISH/TOWN” (Proud PS2, rated 7000 points) and London transit d.s. for Mar 7, with m/s 
annotation “Rec’d 27 May”, some damage to back flap due to removal of seal (Plate 12) £160-£180

551 C * -- March entire from Spanish Town to Madeira, rated “1/-”, bearing on reverse a fair strike of two line “SPANISH/TOWN” 
(Proud PS2, rated 7000 points) and London transit d.s. for Ap 21, with m/s annotation “Rec’d 28 May”, some toning and 
damage to back flap, latter due to removal of seal (Plate 12) £140-£160

552 E * 1791 February 8 “Taylor” correspondence entire from Martha Brae to Kingston, rated 1s 3d (local currency), bearing a 
good strike (for this mark) of two line “MARTHA/BRAE” (Proud PS2, rated 6000 points), light vert filing crease not affecting 
mark £300-£340

553 E * -- April 5 “Taylor” correspondence entire from Martha Brae to Kingston, bearing a good strike (for this mark) of two line 
“MARTHA/BRAE” (Proud PS2, rated 6000 points), light vert filing crease just affects mark £300-£340

554 E * -- April 26 “Taylor” correspondence entire from Martha Brae to Kingston, bearing a fair strike (for this mark) of two line 
“MARTHA/BRAE” (Proud PS2, rated 6000 points), light vert filing crease affects mark £200-£240

555 C * 1815 January 11 entire from St Ann’s Bay to Saint Mary’s, bearing on reverse (over flap) a good strike of “ST ANNS/JA” 
(Proud PS3, rated 3000 points), very clean (Plate 11) £130-£150

556 E * 1821 Entire from Green River to Edinburgh, two ounce rate variously charged including 7s 6d internal postage (local 
currency), 19s 4d “Packet” rate and 9s 9d rate from London to Edinburgh, reverse bears Jamaica ‘fleuron’ ds for Oc 6 
1821 and two line GREEN-ISLAND/JA (Proud PS4), latter struck over flap, face bears London transit cds for Nov 29, a 
number of faults incl vert filing crease and damage to back flap, however a scarce item £200-£240

557 C * 1842 September 20 entire from Lucea to Morant Bay, rated “8d”, bearing fine “LUCEA/JAMAICA” double arc cds (Proud 
D1, 2400 points), a couple of light filing creases but generally very clean (Plate 12) £100-£120

558 E * 1849 August 5 outer letter sheet from Savannah-la-Mar to London, reverse bears very fine strike of Savannah-la-Mar cds 
for Au 5 1849 (Proud D1), with Kingston transit cds for Aug 7 and London arrival for 4 Sep, horizontal filing crease, however 
reverse unaffected (Plate 13) £50-£60
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559 E * 1853 Entire from Little River to London, written in blue ink, rated 1s 2d, reverse bears Little River cds (Proud D1) for Ja 25 
1853 (which may be the latest known date for this mark), Kingston transit cds for following day and London arrival for 7 
March, vert filing crease, but not affecting postal markings £80-£90

560 E * 1855 1855 October 25 outer letter sheet from Porus to London, reverse bears Porus double arc cds (Proud D1) for Oc 25 
1855 and Kingston transit cds for following day, also partial London arrival cds for 14 Nov, a couple of filing creases, the 
Porus cds uncommon £70-£80

561 C P 1875 1875 June 18, 2s die proof (type 9) in black on glazed card (92 x 60mm), inscribed “BEFORE HARDENING” and 
dated, very scarce (Plate 11) £200-£240

562
562 C S 1921 Watermark Mult Crown CA, 6d red and dull blue-green “Abolition of Slavery” overprinted ‘SPECIMEN’ (SG 90s) 

exceptionally fresh, fine large part o.g., cat £800 £380-£420

563 C S -- Watermark Mult Script CA ,6d red and dull blue-green “Abolition of Slavery”, overprinted ‘SPECIMEN’ (SG 91s) short 
perf at foot, fresh large part o.g., cat £800 (Plate 10) £300-£340

564 E H 1947 12th Universal Postal Union Congress, Paris, presentation folder containing King George VI range of 12 values from 
½d green to 10s, also 1946 Victory set of 2, all affixed by their own gum but otherwise fine £70-£80

565 C H 1964-68 10s “Arms”, error blue omitted (SG 231a) with normal stamp for comparison, u/m (normal stamp hinged), cat 
£450 (Plate 10) £160-£180

566 C H 1968 Human Rights Year, the unissued set of 3 including 3d Bowls of Grain, 1s Abacus and 3s Hands in Prayer, fine u/m, 
cat £200 £80-£90

567 2B Literature: Accumulation in two cartons incl Jamaican Postal History by Foster (RL), The Postal Markings of Jamaica by 
Potter, History of Sailing Packets of West Indies by Britnor, Encyclopaedia of Jamaican Philately by Jarvis & Sutcliffe, also 
a number of auction catalogues and non-philatelic books relating to the island £50-£60

568 B  Maps: Group of 13 maps of Jamaica, scale 1/50,000, published in 1955 by Directorate of Overseas Surveys, some 
peripheral creasing and a few pieces of sellotape adhering to reverse, also a few older maps which appear to have been 
removed from encyclopaedias £20-£24

569 A * Picture Post Cards: Collection in album from KEVII to 1940s with a few modern, a mixture of unused and used, majority 
of latter used from Jamaica, items of interest incl seven cards of 1907 Kingston earthquake, 1906 Jubilee Market, Kingston 
incl a tram, King St Kingston incl several horse-drawn buggies and a tram, several cards relating to the banana industry 
and others to the coffee industry, an excellent lot (89) £100-£120

570 A * Postal Stationery Cards: Collection in album from 1877 to KEVII incl 1877 crosshatched border ½d red unused but 
addressed, 3d red unused and used (H&G1, 3), 1877 ornamental border, unused ½d red (2, borders in grey or blue), 1d red and 
3d (2), 1877 definitive issue ½d red-brown (H&G 7) a few unused then 43 used examples selected for postmark interest, incl 
a couple which have been uprated and used to England or Germany, 1d blue (HG 8), one unused and 11 used again with pmk 
interest, 3d green unused, 1879 1½d on 3d unused and used, 1883 1½d slate-grey unused (3), used (2) and reply card unused, 
1890 ½d on 1d blue (2),1891 1d blue (HG 17) several unused and used, also opt specimen and reply cards, KEVII ½d and 
1d incl opt specimen, also a few later issues, cond mostly fine although some earlier cards with toning (105)  £300-£340

571 A * Postal History: Collection in cover album from pre-stamp to 1950s incl several from Jamaica with English Ship Letter 
marks incl 1772 “DOVER/SHIP LRE”, 1776 “DEAL/SHIP LRE” with bishop mark,1834 “SHIP LETTER/BRIGHTON”, 1810 
“Ship Letter/DEAL” with crown, 1778 “LIVERPOOL/SHIP LETTER”, 1808 circular “PACKET.LRE.FALMOUTH”, 1808 oval 
“SHIP LETTER/PORTSMOUTH” with crown, 1771 EL to Wolverhampton with s/l “IAMAICA” and London bishop mark, 
1845 EL to London with “RIO BUENO” double arc cds, an excellent lot for further study (54) £500-£600

572 A * -- Collection from 1760s to 1840s incl 1764 and 1773 outer letter sheet /EL bearing s/l “IAMAICA” h/s, 1805 and 1811 
ELs to England with “FALMOUTH/JA” h/s, 1849 EL from Salem, North Carolina to Mandeville, Jamaica, with fine s/l 
“JAMAICA/SHIP LETTER”, 1843 EL from Spanish Town to Falmouth, 1847 outer letter sheet from Dry Harbour to London, 
1851 EL from Kingston to Annotto Bay, 1845 Kingston to France with “JAMAICA/PAID” cds for Ap 7 in red, also a number 
of non-philatelic items such as Bills of Lading, Bills of Exchange and several ELs without postal markings (33) £500-£600
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573 A * -- Collection in cover album incl range of pre-stamp from 1799 to 1859 incl 1799 EL from Kingston to London ‘via 
Weymouth packet’, 1849 EL from Duncans to Scotland, 1859 EL from London to Morant Bay, 1845 outer letter sheet from 
Moneague to Kingston, 1845 EL from Spanish Town to May Hill, rated “4”, remainder of volume comprises covers, mostly 
from 1920s to 1960s incl some OHMS, registered p.s. envs incl a couple uprated, a few earlier stamped items incl 1869 
large piece (of “The Morning Journal”) bearing 1860-70 1d pale blue bisect tied by “A01”, 1875 cover from Kingston to 
London f/w 1s brown, 1880 cover Kingston to Nova Scotia, 4d rate, 1892 philatelic cover from Milk River to Colchester 
(Essex) 2½d rate with “201” numeral £400-£440

574 A * H -- Collection in stockbook from pre-stamp to 1970s incl 1856 outer letter sheet from Kingston to Mandeville, 1888 cover 
from York Castle to England, pair 2d slate tied by squared circles (Proud KD2, 500 points), 1884 Kingston to USA, 
underpaid by 2d rose, with 8c to pay, 1853 Bath (Jamaica) to Scotland, rated “1/2”, 1855 outer letter sheet Rodney Hall 
to Savannah-la-Mar, 1782 EL Kingston to London, with two line “PORTSMOUTH/SHIP-LRE” (Willcocks & Jay 1633, rarity 
F), also 1993 Columbus Quincentenary presentation packs parts I, II and III (60+) £200-£240

575 A * -- Collection in cover album incl good range of later KGV, KGVI and early QEII covers, incl some from smaller offices, also 
stationery and odd pre-stamp item (110) £100-£120

576
576 A H8S Valuable unused and used collection from 1860 to 1935, better items incl 1860-70 watermark pineapple 1d (3 

shades), 3d and 1s unused, 1870-83 watermark crown CC 5s lilac, watermark inverted, used by part Ewarton cds, 
1883-97 watermark crown CA to 5s, not complete but incl 4d red-orange unused, 1890-91 2½d on 4d incl surch 
double, 1912-20 to 5s incl shades of 5s, unused, also basic set used and opt specimen, 1916-19 War Stamp opts, 
excellent selection incl numerous multiples, several inverted opts, no stop vars, 1½d orange opt type 20, vert strip 
of 3 incl “TAMP” variety, ½d green opt type 21, two examples with opt on back only, pair of 3d with opt inverted, 
1919-20 DLR set of 2 opt specimen, 1919-21 watermark MCA to 10s unused, also some incl 10s used, 1921-29 
watermark script to 10s unused with shades, 1923 Child Welfare set incl opt specimen and blocks of 4, 1927 ½d 
green, bow variety in positional block of 4, 1929-32 KGV set to 9d incl perf specimen, 1932 pictorials to 6d incl perf 
specimen, 1935 Jubilee 1½d (3) and 6d “extra flagstaff” in positional blocks of 4, 1938-52 unused and used to £1 
incl most perf types (5s line perf not present!), also set to 10s perf specimen and 1s “repaired chimney” in unused 
block of 4 (also a used single), a few officials incl 1890-91 ½d green opt inverted and 1890-91 set of 3 to 2d grey in 
plate number blocks of 6, overall cond fair to very fine (Hundreds)  £2600-£3000

577 2A H8 Collection in two volumes from 1953 to 1985, mostly unused, better items incl 1956-58 set to £1 in plate number blocks 
of 4, 1962-63 Independence 2d (SG 193) vert pair showing a spectacular perforation shift, 1964-68 1d lignum vitae with 
spectacular shift of green, 6d butterfly with blue omitted (SG 223a), 1966 Commonwealth Games min sheet with 8mm shift 
of brown, another with striking shift of yellow and yet another with a spectacular shift of gold, almost all basic stamps present 
for period concerned, earlier issues to late 1970s also present in used cond, almost all fine (Few Hundreds) £320-£360

578 2A H8* Collection in blue album and loose, issues from 1860 to 1952 incl George V shades, George VI values to £1, 1949 Silver 
   Wedding set used and some postmark interest etc, unused and used, very mixed condition throughout (Few 

Hundreds) £300-£340

KENYA, UGANDA and TANGANYIKA

579 C B Booklets: Three booklets comprising 1958 5s, 1959 5s and 1961 5s (SG SB7,8a and 9) all complete and fine, cat 
£86 F £40-£50

580 C B -- Range of eleven booklets comprising Kenya 3s, 5s (2) and 10s (2) also Uganda 3s, 5s (4 two each with buff and salmon 
covers) and 10s, with various stitching positions, interesting group F £50-£60
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MALAYA - STRAITS SETTLEMENTS

581 C * 1904 (23 Apr) 5c blue reg env, size G, uprated with 1902-03 25c, tied by Singapore cds for Ap 23, with dated boxed 
Singapore reg h/s alongside, used to Sitapur, India, and shows blank Indian registration mark ‘157’, reverse has Sitapur 
arrival cds for 8 My 04, a few tones but the 25c uncommon on cover £60-£70

582 E 8 1912 September 30, Conveyance/Indenture document bearing Edward $1, $25 (3), $5 (4) and $100 (3) all tied by red 
   embossed Penang seal cancellations, contents with plan inside relate to a proposed theatre on Campbell Street and Kuala 

Kangsar Road, slight stains at top (not affecting the three key $100 adhesives) and usual filing folds otherwise fine and 
rare £700-£800

   
583                                           584

583 C S 1921-23 $25 purple and blue/blue overprinted ‘SPECIMEN’ (SG 240bs), large part o.g., fresh, fine and scarce, cat 
£375 £180-£200

584 C S -- $100 black and carmine/blue overprinted ‘SPECIMEN’ (SG 240cs) large part o.g., fresh, fine and rare, 
   cat £900 £500-£600

585 C P 1922 12c Die Proof in black on glazed card (92 x 60mm), unmarked and undated, traces of light handling marks otherwise 
fine and scarce (Plate 11) £260-£300

586 C E 1933-34 Survey Department Essays: Se-tenant horizontal pair in black on white unsurfaced paper denominated 
   $25 and 25c numbered above ‘17’ and ‘18’, showing the King in robes and ‘MALAYA’ in very thin fancy capital letters 

(Norris types O and P), faint stains otherwise fine (Plate 11) £180-£200

MALACCA

587 C * 1924 May 29 O.H.M.S. stampless envelope to Huddersfield with good strike of the British Empire Exhibition duplex 
   style handstamp and ‘MALACCA VOLUNTEER C(O?))’ cachet in violet at foot, also 1925 March 16 envelope to Muar 

franked Straits 3c green tied by similar duplex style handstamp, both fine £120-£140

NEGRI SEMBILAN

588 C E 1933-34 Survey Department Essays: Selection of seven, all denominated 50c comprising Norris type H with guide 
crosses in each corner in grey, brown, pinkish red and lilac, Norris type J without guide crosses in black and green and 
Norris type K in the so-called ‘plate-proof’ forme in black on thin unsurfaced paper, mostly fine £240-£280

PAHANG

589 C H 1889 10c slate of Straits Settlements overprinted PAHANG type 1 (SG 3) large part o.g., cat £225 (Plate 11) £100-£120

PERAK

590 C * 1896 May 9 neat envelope sent registered to Singapore franked 1895-99 1c, 2c, 3c, 5c, 8c and 10c tied by unclear 
squared circle cancellations, framed “TELUK ANSON/POST OFFICE/9 MAY 96/No 793” handstamp below, on reverse 
Singapore arrival datestamp of May 11 1896, philatelic but scarce, fine and attractive (Plate 12) £300-£340

591 C E 1933-34 Survey Department Essays: 50c orange and 50c lilac in blocks of four without guide crosses, (Norris type G), 
fine (Plate 13) £120-£140

SELANGOR

592 C E 1933-34 Survey Department Essays: Selection of 50c ‘Mosque’ types (10 plus block of 4) and ‘Sultan’ types (7 plus 
block of four), mostly fine and attractive, a scarce group (Plate 13) £750-£850

593 C P 1952 Sultan Hisamud-din Alam Shah 8c imperf plate proof block of six (3 x 2) in green on toned paper from the upper left 
corner of the sheet showing plate number ‘1’, also similar single and pair on whitish paper, fine (Plate 13) £120-£140
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TRENGGANU

594 C 8 1917-18 Red Cross 8c+2c ultramarine variety ‘SS in CROSS inverted’ (SG 22b) used on small piece with interpanneau 
margin at right, fine and rare, Marquis of Bute handstamp on reverse, cat £1,100 (Plate 11) £500-£600

595 C H 1921-41 Watermark Multi Script CA $5 green and red/yellow (SG 44) fine and fresh u/m, cat £500 (Plate 11) £260-£300

MALAYA - JAPANESE OCCUPATION

596 E * 1943 October 5 large registered cover to Syonan, franked with 1943 general issue 1c (4) and 3c (3) plus 1943 Savings 
Campaign 15c tied by Malacca double ring cds with registration label alongside, backstamped with bilingual Syonan cds 
for the following day, vert filing fold (not through adhesives) and slight corner creasing £90-£100

MALAYSIA

597 E B Booklets: The set of thirteen 1973 ‘Flower’ issue $3 booklets with one from each state, the Sabah front cover with light 
pencil mark otherwise fine F £150-£170

598 E H8 Malaya States lightly duplicated accumulation in small stockbook and stockpages, many useful seen incl the high 
values, incl Singapore 1948 perf 14 set (2) u/m, Malacca and Penang both the 1949 original sets of 15 in u/m blocks 
of four, North Borneo 1961 50c to $10 u/m, Brunei 1947-51 $10 u/m, Trengganu 1957-63 $5 imprint block of four 
u/m and Perek 1938-41 block of four u/m, a number of 1948 RSW sets unused and used etc, generally good to fine 
and well worth close inspection (Few Hundred)  £3000-£3400

599 A H Malaysia and States: Collection in red printed ‘New Age’ album, unused issues from 1937 to 1972 incl Straits 
Settlements 1937-41 set, Malayan Postal Union, Malayan Federation 1957-63 6c variety ‘Yellow omitted’, Malaysia 
1965 30c Bluebird variety ‘Blue omitted’, 1966 National Monument 10c variety ‘Blue omitted’, 1971 Yang di-Pertuan 
Agong 10c variety ‘Gold omitted’, Johore 1949-55 set, 1965 5c variety ‘Yellow omitted’, 1938 Postage Due set, 
Kedah 1937 set, 1965 1c variety ‘Black omitted’, 5c variety ‘Black omitted’, Kelantan 1937-40 set, 1951-55 set, 
1965 20c variety ‘Yellow omitted’, Malacca, Negri Sembilan, Pahang, Penang, Perak 1938-41 set (the $5 corner 
marginal and hinged in the margin only), 1965-68 5c variety ‘Yellow omitted’, Perlis 1951-55 set, Sarawak 1965 2c 
variety ‘Black omitted’ Selangor 1965 2c, 5c and 20c each with variety ‘Yellow omitted’, 10c variety ‘Red omitted’, 
Trengganu 1938 $5, 1949-55 set, 1965 20c variety ‘Bright purple omitted’, 1937 Postage Due set etc, generally fresh 
and fine throughout (Few Hundreds)  £2000-£2400

MALTA

600 A H8* Useful collection in printed album, a few pieces of postal history incl 1842 ‘disinfected’ entire to London with 
‘PURIFIE AU LAZARET’ h/s, various GB used in Malta on piece, fronts and covers etc, small range of local pmk 
interest, then unused with 1860-82 ½d (19), 1885-90 set of six, 1899-1901 set, then very good run to 1983 with just 
a very few gaps, the album has been affected by damp and many stamps have toning to some degree, still many 
picking to be had and well worth close inspection (Hundreds)  £2200-£2400

601 B H8 Collection in seven green albums, issues from 1882 to 2004 incl 1866 5s used, 1899-1901 set used, 1904-14 set used, 
1922 ‘SELF GOVERNMENT’ set part o.g., 5s used, 1922-26 set to 10s part o.g., 1949 Silver Wedding set u/m, 1956-58 
sets part o.g. and used, good representation of later issues with commemoratives, definitives and miniature sheets etc, 
the earlier issues in mixed condition, the modern fine (Many Hundreds) £400-£440

602 2½BH	 Accumulation in albums, stockbooks and file sheets, mostly QEII incl 2002-2008 pres packs and fdcs, much back to
     8*  1960s but this is often affected by water damage, needs careful sorting (Many Hundreds) £300-£340

603 E H8 Collection on pages to KGVI incl small selection of “GB used in” with vals to 1s, incl 1872-73 6d grey plate 12, several 
1863-81 ½d shades incl perf 14 ½d brown-orange used and perf 12½ ½d buff-brown unused, 1882-84 watermark crown 
CA ½d red-orange, two u/m blocks of 4, 1885-90 incl shades of 2½d unused, 1886 5s used, 1899-1901 to 2s 6d unused 
plus 10s fine used, KEVII to 5s, 1914-21 watermark MCA to 5s mostly used, 1921-22 watermark script to 10s unused, 
1922 Self Gov’t to 10s unused (not complete), 1922-26 to £1, 1926-27, 1928 and 1930 all to 10s, KGVI Self Gov’t also to 
10s, mostly fine except for QV issues (150+) £300-£340

604 C H Small selection comprising QV ½d (5 - shades) in very mixed cond and 1904-14 set of 17, these with a few imperfections 
but the ‘better’ values generally fine large part o.g. (22) £240-£280

605 ½B*H Small collection of first day covers from 1953 to around 2011, not comprehensive but good range of later issues, also 
some unused sets and min sheets and a few non-Maltese odds and ends (Scores) £80-£90

See also lot 1131

MAURITIUS

606 C H 1858-62 Imperforate (4d) green (SG 27) four clear to good margins, fresh small part o.g., cat £450 (Plate 11) F £80-£90
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607 C H 1878 2c, 4c on 1d, 13c on 3d, 50c on 1s and 2r 50 on 5s (SG83/4, 86, 90/1) 13c on 3d short perf, 50c on 1s gum crease, 
large part to fine o.g. F £30-£34

608 C H 1891 2c on 4c carmine variety ‘Surcharge double’ (SG 118b) 2c on 38c on 9d pale violet variety ‘Surcharge double, one 
inverted’ (SG 120c) and 2c on 38c bright purple variety ‘Surcharge double, one inverted’ (SG 121c), all part o.g., some 
minor tone spots and other slight imperfections but an attractive trio, cat £525 F £100-£120

609 C H -- 2c on 4c carmine and 2c on 38c on 9d pale violet, both with error 2c ‘Surcharge double, one inverted’ (SG 118c, 120c) 
large part o.g., cat £280 F £80-£90

610 C H S 1898 Diamond Jubilee 36c orange and ultramarine, two examples, one unused, the other overprinted ‘SPECIMEN’ (SG 
133, 133s) fine large part o.g., cat £68 F £16-£18

611 C * --November 14 envelope sent registered to Germany franked 1893-94 8c and 5c, 1895-99 1c, 2c and 4c and 1898 Jubilee 
36c all tied by Mauritius code ‘A’ single ring cancellations with oval ‘R’ and Registered datestamp of the same date 
alongside, the 1c also tied by ‘Reunion Marseille Ligne 3’ octagonal cancellation of November 14, on reverse Phenzlau 
arrival cds for December 16, crease at left otherwise attractive £110-£130

612 C H 1902 12c on 36c orange and ultramarine variety ‘Surcharge inverted’ (SG 163a) large part o.g., couple of tone spots and 
slightly brownish gum otherwise fine and scarce cat £750 (Plate 11) F £90-£100

613 C * 1910 October 29 envelope (opened out for display) sent registered to France, franked (on reverse) 1895-99 1c dull 
purple and ultramarine interpane block of four, 1900-05 dull purple and black block of four and 1904-07 3c green and 
carmine/yellow block of four all tied by Curepipe code A cds’s, Bordeaux November 26 arrival cds alongside, a few 
faults but attractive £50-£60

614 C S 1937 Coronation and 1946 Victory sets, each perforated SPECIMEN (SG 249s/51s, 264s/65s), 20c from latter one missing 
perf, fresh large part o.g, cat £205 F £40-£44

615 C B 1953 (10 Oct) 5r black/white booklet (SG SB1) complete but one 5c defective and one interleaf page loose, cat 
£200 F £40-£44

616 C * Postal Stationery - Reply Postcards: 1900 2c on 8c red (H&G 19a) used locally with Riviere du Rempart cds of February 
14 1902 (another strike alongside) fine and scarce £30-£34

617 C * -- Wrappers: 1899 3c on 4c on 3c green (H&G E3) endorsed ‘Per s Onda’ addressed to Colombo, used from Curepipe with 
April 18 1909 cds, Colombo arrival datestamp of April 29 below, minor creases but a scarce complete example £30-£34

618 E H8 Collection on pages to 1935, early issues used incl 1848-59 intermediate impression 1d bright vermilion (SG 10) 
used by “14” numeral (BPA Cert), 1d dull vermilion (SG 11), worn impressions 2d blue with “PENOE” variety (SG 
20a) used by “14” numeral (RPS Cert), another without variety, used by “1” numeral, latest impression 1d red used 
by “target” cancel, 1859 Lapriot 2d (2), one intermediate impression, the other very worn, 1859 Dardenne 1d (2) and 
2d, 1858 4d green (SG 26), 1858-62 (4d) green unused and used, 1859-61 incl both 6d and 1s, 1860-63 ni watermark 
to 1s, 1862 intermediate perf 1s deep green, 1863-72 to 5s, the 9d yellow-green unused, 1879-80 to 2r 50 incl 13c 
and 38c unused, later QV incl 1883 16c on 17c rose (SG 115) block of 4 fresh o.g., 1900-05 to 5r unused, KEVII to 
10r incl 2r 50 corner block of 4 with plate number, KGV to 10r, classic issues all with imperfections (mostly minor), 
later issues good to fine (100+)  £1000-£1200

MONTSERRAT

619 C 8 1884-85 2½d ultramarine variety ‘Watermark inverted’ (SG 10w) used with part cds at lower right, with normal used stamp 
for comparison, unpriced used by Stanley Gibbons  £70-80

620 C H Official: 1980 (Sept. 30) $2.50 on 40c Flame of the Forest, variety ‘O.H.M.S. overprint omitted’ (SG O39a) u/m, fine and 
scarce, cat £180 £70-£80

621 E H8 Collection on pages, issues to 1948 incl 1876-83 1d and 2d, 1903 5s part o.g., 1904-08 set part o.g., 1922-29 set part 
o.g., 1932 Anniversary of Settlement set part o.g. and 1938-48 set with some perfs part o.g., mostly unused and generally 
fine (86) £200-£240

622 ½BH Unused (much u/m) collection on pages to 2007, a few earlier but strength in QEII issues with very good run from 1972 
onwards, mixed cond on earlier but later generally fine (Hundreds) £200-£240
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NEW ZEALAND

The “D.J. Wood” Collection 

      
                                                                                                       623                                627                            628  
623 C 8 1855-57 1d dull carmine (SG 1) faint bend at upper left but with clear margins all round and lightly used by “18” 

barred oval of Otago, an attractive example of this rare stamp, Holcombe Cert (1989), cat £16,000  £3000-£3400

624 C 8 -- 2d dull blue/blued (SG 2) a trace of thinning at left but with good to large margins all round and lightly used by “10” 
barred oval of Wellington, fine facial appearance, cat £650 (Plate 11) £100-£120

625 C 8 -- 1s pale yellow-green/blued (SG 3) tiny tear in top margin and small surface abrasion, just clear to large margins all 
round, used by “1” barred oval of Auckland, BPA Cert (1986), cat £5,500 (Plate 11) £800-£900

626 C 8 1855-58 2d blue imperforate on blue paper (SG 5) four good to very large margins, used by light barred oval, cat £300 
(Plate 11) £100-£120

627 C 8 -- 1s green imperforate on blue paper (SG 6) four good to large margins, fine used by neat “10” barred oval of 
Wellington, attractive, BPA Cert (1993), cat £3,750  £1400-£1600

628 C 8 -- 1s green imperforate on blue paper, vertical bisect tied to small piece by “18” barred oval of Otago (SG 6a var) 
sound and with three good margins, cat £26,000 when on cover, RPS Cert (1930) which states “after consulting a 

   high authority, that the stamp and postmark are genuine”, the former reference normally refers to 
   King George V!  £2400-£2800

629 C 8 1857-63 Imperforate 1d dull orange (SG 8) four good to large margins, neatly used by “14” barred oval of Nelson, attractive, 
cat £750 (Plate 13) £240-£280

630 C 8 -- 6d bistre-brown (SG 12) light horizontal crease in lower margin which just touches lower frame line, four very large 
margins and lightly used by barred oval which leaves much of design clear, most attractive, BPA Cert (1989), cat £500 

   (Plate 13) £180-£200

631 C 8 -- 6d chestnut (SG 15) four clear to good margins, fine used by “6” (or “9”) barred oval of New Plymouth, BPA Cert (1990) 
an uncommon shade, cat £600 (Plate 13) £180-£200

632 C 8 -- 1s dull emerald-green (SG 16) a trace of thinning at upper left, four clear to large margins, used by “7” barred oval of 
Wellington, cat £1,800 (Plate 13) £180-£200

633 C 8 -- Pin roulette about 10 at Nelson, 1d dull orange (SG 18) thin patch and a couple of light creases, however lightly 
   used by “11” barred oval of Port Ahuriri, a not unattractive example of this rarity, BPA Cert (1990), cat £5,500 
   (Plate 13) £800-£900

634 C8 -- 2d blue (SG 19) thinned and horizontal crease at top, small surface abrasion at lower right corner, used by light barred 
   ovals which leave portrait largely visible, good facial appearance and a rare stamp, BPA Cert (1990), cat £3,500 
   (Plate 13) £400-£440

635 C8 -- 1s dull emerald-green (SG 20a) separated by scissors with separations present at foot, left and lower right, design 
cut-into at upper right but with large ‘imperf’ margin at top, used by part “15” barred oval of Nelson, fresh colour and 
completely sound except as mentioned, BPA Cert (2010), cat £7,000 (Plate 13) £500-£600

636 C8 -- Serrated perf about 16 to 18 at Nelson, 1d dull orange (SG 22a) small thin patch at top, however separations present all 
round and quite neatly used by large part “15” barred oval of Nelson, RPS Cert (1973), cat £5,000 (Plate 13)  £800-£900

637 C8 -- 6d brown (SG 24) thinning at upper left, however separations present all round and very well centred, used by part 
barred oval which leaves Queen’s face clear, BPA Cert (1961), cat £3,500 (Plate 13) £800-£900

638 C8 -- 1s blue-green (SG 26) some creasing and straight edge at foot, separations present elsewhere and well centred, 
used by part barred “15” oval of Nelson, BPA Cert (1968), cat £6,500 (Plate 13)  £1200-£1400

639 C8 -- 1s blue-green (SG 26) heavily defective at top and foot, however with good colour and neatly used by large part “15” 
barred oval of Nelson, an representative example of this rare stamp, RPS Cert (1928), cat £6,500 (Plate 13) £360-£400
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640 C8 -- Rouletted 7 at Auckland, 1s blue-green (SG 31) small thin and a trace of creasing, used by two part barred oval, BPA 
Cert (1954), cat £4,750 (Plate 13)  £1000-£1200

641 C8 1862-64 Imperforate, 2d slate-blue (plate I) (SG 37) large to very large margins with small parts of adjoining stamps at top 
and left, very fine used by light Dunedin barred oval, Holcombe Cert (1992), cat £200 (Plate 13) £100-£120

642 C8 -- Imperforate, 1s green (SG 44) large to very large margins, fine used by central Dunedin barred oval, cat £3,325 
   (Plate 13) £120-£140

643 C8 -- Rouletted 7 at Auckland, 1d orange-vermilion (SG 47) fine used by large part “1” barred oval of Auckland, BPA Cert 
(1990), cat £800 (Plate 13) £300-£340

644 C8 -- 1d vermilion (SG 48) centred to left and a trace of soiling at foot, large imperf margin at right, full rouletting elsewhere, 
used by large part “1” barred oval of Auckland, cat £800 (Plate 13) £200-£240

645 C8 -- 1d carmine-vermilion (SG 48a) a rather ‘small’ stamp with a trace of creasing, however with full rouletting and light 
cancel leaves portrait clear, RPS Cert (1939), cat £1,000 (Plate 13) £160-£180

646 C8 -- 2d deep blue (SG 49) very fine with full rouletting, used by “1” barred oval of Auckland, BPA Cert (2000), cat £475 
   (Plate 13) £200-£240

647 C8 -- 2d greenish slate-blue (SG 50 shade, CP A2d O(7) ) a fine used, well centred example with full rouletting, used by two 
part “1” barred ovals of Auckland, RPS of NZ Cert (1969) (Plate 13) £360-£400

648 C8 -- 2d pale blue (SG 51) fine with full rouletting, lightly used by two part “1” barred ovals of Auckland, BPA Cert (1987), cat 
£600 (Plate 13) £260-£300

649 C8 -- 3d brown-lilaC(SG 52) off centre to upper left and thinning at right, however with full rouletting, used by part barred oval 
and traces of red cds, BPA Cert (1999), cat £800 (Plate 13) £160-£180

650 C8 -- 6d black-brown (SG 53) very fine with full rouletting, used by “1” barred oval of Auckland, cat £475 (Plate 13)
    £200-£240

651 C8 -- 6d brown (SG 54) a trace of thinning, with intact rouletting at top and right, imperf with good margins elsewhere, used 
by light barred oval which leaves portrait largely clear, BPA Cert (1990), cat £600 (Plate 13) £180-£200

652 C8 -- 6d red-brown (SG 55) a trace of thinning but a large stamps with intact rouletting, used by “1” barred oval of Auckland, 
cat £475 (Plate 13) £140-£160

653 C8 -- 1s yellow-green (SG 57) trivial thin spot, but with intact rouletting and fresh vibrant colour, used by “1” barred oval of 
Auckland, RPS Cert (1951), cat £900 (Plate 13) £300-£340

654 C8 -- 1s deep green (SG 58) a rather small stamp which has been separated with scissors at top and right, however intact 
   rouletting all round and good colour, used by “1” barred oval of Auckland, RPS Cert (1939), cat £1,100 (Plate 13)
     £400-£440

655 C8 -- Serrated perf 18 at Nelson, 2d deep blue (SG 60) small thin at upper left corner, however separations largely intact, fresh 
colour and neatly used by “15” barred oval of Nelson, BPA Cert (1991), cat £1,200 (Plate 13) £320-£360

656 C8 -- Serrated perf 13 at Dunedin, 3d brown-lilac (SG 67u) separations intact at top, foot and right, large imperf margin at left, 
used by fine “1” barred oval of Auckland, RPS Cert (1941) as former SG 62, cat £1,800 (Plate 13) £600-£700

657
657 C8 -- Serrated perf 16 at Nelson, 6d black-brown (SG 63) separations intact all round, fine used by light barred oval which 

leaves Queen’s face clear, RPS Cert (1973), cat £1,800 £700-£800

658 C8 -- 6d black-brown (SG 63) separations intact at top, foot and right, small imperf margin at left, used by part “15” barred 
oval of Nelson, RPS Cert (1957), cat £1,800 (Plate 13)  £400-£440

659 C8 -- Pin-perf 10 at Nelson, 6d black-brown (SG 67) some thinning and rounded corner at lower right, separations intact at 
foot and right with a trace at upper left, remainder of left side with close imperf margin, with larger margin at top, used by 
light barred oval, BPA Cert (1987), an acceptable example of this rarity, cat £4,000 (Plate 13) £800-£900
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660
660 C8 -- “Y” roulette 18 at Nelson, 2d deep blue (SG 67e) separations intact all round, fine used by light “15” barred oval of 

Nelson, RPS of NZ Cert (1973) which erroneously states “SG 60”, £1,900 £700-£800

661 C8 -- Perf 13 at Dunedin, 2d slate-blue (plate I) (SG 71) centred to upper left, used by bold, large part Dunedin barred oval, 
RPS of NZ Cert (1980), cat £750 (Plate 13) £280-£320

662 C8 -- 2d milky blue (plate I) (SG 72a) tone spot at top, with straight edges at top and foot, presumably perfs trimmed off, 
   although with large margins, especially at foot, used by two part barred ovals, RPS of NZ Cert (1980), cat £500 
   (Plate 13) £100-£120

663 C8 -- 3d brown-lilac (SG 74) small ink annotation on reverse, otherwise fine used by light “25” barred oval, cat £500 
   (Plate 13) £160-£180

664 C8 -- 1s yellow-green (SG 80) a fine, well centred example used by two overlapping strikes of barred oval in RED, coloured 
cancels are rarely seen on this issue, cat £375 (Plate 13) £140-£160

665 C8 1862-63 Imperforate 1d orange-vermilion (SG 81) four clear to very large margins, used by bold, large part “17” barred 
oval of Rangiora, Holcombe Cert (1988) very fine for this fragile stamp, cat £2,500 (Plate 13) £800-£900

666 C8 -- 2d ultramarine (SG 82) four clear to good margins and very fresh colour for this stamp, used by neat “7” barred oval of 
Wellington, cat £850 (Plate 13) £300-£340

667 C8 -- 2d pale ultramarine (SG 83) small thin at lower right corner, four clear to large margins and used by large part “7” barred 
oval of Wellington, (pink) BPA Cert (1990) which rather uncharitably states ‘the stamp is repaired’, this may refer to the thin 
mentioned, which was perhaps ‘filled’ when the stamp was inspected by the BPA, cat £800 (Plate 13)  £160-£180

668 C8 -- 6d black-brown (SG 85) three lightly used examples showing slight shade differences, two with four good to large 
margins, the other close at right but huge margin at left and good elsewhere, well above average for this issue, cat £750 
(Plate 14) £200-£240

669 C8 -- 1s deep green (SG 86) four good to large margins and fine used by “15” barred oval of Nelson, much above average for 
this issue and attractive, BPA Cert (1992), cat 1,100 (Plate 14) £440-£480

670 C8 -- Rouletted 7 at Auckland, 6d black-brown, pelure paper (SG 88) small thin at upper right corner and off centre to upper 
left, used by light “1” barred oval of Auckland, Richter Cert (1993), cat £475 (Plate 14) £90-£100

671 C8 -- 1s deep green (SG 89) light crease at top, rouletting intact at top and sides, with large imperf margin at foot, used by 
barred oval which leaves Queen’s face partly clear, Odenweller Cert (1987), cat £1,800 (Plate 14) £360-£400

672 C8 -- Rerf 13 at Dunedin, 1d orange-vermilion (SG 90) 4mm tear/nick and thinning at foot, used by light barred oval which 
leaves Queen’s face largely clear, a representative example of this rare stamp, cat £3,500 (Plate 14) £240-£280

673 C8 -- 2d ultramarine (SG 91) a few shortish perfs but fine for this issue, used by part Dunedin barred oval which leaves portrait 
largely clear, RPS of NZ Cert (1995), cat £800 (Plate 14) £340-£380

674 C8 -- 2d pale ultramarine (SG 92) small (2mm) tear at top right, used by two part Dunedin barred ovals, Odenweller Cert 
(1987), cat £700 (Plate 14) £100-£120

675 C8 -- 6d black-brown (SG 93) a few short perfs at top, with 6.5mm wide sheet margin at left, imperf between stamp and 
margin, used by bold, large part Otago barred oval, cat £400 (Plate 14) £120-£140

676 C8 -- 1s deep green (SG 94) off centre to upper right, creasing and a few short perfs, used by bold, large part Dunedin barred 
oval, a good representative example of this very scarce stamp, cat £2,000 (Plate 14) £260-£300

677 C8 1863 (early) Imperforate 2d dull deep blue (SG 96) four clear to large margins, neatly used by large part “17” barred oval 
of Rangiora, shows the typical slight plate wear associated with this scarce provisional printing, Holcombe Cert (1987), 
cat £800 (Plate 14) £300-£340

678 C8 -- Perf 13 at Dunedin, 2d dull deep blue (SG 96a) centred to top, used by large part Dunedin cds for Au 1 63, shows the 
   typical slight plate wear associated with this scarce provisional printing, Holcombe opinion (1988), cat £475 
   (Plate 14) £160-£180
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679 C8 1864 Imperforate 1d carmine-vermilion, 2d pale blue, 6d red-brown and 1s green (SG 97/100) all with four clear to large 
margins (6d particularly fine) 1d used by corner cds, others by part to large part barred ovals (1s with 1960 RPS Cert), an 
attractive group (Plate 14) £600-£700

680 C8 -- Rouletted 7 at Auckland, 1d carmine-vermilion (SG 101) centred to right and some creasing, used by rather heavy “1” 
   barred oval of Auckland, BPA Cert (1999) a good representative example of this very scarce stamp, cat £3,000 
   (Plate 14) £500-£600

681 C8 -- 2d pale blue (worn) (SG 102) roulettes intact at top and right, clear imperf margins elsewhere, some light toning, 
creasing and rather indistinctly used, cat £750 (Plate 14) £140-£160

682 C8 -- 6d red-brown (SG 103) light horizontal crease and centred to left, however roulettes intact all round and lightly used by 
Dunedin duplex, Holcombe opinion (1988) a rare stamp, cat £3,000 (Plate 14)  £700-£800

683 C8 -- 1s green (SG 104) several thins and rouletting present only at top and left, small imperforate margins elsewhere 
   with design touched at lower right, used by two part barred ovals which leave portrait partly clear, BPA Cert (1990), cat 

£1,100 (Plate 14) £180-£200

684 C8 1864-71 1d pale vermilion (slightly worn plate) imperforate single with four good margins (SG 111a var, Robson Lowe U9) 
sound used by part barred oval, a good example of this scarce provisionally issued imperforate stamp, BPA Cert as RL 
U9 (1975), cat £2,750 as a pair (Plate 14) £200-£240

685 C8 -- 4d deep rose (SG 119) faint horizontal bend but fresh colour, well centred (for this) and used by large part Port Waikato 
“Maori War” cds, Odenweller Cert (2004) (Plate 14) £200-£240

686 C8 -- 4d orange (SG 121) used by bold, large part “1” barred oval and with excellent colour, an under-appreciated and rarely 
seen stamp, RPS Cert (1941), cat £1,000 (Plate 14) £360-£400

687 C8 1871-73 2d vermilion, perf compound 10 (at top) x 12½ elsewhere (SG 130b) used by bold “1” seven bar oval, RPS Cert 
(1977), cat £475 (Plate 14) £160-£180

688 C8 1873 (July) 1d brown (very worn plate) (SG 140) used by light barred oval, shows a pre-printing paper fold at upper 
left which has resulted in a small unprinted area, a rare stamp and possibly unique with this variety, BPA Cert 
(1999), cat £8,000 (Plate 14)  £2600-£3000

689 C8 -- 1d brown (very worn plate) (SG 140) used by bold “1” barred oval, centred a little to right and small stain on 
reverse, RPS Cert (undated), a good example of this rarity, cat £8,000 (Plate 14)  £1800-£2000

690 C8 -- (Aug) 2d vermilion (SG 142) almost perfectly centred, fresh and lightly used by part barred oval, a gem! cat £500 
   (Plate 14) £240-£280

691 C8 1898 1d blue and yellow-brown “Lake Taupo”, horizontal pair, error ‘Imperforate between and at right’ (SG 247b var) fine 
used by two Kawakawa cds for 10 Ja 99, BPA Cert (2000) (Plate 14) £360-£400

692 C8 1902 (Jan) Perf 14x11, 1d carmine (SG 297) fine used by part Cullensville cds, BPA Cert (2001), cat £130 (Plate 14)
    £60-£70

693
693 C8 1902-07 Perf 11, 1s orange-red error wmk w 12b, inverted (SG 315ba) a fine example of this “abnormal” issue, with 

centring well above average, very fresh and used by part cds at right, BPA Cert (1990), cat £1,900 £900-£1000

694 C8 -- 1s orange-red, error wmk w 12b, inverted (SG 315ba) typical centring for this stamp, used by part cds at foot which 
   leaves much of design clear, a fine example of this rare “abnormal” issue, RPS Cert (1950), cat £1,900 
   (Plate 14) £800-£900

695 C8 -- Compound perf 11 (at foot, clean-cut) x 14 (other sides, very rough) 4d blue and yellow-brown (SG 333) fine used by 
Kawakawa cds for 19 Au 06, cat £450 (Plate 14) £160-£180

696 C8 -- Mixed perfs 4d blue and yellow-brown/bluish perf 14 (very rough) all round plus additional horizontal row perf 11 
   (clean-cut) 1mm from base (SG 342a) typical centring for this issue, used by light squared circle which leaves much of 

design clear, cat £425 (Plate 14) £140-£160

697 C8 1906 Christchurch Exhibition ½d to 6d (SG 370/73) ½d and 1d faults, higher values fine and each used by large part 
Exhibition cds, cat £375 £140-£160
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698 C8 1931-35 Air 3d chocolate, perf 14x15 (SG 548a) used by part cds at top, a very scarce stamp in used condition, BPA Cert 
(2001), cat £425 (Plate 14) £200-£240

699
699 CO 8 Official: 1915-27 3d chocolate, error ‘Overprint double, (SG O100d) some light creasing, however lightly used and 

extremely rare, BPA Certs (1955 and 2007), a pencilled note (unqualified) on the former states “this is the only existing 
copy”, a belief also held by the vendor and highly probable, cat £1,400 £800-£900

700 CO 8 -- 8d red-brown (SG O103) tied to small piece by Auckland reg cds for 11 Apl 44, late but apparently legitimate usage, cat 
£190 (Plate 14) £80-£90

701 E 8 Balance of used collection from 1873 ½d “Newspaper” issue to late 1930s incl 1874-78 to 2s (2) and 5s incl a few better 
perf types such as 2d rose ‘perf nearly 12’, 1882-1900 to 1s with most wmk types represented and odd better perf 
incl 2½d blue perf 10x12½ (SG 216d) and 1s red-brown pair, mixed perfs 10 and 12½ (SG 226b) 1898 London ptg to 1s, 
1899-1903 no wmk, perf 11 to 5s, 1d “Universals” incl a few scarcer perf types, 1909-26 1d “Dominon” imperf pair on 
piece, 1902-07 wmk w43, perf 11 to 2s and perf 14 to 5s (4 of latter, but 2 with cleaned fiscal cancels) 1913 Auckland 
Exhibition set to 6d, 1915-33 KGV recess ptg to 1s incl 2d violet block of 8 incl 2 “two-perf” pairs, 1925 Dunedin 
Exhibition incl 4d with POSTAGF var, 1926-34 Field Marshall 2s (3) and 3s (2) 1931 “Smiling Boys” set, 1935-44 pictorials 
to 3s, small range of officials incl vals to 2s, postal fiscal “Arms” incl 12s 6d, 35/- on 35s, £2 10s and £3 10s (postal 
use not guaranteed for last two!) a few faults but overall cond mostly good to fine (Few Hundreds)  £3600-£4000

702 E 8 Balance of used 1855-73 “Chalons” incl 1855-58 blue paper 1d and 2d (2) 1857-63 imperforate 2d (4) incl one in 
greenish shade, 6d (2) and 1s, 1857-62 imperforate 1d (3) 2d (5) 3d (2 incl one with cds) 6d (5, with all three shades 
represented) and 1s (2) also 2d blue rouletted 7, 1862-64 perf 13 at Dunedin 1d (2) 2d (2 singles and pair) 6d (2) and 
1s (2) 1864 perf 13 at Dunedin 2d and 1s, perf 12½ at Auckland 2d (2) and 6d, 1871-73 perf 12½ at Auckland 1d (6 
incl 2 pairs) 2d (7 incl two pairs) also imperforate air in deep blue shade (defective) 3d (5) incl two imperf singles, 4d 
deep rose, 4d yellow (2) 6d (3) and 1s (3) 1871-73 perf 10 1d brown pair, perf 10x12½ 1d, 2d (2) and 6d (2) perf 12½ 1d, 
2d (5) and 6d (3) 1873 perf 12½ 1d, 2d (2) and 4d, last with non-contemporary cancel, 1873 2d vermilion (2) incl one 
retouched, a number of shades throughout and cond generally above average for these stamps (89)  £3600-£4000

703 A 8 Collection from 1936 to around 2000, almost all used, earlier issues a little patchy but odd better stamp incl 1958 2d on 
1½d brown-lake error (SG 763b) good ranges from 1970s onwards with most commems present (no Health min sheets) 
and defins incl vals to $20, cond good (to 1970s) or fine with most c.t.o. used (Few Hundreds) £500-£600

NEW ZEALAND - THE PROPERTY OF OTHER VENDORS
704 C8 1902-07 Perf 14 deep red (SG 329) usual rough perfs, used with part cds, cat £300 (Plate 14) £120-£140

705 CH 1913 Auckland Industrial Exhibition ½d to 6d (SG 412/15) heavily hinged and some adhesions on reverse, good facial 
appearance, part o.g., cat £300 F £44-£48

706 E HO 1935-36 and 1936-42 Pictorial issues (SG556/69,577/590 between) unused collection on pages (a mixture of wmks/perfs) 
with all values represented and at least one block of 4 of each value (9d is 1941 small format issue, multiple wmk) also a 
small unused range of official opts to 2s, these all single examples, some gum toning but many fine, large part o.g. (58 
items) F £65-£75

707 CH Officials: 1913-25 2s blue (2) and 5s yellow-green perf 14 (SG O82/83) usual rough perfs, large part o.g., cat £220
    £100-£120

708 CO 8 -- Perf 14½ x 14, 5s yellow-green Postal Fiscal overprinted ‘OFFICIAL’ type O3 (SG O86) horizontal strip of five neatly 
used with five strikes of the HASTINGS N.Z. cds dated 16 Nov 25, a few short perfs and some perf re-enforcement but an 
attractive multiple, cat £650+ (Plate 14) £200-£240

709 C8 Postal Fiscal Stamps: 1940-58 £10 on £10 deep blue (SG F216b) used on piece with £2 bright purple, both marginal 
examples from the right of the sheet and tied by large Christchurch Air Mail cds’s of May 26 5(6/8) a few minor creases 
otherwise fine and scarce, cat £425+ (Plate 14) £200-£240

710 BH8* Collection in five volumes, unused and used to 1995 incl very useful group of imperf and perf ‘Chalon’ head types, 
later with ‘Side-face’, pictorial, KEVII and KGV issues, 1931 Smiling Boy Health set used, QEII period etc, also Life 
Insurance, Official and Postal Fiscal issues and a useful selection of covers incl Air Mails and postal stationery, 
mixed condition (Many Hundreds)  £3000-£3400

711 1½BH8 Collection in five printed albums to Christmas 2010, commences with mixed range to 1980 incl postage dues, officials and 
postal fiscals but strength in later issues with substantially complete run of u/m commems and defins from 1981 onwards, 
also useful range of booklets and coil stamps as supplied by new issue dealer, cond varies on earlier but later generally 
fine, an excellent basis on which to expand (Hundreds) £800-£900
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712 A H8 Collection in printed ‘Davo’ album, unused and used issues to 1982 incl some early imperf and perf Chalon head issues, 
side-face types with 1878 5s grey, later pictorials, 1906 Christchurch Exhibition set, 1931 Smiling Boy set, later issues 
well represented, also Health miniature sheets, Postage Dues, some Officials and Life Insurance Stamps etc, very mixed 
condition throughout (Few Hundreds) £400-£440

713 E H8 Collection on pages to 1930s, QV “Chalons” mostly used incl 1855-58 blue paper 1d, 2d and 1s, 1857-63 odds to 1s, 
1862-64 imperforate vals to 1s, also 1s green roul 7 (SG 56) 1864 incl 1d and 1s imperforate, 1864-71 perf 12½ to 1s 
incl shades (excl 4d rose), 1871 to 6d blue incl 2d no wmk, 1874-78 to 2s deep rose, 1898 London ptg incl 6d, 1s and 5s 
unused o.g., 1906 Christchurch Exhibition set of 4, 1909-16 KEVII to 1s unused and used, 1913 Auckland Exhibition to 
6d, 1926-32 2s and 3s, 1931 Smiling Boys, a few later to 1940 Centennial, cond very mixed (200+) £360-£400

714 A H8 Collection in album with small range of ‘Chalon Heads’, 1898-1906 Pictorials vals to 2s unused or used, 1931 Similing 
Boys pair unused, 1931-35 Airmails set unused then fair run to 1970s incl Officials, unused or used, very mixed cond (Few 
Hundred) £200-£240

715 C8 Victoria Land: 1911-13 Scott Expedition ½d deep green (SG A2) neatly tied to small piece by ‘BRIT. ANTARCTICEXPD’ 
cds of Jan 18 1913, some small stains affect a few perfs otherwise fine and scarce, cat £850 (Plate 14) £360-£400

See also lot 1136

NIGERIA - LAGOS

716 C* 1900 1900 November 8 ppc of Port Novo (Dahomey) franked with 1884-86 1d tied by good strike of the Lagos cds, the 
card is addressed to Birmingham with Liverpool Dec 6 Br Packet transit cancel in red, uncreased and fine £50-£60

NIGER COAST

717 C* Postal Stationery: 1892-93 ½d brown postcards (H & G 1) three used examples from Bonny (double ring parcel type 
cancellation), Bonny River and Old Calabar River, 1892-93 1d red (H & G 2) five used examples from Bonny River, Brass 
(squared circle cancellation), Brass River and Old Calabar River (2), 1895 1d red (H & G 3) two used examples from Benin 
River and Old Calabar River, strikes and condition mainly good to fine £140-£160

NORTHERN NIGERIA

718 C* 1901 July(?) 16 pre-printed ‘BRYANT & MAY’ cover to London, franked by 1900 1d tied by m/s “Post Office/Jebba” cancel 
with the month unclear, m/s notes on the reverse regarding ‘BRYANT & MAY’ and ‘Jebba’, minor opening tears at top well 
clear of stamp and some creasing (Plate 14) £200-£240

SOUTHERN NIGERIA

719 CT 1900 ½d Imperforate ‘De la Rue’ colour trial in grey-green and dull green on ‘Crown CA’ watermarked paper, horizontal 
crease and without gum £50-£60

NORFOLK ISLAND

720 CB 1989 $4.10 booklet containing a pane of ten 41c Self Government adhesives. A rare forerunner booklet of which it is 
believed only twenty seven were sold before the balance were withdrawn and only four are still in existance, a rare booklet, 
unlisted in SG catalogues but mentioned before SB1 of the Norfolk Island booklets (Plate 15) F £650-£750

NORTH BORNEO

721 CP 1886-87 Colour Trial Proofs, selection of nine imperforate printed in mauve on thin white wove paper, comprising ½c, 1c, 
4c, 8c, 10c, 12c (unissued), 25c, $1 and $2, the 8c with a few slight stains otherwise fine (Plate 14) £200-£240

722 CP 1894 Pictorials: Printers Sample Stamps, 6c black and green ‘Arms of the Company’ in a perforated sheet of nine on 
ungummed paper, each overprinted “WATERLOW & SONS LTD./SPECIMEN” and with small punch hole at lower left, fine 
(Plate 15) £180-£200

723 CP -- 12c black and blue-green ‘Estuarine Crocodile’ in a perforated sheet of nine on gummed paper, each overprinted 
   “WATERLOW & SONS LTD./SPECIMEN” and with small punch hole at lower left, the small lower right perforated square 
   of selvedge missing, a few perf separations at left and previously hinged on the top margin otherwise fine 
   (Plate 15) £100-£120

724 CP -- 18c black and dull purple ‘Mount Kinabalu’ in a perforated sheet of nine on ungummed paper, each overprinted 
“WATERLOW & SON LTD./SPECIMEN” and with small punch hole at lower left, fine (Plate 15) £180-£200

725 CP 1897-1902 Pictorials: Printers Sample Stamps, 4c black and green ‘Orang-Utan’ in a perforated sheet of nine on 
ungummed paper, each overprinted “WATERLOW & SON LTD./SPECIMEN” and with small punch hole at lower left, fine 
(Plate 15) £180-£200
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726 CP 1909-23 Pictorials: Printers Sample Stamps, 5c slate ‘Indian Elephant’ in a sheet of nine on ungummed paper, variety 
‘Imperf horizontally’, each overprinted “WATERLOW & SON LTD./SPECIMEN” and with small punch hole at lower left, fine 
and scarce (Plate 16) £300-£340

727 CP -- 8c blue-green ‘ploughing with Buffalo’ in a perforated sheet of nine on ungummed paper, each overprinted “WATERLOW 
& SON LTD./SPECIMEN” and with small punch hole at lower left, fine (Plate 16) £180-£200

728 CP -- 10c olive-green ‘Wild Boar’ in a perforated sheet of nine on ungummed paper, each overprinted “WATERLOW & SON 
LTD./SPECIMEN” and with small punch hole at lower left, fine (Plate 16) £180-£200

729 CP -- 16c blue ‘Rhinoceros Hornbill’ in a perforated sheet of nine on ungummed paper, each overprinted “WATERLOW & SON 
LTD./SPECIMEN” and with small punch hole at upper right, fine (Plate 16) £180-£200

730 CP 1911 Arms High Values: Printers Sample Stamps, 25c, $1 and $2 black and orange in a composite perforated sheet of 
nine on ungummed paper, each overprinted “WATERLOW & SONS LTD./SPECIMEN” and with small punch hole at lower 
left, fine and scarce (Plate 16) £300-£340

731 CP -- $5 and $10 black and green in a composite perforated sheet of nine on ungummed paper, each overprinted “WATERLOW 
& SONS LTD./SPECIMEN” and with small punch hole at lower left, fine and scarce (Plate 16) £300-£340

732 C* -- Envelope addressed to “SMS Scharnhorst” in Tsingtau, Kiautschau, bearing 10c Boar, with Vladivostok & Tsingtau cds 
on reverse £150-£170

733 CH 1918 (Oct) Stamps of 1909-11 surcharged type 70 in red, $1 + 4c chestnut top left corner block of six (2 x 3) and perf 
14½-15 single, also 50c + 4c steel-blue one of each listed perf type (SG 248/248a, 249 and 249a) a few light gum bends, 
fine large part o.g. or u/m, cat £405+ (Plate 17) £150-£170

734 CH 1945 1c to $5 overprinted BMA (SG 320-334) fresh and fine large part o.g. or u/m, cat £225 £90-£100

735 E H8 Collection on pages, better items incl 1883 2c brown (SG 1) used, 1883 perf 12 4c and 8c (SG 6/7) unused, 1886 perf 14 
to 10c blue (SG8/13) mixture unused and used, 1886 3c on 4c pink, 1888-92 $1 scarlet used (2), 1889 $5 bright violet (SG 
49) unused o.g., 1891-92 6c on 8c yellow-green, var inv “c” in “cents” (SG 55b), 1894 $5 bright purple (SG 85) unused 
o.g., 1911 $5 black and lake (SG 182) fine cds used and $10 cto, 1931 50th Anniv of BNBCo $1 to $5 unused o.g., cond 
mostly good to fine (200+) £400-£440

NYASALAND
736 CHS 1895 5s black and olive horizontal strip of four, 1896 3s black and yellow, 5s black and olive horizontal strip of three and 

a pair also £10 black and orange-vermilion horizontal pair, all overprinted ‘SPECIMEN’ (SG 28s, 38s, 39s and 40s) unused 
either part o.g. or without gum, mostly with faults still an unusual group (Plate 17) £200-£240

737 CB Booklets: 1954 2s6d and 5s booklets (SG SB 1/2) with stiching (2s6d) or staples (5s) at right, 5s cover with a few rust 
spots otherwise fine F £80-£90

PAKISTAN - BAHAWALPUR
738 CB 1947 Special illustrated souvenir booklet with six postal or official adhesives, clean and attractive (Plate 17) F £90-£100

PAPUA and NEW GUINEA
739 CC Queensland used in: 1899 front used to Brisbane, bearing block of 4 1895-96 ½d green used by several “B.N.G.” 
   obliterators, with Port Moresby/British New Guinea cds for 29 Jy 99 alongside, some tone spotting and other 

imperfections £90-£100

740
740 CP 1916-32 1½d & 10/- perforated plate proofs blocks of four in the issued colours on poor quality ungummed 
   unwatermarked wove paper, from the top of the half-sheets of 20, the perfs at top trimmed (as is the case with 

all units from the top row), the margins re-joined or reinforced in the top vertical row of both blocks, fine and 
scarce  £3000-£3400
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741 CB Booklets: Three booklets comprising 1970 50c black on cream cover, 1972 70c and similar 1973 70c this with ‘INTERPEX’ 
overprint on front cover (SG SB 2,4 and 5a) fine condition, the later booklet scarce (Plate 17) F £80-£90

742
742 CP Die Proofs: Set of fifteen 1952 Die Proofs for the ½d to £1 values each imperforate in issued colour and affixed to 

individual small cards a fine and very scarce group £4000-£4400

743 A H8 Collection of Papua, New Guinea and later PNG, mostly unused incl New Guinea 1930s sets to 1s incl OS opts, 1939 Air 
to £1 incl 10s, fine o.g., Papua incl a few Lakatois, 1932 pictorials to 2s 6d, 1938 50th Anniv and 1939-41 Air sets, PNG 
1952-58 to £1 u/m, 1961 surch postage dues to 3s on 2½d, also AAT to late 1970s, mostly fine (Scores) £300-£340

RHODESIA

744 E H 1892-93 2s 6d grey-purple (SG 6) complete sheet of 60 with full margins showing “PURE LIN(EN)/WOVE BA(NK)” sheet 
wmk with complete monogram, one stamp with small adhesion on gum and a couple of others with light tones, u/m, a 
very scarce multiple £900-£1000

745 CH 1905 Victoria Falls 1d to 5s plus 1d, 2½d and 5d shades (SG 94/99) large part o.g., a few shortish perfs as usual otherwise 
fresh and fine, cat £300+ £120-£140

746 CH 1910-13 ‘Double Heads’ Perf 15 1d carmine (SG 170) a block of 12 (3x4), top centre stamp with hinge remainder and 
upper right stamp with small area of gum loss, also gum creasing (this mostly affects upper row), light patchy toning and 
odd shortish perf, however all but the two stamps mentioned are u/m, rare multiple, cat £3,600+ (Plate 17) £500-£600

747
747 C8 -- £1 red and black (SG 179) used with central Bulawayo cds of 24 JUL 1916, small thin at lower right and a few small 

paper adhesions on reverse otherwise fine and rare, BPA Cert (1977), cat £3,250 £800-£900

748 E H* 1966 1d to £1 (SG374/87) u/m, also minor varieties with colour shifts etc, incl 3d with ‘Antler flaw’ and ‘Missing Branches’, 
2s with violet shifted upwards, 2s6d with colour misplacements, 5s with ‘White Cattle’, also two 1966 envelopes with un-
authorised bisected usages, condition fine (24 items) £80-£100

749 CHS Selection of fifteen 1896-97 and 1898-1908 ‘Arms’ overprinted ‘Specimen’ in italic, large prt o.f. or u/m, one or two gum 
bend/perf faults etc, but a nice group £130-£150

750 E H8 Small selection on stockpage incl 1895 2d green and red (SG 27) strip of 3 used on piece, 1896 opt on COGH set of 7 to 
1s unused, 1896-97 4d ultramarine and mauve, die I (SG 32) unused block of 4, 1909-12 opt 2½d dull blue, seven fresh 
o.g blocks of 4, also single 3d an block of 4 4d with opt inv, these cto used, 1910-13 £1 (cleaned fiscal), and 1913-22 die 
III 10s carmine-lake and yellow-green used, also a few other odds (60+) £100-£120

SOUTHERN RHODESIA
751 CH 1924-29 ½d to 5s (SG 1/14) large part o.g. with additional 1d perf 12½ and extra shades for all values up to 2s6d, mostly 

fine, cat £300+ £100-£120

752 CH -- ½d to 5s (SG 1/14) blocks of four, u/m or large part o.g., some marginal incl the 2s6d and 5s, the 8d with stain affecting 
two examples, usual shortish perfs at places otherwise fresh and fine, cat £760+ (Plate 17) £300-£340
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753 E H -- Selection of six unused items incl ½d blue-green left marginal block of four variety ‘Imperf between stamps and margin’, 
1d bright rose horizontal wide gutter marginal pair variety ‘Imperf between’, 1d horizontal strip of three from the left of 
the sheet variety ‘Imperf between stamps and between stamp and left margin’, 1d horizontal pair showing ‘Blind perfs 
between’ etc, part or large part o.g., mostly fine £100-£120

754 CH 1931-37 Perf 14 1s black and greenish blue (SG 23b) fresh large part o.g., cat £225 (Plate 14) £100-£120

755 EHP* 1937 ½d to 5s (SG 40/52) a study on pages incl the issued set large part o.g., ½d and 1d vertical coil join strips of four, 
4d to 5s in matching imprint blocks of four, 1d with paper fold, another with white paper intrusion resulting in misprint, 
Waterlow proof blocks of four with punched holes (9) incl imprints (5), four covers etc, mostly fine (50 items) £240-£280

Ex 756
756 E HP 1953 Birth Centenary of Cecil Rhodes ½d to 5s (SG 71/5) a study on pages incl individual imperf internal plate proofs of 

the vignette and imperf final plate proofs, all with small punched holes on gummed paper, the 1d in an external plate proof 
block of four in green only on un-gummed paper without the central vignette plus the issued set and the set in matching 
imprint blocks of four u/m or large part o.g., mainly fine £400-£440

ST HELENA
757 C* 1900 October 23 envelope addressed to Sea Point Cape Town franked 1d tied by cds, violet circular initialled “CENSOR/

PRISONERS OF WAR” cachet at left, on reverse Cape town and Sea point arrival datestamps of November 2 1900, the 
envelope opened a little roughly and with central vertical fold otherwise fine (Plate 17) £120-£140

758 C* 1901 February 16 envelope addressed to Portsmouth England franked 1d tied by cork cancellation with cds alongside, 
on reverse Portsmouth arrival datestamp of March 11 1901, the envelope with slight overall soiling and with the lower flap 
missing from reverse otherwise fine (Plate 17) £120-£140

759 C* 1901 March 20 envelope addressed to Jersey Channel Islands franked 1d tied by cork cancellation with cds alongside, 
   on reverse Jersey arrival datestamp of May 1 1901, the adhesive and envelope with slight stains otherwise fine 
   (Plate 18) £120-£140

760 CP 1903 Die proof of the frame and central ‘Wharf’ vignettes with uncleared value tablets and frame surround, in black 
   on glazed card (92 x 60mm) endorsed ‘AFTER/HARDENING’, dated 4 DEC.02 and signed at lower right, rare 
   (Plate 18) £600-£700

761 CP 1908 -11 10s Die proof of country name and value tablet, printed in black on glazed card (92 x 60mm) dated ‘9 MAR. 08, 
fine and scarce (Plate 18) £400-£440

762 C* 1922-37 ½d, 1d, 1½d and 8d used on envelope sent registered to London, all tied by code ‘C’ cds’s of September 21 
1937, without registration etiquette but marked ‘796’ in blue crayon, on reverse oval registered Kilburn arrival datestamp 
of October 18 1937, fine £75-£85

763 C* -- 5d used with indistinct cds on size ‘F’ registered envelope addressed to Birmingham, registration etiquette below, 
opened at top and at right, attractive £60-£70

764 CH -- 15s grey and purple/blue (SG 113) fresh large part o.g., cat £1,000 (Plate 14) £360-£400

765 C* 8 1931 July 4 apparently commercial cover to Paris, franked by a horizontal pair 1922-37 1½d rose-red, each with St Helena 
cds (code C), also a single 1s 6d grey and green/blue-green used by cds for Fe 22 23 £42-£46

766 C* 1935 Silver Jubilee 6d and 1s used on individual envelopes sent registered to Scotland, the first with arrival datestamp on 
reverse £60-£70

767 E E 1967 300th Anniversary of Arrival of Settlers after Great Fire of London, a collection of rough sketches and notes made 
by the designer Michael Goaman, incl thirty-six pencil sketches (some combined), oversize photographic essays with 
overlays, Crown Agents correspondence etc. A unique and most interesting group £100-£120

768 E H8 Collection on pages to 1935, QV mostly used incl 1856 imperf 6d (3) and rough perf (2). 1863 wmk crown CC, imperf 1d 
   and 4d unused, 1864-80 to 5s, a mixture of unused and used, later mostly unused incl 1890-97 to 10d brown, 1903 to 2s, 
   1908-11 incl two 10s green and red/green, 1912-16 to 3s, 1922-37 wmk MCA to £1 and script to 10s, also pair of 1d incl 

“cleft rock” var and another (used) with “broken mainmast”, 1934 Centenary to 10s and 1935 Jubilee, also a few later odds 
(100+) £500-£600
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769 E H8 Collection on pages, issues to 1949 incl 1856 6d unused and used, 1861 6d used (2), 1863 surcharged set of three 
unused, a good range of the 1864-94 surcharges with values to 5s (3), 1890-97 set part o.g., 1903 set part o.g., 1912-16 
set part o.g., 1922-37 with values to 7s6d plus 5d and 8d with ‘Broken mainmast’ varieties, 1938-44 set part o.g. etc, 
mostly unused and generally fine (138) £500-£600

770 E H Useful collection on pages to 2007, small range of pre-QEII incl 1938-44 3d ultramarine but strength in later with good run 
from 1961 onwards, cond varies on earlier with later generally fine u/m (Hundreds) £180-£200

ST KITTS NEVIS - ST CHRISTOPHER

771 CH 1882-90 ½d dull green, 1d carmine-rose, 2½d ultramarine and 4d grey (SG 11,13,16, 18) all in u/m or large part o.g. blocks 
of ten (5 x 2) from the foot of the sheet each showing plate number ‘1’ and ‘40’ in rectangle and with margins at left and 
right, light overall gum toning otherwise fine and attractive F £70-£80

NEVIS

772 C Fiscals Used For Postage: 1882 6d green overprinted ‘REVENUE’ (SG F8) u/m or large part o.g. block of twenty-four (6 
x 4) with sheet margin at left and interpanneau margin at right, folded between the central vertical perfs, a few small perf 
separations and with overall gum toning otherwise a fine and scarce multiple, cat £696+ F £240-£280

ST KITTS NEVIS

773 CS 1916 War Tax ½d dull blue-green and 1918 War Tax 1½d orange both overprinted ‘SPECIMEN’ (SG 22s, 23s) large part 
o.g., the latter with short perf at right, cat £105 F £40-£44

774 E H8 Collection on pages, all unused with issues to 1952 incl 1903 set, 1903-05 values to 5s, 1938-50 set with group of shades 
and printings etc, also St. Christopher 1886 and 1887 surcharges, generally fine (79) £160-£180

ST LUCIA

775 CH 1863 Prepared for use, but not issued ‘Half penny’ on (6d) emerald-green (SG 9) horizontal strip of three, centre stamp with 
hinge remain others o.g., very slight gum discolouration on perfs between stamps 2 and 3, but a most attractive strip, cat 
£210+ (Plate 18) £130-£150

776 CS 1912-21 ½d to 5s less the 1s orange-brown but incl the 4d with white back all overprinted ‘SPECIMEN’ (SG 78s/85s, 
87s/8s plus 83as) u/m, fresh and fine F £70-£80

777 E H8 Collection on pages, mostly unused issues to 1948 incl 1860 set of three, 1864-76 values, 1881 surcharged pair, 1891-98 
set, 1902-03 set, 1904-10 values to 5s (both), 1936 set etc, generally fine (129) £300-£340

778 E H8 Selection of QV on two album pages incl 1863 (1d) lake watermark reversed unused, 1864-76 vals to (1s) used, 1881 ½d 
green and 2½d brown-red unused, mixed cond but useful group (45) £100-£120

ST VINCENT

779 CH 1862-88 Perf 11 to 12½ 1d rose-red (SG 5) block of eight (4 x 2) unused without gum, some faults incl trimmed perfs at 
upper left and couple of pressed vertical creases, cat £320+ F £80-£90

780 E H 1897 5d sepia (SG 62) a complete sheet of sixty (10 x 6) with margins all round, u/m or large part o.g., light overall 
toning, two with hinge remains and folded through the central vertical perfs otherwise mainly fine, a scarce sheet, cat 
£420+ F £160-£180

781 E H8 Collection on pages, mostly unused issues to 1947 incl 1861 1d imperforate vertical pair from the foot of the sheet, 1862 
1d block of four, later unused and used Queen issues incl 1883-84 1s, 1899 set, 1904-11 set (the £1 with Brandon 1980 
Cert), 1913-17 values to £1, 1921-32 values to £1 etc, many fine (154) £800-£900

782 E H8 Small unused/used selection on stock pages incl 1862 no wmk, 1d rose-red imperf pair, 6d deep yellow-green, 
   intermediate perf (SG 2) fine used, 1862-68 4d deep blue (SG 6), 1s slate-grey (SG 11), 1869 no wmk 4d yellow, 1s indigo 

and 1s brown used, also 4d unused, 1880 6d bright green and 1s vermilion (SG 30/1), 1883-84 perf 12 6d bright green (SG 
44) used, KEVII incl £1 purple and black/red, fine o.g., 1921-32 wmk script to £1 and a few later issues, cond generally 
above average (100+) £300-£340

783 E H8 Small selection of QV issues on three stock pages with values to 5s unused or used incl 1875 1s claret (SG 21) used (slight 
surface damage) with RPS Cert, cond varies (86) £150-£170

784 ½BH Collection on pages 1979-2005 incl Grenadines, not complete for period but many attractive thematics seen, mostly fine 
u/m (Hundreds) £130-£150
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SAMOA

785 CB Booklets: Five booklets comprising 1962 6s9d and 11s9d (Nos ‘2” and “1”), 1962-64 6s (No “4”) and 12s (two examples 
No “3”), fine and scarce group, (SG SB7-10) cat £222 F £120-£140

SARAWAK

786 C8 1888-97 Charles Brooke 6c purple and brown (SG 14) used by cds for 30 Nov 93, and 1918 Charles Vyner Brooke 8c 
yellow and black (SG 54) used by large part Kuching cds, both uncommon stamps in used condition, cat £130 £40-£44

787 C* 1899 May 8 envelope sent registered to Leipzig Germany franked 1888-97 5c and 1895 2c (8 comprising block of four and 
two vertical pairs) with cds cancellations, m/s ‘99’ and circular “SARAWAK/R” handstamp below, two unclear transit and 
arrival datestamps on reverse, slight overall soiling otherwise fine and attractive (Plate 18) £160-£180

788 CP 1932 1c to $1 (excluding 12c and 20c) imperforate plate proofs on ungummed watermarked paper in matching horizontal 
pairs from the left of the sheets, fine and scarce (Plate 18) £260-£300

789 E H8 Collection on two stockpages from 1869 to 1950s, better items incl 1888-97 set to $1 green and black, unused o.g., 1918 
no wmk set to $1, 1932 set of $1, 1934-41 set to $10 black and yellow and 1945 BMA set to $10 unused o.g., mostly fine 
(150+) £260-£300

790 CP Selection of thirteen imperforate Proof or Trial items incl 1866 3c pair in black on pale yellow, 1875 4c strip of five from the 
foot of the sheet, 1918 $1 horizontal pair, 1922-23 2c purple block of four, 1928-29 5c block of four, 1946 Centenary 8c 
and 50c in horizontal pairs etc, mostly fine (Plate 18) £200-£240

SEYCHELLES

791 CH 1893 3c on 4c carmine and green, error ‘Surcharge inverted’ (SG 15a) a few light offsets on gum, large part o.g., RPS Cert 
(1991), cat £300 (Plate 14) F £90-£100

792 CH -- 3c on 4c carmine and green, error ‘Surcharge double’ (SG 15b) large part o.g., BPA Cert (1951) as former SG 24a, rare, 
cat £475 (Plate 14) F £160-£180

793 E H8 -- Provisionals: Well written up and illustrated collection on 17 pages of the numerous overprint varieties which occur on 
this issue with vals to 45c on 48c, cond varies, a fascinating study, ideal for continuation (73) F £100-£120

794 CH 1897-1900 die II 2c orange-brown and chestnut to 1r bright mauve and deep red, also 2r 25 bright mauve and bright green 
(SG 28/34, 36), 36c a couple of short perfs and lightly toned, others fresh large part to fine o.g F £46-£50

795 CH 1901 3c on 16c chestnut and ultramarine, variety ‘3 cents’ omitted (SG 38c) a small part of the surcharge remains as 
always with this variety, part o.g., RPS Cert (1989), scarce, cat £550 (Plate 14) F £150-£170

796 CH -- 6c on 8c brown-purple and ultramarine variety ‘Surcharge Inverted’ (SG 40a) fresh large part o.g., RPS Cert (1950) as 
former SG44a, very scarce, cat £650 (Plate 14) F £220-£260

797 CH -- 6c on 8c brown-purple and ultramarine variety ‘Surcharge Inverted’ (SG 40a) large part o.g., one slightly short perf at 
top otherwise fine and scarce, RPS Cert (1983), cat £650 (Plate 15) £200-£240

798 CH 1903 2c to 2r.25 (SG 46/56) large part o.g., mostly fresh and fine, cat £130 £36-£40

799 CH -- 2c to 2r.25 (SG 46/56) large part to fine o.g., cat £130 F £30-£34

800 CH 1906 75c yellow and violet showing ‘Dented frame’ variety (SG 68a) two shortish perfs at foot, large part o.g. a scarce 
variety, cat £550 (Plate 15) £180-£200

SINGAPORE

801 E H Collection on pages, all unused, issues to 1972 incl 1948-52 sets (both), 1948 Silver Wedding set, 1955-59 set, 1962-66 set 
   plus 15c variety ‘Orange omitted’ and $5 variety ‘Watermark inverted’, 1969 $1.80 booklet etc, mostly fine (190)
    £300-£340

SOUTH AFRICA - CAPE OF GOOD HOPE

802 CH 1855-63 1s deep dark green (SG 8b) square pair with very large margins, fine large part o.g., also 1863-64 1d deep 
carmine-red (SG 18), pair with clear to large margins, this with light creasing, fresh large part o.g. (Plate 18) £300-£340

803 CH8* Small group of triangular issues incl five used single PB 4d blue, all with three margins, a used rectangular block of 4 with 
good to large margins except one stamp touched, 1d and 6d DLR ptgs unused, latter with 1956 RPS Cert, 1900 Mafeking 
3d on 1d carmine used on piece, also some later issues from other countries incl South Africa 1934 OHMS Royal Visit 
cover, IFS Hyderabad ps env with postage due h/s and variously redirected, Jordan 1930 cover from Akaba to Scotland 
franked 32f in Locust Campaign opts (16) £200-£240
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804 E H8 Collection on pages and stock page incl 1853 lightly blued paper 1d pairs unused (faults) and used (fine), 1855-63 
PB ptg selection to 1s incl several shades, 1861 “Woodblock” 1d (2) and 4d (2), latter incl deep bright blue shade, 
1863-64 DLR ptg to 1s incl all four vals unused and used with a few additional shades, 1882-83 watermark crown 
CA incl 5s orange (SG 45) used, cond poor to very fine (150+)  £1000-£1200

MAFEKING

805
805 C8 1900 (March 23 - April 28) 1d surcharge (Type 1) on 1887-1902 Bechuanaland ½d vermilion [Pos. 1], variety ‘Surcharge 

inverted’ (SG 6a) used on piece with cds of April 9 1900, horizontal crease at top through ‘PROTECTORATE’ 
otherwise fine, RPSL (1940) and BPA (1999) Certs, a rare variety, cat £7,500  £3400-£3800

806 C8 -- Small used selection on stockcard incl 1d deep blue/blue “Goodyear” (2) incl one fine used on piece, the other missing 
   perf at top, 3d pale blue “Baden Powell” (SG 19) x2, these both defective, surch issues incl COGH 1d on ½d green (SG 1/2) 
   and 3d on 1d carmine, British Bechuanaland 6d on 3d lilac and black, 1s on 4d green and brown, Bechuanaland 

Protectorate 1d on ½d, 3d on 1d lilac (SG 7 & 12), 6d on 2d (SG 8 &13) and 1s on 6d purple/rose-red, good to fine except 
where stated (15) £200-£240

VRYBURG

807
807 C8 British Reoccupation: 1900 Provisional issued by the Military Authorities ½d green (SG 11) used on small piece by 

‘VRYBURG/MY 16/19/B.B’ cds, overall light toning and the perf tip at lower right corner added, RPSL Cert (1979), 
a rare stamp, cat £3,000  £1000-£1200

ZULULAND

808
808 CH 1894 £5 purple and black/red (SG 29) fresh large part o.g., a little pale but a fine example of this scarce stamp, 

Brandon Cert (1995), cat £5,500  £2000-£2400

809 CHS -- £5 purple and black/red overprinted ‘SPECIMEN’ (SG 29s) fresh full o.g., BPA Cert (1980), cat £475 (Plate 15) £260-£300

SOUTH AFRICA

810 C8 1913-24 £1 green and red (SG 17) used with part ‘Sea Point’ cds, small thin at top and centred to lower right otherwise 
fine with fresh colour, cat £350 (Plate 15) £100-£120

811 A H8 Collection in stockbook with a few pre-Union issues incl Transvaal 1902 to 10s black and purple/red, unused (small faults) 
and Natal 1874-99 5s carmine unused and used, issues from 1913 mostly unused o.g. incl 1913-24 to 10s, also coil set of 
4 in pairs, 1925 Air to 9d, 1926-27 typo set to 6d, 1927-30 recess pictorials to 10s, all perf 14, 1930-45 roto incl 2s 6d green 
and brown, 1933-45 to 10s incl both shades of latter, 1933-34 Vootrekkers, 1935 Jubilee and almost all later commems to 
early 1980s, defins incl 1941-46 and 1942-44 War Effort, 1947-54 screened roto set to 5s, 1954 and 1961 to 10s and 1r, 
Republican issues well represented with most 1960s and 1970s pictorials to 1r, a few early issues heavily hinged, although 
most fine and some incl 1927-30 higher vals u/m, later issues generally fine u/m (Few Hundreds)  £500-£600
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812 E H Unused collection on stockpages, mostly from early 1950s to mid 1970s incl an excellent selection of 1961-74 definitives 
in cylinder blocks with values to 1r incl 1963-67 wmk RSA 50c cyl 70 54 (2 shades) and 1r cyl 1 12 117 (SG 235/36) also 
singles, 1969-72 wmk RSA 20c (SG 296/96a) cyl 242 243 244 A & B, a few postage dues incl 1967-71 wmk RSA 4c deep 
myrtle-green and emerald (SG D62c), almost all commems for the period present, all appears u/m (Hundreds) £300-£340

813 A H8 Pre-Union States: Small collection of Natal, Transvaal, OFS and Zululand with a good representative selection of each 
colony, Natal incl KEVII vals to £1 and £1 10s, OFS incl a few scarcer surchs, Transvaal incl 1879-80 to 2s used (excl ½d) 
and KEVII to £1, Zululand incl 1894 to 4s carmine and green unused, cond rather mixed (150+) £140-£160

SOUTH WEST AFRICA

814 C* South Africa used in: 1917 January 4 envelope addressed to Switzerland under franked with 1913-24 1d (2) tied by 
Gibeon double ring cds, violet circular Passed Censor handstamp and censor tape affixed, upon arrival in Berne Swiss 
10c Postage Due affixed and cancelled March 12, opened at foot still attractive and unusual £40-£44

815 C* -- Group of three censored covers comprising 1916 Windhoek to Germany, 1916 Swakopmund to Switzerland and 1917 
Windhoek to Keetmanshoop franked respectively with 1913-24 1d, 2½d and 1d and cancelled by either Windhoek oval 
(Putzel 10) or Swakopmund oval (Putzel 6), odd fault but an attractive trio £46-£50

816 CH 1923 Setting I £1 green and red (SG 12) horizontal pair with lightly toned large part o.g., trimmed perfs at top otherwise 
fine and scarce, cat £750 (Plate 14) £240-£280

817 E H O 1938 (July) 1½d purple-brown (Mail Train), overprints type O11/12, sheet 60 (30 pairs), left margin absent but full margins 
at top and foot (BW imprint at foot) and right margin reduced at l/right, l/left corner pair (R10/1-2) “English” stamp shows 
“OFFICIAI” var (SG O17/17a), light even gum toning, pair with variety has one missing perf, and vert crease affects 4th vert 
row, a scarce multiple despite imperfections, u/m £200-£240

818 E H Small unused collection on stockpages, fom early 1950s to mid 1970s incl 1951-52 officials set of 5 to 6d (SG O23/7), 
selection of 1961-72 definitives incl a few cylinder blocks, also some commem cyl blocks incl 1963 Red Cross set, a few 
earlier issues odd light tone, mostly fine u/m (100+) £50-£60

SUDAN

819 C* 1897 October 13 envelope from Halfa to Cairo franked with 1897 1m, 3m, 5m and 1p overprinted ‘SOUDAN’ all tied by three 
   strikes of despatch cds with another strike to lower left, arrival backstamp dated 23 X 97, an attractive cover (Plate 19)
    £100-£120

See also lot 285

SWAZILAND

820 E H8 1889-90 Selection of twelve overprinted ‘SWAZELAND’ on an album page, with values to 5s unused or used, generally 
good to fine £100-£120

TANGANYIKA

821 CH 1922-24 10s deep blue ‘Giraffe’ with ‘Watermark upright’ (SG 87a) centred low with a couple of light bends and light 
overall gum toning, cat £90 F £26-£30

TANZANIA

822 CB Booklet: 1984 24s black on red cover (SG SB17) fine and complete, cat £140 F £60-£70

823 CB -- Cica 1984 10s booklet with black on green cover containing 5 panes of four of the 50c Ratel (SG 320a) a rare (possibly 
unique) booklet, offered with a letter dated May 2002 from David Aggersberg (SG Catalogue Editor) with his opinion. 

   (Plate 18) F £500-£600

TOKELAU ISLANDS

824 E H Unused collection on album pages from 1948 to 2011, appears compete with commemoratives, definitives, miniature 
sheets and se-tenant issues etc., mainly fine, stc £860 (Few Hundred) £200-£240

TONGA

825 CH 1897 2½d black and blue (wmk sideways), horizontal pair, right stamp showing variety No fraction bar in “½” 
   (SG 43b/43ba) exceptionally fresh, very fine large part o.g., cat £120+ F £55-£65

826 CH -- 2½d black and blue (wmk sideways), variety No fraction bar in “½” (SG 43ba) usual light gum toning, u/m, cat 
£120+  F £50-£60
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827 CH -- 10d black and lake (wmk upright), variety Small second “O” (SG 49c) a little heavily hinged, part o.g., cat 
£225 F £90-£100

828 CS 1942-49 ½d yellow-green to 5s black and brown-red, perforated ‘SPECIMEN’ (SG 74s/82s) u/m, cat £225 F £100-£120

829 CH 1962 Centenary of Emancipation 5s orange-yellow and slate-violet, error ‘Overprint inverted’ (SG 127a) fine u/m, cat £225 
(Plate 15) F £100-£120

830 CH 1987 Siv’a’alo Canoe Race 57s, horizontal gutter strip of 4, second stamp (R3/2) with value omitted (SG 969a) fine u/m, a 
rare error which occurred in this one position in an initial distribution of 50 sheets sent to Tonga, later printings including 
those distributed through philatelic channels had the error corrected (Plate 19) F £180-£200

831 CH O Official: 1966 Centenary of Tupou College 10s on 4d blue-green, error ‘Surcharge inverted’ (SG O19a) u/m, cat £350 
(Plate 18) F £160-£180

832 CH O -- 1967 1p on 5s yellow and lilac, horizontal strip of 3, right stamp with “AIRMAIL” above “OFFICIAL” variety (SG O21/21a) 
fresh u/m, cat £180+ (Plate 19) F £90-£100

833 CH O -- 1980 5s Blue-crowned Lory, without foliage and value in magenta (SG O213) fine unused as issued (Plate 18)
    F £50-£60

834 2A H Extensive unused collection in two volumes to 2000, better items incl 1895 ½d on 2½d vermilion, 1895 7½d orange-
yellow, 1897 odds to 2s 6d, 1920-35 Queen Salote to 1s incl 10d with small “O”s var, 1923 surch incl 2d on 7½d, 2d 
on 10d, 2d on 2s 6d and 2d on 5s, 1942-49 wmk script to 5s, 1953 to £1, 1965 surch to 30s on 15s, later self adhesive 
issues largely complete incl 1973 Scouting, 1976 Olympics, 1977 Cook’s Last Voyage, 1977 Whales, 1978 surchs, 
1978-82 coil stamps, 1978 Endangered Wildlife, 1979-82 coil stamps, 1980-82 surchs, 1984-85 Marine Life, 1985 
Mutiny on Bounty, 1989 UPU Congress min sheet opt on reverse, also most listed stamp booklets, overall cond 
generally well above average and modern issues all fine  F £1200-£1400

TRINIDAD

835 CH 1859 Imperforate 4d grey-lilac and 1s indigo (SG 25, 29) large part o.g., good to large margins, 1s with small h/s on 
reverse, cat £220 £55-£65

836 CH 1883-94 ½d to 5s (SG 106/13) large part toned o.g., cat £110 F £32-£36

837 E H8 Small unused/used selection on stock page from 1851-55 blued paper 1d purple-brown block of 4, 1854-57 white paper 
1d dark grey used, 1852-60 litho provisionals from fifth issue, 1d dull grey-blue and 1d blue (poor impressions) used, a rew 
pin-perf issues incl 1s bluish slate, 1869 5s rose-lake cds used, 1896-1906 to £1 green and carmine unused o.g., 1904-07 
also to £1 in similar condition and a few other odds, cond poor to very fine (100+) £220-£260

TOBAGO

838 CH 1895-96 1s olive-yellow (SG 24) u/m block of twenty-four (6 x 4) with sheet margins both sides, some split perforations 
and a couple with paper adhesions otherwise fine and attractive, cat £84+ F £32-£36

TRINIDAD and TOBAGO

839 C H 1913-23 ½d to £1 (SG 149/56) with additional 1d, 4d, 1s and 5s shades, part o.g., mostly with overall gum toning and the 
£1 with brown stain at top otherwise fine, cat £275+ F £100-£120

840 C H 1921-22 ½d to £1 (SG 206/15) part o.g., mostly with overall gum toning, cat £225 F £80-£90

841 E H8 Small selection on three pages incl Tobago 1879 1d unused (no gum), Trinidad with imperf and perf ‘Britannia’ types, a 
few later blocks etc, unused and used, mixed condition (34) £200-£240

TRISTAN DA CUNHA

842 C H 1952 Overprinted on St Helena ½d to 10s (1/12) a few short perfs but fresh u/m and scarce thus, cat £140 £40-50

TURKS ISLANDS

843 E H8 Small but useful mostly unused selection on stock page, better items incl 1881 provisionals, setting I ½ on 6d black (SG 
7) settings 4 to 7 ½ on 1s lilac (SG 13), setting 10 ½ on 1d dull red block of 4, upper pair type 9, lower pair type 10 (SG 
17/18), ½ on 1s lilac (SG 19), 2½ on 6d black (SG 26), 4 on 1d dull red, 4 on 6d black and 4 on 1s lilac, all type 29 (SG 
43, 45, 47), 1881 wmk crown CC 1d brown-red and 1s slate-green, also 4d ultramarine used and 1882-85 incl 1d orange-
brown, cond variable as often but some with part to large part o.g. (38 plus one block of 4) £600-£700
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TURKS and CAICOS ISLANDS

844 E H8 Selection of George V issues on pages incl 1913-21 values to 2s, 1922-26 set etc, unused and used, mostly fine (41) 
 £24-£28

TUVALU

845 ½BH Fine unused (mostly u/m) collection on pages 1976 to 2004 incl many Specimen ovpts, good lot for continuation 
(Hundreds) £130-£150

ZANZIBAR

846 CH French Post Offices: 1894 Dual currency 1a and 10 on 3c grey type C (SG 16) fresh large part o.g., cat £160 £50-£60

847
847 E 8 1895-96 Overprint in blue 1a plum variety dropped Small Second ‘z’ (SG 2D) used with indistinct cancel, odd perf fault 

and small thin at top but possibly unique with this variety, RPS Cert (2005) £140-£160

848 CH -- 2a blue, error ‘Overprint double’ (SG 7m) rather toned, unused without gum, cat £275 F £24-£28

849 CH -- 3a brown-orange, error ‘Zanzidar’ (SG 10j) several thins and extensively toned, small part o.g., a representative example 
of this very scarce error, cat £1,000 F £50-£60

850 E H -- Black overprint 2r, 3r and 5r (SG 19, 20, 21) small range on album page comprising 2r (2), 3r (2) and 5r (3, one 
   with variety First ‘Z’ antique), a couple with trivial tone spots, otherwise generaly fresh large part o.g. (7) £160-£180

851 E 8 -- Black overprint 2r, 3r and 5r (SG 19, 20, 21) with additional 2r with variety First ‘Z’ antique, all fine cds used, 3 being on 
individual piece £100-£120

852 CH 1895-98 Surcharge type 5, 2½ on 1a plum, three examples, one ‘normal’, one with small second ‘z’, the other with tall 
second ‘z’ (SG 25, 25C/D) large part o.g. (Plate 19) F £130-£150

853 CH -- Surcharge type 6, 2½ on 2a pale blue with small second ‘z’, var inverted ‘1’ in ‘½’ (SG 26jD) some gum thinning at top, 
part o.g., Brandon Cert (1992), cat £425 F £36-£40

854 CH -- Surcharge type 6 (2) and 7, 2½ on 1½a sepia (SG 29, 30) respectively with ‘Small second z’ and vermilion surcharge, 
deep red surcharge with surface mark at foot and deep red surcharge with small surface rub above ‘ar’ of opt, all with large 
part toned o.g., a useful trio, cat £785 (Plate 19) £150-£170

855 CH -- Surcharge type 7, 2½ on 1½a sepia, showing small second ‘z’ var (SG 30D) light even toning, unused without gum, cat 
£425 F £30-£34

856 E H8 1896 Sultan Seyyid ½a to 5r (SG 156/74) useful range of two album pages comprising unused and used sets of 15 
   plus additional 4r unused with flag painted in and 5a to 8a and 2r to 5r ovpt Specimen, odd tone spot but generally fine 

(40) £100-£120

857 E H8 Selection on stock page incl 1895-96 opt odds but incl 1r slate, 2r and 5r, 1895-98 “2½” provisionals (5) incl odd better 
   type, 1896 opts on BEA to 7½a 1896 to 5r, 1899 to 5r, 1904 surch to 2½ on 8a, 1904 Monogram type to 5r, 1908-09 to 10r, 1913 

to 10r, 1921-29 to 10r, 1936 to 10s, 1936 Jubilee and 1948 RSW, cond a little variable but mostly fine (100+) £400-£440

MORE ILLUSTRATIONS CAN BE VIEWED AT

legacy.stanleygibbons.com/auctions
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858
858 2BH8 British West Indies: Valuable collection in three volumes incl Antigua 1921-29 to 4s, 1932 Tercentenary to 5s, KGVI
                *S to £1, 1953-62 to $4.80, Dominica KEVII 1903 to 5s opt specimen, KGV 1913 5s, KGVI to 10s and $2.40, 1954-58 

to $2.40, Grenada 1895-99 to 1s,1898 2½d Columbus opt specimen, 1908-11 ‘Badge’ type to 10s, 1921-32 to 10s, 
1934-36 to 5s, KGVI to 10s incl some better shades,1953-59 to $2.50, Virgin Is 1904 to 5s, KGV to 5s, 1948 RSW £1 
block of 4, KGVI to £1 and $4.80, Leeward Is 1890 to 5s, 1902 to 5s unused, also opt specimen, 1907-11 to 5s, 1912-
22 to 5s incl some shades, 1921-32 to 10s, KGVI to £1 incl good range of shades, 1954 to $4.80, St Lucia 1891-98 to 
5s, 1912-21 and 1921-30 to 5s, 1936 to 10s, KGVI to £1 and $4.80, 1948 RSW unused and used, Montserrat 1912-20 
to 5s, 1932 Tercentenary to 2s 6d, KGVI to £1 and $4.80, St Vincent 1899 to 5s opt specimen,1902 to 5s, 1907-08 
to 3d violet, opt specimen, 1921-32 to £1, KGVI to £1 and $4.80, St Kitts-Nevis 1903 and 1905-18 to 5s, KGV to 10s 
incl multiples, KGVI to £1 incl some shades, also volume of generally KGV to early QEII covers with most Colonies 
represented (a mixture of commercial and philatelic) and another volume of more modern issues and several 
framed large multiples/sheets incl Dominica 1908-18 2½d, 3d, Leeward Is KGVI lower vals to 3d, St Vincent 1908 
½d green and a few others (Few Thousands)  £5000-£6000

859 2BH South Atlantic: Duplicated accumulation from Falkland Islands, BAT and South Georgia as received from new 
issue supplier, a few earlier seen incl 1869-76 black and red franks on piece, 1891-1902 1d reddish chestnut and 
2½d pale chalky ultramarine, but strength in 1970-2013 period with many gutter pairs and wmk vars, mainly fine 
(Many Hundreds) £5000-£6000

860 ½BH8 GVI collection on stockcards with much duplication throughout incl Aden 1937 Dhow sets part o.g. and used, two 
further sets to 5r part o.g., Aden States, Ascension 1938-53 values to 10s (3), Bahamas, Bechuanaland 1938-52 
sets part o.g. and used, British Honduras, Cayman Islands, Cyprus, Falkland Islands1938-50 and 1952 sets part 
o.g., Falkland Islands Dependencies, Great Britain 1939-48 set part o.g., Hong Kong, Jamaica, Kenya, Uganda 
and Tanganyika, Mauritius, Montserrat, Nyasaland, St. Helena, St. Lucia, Sierra Leone, Turks and Caicos Islands 
etc, also Omnibus issues well represented with 1937 Coronation, 1948-49 Silver Wedding and 1949 UPU sets etc, 
unused and used, many of the unused with brownish or toned gum, nevertheless a highly catalogued and useful 
lot (Many Hundreds) F £5000-£6000

861 2BH8 Extensive A to Z unused or used collection in 33 volumes, from QV to early 1970s, while no rarer stamps noted 
most colonies have QV to KGV low to medium values well represented and some KGVI and early QEII to top 
values, these generally used, better areas incl Ascension, Rhodesia, Australia, COGH, Batum (incl 30r revenue 
stamp block of 6), Seychelles, HK, North Borneo, Canada incl 1897 $5 heavily used, NZ, Malta, also a number of 
omnibus collections incl 1935 Jubilee (used, 80% complete) and 1948 RSW (a few high vals present), cond mixed 
with some fiscally used high vals, however a fascinating lot (Thousands) £2400-£2800

862 A H8 Useful unused and used collection of mostly KGVI issues, better items incl Ascension 1938-53 to 10s, Ceylon 1938-
49 2c and 3 (SG 386/87) in imprint blocks, Falkland Is 1938-50 and 1952 to £1, former incl shades, St Helena 1938-44 
to £1, Leeward Is 1938-51 to £1, Dominica to 10s and $2.40, Nyasaland 1938-44 to £1, HK 1938-52 to $10 green and 
violet, incl last unused o.g., also RSW $10 o.g., Cyprus 1904-08 watermark MCA to 45pi, Antigua 1938-51 to £1, 
Gold Coast 1938-44 2s, 5s and 10s (comb) blocks of 4, Basutoland and Bechuanaland 1938 to 10s, Sierra Leone 
KGV to £1, Jamaica 1938-52 to £1, Gibraltar 1938-51 to £1 incl better perfs (1½d carmine perf 13½ noted), Northern 
Rhodesia 1938-51 to £1, North Borneo 1950 to $10, Gambia 1938-44 to 10s, most RSW sets present, also a number 
of multiples, unused issues generally previously hinged, overall cond mostly fine (Hundreds)  £2000-£2400

863 A H8 KGVI collection in SG printed album, incl (used unless stated) Aden 1937 ‘Dhows’ set, Ascension 1938-53 ½d to 
10s unused or used, Bahamas 1938-52 2d scarlet showing ‘Short ‘T’ variety, Bermuda ‘Keyplates’ to £1, Falkland 
Islands 1938-49 and 1952 sets, Leeward Islands £1 ‘Keyplate’ (3) and Nyasaland 1938-42 set, also very good run 
(not complete) of the 1948 RSW sets and a few shade/perf varieties, some toning throughout the album affecting 
some stamps and a number of dubious cancels, well worth close inspection (Many Hundred)  £2000-£2400

864 3BH8 Extensive A to Z collection in twenty volumes from QV to late 1950s with most colonies represented, early issues 
rather patchy but quite comprehensive unused selection from late 1940s to end of period with many complete 
definitive sets incl Malayan states, Hong Kong, ICS and IFS, these generally very lightly hinged and fine, also some 
GB from 1840 to early 1970s, a few children’s albums and some loose (Few Thousands)  £2000-£2400

865 ½BH8 Collection in three stockbooks (two are small types), loose on pages and on cards as purchased from smaller 
auctioneers, mostly early to mid period issues incl Barbados, Canada, New Zealand, Nova Scotia, Queensland and 
Western Australia etc, unused and used, mixed condition with many fine (Few Hundreds)  £1100-£1300
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866 2A H8 Collection in two green ‘New Imperial’ albums, mostly small unused and used ranges from many territories incl 
Great Britain 1840 1d (4), 2d (3), later line-engraved, surface printed with values to 10s, some Officials, Australia 
1915-25 10s, 1931-36 £1 and £2, Australian States, British Guiana, Canada, Egypt, Hong Kong, India and States, 
Malta 1886 5s part o.g., Nauru, New Zealand, Transvaal etc, mixed condition (Hundreds) £1000-£1200

867 E H8 Old-time range on album pages, with range of Commonwealth incl Canada and Australian States, strength in 
GB incl 1840 1d (6 used all fillers), 1841 1d red top marginal unused (poor), 1867-83 £5 orange, 1883-84 5s to 10s 
and 1887-92 Jubilee vals to £1 all overprinted SPECIMEN, unused but with various faults, very mixed condition 
(Few Hundred)  £1000-£1200

868 A H8 Collection of QV to early QEII in stock album incl better Malta incl QV to 5s and 10s unused, Ascension KGVI to 10s 
unused and used (not complete), 1956 set to 10s, Leeward Is KGVI 10s and £1 used, Nyasaland 1938-44 2s to £1 unused, 
Rhodesia 1905 2s 6d Falls used on piece (tones) and 1909 £1 fine used on piece, South Africa 1925 Air set on marginal 
pairs unused, Tristan da Cunha 1952 opt to 10s, also 1954, 1960 and 1961 sets, KGVI defin sets incl Basutoland to 10s, 
Bechuanaland to 10s, Cayman Is to 10s, St Helena to 10s, Swaziland to 10s, BVI to £1 and Cyprus to £1, unused sets 
generally lightly hinged and used mostly fine (Few Hundreds) £900-£1000

869 ½BH8 Collection in four albums, unused and used issues to the George VI period incl Aden 1937 Dhow set to 5r part o.g., 1939-48 
set part o.g., Aden States, Ascension 1934 set, Bahamas 1948 Eleuthera set part o.g., Barbados, Bechuanaland 1938-52 set 
part o.g., Falkland Islands 1952 set part o.g., Gold Coast, Hong Kong, India and States, Jamaica 1938-52 set part o.g., Lagos, 
Malta, Mauritius 1950 set used, Morocco Agencies, Nyasaland, Seychelles 1952 set part o.g., Tristan Da Cunha 1952 set 
part o.g., Turks and Caicos Islands 1950 set part o.g. etc, mixed condition with many fine (Many Hundreds) £800-£900

870 1½BH	 Collection in seventeen albums or stockbooks (some small) and loose contained in two cartons, early to modern
	 		 8 unused and used selections from many territories incl Aden and States, Antigua, Ascension, Australia, Bahamas, Canada, 

Ceylon, Cyprus, Egypt, Hong Kong, Malaya and States, Malta, Nyasaland, Sudan 1935 General Gordon set, 1941 set 
part o.g., Tristan Da Cunha 1952 set part o.g., Turks and Caicos Islands etc, many sets and part sets, mixed condition 
throughout (Thousands) £700-£800

871 E H8 British West Indies: Small collections of St Lucia, Nevis and Grenada from first issues to 1930s, St Lucia incl 1860 
   1d to 6d, 1863 1d to 6d, 1883-86 incl 6d lilac, 1891-98 to 10s, KEVII to 5s and KGV to 10s, Nevis good selection of 

“Medicinal Spring” types to 1s with most printings represented, QV key types incl 6d green (faults), Grenada from 
“Chalons” with various surchs on revenues, KEVII badge types to 10s and KGV to 10s, cond mixed in places but a 

   (Few Hundreds) £700-£800

872 B H8* Mixed lot incl a number of 1937 Coronation covers, a packet of commercial covers GB to Sudan, collection of unused QEII 
Bermuda in album, and GB incl u/m collection 1989 to 2003, cond varies (Many Hundred) £650-£750

873 E 8 Small mostly used range on album pages incl Australian States, Fiji and a few GB, strength in HK incl 1862-63 and 
1863 vals to 96c then useful run to early QEII incl 1948 RSW set, very mixed cond throughout but worth inspection (Few 
Hundred) £500-£600

874 A BS Booklets: Selection of over 100 Commonwealth (A-Z) and a few Foreign booklets (a few covers only) in a stock book, 
good range of countries the majority QEII incl Bangladesh 2000 Cricket Week (2) and Nigeria 10s and 10s6d, fine cond, a 
good lot for small dealer, general collector F £500-£600

875 CH Small selection incl Ceylon 1912-25 20r black and red/blue lower marginal, Gold Coast 1894 20s dull mauve and black/
red overprinted ‘SPECIMEN’, Kedak 1922 Exhibition set and Newfoundland 1933 Airmail set, mostly fine large part o.g or 
u/m (44) £480-£550

876 B H8 Five large stockbooks crammed full of unused (mostly u/m) or fine used Commonwealth sets/part sets from good range 
of countries, excellent lot for small dealer/Ebayer (Many Thousands) £400-£440

877 ½BH8 Collection in six albums with good run of countries, a few sets incl Tristan da Cunha 1952 set unused, but mostly part sets 
or low values, good lot for general collector, mixed cond (Hundreds) £400-£440

878 1½BH8 Collection in eleven albums or stockbooks, mostly early to modern used issues from Australia, Canada with Year 
Books from 1987 to 1993, Ireland, New Zealand and South Africa etc, some duplication, mixed condition throughout 
(Thousands) £360-£400

879 ½BH8 Collections of Canada, Malta and New Zealand in three printed ‘Gibbons’ albums, unused and used issues generally to 
the late 1960’s (Malta to the mid 1970’s), some early types but strength in George VI and early E.II period with sets and 
part sets etc, mixed condition throughout (Many Hundreds) £260-£300

880 ½BH8 Small range of QEII in three sparsely filled ‘New Age’ albums incl Bermuda 1953-55 set unused, B.A.T. 1963-69 set used, 
Falkands 1960 ‘Birds’ set used, Rhodesia and Nyasaland 1954-56 and 1959-62 used sets, also small ‘world’ collection in 
album and various in packets, cond varies (Few Hundred) £260-£300

881 A+E  GVI collection in red printed album (Third edition) unused and used issues from many territories, mostly short or part sets,
																		H8 some 1948-49 Silver Wedding sets incl Great Britain and Hong Kong etc, a good basis for further expansion, also Australia 

1992 Year book and a few Isle of Man items, generally fine (Few Hundreds) £260-£300
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882 A H George VI unused collection in red printed album (Fourth Edition), fairly sparse throughout but Bahamas, Leeward 
   Islands, Seychelles, Somaliland Protectorate and Turks and Caicos Islands pages virtually complete with some additional 

shades, fine (Scores) £260-£300

Ex 883
883 E S Specimen Overprints: Selection of seventy-five mainly KGV period stamps, all odd values, incl Jamaica values to 5s, 

Kenya Uganda and Tanganyika values to 5r, Somaliland Protectorate values to 5r, Malaya Straits Settlements, Malaya 
Johore 1922-41 $50 and $100 etc, mostly fine with gum £220-£260

884 A H8C Diverse selection of Jamaica and Ascension Is, former mostly early to mid 20th century and obviously collected for 
postmark interest, although a few u/m 1980s and 1990s sets also present, latter largely modern u/m sets and min sheets, 
although a few earlier incl 1924-33 ½d plate number block of 4 incl “cleft rock” variety, earlier issues mixed cond, later all 
fine (Few Hundreds) £160-£180

885 E H Selection on pages incl Ascension 1934 set, 1938-53 1½d perf 13 with ‘Davit flaw’, later part o.g. values to 5s (2), 10s 
(2), also Bahamas with group of KGVI and QEII issues and various other issues on pages, the Ascension mostly fine, the 
remainder mixed (Scores) £120-£140

886 3A H8 George VI collection in three green ‘New Age’ albums, unused and used issues, sparsely filled throughout incl Australia, 
Great Britain, India, Malta etc, mostly lower value short sets and odd values in mixed condition (Hundreds) £100-£120

THEMATICS

887 A H 1965 I.T.U. Centenary: Official boxed presentation album containing apparently complete collection as issued, some 
discolouration to album and a few stamps with imperfections but generally fresh u/m £200-£240

888 2BH 1981 Royal Wedding: Fine collection in six pre-printed boxed albums and loose in packets as received from new issue 
supplier, odd empty space seen but each album appears substantially complete, also two albums containing a collection 
of 1982 21st Birthday issues, mostly fine u/m (Hundreds) £120-£140

889 1½BH* Aviation: Collection in nine albums, mostly ‘Aviation Heritage’ and ‘100 Years of Flight’ issues by ‘Westminster’ incl sets, 
miniature sheets and fdc’s with some coin types, a colourful lot, mostly fine (Hundreds) £200-£240

890 ½B Banknotes: Collection in four albums comprising ‘Banknotes of the World’ issues by ‘Westminster’ mostly fine (Approx 
160) £50-£60

891 2B* Cartoons: 1998-2002, collection of 240 envelopes with coloured topical cartoons taken from newspapers (mostly 185 
x 135cm) attached together with Isle of Man stamps and subsequently sent through the post, an unusual lot, mainly 
fine £300-£340

892 2BH8 Concorde: Extensive collection on pages and loose contained in two cartons with about ninety signed covers
      * (some with multiple signatures) incl Mike Bannister (12), Jack Lowe (9) and Brian Trubshaw (3) etc, a good range of 

other commemorative and first flight envelopes incl coin types, Great Britain ‘Smiler’ type sheets (20) incl privately 
produced, worldwide stamp issues with miniature sheets, also ppc’s and memorabillia with newspaper cuttings 
etc, mostly fine condition throughout (Many Hundreds of items)  £2600-£3000

893 ½BH Cycling: Interesting collection on pages and loose incl advertising covers and postcards, Army Cyclist Company,
					8* local stamps incl Australia 1896 Coolgarrie Cycle Express 2s part o.g., poster stamps, ephemera with cigarette cards and 

illustrated invoices etc, mixed condition throughout with many fine (Few Hundred items) £440-£480

894 B  -- Eclectic range of photographs, viewcards and postcards featuring a range of late-Victorian and Edwardian period 
bicycles and cyclists, mainly of American or British origin but also a few French and South African, cond varies (Few 
Hundred) £260-£300

895 ½BH* Entertainment: Collection in four albums comprising ‘Stars of Stage & Screen’ (3) and ‘Memories of the Sixties’ issues 
by ‘Westminster’ incl sets, miniature sheets, fdc’s with Great Britain 1998 Comedians set on fdc signed by Frank Carson, 
Roy Walker, Mike Yarwood and two others etc, mostly fine (Few Hundreds) £100-£120

896 3BH EUROPA/C.E.P.T.: Comprehensive unused collection from 1956 to 2012 in nine ‘SAFE’ albums, appears virtually 
complete with all spaces filled incl 1956 Luxembourg and Netherlands, 1960 Liechtenstein, 1972 Spanish Andorra, 
1970s Portugal incl min sheets, later issues incl sheetlets, a few early issues incl 1956 Luxembourg lightly hinged 
but virtually all fine u/m from 1960, also an additional stockbook containing duplicates incl 1960 Liechtenstein 
(bends, but u/m) and a good range of later issues to around 2005, generally fine u/m (Hundreds)  £1800-£2000
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897 A * Exhibitions: 1908 Franco-British Exhibition, selection of 110 ppcs, some used fom the exhibition but mostly unused, a 
few duplicates noted plus ten from other exhibitions, mainly good to fine £100-£120

898 E  -- Selection of ninety cinderellas on pages incl British Industries Fair, Franco-British Exhibition, Liverpool Exhibition, Motor 
Exhibition, Royal Dublin Society, Tramways and Light Railways Exhibition etc, mixed condition £50-£60

899 4A H Fire Brigade: Neatly displayed and written up collection in four albums incl China 1967 Fire-fighters set in used blocks of
					8* four, nice lot for expansion (Hundreds) £200-£240

900 ½BH* Isambard Kingdom Brunel: Collection of modern mostly Great Britain railway and shipping issues on pages incl coin 
covers (5), ‘Smiler’ sheets (6), first day and commemorative covers (26), some signed incl Bernard Cribbins etc, a colourful 
lot £240-£280

901 1BH* Maritime: Collection in five albums, comprising ‘Maritime Heritage’ issues by ‘Westminster’ incl sets, miniature sheets, 
fdc’s and maximum cards etc, mostly fine, also a similar album but contents somewhat water damaged, a colourful lot, 
(Few Hundreds) £120-£140

902 E * Nelson: Bicentenary of the Battle of Trafalgar: 2005 Isle of Man set used on six envelopes sent registered, the reverse of 
each with a well executed hand painted scene in colour by Brian Coole, also the miniature on a similar but larger card, fine 
and very attractive £120-£140

903 2B+E  Nelson: Valuable extensive and comprehensive collection on pages and loose, incl stamps, miniature
																			H* sheets, sheetlets, Smiler sheets, coin, commemorative, first day and signed covers, ppc’s, presentation booklets, 

hand painted scene by Brian Coole etc, collateral material incl original copy of ‘The Times’ dated November 7 1805 
with report of the Battle of Trafalgar, 1950’s experimental bank note design depicting Nelson by Harrison bank note 
printers, Bradbury Wilkinson advertising promotional bank note, set of fifty 1905 Will’s ‘Nelson Series’ cigarette 
cards etc, condition generally fine throughout, and two posters with faults (32 x 51cm) titled ‘Wreck Sale’ and 
‘Britannia Triumphant  £2000-£2400

904 3A H Olympic Games: Extensive collection in three stockbooks covering the 1968 Winter and Summer Games, appears 
substantially complete for basic sets and min-sheets (but not guaranteed as such) plus many additional imperf varieties, 
many ‘gold’ foil issues and a large number of Trucial States issues, cond varies with a few tone spots seen but the vast 
majority fine u/m, a wonderful opportunity for expansion (2500+) £850-£950

905 A H -- Collection in pre-printed hingeless album covering the 1960 and 1964 Winter and Summer games, not complete but 
includes miniature sheets and a few imperf sets, generally fine large part o.g. or u/m, a good basis on which to expand 
(1100+) £220-£260

906 B H8* (see over)
 
907 1½BH* Royalty: Collection of ‘Westminster’ issues in eight well filled blue albums with anniversaries, birthdays, visits and 

weddings etc, incl sets, miniature sheets, fdc’s and maximum cards, mostly fine (Hundreds) £240-£280
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906 B H8* Royalty: The extensive and well researched British and European collection on exhibition pages formed by Mr 
John Davis to celebrate and commemorate the 2012 Diamond Jubilee of Queen Elizabeth II, commencing with 
the Queen’s ancestry and lines of succession incl 1840 1d black, 1931 (March 16) letter from Buckingham Palace 
to T. Allen signed by E.D.Bacon, the keeper of the Royal collection, later with many sets and ppc’s from the 
Commonwealth commemorating Coronations, Marriages and Visits etc, through to the London 2012 exhibition, 
the European part commences with Belgium incl 1925 75th Anniversary of Belgian Stamps set of thirteen depicting 
Leopold I and Albert I large part o.g., Denmark with Danish West Indies, Faroe Islands, Greenland and Iceland, 
Germany with Prussia, Hanover and Wurttemberg, Greece incl 1939 75th Anniversary of Cession of Ionian Islands 
set of five depicting George I of Greece and Queen Victoria large part o.g., 1952 50th Birthday of King Paul set u/m, 
Norway, Romania incl 1903 Opening of New Post Office set of seven on thick toned wove paper large part o.g., the 
2l and 5l values with individual RPSL (2012) Certificates, 1926 King Ferdinand’s 60th Birthday essays (3) and colour 
trials (12), the issued set imperforate and perforate with the 6l and 10l ‘Error of colour’ varieties large part o.g. etc, 
Romanian Post Offices in the Turkish Empire 1896 cover franked perf 13½ violet surcharges set of three (SG 9/11) 
tied by large oval datestamps, Russia, Spain incl 1926 Red Cross ‘Postage’ set of thirteen large part o.g., Sweden, 
Yugoslavia incl 1920 set of fourteen in strips of three used by red handstamps on individual pieces as distributed 
by the UPU as ‘specimens’ from the Madagascar Receiving Authority Archives, 1924 King Alexander ‘Head in oval’ 
set of eight colour trials, 1926 Danube Flood Fund set of twelve part o.g., 1928 Charity set of twelve part o.g., also 
Serbia with early issues incl 1905 Petar I thin paper set of eleven in blocks of four u/m and Italian Occupation of 
Fiume and Kupa Zone 1941 set of fourteen used on large ‘souvenir item’, the rare 20d and 30d values each with 
individual RPSL (2011) Certs etc, unused and used with some covers, an interesting and valuable lot (Approx 2,000). 
This collection was exhibited in February 2012 at Highcliffe Castle in Dorset and was the basis of a series of articles 
in Gibbons Stamp Monthly published to accompany the exhibition, copies of which accompany the lot (Plate 20)

  £4000-£4400

PLATE 20
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908
908 C* Titanic: 1912 March 7 envelope from France franked Sower 5c and 10c (horizontal pair) tied by Bordeaux machine 

cancellation, addressed to M.A.Winter in Washington and showing violet sans-serif ‘TITANIC’ handstamp at left, 
receivers handstamp alongside of March 19 and on reverse arrival datestamp of March 18, the envelope with 
faults and defects, nevertheless rare. Note: It is presumed that this cover was meant to be taken on the maiden 
vovage which had to be postponed until April. The White Star mail contract would not allow for envelopes to be 
held so it was sent on the next available sailing  £4000-£4400

909 B H* -- Collection on pages and loose incl stamps with sets, miniature sheets, ‘Smiler’ sheets, coin covers, first day 
and commemorative covers, signed items incl Millvina Dean, E.E. Haisman and various other relatives, modern 
reproduction memorabillia and ephemera with photographs and ppc’s etc, mostly fine (Hundreds)  £1000-£1200

910 A H Winston Churchill Commemoration: Collection in printed ‘White Ace’ album, odd empty space seen but otherwise 
substantially complete with British Commonwealth omnibus issue and most foreign issues (incl imperfs), cond varies but 
mostly fine large part o.g. (Few Hundred) £120-£140

911 3BH8* World War II: Extensive and well written up collection in seventeen albums covering many aspects of this conflict 
incl Germany with stamps, miniature sheets, ppc’s, propaganda cards of the Third Reich, German forgeries of 
British stamps, German Occupation issues for Austria, Balkan States, Belgium, Bohemia and Moravia, Luxembourg, 
Netherlands, Norway, Poland and Slovakia etc, France and Colonies Victory issues, Great Britain and Channel 
Islands, many later liberation and liberation anniversary issues, other topics with concentration camps, modern 
material with RAF envelopes and ‘Westminster’ coin covers etc, a useful lot for further development and expansion, 
mostly fine (Many Hundreds)  £2000-£2400

912 1½BH* -- Collection in seven albums comprising ‘The History of World War II’ issues by ‘Westminster’ incl sets, miniature sheets 
and fdc’s with some coin types etc, also a similar album ‘24 Hours of D-Day’ mostly fine (Few Hundreds) £160-£180

MORE ILLUSTRATIONS CAN BE VIEWED AT

legacy.stanleygibbons.com/auctions
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THURSDAY 31st JULY 2014
MORNING SESSION Starting at 11.00am

The “JOHN PERKINS” COLLECTION of WWI and WWII MATERIAL,  
INCLUDING PROPAGANDA FORGERIES AND ISLE OF MAN P.O.W. CAMP MAIL

913 ½B Aerial Propaganda leaflets and brochures etc, collection of about 110 on pages, incl American, British, German 
and Russian issues etc, a fascinating and interesting lot in mainly fine condition for these  £1000-£1200

914 ½B* Accumulation of mainly World War II related material incl ppc’s with feldpost, map, patriotic and personalities 
etc, envelopes with censored, ephemera and collateral items incl dropped leaflets, labels, newspaper cuttings 
and photographs etc, also a few modern items, an interesting lot worthy of careful viewing (Hundreds of 
items)  £1200-£1400

915 ½BH8* Accumulation of World War II material on pages incl stamps, propaganda labels and forgeries with Italy, Lithuania and 
   Poland etc, various occupation issues, patriotic and propaganda leaflets, song sheets,cigarette cards, covers with 

‘Undelivered’ and other instructional markings, ppc’s etc, mixed condition throughout, an interesting lot (Hundreds of 
items) £600-£700

AUSTRIA

916 CH 1934-36 Costumes 3g, 12g and 24g, each in an u/m imperforate vertical pair fom the foot of the sheet with a trial overprint 
showing Swastika and surcharged 3Rpf, 6Rpf and 12Rpf respectively, prepared for use but not issued, scarce, Rudiger 
Soeknick Cert (2006) (Plate 21) £120-£140

917 E * 1938 April 10, selection of three covers on pages each franked with German stamps and cancelled with Innsbruck cds’s, 
all with ‘Um 10. April/dem Fuhrer dein/Ya!’ cachets and circular swastika handstamps, a few age stains £60-£70

918 C* 1945 May, Postkarte franked 5pf green Hitler ovpt ‘Osterreich’ tied by Wien cds, addressed locally and bearing at left 
large blue label showing Hitler as skull and crossbones with gallows on both sides inscribed ‘DEUTSCHLANDS/1933 
VERDERBER 1945’, fine and scarce (Plate 21) £200-£240

919 CH 1946 Anti-Fascist Exhibition, the unissued 5g+3g sepia “SS Blitzkrieg” and 12g+12g slate-grey “Hitler Death Mask” 
(centred lo left), fresh large part o.g., also the issued set of eight (SG 977/84) large part o.g. (10) (Plate 21) £300-£340

AUSTRALIA

920 C* 1940 September 30, ppc (cartoon by Low) addressed to West Australia with ‘H.M.TRANSPORT’ and framed 
‘AUSTRALIAN IMPERIAL/FORCE/PASSED BY CENSOR/152’ cachets both in violet, message mentions “boat and food 
not bad”, scarce £50-£60

921 C* -- December 1, envelope from Mackay addressed to Brisbane franked 2d and alongside 1d patriotic black and red 
‘Help to Smash the Nazis’ label for the Mackay Patriotic Funds, both tied by ‘Telephone Now And Save Petrol’ machine 
cancellation, some stains around the perfs and the envelope edges, scarce (Plate 21) £100-£120

BELGIUM

922 A * Collection of forty mainly propaganda ppc’s in album, mostly coloured artist drawn anti-nazi comic types, some duplication, 
generally fine £400-£440

BERMUDA

923 C* 1937 March 15 illustrated envelope addressed to Brooklyn showing Nazi flag and inscribed ‘Bermuda Welcomes The 
German Training Ship “Schleswig Houter letter sheet tein” March 9-15 1937’ franked 1½d (SG 100) with pencil cancellation, 
‘DEUTSCHE KRIEGSMARINE-SCHIFFSPOST’ datestamp below, fine £50-£60

BRITISH SOLOMON ISLANDS

924 C * 1945 May 8 illustrated envelope addressed locally showing caricature of Hitler hanging from a noose from a frame inscribed 
‘SCHICKLGROBER’ franked 1s (SG 68) tied by Tulagi cds, fine £50-£60

CANADA 

925 E * Selection of eight items on pages incl patriotic labels (2), propaganda ppc’s depicting Hitler (3) and 1944 June 6 hand 
painted envelopes (2) showing Bulldog, flag and lion etc, mostly fine £140-£160
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CZECHOLOVAKIA
926 E * 1938-45 Selection of ten mainly propaganda and liberation type ppc’s on pages incl 1938 card depicting Hitler and 

Henlein etc, also two blocks of eight ‘Lidice’ labels, mostly fine £140-£160

DENMARK
927 E * Selection of fifteen items on pages incl two black and white plain back cards depicting Jes Asmussen, 1939 Oct. 19 

envelope from Copenhagen to England with propaganda leaflet titled ‘Further discoveries of British poison gas in 
Poland!’, 1942 Oct. 5 censored cover from Copenhagen to Norway and set (?) of ten artist drawn Liberation ppc’s by 
‘Ingvar’ etc, mostly fine £260-£300

EGYPT
928 E * World War II: Collection of fourteen coloured ppc’s on pages published by the Eastern Publishing Co. Cairo and showing 

comical sketches of military life by the artist ‘Saroukhan’, mostly fine £260-£300

ESTONIA
929 C H8* German Occupation: 1941 October 27 envelope franked 1941 30k blue vertical pair tied by Viljandi cds addressed to 

Tallin, also 1941 15k brown vertical pair on thick paper variety imperf between and at foot large part o.g. and 1941 20k 
green on ordinary paper imperf from the foot of the sheet used and with small ‘KRISCHKE BPP’ handstamp on reverse 
and 1941 Dec 3 illustrated envelope franked 1941 20k green and 1940 Centenary 10s tied by Love cds addressed to 
Tallin, mostly fine (Plate 21) £100-£120

930 C * --1941 October 29, ppc (street scene) addressed to Tallin franked German Occupation 20 (k) green (2) tied by Tartu Vaksal 
cds, a few slight stains otherwise fine and scarce £100-£120

FIJI
931 C * 1941 October 6 envelope to California franked ½d (SG 249) and 2½d on 2d (SG 267) tied by Labasa cds, additional strike 

alongside also ties ‘Fiji Bomber Fund’ label, the envelope with flap missing, scarce (Plate 21) £100-£120

FINLAND
932 E * World War II: Selection of nineteen items on pages, mainly ppc’s incl Pro-Nazi ‘V’ types (7 incl 1 used), Feldpost cards, 

Anti-Soviet card, Anti-German card, Partisan cards etc, mostly fine £200-£240

FRANCE
933 C H 1941 French Legion 100f Anti-Bouter letter sheet hevism Polar Bear souvenir sheet, large part o.g., a few small 
   imperfections confined to the margins, fine (Plate 22) £150-£170

934 E H Collection of British produced forgeries on pages by the ‘Political Warfare Executive’ (PWE) incl 1f.50 brown 
DeGaulle sheetlet of nine and a single example used on 1944 (Aug 28) envelope, 1f.50 brown Petain gutter block 
of ten, 30c scarlet Petain with ghost of Lavel at side sheetlet of twenty (2), 50c green, 70c orange and 1f red 
Petain with cap in sheetlets of twenty, 2f green Petain bareheaded sheetlet of twenty, 30c red Mercury sheetlet 
of sixteen (2), 1f.50 orange Iris sheetlet of twenty etc, some faults as to be expected though generally good to 
fine, a useful assembly  £2000-£2400

935 E H8* Various on pages incl Free French Government issues, Saint Nazaire 1945 card and cover (not guaranteed), French 
Liberation issues, French Intelligence forgeries, French pictorial stamps (16) ovpt and surcharged with swastika and 
‘Deutsche Reich Luftpost’, coloured artwork for the ‘France Libre’ cockerel ‘V’ label, 1f.50 brown Petain sheet of ninety-six 
produced by ‘Atelier Des Faux’ etc, many of unknown status but an interesting lot, mixed condition £600-£700

936 A * Postcards: Collection of thirty-four comic and propaganda ppc’s in album, mostly black and white and coloured artist 
drawn types incl ‘Paul Barbier’, ‘Cass’, ‘Jaegy’ and Lally’ etc, generally fine £400-£440

937 E * Selection of thirteen items on pages incl ‘Ersatzkommando Frankreich der Waffen SS’ recruitment card, propaganda 
   booklets and leaflets, 1942 May Exhibition of European Opposition to Bolshevism ppc etc, mostly fine £160-£180

938 C * German Occupation of Lorraine: 1941 January 12 German overprinted 6pf brown Hindenburg postal stationery card 
   depicting soldier and ‘S.S.’ emblem, c.t.o. with Metz ‘Tag der Briefmarke’ pictorial datestamp, on reverse a finely executed 

hand drawn scene in colour showing group of German officers around a table upon which a young lady is lying naked, 
fine £160-£180

GERMANY
939 2A * 1918-19 The Surrender of the German Fleet and The Scuttling of the German Fleet in Scapa Flow, an extensive collection 

in two albums of mainly unused real photographic postcards and photographs etc on pages, views incl ships interred, 
being raised, submerged and sinking, boarding parties, crews departing etc, an interesting lot in mostly fine condition (60 
items) £700-£800
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940 C * 1933 (?) Postcard from Darmstadt to Dieburg franked Hindenburg 3pf with sepia ‘Unsere Hoffnung’ label depicting Adolf 
Hitler alongside, the front with a well executed handpainted landscape format portrait of Bernhard Kruger the forgery 
workshop leader at Sachsenhausen concentration camp where stamps, banknotes and passports etc were forged, fine 
and unusual (Plate 22) £200-£240

941 C * 1938 December 5 envelope from Gera addressed to Herrn Mussert in Amsterdam and redirected to Utrecht franked 
Hindenburg 12pf (2) and 1938 Winter Relief Fund 3pf + 2pf and 4pf + 3pf with sepia ‘MUSSERT WINT’ label affixed 
centrally between the adhesives, all stamps with some stains around the perfs and a few small perimeter faults otherwise 
fine. Note: Anton Mussert was one of the founders and later became leader of the National Socialist Movement in the 
Netherlands, after the war he was convicted and executed for high treason (Plate 22) £160-£180

942 C E 1940 Black perforated photographic essay for Hitlers’s 51st birthday in the issued design, affixed to grey card (105 x 
148mm) with official embossed seal below and framed cachet dated ‘27.3.40’ in manuscript on reverse, Hans-Georg 
Schlegel Cert (1994), a couple of small stains on top perfs otherwise fine and scarce (Plate 21) £160-£180

943 E * 1941 January 19 ‘Deutsche Reichspost’ telegram from Adolf Hitler in Berchtesgaden to Frau Geheimrat Anna Himmler 
in Munich (the mother of Heinrich Himmler) to wish her a happy 75th birthhday, repaired across lower left corner 
and with other creases and perimeter faults, nevertheless a scarce historical document (Plate 23)  £1000-£1200

944 C H 1942 (April 10) Wallonie Legion set of four each in a block of four with margins all round and numbered on reverse, the 
+30fr and +100fr each with small piece of black card stuck to the gum at top and one +30fr with small gum thin otherwise 
generally fine and scarce (Plate 22) £160-£180

945
945 C H8 Tunis Feldpost: 1943 April (-) ‘Palm Tree and Swastika’ dark brown (Michel 5a) with Hitler 20pf (faults) used on small piece 

with violet-blue parcel post cancellation, signed ‘Pickenpack’ and ‘Dr Dub’ and with Hanfried Muller 1999 Certificate, also 
a part o.g. example with faults of the ‘Palm Tree and Swastika’ adhesive, a scarce pair £400-£440

946 C  -- 1943 privately prepared so-called “Rommel-Gedenkblatt” booklet headed “Tag der Wehrmacht 1940” with stamps of 
France, Italy, Tunisia and Libya and postmarks incl ‘Abu Hagag’ and ‘Army Signals’, numbered 344/2200 and bearing 
facsimile signature of Rommel, small central separation at foot otherwise fine and scarce £120-£140

947 E H 1944 Goering 54pf +96pf imperforate miniature sheet containing four stamps in pinkish lilac, also two similar imperforate 
miniature sheets each with four stamps and with border of oak leaves and dated ‘12 JAN 1944’ at top and bottom with 
quadrille background giving the impression that Goering is behind bars, all large part o.g. and mostly fine £400-£440

948 E H 1945 12th Anniversary of the Third Reich 12pf + 8pf unadopted essays depicting flag, tank and three servicemen in red 
imperf on normal gummed paper and in green perf on thick ungummed paper, also the issued set part o.g., the set in u/m 
imperf horizontal pairs and the first value large part o.g. in a vertical pair from the top of the sheet imperf between and 
along the sides only of the lower stamp, a fine and scarce assembly (SG 897/8 etc) (Plate 23) £400-£440

949 E H -- 12pf + 38pf (SG 897/8) the set in both imperforate and perf complete u/m sheets of fifty (10 x 5), a few small 
bends and other slight faults mostly confined to the margins otherwise fine and rare multiples  £2000-£2400

950 C * -- 12pf + 38pf (SG 897/8) the set used on window envelope tied by Berlin W8 (first day) cds’s of April 21, light vertical bend 
away from the adhesives and some slight toning affects the envelope otherwise fine and scarce (Plate 23) £300-£340

951 C * -- 12pf + 38pf (SG 897/8) the set from the top of the sheet used on envelope tied by Berlin Steglitz (first day) cds’s of April 
21, fine and scarce (Plate 22) £300-£340

952 E * Mail Addressed to Spandau Prison: Selection of three envelopes comprising 1953 (Oct 15) to Baldur von Schirach, 
1959 (March 17) registered to Rudolf Hess and 1960 (date unclear) to Albert Speer, all with the illustrated violet ‘ALLIED 
PRISON/OFFICIAL/SPANDAU” cachet applied on front and initialed, fine £120-£140

953 1½B* Extensive collection of about 245 patriotic and propaganda postcards etc on pages, subjects incl advertising, 
aircraft, anti-churchill, battle scenes, commemorations, flags and banners, greetings with Christmas, maps, 
Official types, personalities incl Hitler, song cards, sports days, ‘S.S.’ types, war ruins, women at work and 
Feldpost usages etc, plus printed covers and envelopes etc incl ‘Unsere Hoffnung’ Hitler label used on card, 
military ‘Luftfeldpost’ stamps, prisoner of war mail, labels, leaflets and other ephemeral material, also damaged 
book titled ‘Adolf Hitler Bilder Aus Dem Leben Des Fuhrers’ etc, an interesting lot  £3400-£4000
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954 ½B* Selection of mostly Nazi period covers and cards incl censored, Feldpost, leaflets, Occupation issues, ‘Parole Der Woche’ 
labels, propaganda items etc, also some stamps and non German items, mixed condition (Scores) £500-£600

955 e * “Parole der Woche”, selection of these NSDAP propaganda labels used mainly on the reverse of twenty-one envelopes 
and two cards, also twelve labels off envelope, mostly fine £360-£400

956 E * Postcards: Selection of fourteen ppc’s on pages, all in single colour format and showing Stalin parody at left or right on 
reverse, of unknown status, mostly fine £120-£140

957 E  Banknotes: 1942 “Operation Bernhard”, selection of forged British banknotes produced in Germany by the RHSA and 
the SS comprising £50 (1934 June 20), £20 (1934 Sept 20), £10 (1936 Nov 19 (2)) and £5 (1934 Oct 12 and 1938 June 11), 
also £1 note with Indian text on reverse, mostly fine for these £300-£340

POSTCARDS

958 C * 1940 March 5 Chamberlain Parody Feldpost card in a different type without imprint or name of printer, used from 
Bremem and believed to be a trial printing, some overall staining and the upper right corner with two light bends, scarce 

   (Plate 23) £100-£120

959 C * -- June 13 Churchill Parody Feldpost card Type 2 (imprint Ashelm 3503 25) sent registered to Vienna from Breslau, 
uprated by 6pf+4pf and 30pf Hindenburg, undelivered and subsequently returned, fine and unusual usage, scarce 

   (Plate 24) £150-£170

960 C * -- July 24 envelope marked ‘Feldpost’ bearing black and white perforated propaganda label depicting Churchill crying 
   and inscibed ‘Feldpost Churchill!, Nur nicht neinen’, tied by Straubing cds and addressed to Nurnberg, blue eagle 

handstamp at left, central vertical crease and other faults, scarce (Plate 24) £200-£240

961 C * -- November 11 Chamberlain Parody hand drawn envelope marked ‘Feldpost!’ with design similar to that of the issued 
type but with cross at right and inscribed ‘Keine Ruhe seiner Asche!’ at foot, Hamburg cds alongside and addressed to 
Unterfeldmeister Robert Almer in Koln, fine and attractive (Plate 24) £100-£120

962 E * -- Churchill Parody Feldpost card Type 1 (imprint Ashelm 3503 25), selection on pages comprising three unused and 
eleven used incl two uprated and civilian usages noted, mixed condition, generally fine £160-£180

963 A * -- Churchill Parody Feldpost card Type 2, collection in album comprising (imprint Ashelm 3503 25) twenty-one 
used incl civilian, philatelic and uprated usages, (imprint Ashelm 5503 25) two unused and twenty-eight used incl 
civilian, philatelic and uprated usages, mixed condition, generally fine  £800-£900

964 C * -- Churchill Parody Feldpost card Type 2 (imprint Ashelm 3503 25) example with the blue colour omitted additionally 
bearing 6pf + 4pf with 1940 Reichstag cancellation, also (imprint Ashelm 5503 25) unused card showing 4mm shift of the 
blue, a few wrinkles otherwise fine £100-£120

965 A * -- Churchill Parody Feldpost card Type 3 (imprint Ashelm 3503 25), collection in album comprising two unused and thirty-
three used examples incl civilian, philatelic and uprated usages etc, also two used Chamberlain types, mixed condition, 
generally fine £650-£750

966 E * -- Churchill Parody Feldpost card Type 4 (imprint Ashelm 3503 25, code 0/1023), selection of four used examples on 
pages all with eagle handstamps at left, mainly fine £200-£240

967 E * -- Churchill Parody Feldpost card Type 5 (without imprint), selection on pages comprising one unused and six used 
examples, mostly fine £600-£700

968 C * -- Churchill Parody Feldpost card Type 6 (without imprint), unused and showing Churchill wearing bowler hat, fine and 
scarce (Plate 23) £200-£240

969 C * -- Churchill Parody Feldpost card Type 7 (without imprint), two examples showing Churchill upright and with ‘WC’ on 
the ships’ hull, the first with written message and address but with no postal markings, the other used with Feldpost 
datestamp of September 8 1941, both with small faults otherwise fine and scarce (Plate 24) £300-£340

970 E * -- Churchill Parody Feldpostbrief letter sheet (imprint Ashelm 5110 20) selection on pages comprising one unused and two 
used, also three others with faults or defects, scarce £500-£600

971 E * -- Chamberlain, Churchill and Stalin Parody Feldpost cards and envelopes, a study of twenty-three fantasy, forgery and 
reprints etc on pages, unused and used, mixed condition £180-£200

972 E * circa 1940 Chamberlain Parody Feldpost card Type 1 (imprint Ashelm 3503 25), selection on pages comprising one 
unused and twelve used, mixed condition, generally fine £150-£170

973 E * -- Chamberlain Parody Feldpost card Type 2 (imprint Ashelm 3503 25), selection on pages comprising nine used, (imprint 
Ashelm 5503 25) one unused and sixteen used, some uprated and civilian usages noted, mixed condition, generally 
fine £300-£340
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974 A * -- Chamberlain Parody Feldpost card Type 3 (imprint Ashelm 3503 25), collection in album comprising three unused and 
forty-three used, some uprated, civilian and philatelic usages noted, mixed condition, generally fine £500-£600

975 E * -- Chamberlain Parody Feldpost card Type 4 (imprint Ashelm 3503 25, code 0/1023), selection on pages comprising one 
unused and seven used, two uprated, mixed condituion, generally fine £240-£280

976 E * -- Chamberlain Parody Feldpostbrief letter sheet (imprint Ashelm 5110 20), selection on pages comprising two unused 
(one with written contents) and four used, mixed condition, generally fine (Plate 24) £500-£600

977 E * -- Chamberlain Parody Feldpost, selection of six items on pages incl 1938 (?) unused card in brown with stamp imprint in 
black and showing Ashelm 3503 32 imprint, unused letter sheets (2) with printed 1943 calendar on reverse, a similar letter 
sheet without calendar, 1941 ppc used with a parody cutout etc, some of unknown status £400-£440

978 C * -- Chamberlain Parody Feldpost lettersheet with Scheicher Budweis imprint, in black on cream coloured paper, unused, 
small thin in top flap otherwise fine and scarce (Plate 25) £240-£280

979 E * -- The so-called ‘Matthes’ vignette with parody of Churchill affixed to ten Feldpostkarte cards comprising two unused, two 
on addressed cards but with no postal markings and six used/cancelled examples, mostly fine £600-£700

980 C * -- Stalin Parody Feldpost cards by Gerst, three unused cards comprising first printing and second printing (2), mainly 
fine £120-£140

981 C * 1942 July 3 Stalin Parody Feldpost card by Gerst (first printing), used with Wilhelmshaven cds, repaired punch hole at right 
otherwise fine and scarce (Plate 25) £260-£300

982 C * -- July 31 Stalin Parody Feldpost card by Gerst (third printing), used with Feldpost cds, violet ‘Dienstelle 25549’ cachet 
at left, small repair at right just touches stamp imprint otherwise fine and scarce, Gustav Mogler (1995) Certificate 

   (Plate 25) £260-£300

983 C * -- August 9 Stalin Parody Feldpost card by Gerst (third printing), used with Feldpost cds, fine and scarce 
   (Plate 25) £260-£300

984 C * -- October 27 Stalin Parody Feldpost card by Gerst (third printing), used to Munich with Feldpost cds, central vertical 
crease otherwise fine and scarce (Plate 25) £260-£300

985
985 C * 1943 January 24 Churchill Parody Feldpost lettersheet (imprint Ashelm 5110 20) with Feldpost cds, used to Werden and 

re-directed, fine and scarce £180-£200

986 C * -- January 26 Churchill Parody Feldpost lettersheet (imprint Ashelm 5110 20) addittionally franked blue ‘Luftfeldpost’ 
Military stamp tied by Feldpost cds, used to Werden, fine and scarce (Plate 25) £180-£200

987 C * -- September 28 Stalin Parody Feldpost card by Gerst (second printing), used to Braunschweig with Berlin slogan 
cancellation, blue ‘Truppenarzt’ eagle handstamp at left, a few small faults, scarce (Plate 25) £260-£300
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988 C * 1944 March 8 Stalin Parody Feldpost card by Gerst (third printing), uprated with violet 6pf Hitler tied by Braunschweig 
slogan cancellation, a scarce civilian usage, couple of small stains otherwise fine (Plate 26) £260-£300

PROPAGANDA FORGERIES

989 E H 10pf carmine and 15pf grey-violet depicting Germania, u/m blocks of six (2 x 3), fine and scarce (Michel 4/5) £60-£70

990 C H 12pf carmine depicting Hindenburg, unused without gum as issued, with normal for comparison and with BPA Cert (1993), 
fine and scarce (Michel 22) (Plate 21) £400-£440

991 E H 3pf, 4pf, 6pf and 8pf depicting Hitler, u/m set of four with normals for comparison, also two u/m sheets of twenty (5 x 4) 
of the 3pf value, a few gum bends as to be expected, scarce (Michel 23/26) £260-£300

992 E H Military Field Post (-) blue depicting Junkers Ju 52/3m, u/m sheet of twenty (5 x 4), a few gum bends as to be expected 
otherwise fine and scarce, accompanied by 1950 letter of guarantee from R.Trager (Michel 27) (Plate 27) £240-£280

993 C H 6pf violet depicting Himmler (Type II), u/m, fine and scarce (Michel 28 II) (Plate 21) £130-£150

994 C H 6pf violet depicting Himmler (Type II), u/m, fine and scarce (Michel 28 II) (Plate 21) £130-£150

995 C H 24pf+26pf brown-red depicting General Von Witzleben large part o.g., with normal stamp for comparison and envelope 
sent registered franked two normal examples, fine and scarce (Michel 29) (Plate 21) £130-£150

996
996 C H Governor Frank 20gr sepia, u/m example from the upper left corner of the sheet (mounted in the margin only), fine and rare 

(Michel 33) £800-£1000

997 E H Twenty-First Anniversary 12pf+8pf depicting Himmler putting chains on civilian, an unused ungummed sheet of 
twenty (4 x 5), some hinge remainders on reverse and what appears to be traces of shiny flat gum on front of 
bottom two stamps at lower left otherwise fine and a very rare multiple (Michel 32) (Plate 29)  £2000-£2400

998 C H Twenty-First Anniversary 12pf + 8pf red depicting Himmler putting chains on civilian, variety imperforate, part o.g., fine 
and scarce (Michel 32 var) (Plate 21) £160-£180

999 C H Winterhilfsbriefmarken red booklet dated 30 Juni 1943 containing one unused se-tenant pane of the 3pf+2pf 
Goebbels and 12pf+6pf Himmler parody stamps (five of each), also two unused blocks of four, an unused single 
3pf+2pf and a vertical pair used on small piece with what appears to be parts of two Italian datestamps, mixed 
condition but a rare assembly (Michel 30/31) (Plate 26)  £1000-£1200

GREAT BRITAIN

1000 E HP circa April 1940 George VI 1d to 3d dark colours, two large part o.g. sets of six ovpt with new ‘Postage’ value at 
top and ‘War Tax’ surcharge value at foot in both black and red, also two sets of stamp size proof impressions 
of the surcharge in black and red pulled from the printing plates, a fine and unusual assembly accompanied by a 
photocopy of a contemporary article published in the Daily Mail (Plate 28)  £1200-£1400

1001 C B 1940 “Spitfire Fund & Empire Propaganda Stamps” booklet issued by the ‘Constitutional Publishing Co’ containing six 
panes of four labels, slightly rusty staple otherwise fresh and fine (Plate 22) £100-£120

1002 C H circa 1942/43 George VI ½d to 3d pale colours and 1½d dark brown part o.g. set of six ovpt with two large ‘V’s at foot 
for a proposed Victory issue, the 2d with short corner perf at foot otherwise fine, also additional ½d and 1d values, scarce 
(Plate 26) £300-£340

1003 E * 1944 June 1 censored envelope to Canada franked 3d and 1s tied by faint FPO 790 (?) cds’s, with enclosure showing 
   printed “HEADQUARTERS:/21 ARMY GROUP.” and with written message referring to the loss of a soldier in Italy, signed 
   at foot ‘B. L. Montgomery’, also 1944 printed personal message to the troops with facsimilie signature, mostly fine
    £120-£140
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1004 E * Airgraphs: Selection incl unused and unreduced 1944-45 Christmas and New Year types from India and New Zealand, 
used examples, United States ‘V Mail’ usages, a few with original envelopes etc, mostly fine (12 items) £100-£120

1005 e  Booklet: “Struwwelhitler - A Nazi Story Book by Doktor Schrecklichkeit” a parody based on ‘Struwwelpeter’ by Robert 
and Philip Spence, twenty-four pages with ‘Copyright, Haycock Press Ltd London’ imprint on inside back cover, some 
stains along the edges at right and page 8 with closed tear with sellotape, scarce and unusual £120-£140

1006 E  Christmas Cards: Selection of seven privately produced and folded Christmas cards dating between 1938 and 1944 by 
Kimon Evan Marengo (Kem) all with satirical cartoons, his cartoonist coat of arms and with printed signatures, fine and 
unusual. Note: Kem was born in Egypt in 1904, he graduated in Paris in 1931. In 1939 he attended Oxford University 
and when war was declared he joined the Ministry of Information where he drew 3,000 propaganda posters, leaflets and 
political cartoons in various languages £360-£400

1007 E  Cinderellas and Labels: Collection on pages, many different types incl some foreign, mostly World War II though some 
earlier noted, also pay packet cards (3) and small booklet entitled “Hitler’s Spring Offensive Against the German People” 
etc, mixed condition (Scores) £260-£300

1008 E * Neville Chamberlain: Selection of eleven unused postcards and two photographs relating to the Chamberlain family incl 
real photographic types of overseas visits with Italy 1939 meeting with Mussolini (6) etc, mostly fine £100-£120

1009 ½B* Operation Overlord: Collection on fifty pages relating to the landings, incl photographs, press cuttings (mostly recent), 
leaflets, covers and envelopes etc, mainly fine £360-£400

1010 ½B* Postcards: Collection of about seventy patriotic and propaganda ppc’s on pages incl cards depicting Franz Halder, Dr 
Robert Ley and Dr Scheel, comic types with artist drawn incl Grimes and Donald McGill, caricatures, Hitler, British cards 
printed in Portuguese etc, a few duplicates, mostly fine £500-£600

1011 E * -- “Nazi Nursery Rhymes”, set of twelve unused numbered comic cards in black, red and white published by 
   Photochrom Co Ltd with satirical verses by Franklyn Kelsey and illustrations by Will Owen incl ‘Humpty Dumpty’, ‘Little 

Boy Blue’, ‘Little Jack Horner’ and ‘Simple Simon’, the first repaired and re-backed the remainder a little soiled though 
generally fine (Plate 24) £140-£160

1012 A  Proofs: Selection of twenty-six black and white printers proofs mounted on pages dated 1939 (13) and 1941 (13) by 
Kimon Evan Marengo (Kem) all with political or satirical cartoons as published in ‘John Bull’ or ‘Great Britain and 
the East’, mostly fine and a rare assembly. Note: Kem was born in Egypt in 1904, he graduated in Paris in 1931. In 
1939 he attended Oxford University and when war was declared he joined the Ministry of Information where he 
drew 3,000 propaganda posters, leaflets and political cartoons in several languages  £3000-£3400

1013 E * Sir Winston Churchill: Collection of postcards on pages incl real photographic and cartoon types, also three booklets, 
one entitled ‘Paroles dorees de Mr Churchill adressees a la Nation Francaise’ etc, mixed condition (14 items) £100-£120

PROPAGANDA FORGERIES

1014 C  ½d green Jubilee parody ‘THIS WAR IS A JEWSH WAR’, narrow margins at left, right and foot, ‘used’ with violet cds, fine 
(Michel 1) (Plate 22) £50-£50

1015 C  ½d green Jubilee parody ‘THIS WAR IS A JEWSH WAR’, unused vertical pair with gutter between, fine (Michel 1) 
   (Plate 21) £100-£120

1016 C  ½d green Jubilee parody ‘THIS WAR IS A JEWSH WAR’, unused horizontal pair with gutter between, fine (Michel 1) 
   (Plate 23) £100-£120

1017 C  ½d green Jubilee parody ‘THIS WAR IS A JEWSH WAR’, horizontal pair with narrow margins at left, right, foot, and with 
gutter between, ‘used’ with violet cds, fine (Michel 1) (Plate 26) £100-£120

1018 C  ½d green Jubilee parody ‘THIS WAR IS A JEWSH WAR’, horizontal pair with wide sheet margin at left, narrow margins at 
right and foot and with gutter between, ‘used’ with violet cds, fine (Michel 1) (Plate 26) £100-£120

1019 C  ½d green Jubilee parody ‘THIS WAR IS A JEWSH WAR’, horizontal strip of three with narrow margin at foot, ‘used’ with 
violet cds’s, fine (Michel 1) (Plate 26) £150-£170

1020 C  ½d green Jubilee parody ‘THIS WAR IS A JEWSH WAR’, horizontal strip of four with narrow margin at right and at foot, 
and each with gutter between, ‘used’ with violet cds’s, fine (Michel 1) (Plate 27) £200-£240

1021 C  ½d green Jubilee parody ‘THIS WAR IS A JEWSH WAR’, unused vertical strip of four with wide sheet margin at right and 
each with gutter between, fine (Michel 1) (Plate 26) £300-£340

1022 C  ½d green Jubilee parody ‘THIS WAR IS A JEWSH WAR’, unused block of nine with narrow margins at left, top and foot 
and each with gutter between, fine and a scarce multiple (Michel 1) (Plate 28) £300-£340
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1023
1023 C  ½d green Jubilee parody ‘THIS WAR IS A JEWSH WAR’, unused block of twelve (3 x 4) with narrow margins at left 

and right and each with gutter between, fine and a rare multiple (Michel 1)  £1000-£1200

1024 E  1½d Coronation parody, the original hand-painted artwork in lilac-brown and white on card (248 x 177mm) 
inscribed “SSSR BRITANNIA/TEHRAN 28.11.1943”, below “ERSTELLT: VI F 4 NOACK 44” inscription and example 
of the normal issued stamp, fine and probably unique (Plate 31)  £8000-£10000

1025 C  1½d brown Coronation parody, unused, fine (Michel 2) (Plate 21) £50-£60

1026 C  1½d brown Coronation parody, unused, centred to top, fine (Michel 2) (Plate 21) £50-£60

1027 C  1½d brown Coronation parody, unused with wide sheet margin at right and narrow margin at top, fine (Michel 2) 
   (Plate 26) £55-£65

1028 C  1½d brown Coronation parody, unused vertical pair with wide sheet margin at right, narrow margins at left and top and 
with gutter between, fine (Michel 2) (Plate 26) £110-£130

1029 C  1½d brown Coronation parody, unused vertical pair with wide sheet margin at right, narrow margins at left, top and foot 
and with gutter between, fine (Michel 2) (Plate 28) £110-£130

1030 C  1½d brown Coronation parody, unused vertical pair from the upper right corner of the sheet, narrow margin at foot and 
with gutter between, fine (Michel 2) (Plate 29) £120-£140

1031 C  1½d brown Coronation parody, unused vertical strip of three from the lower right corner of the sheet showing colour bars 
and reversed ‘GST’ at foot, narrow margin at left and each with gutter between, fine (Michel 2) (Plate 30) £200-£240

1032 C  1½d brown Coronation parody, unused vertical strip of three from the lower right corner of the sheet showing colour 
bars and reversed ‘GST’ at foot, narrow margin at left and at top and each with gutter between, fine (Michel 2) 

   (Plate 30) £200-£240

1033 C  1½d brown Coronation parody, unused vertical strip of four with wide sheet margin at right, narrow margins at left, top and 
at foot and each with gutter between, fine (Michel 2) (Plate 30) £220-£260

1034 C  1½d brown Coronation parody, unused vertical strip of four from the upper right corner of the sheet and each with gutter 
between, fine (Michel 2) (Plate 30) £220-£260
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1035 E  1½d brown Coronation parody, unused block of sixteen (4 x 4) with narrow margins at left, top and at foot and each 
with gutter between, fine and an extremely scarce multiple (Michel 2) (Plate 31)  £1000-£1200

1036 C  1½d brown Coronation parody variety imperforate, unused, two small faults at foot and creased at right otherwise fine, 
believed to be of proof status (Michel 2 var.) (Plate 26) £100-£120

1037 E  Commemorative Sheet printed in brown inscribed “SPECIAL- STAMP IN MEMORY OF THE FIRST DAY OF INVASION” in 
English and Russian bearing unused ‘Jubilee’ and ‘Coronation’ parody stamps, the sheet with creases and stains, scarce 
(Michel 1-2) £200-£240

1038 E  Commemorative Sheet printed in brown inscribed “SPECIAL- STAMP IN MEMORY OF THE FIRST DAY OF INVASION” 
in English and Russian bearing ‘Jubilee’ and ‘Coronation’ parody stamps each tied by “LONDON/AAA-O/-6 JUN/44/
SPECIAL-STAMP” cds in violet, fine and scarce (Michel 1-2) (Plate 32) £200-£240

1039 E  Commemorative Sheet printed in violet inscribed “SPECIAL- STAMP IN MEMORY OF THE FIRST DAY OF INVASION” 
in English and Russian bearing ‘Jubilee’ and ‘Coronation’ parody stamps each tied by “LONDON/AAA-O/-6 JUN/44/
SPECIAL-STAMP” cds in black, light central vertical crease otherwise fine and scarce (Michel 1-2) (Plate 32) £200-£240

1040 E  Commemorative Sheet printed in brown inscribed “SPECIAL- STAMP IN MEMORY OF THE FIRST DAY OF INVASION” 
   in English and Russian bearing unused ‘Jubilee’ and ‘Coronation’ parody stamps, fine and scarce (Michel 1-2) 
   (Plate 33) £260-£300

1041 E  Commemorative Sheet printed in blue inscribed “SPECIAL- STAMP IN MEMORY OF THE FIRST DAY OF INVASION” 
   in English and Russian bearing the set of six unused King George VI ½d to 3d values, fine and scarce (Michel 3/8) 
   (Plate 33) £180-£200

1042 E  Commemorative Sheet printed in blue inscribed “SPECIAL- STAMP IN MEMORY OF THE FIRST DAY OF INVASION” in 
English and Russian bearing the set of six King George VI ½d to 3d values each tied by “LONDON/AAA-O/- 6 JUN/44/
SPECIAL STAMP” cds in violet, fine and scarce (Michel 3/8) (Plate 34) £180-£200

1043 E  Commemorative Sheet printed in blue inscribed “SPECIAL- STAMP IN MEMORY OF THE FIRST DAY OF INVASION” in 
English and Russian bearing the set of six King George VI ½d to 3d values each tied by “LONDON/AAA-O/- 6 JUN/44/

   SPECIAL STAMP” cds in black, a couple of minor bends at left otherwise fine and scarce (Michel 3/8) 
   (Plate 34) £180-£200

1044 E  Commemorative Sheet printed in blue inscribed “SPECIAL- STAMP IN MEMORY OF THE FIRST DAY OF INVASION” in 
English and Russian bearing the set of six King George VI ½d to 3d values each tied by “LONDON/AAA-O/- 6 JUN/44/
SPECIAL STAMP” cds in black, the sheet with creases and stains, scarce (Michel 3/8) £100-£120

1045 C  King George VI Definitives ½d to 3d, the set of six unused, a few bluntish perfs as usual otherwise fine (Michel 3/8) 
   (Plate 29) £90-£100

1046 C  King George VI Definitives ½d to 3d, the set of six unused, the 1d and 1½d with narrow margin at top, a few bluntish perfs 
as usual otherwise fine (Michel 3/8) £90-£100

1047 C  King George VI Definitives ½d to 3d, the set of six unused, all (except 3d) with narrow margins on two sides, a few bluntish 
perfs as usual otherwise fine (Michel 3/8) (Plate 35) £90-£100

1048 C  King George VI Definitives ½d to 3d, the set of six used, all with narrow margins on one or more sides, a few bluntish perfs 
as usual otherwise fine (Michel 3/8) (Plate 35) £90-£100

1049 C  King George VI 2d orange (trimmed perfs at top and at foot) used with normal ½d pale green on envelope addressed 
to Wiltshire with embossed ‘SOMERSET COUNTY CLUB/TAUNTON’ on reverse, both tied by unclear light cds of 1953, 
unusual (Michel 6) (Plate 28) £100-£120

1050 C  Overprinted Definitives Series I “MURDER/RUIN”, “CATHEDRAL/ OF ROUEN” ½d to 3d the set of six unused, 
   the ½d with narrow margin at right, the 2½d with small thin otherwise fine and rare (Michel I 9a/14a) 
   (Plate 35)  £800-£900

1051 C  Overprinted Definitives Series I “MURDER/RUIN”, “CASTELLE/CANDOLFO” ½d to 3d the set of six unused, the ½d 
with narrow margin at right and at foot, fine and rare (Michel I 9b/14b) (Plate 35)  £800-£900

1052 C  Overprinted Definitives Series I “MURDER/RUIN”, “MONTE CASSINO” ½d to 3d the set of six unused, the 2d 
with narrow margin at left, the 2½d and 3d with narrow margins at right and at top, a few bluntish perfs as usual 
otherwise fine and rare (Michel I 9c/14c) (Plate 35)  £800-£900
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1053
1053 C  Overprinted Definitives Series I “MURDER/RUIN”, “SCHAFFHAUSEN/(SWITZERLAND)” ½d to 3d the set of six 

unused, a few bluntish perfs as usual otherwise fine and rare (Michel I 9d/14d)  £800-£900

1054 C  Overprinted Definitives Series I “MURDER/RUIN”, “CATHEDRAL OF COLOGNE” ½d to 1½d and 2½d to 3d 
unused, the 1½d with narrow margin at top, a few bluntish perfs as usual otherwise fine (Michel I 9f/11f, 13f/14f) 

   (Plate 35) £600-£700

1055 C  Overprinted Definitives Series I “MURDER/RUIN”, “SAN MARINO” 1d red and 2d orange, a few bluntish perfs as usual 
and the 1d with thin otherwise fine (Michel I 10e, 12e) (Plate 35) £200-£240

1056 C  Overprinted Definitives Series II “Extremes of World Policy” “WORLD-/Bouter letter sheet HEVISM”, ½d to 3d the set of 
six unused, mostly with narrow margins at places, a few bluntish perfs as usual otherwise fine and rare (Michel II 9a/14a) 
(Plate 35) £700-£800

1057 C  Overprinted Definitives Series II “Extremes of World Policy” “WORLD-CAPITALISM”, ½d to 3d the set of six unused, 
   mostly with narrow margins at places, a few bluntish perfs as usual otherwise fine and rare (Michel II 9b/14b) 
   (Plate 35) £700-£800

1058 C  Overprinted Definitives Series II “Extremes of World Policy” “WORLD-JUDAISM”, ½d to 3d the set of six unused, mostly with 
narrow margins at places, the 2½d with small stain at foot otherwise fine and rare (Michel II 9c/14c) (Plate 36) £700-£800

1059 C  Overprinted Definitives Series II “Extremes of World Policy” “14.8.41/THE/BLUFF CHARTER”, ½d to 3d the set of 
six unused, mostly with narrow margins at top or foot, a few bluntish perfs otherwise fine and rare (Michel II 9d/14d) 

   (Plate 36) £700-£800

1060 C  Overprinted Definitives Series II “Extremes of World Policy”, “EMPIRE’S/LIQUIDATION/AT/TEHRAN”, ½d to 3d the 
set of six unused, three with narrow margins two sides, a few bluntish perfs otherwise fine and rare (Michel II 9d/14d) 

   (Plate 36) £700-£800

1061 C  Overprinted Definitives Series II “Extremes of World Policy”, “WORLD-SLAVERY”, ½d to 3d the set of six unused, mostly 
with narrow margins at places, the 2½d a little rubbed and with thin and a few bluntish perfs as usual otherwise fine and 
rare (Michel II 9f/14f) (Plate 36) £700-£800

               
                                          1062                             1063                              1064                             1065                              1066                              1067
1062 C  Overprinted Definitives Series III “AAAO Invasion”, ½d green overprinted “AAA O/ENGLAND/HAS LOST/THE 

WAR”, unused, fine and rare (Michel III 9e)  £1000-£1200

1063 C  Overprinted Definitives Series III “AAAO Invasion”, 1d red overprinted “AAA O/COME ON/GERMANY/EXPECTS 
YOU/!”, unused, fine and rare (Michel III 10d)  £1000-£1200

1064 C  Overprinted Definitives Series III “AAAO Invasion”, 1½d brown overprinted “AAA O/ON/ORDER/OF/STALIN/!”, 
unused, fine and rare (Michel III 11b)  £1000-£1200

1065 C  Overprinted Definitives Series III “AAAO Invasion”, 2d orange overprinted “AAA O/ENGLAND/BLEEDS/ON THE 
ORDER/OF MOSCOW”, unused, fine and rare (Michel III 12c)  £1000-£1200

1066 C  Overprinted Definitives Series III “AAAO Invasion”, 2½d blue overprinted “AAA O/A MILITARY/ADVENTURE/!”, 
unused, couple of bluntish perfs otherwise fine and very rare (Michel III 13f)  £1000-£1200

1067 C  Overprinted Definitives Series III “AAAO Invasion”, 3d violet overprinted “AAA O/BUT WHO/WILL RETURN/?”, 
unused, couple of bluntish perfs otherwise fine and rare (Michel III 14a)  £1000-£1200
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1068 E  A hardbound presentation album entitled “Briefmarken im Dienst der Kriegspropaganda” (Stamps in the service 
of War Propaganda) and with printed notice on the inside front cover “Dieses ist ein geheimer Gegenstand und 
muss als ‘Geheime Reichssache’ behandelt werden.” (This is a secret item and has to be treated as a ‘REICHS-
SECRET’), containing five unused sets of the ½d to 3d definitive forgeries, all unused incl the ‘Murder Ruin (Bombs)’ 
and ‘Extremes of World Policy’ issues, also the Jubilee ½d and Coronation 1½d parody issues, all mounted on 
pages with with a descriptive explanation of their purpose printed in German. A fascinating volume although 
unfortunately most of the pages have become detached from the binding. (The six AAAO Invasion stamps offered 
as earlier as lots were taken from this volume.)  £2600-£3000

1069 C  Overprinted Definitives Series IV “Liquidation of Empire”, ½d to 3d unused set of six overprinted “LIQUIDATION/OF 
EMPIRE/SINGAPORE”, the 2d with tiny thin, the 2½d with traces of cancellation and the 3d with narrow margin at right, 
some with bluntish perfs as usual otherwise fine (Michel IV 9a/14a) (Plate 36) £160-£180

1070 C  Overprinted Definitives Series IV “Liquidation of Empire”, ½d to 3d unused set of six overprinted “LIQUIDATION/OF 
EMPIRE/St LUCIA”, the ½d and 2d with narrow margins two sides, some with bluntish perfs as usual otherwise fine 
(Michel IV 9b/14b) (Plate 36) £160-£180

1071 C  Overprinted Definitives Series IV “Liquidation of Empire”, ½d to 3d unused set of six overprinted “LIQUIDATION/OF 
EMPIRE/BARBADOS”, the 1½d with two narrow margins, the 3d with narrow margin at right, some with bluntish perfs as 
usual otherwise fine (Michel IV 9c/14c) (Plate 36) £160-£180

1072 C  Overprinted Definitives Series IV “Liquidation of Empire”, ½d to 3d unused set of six overprinted “LIQUIDATION/OF 
EMPIRE/JAMAICA”, the 2d with two narrow margins, the 2½d with narrow margin at left, some with bluntish perfs as usual 
otherwise fine (Michel IV 9d/14d) (Plate 36) £160-£180

1073 C  Overprinted Definitives Series IV “Liquidation of Empire”, ½d to 3d unused set of six overprinted “LIQUIDATION/OF 
EMPIRE/TRINIDAD”, the ½d and 1d with two narrow margins, 2d with three narrow margins, some with bluntish perfs as 
usual otherwise fine (Michel IV 9e/14e) (Plate 37) £160-£180

1074 C  Overprinted Definitives Series IV “Liquidation of Empire”, ½d to 3d unused set of six overprinted “LIQUIDATION/OF 
EMPIRE/BAHAMA-Is”, the ½d with traces of violet cancellation, the 2d and 2½d with two narrow margins, some with 
bluntish perfs as usual otherwise fine (Michel IV 9f/14f) (Plate 37) £160-£180

1075 C  Overprinted Definitives Series IV “Liquidation of Empire”, ½d to 3d unused set of six overprinted “LIQUIDATION/OF 
EMPIRE/BERMUDA-Is”, the 1d with two narrow margins, some with bluntish perfs as usual otherwise fine (Michel IV 
9g/14g) (Plate 37) £160-£180

1076 C  Overprinted Definitives Series V “Liquidation of Empire”, ½d to 3d unused set of six overprinted “LIQUIDATION/OF 
EMPIRE/GRENADA”, some with bluntish perfs as usual otherwise fine (Michel V 9/14c) (Plate 37) £160-£180

1077 C  Overprinted Definitives Series V “Liquidation of Empire”, ½d to 3d unused set of six overprinted “LIQUIDATION/OF 
EMPIRE/RABAUL”, the 1d with two narrow margins, some with bluntish perfs as usual otherwise fine (Michel V 9a/14a) 
(Plate 37) £160-£180

1078 C  Overprinted Definitives Series V “Liquidation of Empire”, ½d to 3d unused set of six overprinted “LIQUIDATION/OF 
EMPIRE/BORNEO”, the 1d, 2½d and 3d with two narrow margins, some with bluntish perfs as usual otherwise fine (Michel 
V 9b/14b) (Plate 37) £160-£180

1079 C  Overprinted Definitives Series V “Liquidation of Empire”, ½d to 3d unused set of six overprinted “LIQUIDATION/OF 
EMPIRE/RANGOON”, the 1d with narrow margin, the 2½d with two narrow margins, some with bluntish perfs as usual 
otherwise fine (Michel V 9d/14d) (Plate 37) £160-£180

1080 C  Overprinted Definitives Series V “Liquidation of Empire”, ½d to 3d unused set of six overprinted “LIQUIDATION/OF 
EMPIRE/BOUGAINVILLE”, the ½d with two narrow margins, the 2½d with three narrow margins and the 3d with narrow 
margin at foot, some with bluntish perfs as usual otherwise fine (Michel V 9e/14e) (Plate 38) £160-£180

1081 C  Overprinted Definitives Series V “Liquidation of Empire”, ½d to 3d unused set of six overprinted “LIQUIDATION/OF 
EMPIRE/St VINCENT”, the ½d and 3d with two narrow margins, the 2½d with three narrow margins, some with bluntish 
perfs as usual otherwise fine (Michel V 9f/14f) (Plate 38) £160-£180

1082 C  Overprinted Definitives Series V “Liquidation of Empire”, 1d red unused block of six (3 x 2) comprising ‘RABAUL’ (2), 
‘BORNEO’, ‘GRENADA’, ‘BOUGAINVILLE’ and St VINCENT’, narrow margin at left, top and at foot, a fine and scarce 
multiple (Michel V 10a,b,c,e and f) (Plate 38) £200-£240

1083 C  Overprinted Definitives Series V “Liquidation of Empire”, 3d violet unused block of six (3 x 2) comprising ‘RABAUL’, 
‘BORNEO’, ‘GRENADA’ (2), ‘RANGOON’ and ‘BOUGAINVILLE’, wide or narrow margins all round, a fine and scarce 
multiple (Michel V 14a/14e) (Plate 38) £200-£240

1084 E  Overprinted Definitives Series IV “Liquidation of Empire”, Commemorative Sheet printed in blue inscribed “SPECIAL-
STAMP IN MEMORY OF THE FIRST DAY OF INVASION” in English and Russian bearing unused ½d ‘TRINIDAD’, 1d 
‘BERMUDA-Is’, 1½d ‘St LUCIA’, 2d ‘JAMAICA’, 2½d ‘HONGKONG’ and 3d ‘BARBADOS’, the sheet with central vertical 
fold otherwise fine and scarce (Michel IV 9e,10g,11b,12d,13h and 14c) (Plate 39) £200-£240
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1085 E  Overprinted Definitives Series IV “Liquidation of Empire”, Commemorative Sheet printed in blue inscribed “SPECIAL-
STAMP IN MEMORY OF THE FIRST DAY OF INVASION” in English and Russian bearing used ½d ‘St LUCIA’, 1d 
‘JAMAICA’, 1½d ‘HONGKONG’, 2d ‘BARBADOS’, 2½d BAHAMA Is’ and 3d ‘SINGAPORE’, all tied by “LONDON/
AAA-O/-6 JUN/44/SPECIAL STAMP” cds’s in violet, the sheet with central vertical fold and diagonal fold at right otherwise 
fine and scarce (Michel IV 9b,10d,11c,12h,13f and 14a) (Plate 39) £200-£240

1086 C  Overprinted Definitives Series IV “Liquidation of Empire”, ½d to 3d unused set of six overprinted “LIQUIDATION/OF 
EMPIRE/BERMUDA-Is”, the 1d with two narrow margins, some with bluntish perfs as usual otherwise fine (Michel IV 
9g/14g) (Plate 37) £160-£180

1087 E  The remainder of the collection on three pages incl Jubilee ½d (2) and Coronation 1½d parody issues, the later issues 
mostly comprise Liquidation of Empire types both unused and used, mixed condition (50) £400-£440

JERSEY

1088
1088 C H Jersey 1940 Prepared for use by J. T. Bigwood but not issued ‘ETATS DE JERSEY’ imperforate 1d scarlet and 1d 

scarlet with swastika ovpt (SG SW19/20) matching large part o.g. examples from the lower right corner of the 
sheet, the first with thin at upper right otherwise fine and rare, cat £6,000  £1500-£1700

CHANNEL ISLANDS
1089 A H* Collection of stamps and covers on pages dating between 1941 and about 1948 incl Guernsey 2d Stamp Centenary 

bisect on commercial cover, ppc’s showing the German underground hospital, Jersey 1943-44 3d violet proof, 1948 
Liberation sets ovpt ‘SPECIMEN’ and ‘CANCELLED’, fdc’s, forgeries of the occupation issues etc, an interesting lot (Few 
Hundred) £500-£600

ISLE OF MAN

1190
1090 E * “Knockaloe Camp /Peel” Skeleton Cancels: 1908 July 28 to August 8, selection of seven ppc’s addressed to England, 

all franked Edward ½d and tied by ‘KNOCKALOE CAMP/PEEL’ skeleton cancellations, views incl Soldiers Landing at 
Peel, Soldiers on Parade, Officers of the 4th Battalion South Lancashire and the Liverpool Scottish Volunteers boarding/
alighting a train, strikes and condition generally fine, a scarce assembly £500-£600
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WORLD WAR I KNOCKALOE INTERNEE CAMP MAIL 

1091
1091 C H 1915 “PRISONER OF WAR CAMP/KNOCKALOE. I.O.M.” (2d) red on ungummed paper perf 11, slight stains affect 

the shortish perfs at left, depicting camp fence and huts with three legged symbol in each corner, apparently 
designed and printed within the camp but withdrawn before use, a sheet of twenty-one is held in the Manx 
museum, this is believed to be the only recorded unused example of this stamp in private hands. An important and 
unique stamp. Ex Dr Tim Whitney  £1200-£1400

1092
1092 C 8 1915 “PRISONER OF WAR CAMP/KNOCKALOE. I.O.M.” (2d) red perf 11, a used vertical corner pair from the 

lower right of the sheet being imperf at right and at foot, each with circular framed (cork?) ‘KNOCKALOE/CAMP’ 
cancellation, the design depicting camp fence and huts with three legged symbol in each corner, apparently 
designed and printed within the camp but withdrawn before use, it is believed that only nine used examples of this 
stamp remain in private hands. An important and rare pair. Ex Dr Tim Whitney  £1300-£1500

1093 C 8 1915 “PRISONER OF WAR CAMP/KNOCKALOE. I.O.M.” (2d) red perf 11, a used vertical pair each with circular 
framed (cork?) ‘KNOCKALOE/CAMP’ cancellation, the design depicting camp fence and huts with three legged 
symbol in each corner, apparently designed and printed within the camp but withdrawn before use, it is believed 
that only nine used examples of this stamp remain in private hands. An important and rare pair. Ex Dr Tim Whitney 
(Plate 28)  £1200-£1400

1094 C 8 1915 “PRISONER OF WAR CAMP/KNOCKALOE. I.O.M.” (2d) red perf 11, a single used example with circular framed 
(cork?) ‘KNOCKALOE/CAMP’ cancellation, the design depicting camp fence and huts with three legged symbol in each 
corner, apparently designed and printed within the camp but withdrawn before use, light vertical bend at left otherwise 
a presentable example, it is believed that only nine used examples of this stamp remain in private hands. A rare stamp. 
(Plate 28) £500-£600

1095 C * 1915 December 28 postcard addressed to Ilford from Camp III Compound III and with oval “ALIENS’ DETENTION CAMP/
CENSORED/KNOCKALOE, I.O.M.” cachet in violet, the picture side with a well executed coloured scene depicting what 
is believed to be a group of men outside the camp post office/library, fine and attractive (Plate 40) £160-£180

1096 C * 1915 Christmas ppc showing black and white aerial view of camp, addressed to Finsbury Park from Camp III Compound I 
   and with violet ‘ALIENS’ DETENTION CAMP/CENSORED/KNOCKALOE, I.O.M.’ cachet, fine for these (Plate 40)
    £120-£140
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1097
1097 C * 1915 Christmas ppc showing coloured (hand tinted?) aerial view of camp, addressed to Sydenham from Camp II 
   Compound III and with violet ‘ALIENS’ DETENTION CAMP/CENSORED/KNOCKALOE, I.O.M.’ cachet, fine for 

these £120-£140

1098 E  1915 Collection of various entertainment leaflets and programmes etc on pages, incl July Musical evening, August 
   Sports Day, September Bath Institute, September Press Office, September Sportfest, October ConCert, October play 
   ‘Die Linien Taufe’, November talk on Airship travel (2 pages), December Weihnachts ConCert etc, mixed condition 

throughout and mostly with folds as to be expected (12 items) £240-£280

1099 E * 1915-19 selection of seventeen postcards on pages (unused unless stated) incl 1915 (Oct) Craftwork Exhibition, 
1915 Christmas (3, 1 with oval censored handstamp), 1916 Easter, 1916 Christmas (6 different, 1 with oval censored 
handstamp), 1917 Fatherland Festival, 1917 Easter (used with faint oval censored handstamp), 1917 Christmas (2 
different, 1 with oval censored handstamp), 1917 New Year (used with oval censored handstamp) etc, also two 
cards with plain backs, mixed condition  £600-£700

1100 C * 1916 September 1 ppc (Peel Castle and Peel Hill) sent from a prison guard to his wife in Wigan franked George V ½d 
tied by double ring ‘THE CAMP KNOCKALOE/PEEL’ cds, also ‘Prisoners of War’ envelope to Margate franked George 
V 1d tied by similar cds of September 2 1916 and also showing violet oval ‘ALIENS’ DETENTION CAMP/CENSORED/
KNOCKALOE, I.O.M.’ cachet, both about fine £140-£160

1101 C * 1916 Christmas ppc showing green and white Christmas tree, wife and children and prisoner thinking of them, addressed 
to Finsbury Park from Camp I Compound III and with rather faint violet ‘ALIENS’ DETENTION CAMP/CENSORED/
KNOCKALOE, I.O.M.’ cachet, fine for these (Plate 40) £100-£120

1102 C * 1916 Christmas ppc showing dark green and black interior of prison hut, Christmas tree and poem by Max Horner 
   addressed to Baden from Camp III Compound II and with violet ‘ALIENS’ DETENTION/CAMP/CENSORED/

KNOCKALOE, I.O.M.’ cachet, vertical bend through the cachet and slight abraision at right, also the same card unused 
   (Plate 40) £100-£120

1103 A  1916 Collection of various entertainment leaflets and programmes etc in album incl January Orchestral evening, February 
play ‘Die Leibrente’, March play ‘Die Goldne Spinne’, April Sand Picture Exhibition, May Boxing Tournament, May Musical 
evenings, July Sports Week, August to November Musical evenings, December Christmas ConCert etc, mixed condition 
throughout and mostly with folds as to be expected (31 items) £600-£700
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Ex 1104
1104 E * 1916 February 11 to 1917 July 26, selection on pages comprising four registered envelopes and one envelope 

sent registered, all with double ring ‘THE CAMP KNOCKALOE/PEEL’ cds’s and blue Camp registration labels, four 
   with oval ‘ALIENS’ DETENTION CAMP/CENSORED/KNOCKALOE, I.O.M.’ cachets (one in red), addressed 

to Paris (2), England (2) and Amsterdam, strikes and condition generally fine, a scarce assembly 
   (Plate 41)  £500-£600

1105 E * 1916-17 Selection of three editions of the four page newspaper “Lager-Echo” dated December 30 1916 (No. 3), March 30 
1917 (No. 4) and August 18 1917 (No. 7), all accompanied by the outer wrapper, the first from Camp 4 to Germany with 
‘P.C.’ in circle marking, the other two from Camp 3 to Austria, one with ‘P.C.’ in circle marking, also two other wrappers, 
the newspapers with creases and other small faults, scarce £400-£440

1106 C * 1917 British Propaganda postcard depicting Karl Topf a German civilian internee in the flower garden, addressed to 
his mother in Erfurt Germany, a duplicated card believed to have been dropped by the British over the German lines in 
Flanders, Karl Topf’s mother received a dozen or so of these facsimiles with letters and notes from respective finders, 
stains, and other slight faults etc, offered with photocopy of article from the May to July 1967 issue of the Postal History 
Society Bulletin which relates, unusual £100-£120

1107 C * 1917 Easter ppc showing black and white view of two inmates sitting on a rock by the sea, addressed to Schleswig 
   from Camp I with violet ‘ALIENS’ DETENTION/CAMP/CENSORED/KNOCKALOE, I.O.M.’ cachet, fine for these 
   (Plate 40) £80-£90

1108 C * 1917 Easter ppc in black and white showing bell and horns with verse below, addressed to Austria from Camp II with faint 
violet ‘ALIENS’ DETENTION/CAMP/CENSORED/KNOCKALOE, I.O.M.’ cachet and purple triangular Wien marking, fine 
for these (Plate 40) £80-£90

1109 C * 1917 Easter ppc in black and ochre showing dove flying out of egg, addressed to Wurttemburg from Camp III Compound 
II with violet ‘ALIENS’ DETENTION/CAMP/CENSORED/KNOCKALOE, I.O.M.’ cachet, fine for these (Plate 40) £80-£90

1110 C * 1917 Easter ppc in dark blue showing scenes of camp life within egg, addressed to Frankfurt from Camp IV Compound II 
with violet ‘ALIENS’ DETENTION/CAMP/CENSORED/KNOCKALOE, I.O.M.’ cachet, fine for these (Plate 40) £80-£90

1111 C * 1917 Christmas ppc in brown and green showing two prisoners with book on table, addressed to Austria from Camp 
III Compound I with violet ‘ALIENS’ DETENTION/CAMP/CENSORED/KNOCKALOE, I.O.M.’ cachet, a few corner scuffs 
otherwise fine for these (Plate 41) £100-£120

1112 C * 1917 Christmas ppc in black and deep yellow showing prisoner looking to the clouds and seeing an angel, addressed to 
Germany from Camp IV Compound I with slightly faint violet ‘ALIENS’ DETENTION/CAMP/CENSORED/KNOCKALOE, 
I.O.M.’ cachet, fine for these (Plate 41) £100-£120

1113 C * 1917 Christmas ppc in dark blue and deep yellow showing Santa Claus with sack of presents outside a hut, addressed 
to Germany from Camp III Compound I with slightly faint violet ‘ALIENS’ DETENTION/CAMP/CENSORED/KNOCKALOE, 
I.O.M.’ cachet, fine for these (Plate 41) £100-£120

1114 A  1917 Collection of various entertainment leaflets and programmes etc in album incl January Orchestral evening, January 
Emperor’s Birthday concert, February play ‘Sein Alibi’, March Football matches, April Exhibition, April Football match, 
June and July Musical evenings, July Football match, August play ‘Was werden die Leute sagen’, September to December 
Football matches etc, mixed condition throughout and mostly with folds as to be expected (27 items) £500-£600
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1115 E  1918 Collection of various entertainment leaflets and programmes etc on pages comprising January Emperor’s Birthday 
concert, February Football match (postponed from January), May Football match, August Gymnastic Competition, August 
play ‘Das Tal des Lebens’, September Horticultural Exhibition, September Schulfest and December play ‘Stein unter 
Steinen’ Football matches etc, mixed condition throughout and mostly with folds as to be expected (8 items) £160-£180

1116 E * Incoming Mail: 1915 November 12 to 1917 August 10, selection of four 3d brown registered envelopes all from London, 
each with violet oval ‘ALIENS’ DETENTION CAMP/CENSORED/KNOCKALOE, I.O.M.’ arrival cachets, strikes and condition 
generally fine, scarce (Plate 41) £320-£360

1117 E * -- 1915-19 Selection of fifteen covers or cards on pages, mostly from Germany and nearly all with oval “ALIENS’ 
DETENTION CAMP/CENSORED/KNOCKALOE, I.O.M.” or “P.C.” in circle cachets, incl 1916 card from Bavaria to Prisoner 
of War camp near Towcester re-directed to Knockaloe Camp, 1918 envelope with enclosure showing “THIS LETTER/
IS/TOO LONG” cachet, 1919 envelope with “REPATRIATED” and framed “P.W.I.B./Repatrie/RETOUR/Return to Sender” 
handstamps etc, an interesting lot in mixed condition £500-£600

1118 B  Ephemera: Karl Richard Wutzler, collection of ephemera etc on pages regarding this internee who was originally 
interred at Olympia, incl ppc’s bought by him before internment with views of London, Hendon Aviation Grounds 
and southern England, some patriotic and comic cards, 1914 Metropolitan Police ‘Certificate of Registration of an 
Alien Enemy’ form, 1914 ‘Alien’s Parole’ form, 1915 Red Cross card, many 1916 to 1919 concert programmes with 
admission tickets, 1919 ‘Bescheinigung’ going home document and deportation papers etc, an interesting lot in 
generally fine condition (Hundreds)  £1000-£1200

1119 A * Picture Postcards: Collection of forty-eight real photographic types in album incl internees with gymnastic club and 
displays, groups, interior of chapel, model boat exhibition, model village, theatrical productions, wicker products display, 
1917 Exhibition of items made, 1917 Football Championship etc, also catering staff, officers in the dining room, Inspection 
parade, Troops Hospital patients and staff etc, mostly unused and fine £240-£280

1120 E * -- Collection of twenty-three postcards on pages depicting officers etc, mostly studio portrait types with many signed but 
some real photgraphic types noted, mostly fine £200-£240

1121 E * Postal Stationery: Selection of stampless envelopes etc on pages, incl printed ‘Markel Committee’ type, 1916 envelope 
to Peru with red circular “POST OFFICE/P C/PRISONERS OF WAR” handstamp, envelopes with printed enclosures, also 
some letter sheets etc, unused and used (mainly to Germany) an interesting lot (23 items) £300-£340

1122 ½B The balance of the collection on pages incl ppc’s with pre camp views, ephemera, photographs, drawings and diagrams, 
diary extracts, camp magazine, letters etc, also some items relating to Onchan World War II internment camp incl hand 
painted Christmas cards etc, mixed condition throughout (Scores) £500-£600

OTHER INTERNEMENT CAMPS

1123 ½B* Cunningham Holiday and Internment Camp: Collection of mostly ppcs on pages incl real photographic types with views 
of the billiard room,camp internees at work, camp orchestra, dining room interiors, the lounge, palm court, swimming bath, 
tennis courts, tents, comic types, coloured types with aerial views, 1914 Christmas postcard with violet “ALIENS’ CAMP/
CENSORED/ISLE OF MAN” cachet, also some ephemera incl advertising cards, metallic camp badge, 1914 ‘Camp Echo’ 
magazine (Issue No. 1), 1916 ‘Camp Echo’ magazine (Issue No. 7), 1924 Joseph Cunningham ‘In Memoriam’ booklet, 
1934 ‘Camp Herald’ magazine etc, and a few Howstrake Holiday Camp cards, an interesting lot in generally fine condition 
(135 items) £800-£900

1124 ½B* Selection of camp newspapers incl ‘The Onchan Pioneer’ apparently complete from No. 1 (July 27 1940) to No. 47 (July 
20 1941) and a few others, also the same photocopied and bound and a group of eighteen real photographic ppc’s mostly 
showing Cunningham Camp etc, mainly fine £300-£340

See also lot 1747

INDIAN NATIONAL ARMY

1125 C H ‘Azad Hind’ 1943 R1r+R2 in black, black and orange and black orange and green (CW A10/A12, u/m, some natural gum 
bends otherwise fine, BPA Cert (2002), also the set of nine lower values perforated and the set of nine imperf plus the 
R1+R2 black and orange, mostly fine (22). These stamps were produced in Germany in anticipation of the ‘liberation’ of 
India by the Japanese (Plate 41) £240-£280

ITALY

1126 E * 1940-43 selection of four printed Fascist party envelopes, all used to Rome with three sent registered, all with faults or 
stains £100-£120

1127 E H circa 1943 British Anti-Italian Propaganda forgery in a complete unused sheet of twenty (4 x 5) and a horizontal pair (both 
without gum) being a parody of the 1941 Italo-German Friendship 50c value but printed in dull green instead of violet and 
inscribed at foot “Zwei Volker/Ein Krieg” (Two peoples, one war) and the value tablets without any indication of value, 
also a single part o.g example of the the 25c green with changed expressions on the faces of Hitler and Mussolini etc and 
genuine stamps for comparison, fine and scarce (Plate 42) £500-£600
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1128 ½B* Collection of fifty-five black and white and coloured propaganda and patriotic ppc’s on pages incl anti-British types, 
anti-German types, feldpost types used and pro-partisan resistance cards etc, a colourful and interesting lot with many 
fine £600-£700

1129 E * Selection of six black and white artist drawn ppc’s on pages from a series entitled ‘Nazifascismo Proibito’ (numbered 
   1-6 on reverse) believed to have been prepared by Italian partisans and depicting various depraved and explicit 
   poses of Hitler and Mussolini, also three similar designs on thin paper (proofs?) and a coloured plain back card, some 

with overall stain spots otherwise fine (PLEASE NOTE: DUE TO THE ADULT CONTENT OF THESE CARDS WE CANNOT 
PROVIDE PHOTOCOPIES OR SCANS, PERSONAL VIEWING WILL ONLY BE ALLOWED TO PERSONS AGED EIGHTEEN 
OR OVER) £120-£140

LUXEMBOURG

1130 E * Set of six numbered black and red on sepia propaganda comic cards on pages entitled ‘Circus Germany’ by ‘Vum Neckel’ 
depicting Hitler, Goebbels, Goering, Himmler, Mussolini and Gustav Simon, a fine and scarce set £100-£120

MALTA

1131 C * 1941 envelope addressed to Instanbul franked 1d (SG 219) tied by unclear Valletta cds, alongside ‘HELP THE MALTA 
RELIEF FUND’ ½d ‘V’ label and triangular censor marking, on reverse a host of Turkish transit datestamps and framed 
Retour handstamp, a little soiled and some stained perf tips, scarce (Plate 42) £70-£80

MEMEL 

1132 C * 1939 March 23 envelope franked ovpt ‘Memelland ist frei.’ set of four, the 35c with variety ‘Overprint inverted’, also 
envelope franked 35c and 60c and postcard franked 35c, a few stains noted at places otherwise fine £120-£140

NETHERLANDS

1133 A * Collection of about fifty ppc’s (incl some duplication) in album, black and white and coloured, incl comic with artist drawn, 
patriotic, anti-nazi propaganda and liberation types etc, mostly fine £460-£500

1134 E * Set (?) of ten coloured propaganda comic anti-nazi cards on pages by ‘Smits’ mainly depicting Hitler, also five duplicates, 
a few stains at places though mostly fine £200-£240

1135 E * Set (?) of twelve coloured propaganda comic anti-nazi cards on pages signed ‘Nico Broekman 1941’ and sold after the 
liberation, mainly depicting defeated German soldiers etc, also ten duplicates, mostly fine £120-£140

NEW ZEALAND 

1136 E * 1944-45 Selection of ten patriotic or propaganda envelopes addressed to the United States, comprising printed types (6), 
the remainder with American ‘This is the Enemy’ labels, fine £160-£180

NORWAY

1137 E H circa 1941 Set of four aerial propaganda leaflets (132 x 215mm) with satirical essays produced by the British SOE 
   officially known as the “Norwegian Stamp Collection”, each containing one large label and three or four smaller perforated 

‘postage stamp’ size labels, mostly with gum, some with bends and other minor faults as to be expected, nevertheless a 
scarce assembly £300-£340

1138 C * 1942 March 13 envelope franked with red, white and black ‘V’ Viktoria label tied by Feldpost cds, blue ‘Dienstelle 39450’ 
cachet alongside, another label affixed but not cancelled on reverse, also large part o.g. block of eight labels, fine and 
scarce (Plate 42) £120-£140

POLAND 

1139 E * 1942-45 Selection of eleven items on pages incl German feldpost cards, ‘GENERALGOUVERNMENT’ postal stationery 
cards to Lisbon (3) with various cachets, Polish Exile set on envelope sent registered etc, mostly fine £150-£170

RUSSIA

1140 C * Anti-German propaganda Feldpost card depicting Hitler as a gorilla in a cage with blood dripping from his mouth 
   and over his fingers entitled ‘DA GEHORT ER HIN DA KOMMT ER HIN!’, unused and with central fold, scarce 
   (Plate 43) £200-£240
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1141
1141 C * Propaganda Postkarte dated 1942 at upper left and depicting maimed soldier at home with wife and small children entitled 

‘Die Heimkehr’, being a forgery of a 6pf green Hindenburg postal stationery card with text also in green, unused and with 
two pinholes at left, scarce £200-£240

1142 C * Propaganda Postkarte depicting small children looking up to woman entitled ‘Brot, Brot!’, being a forgery of a 6pf green 
Hindenburg postal stationery card with text also in green, unused, fine and scarce (Plate 43) £200-£240

1143 C * Propaganda Postkarte depicting wooden crosses each surmounted by a German helmet with carrion birds circling above 
entitled “Lebensraum im Osten” being a forgery of a 6pf green Hindenburg postal stationery card with text also in green, 
unused, fine and scarce, signed Zirath (Plate 43) £200-£240

1144 C * Propaganda Postkarte depicting woman with baby in arms walking among wooden crosses each surmounted by a 
German helmet entitled ‘Sie wird Dich suchen’ being a forgery of a 6pf green Hindenburg postal stationery card with text 
also in green, unused, Walter Zirath Certificate (1999), fine and scarce (Plate 43) £200-£240

1145 C * Anti-nazi Propaganda ppc dropped over German lines in early 1941 depicting Hitler and Goring each enjoying the 
company of young woman, on reverse two facsimile German handstamps, unused, creased and soiled but scarce 

   (Plate 44) £200-£240

1146 C * Anti-nazi Propaganda ‘Feldpostkarte’ dropped over German lines probably in 1943 depicting Hitler crawling out from 
under a helmet that is being shelled and quote from the Crimea Conference, on reverse printed message, unused, fine 
and scarce (Plate 44) £200-£240

1147 C * Anti-nazi Propaganda ‘Feldpostkarte’ depicting German prisoners entitled ‘Deutsche Soldaten in russischer 
Kriegsfangenschaft’, on reverse printed message, unused, fine and scarce (Plate 44) £200-£240

1148 C * Anti-nazi Propaganda ppc depicting satirical coloured cartoon of Himmler entitled ‘Himmler, Hitlers Bluthund’ and with 
Russian text above, on reverse printed ‘Henker Himmler’ verse and facsimile German handstamp, unused, fine and scarce 
(Plate 45) £200-£240
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1149 C * Anti-nazi Propaganda ppc depicting Goring and town being bombed by aircraft entitled ‘Es Wird Zeit, Dass Sie Sich 
   Erschiessen, Herr Goring’, on reverse printed address, unused, faults at left, scarce, signed Krischke (Plate 45)
    £200-£240

1150 C * Anti-nazi Propaganda ppc depicting Hitler and Von Brauchitsch studying a map of the Eastern front inscribed ‘Von 
Brauchitsch: Ich will mir mal ansehen, wie dieser Abenteurer das Kommando fuhrt...’, on reverse printed message and 
facsimile German handstamp, unused, fine and scarce (Plate 45) £200-£240

1151 C * Propaganda ‘FELDPOST’ ppc depicting Generalfeldmarschall Wilhelm List, on reverse printed biography, unused, fine 
and scarce (Plate 45) £200-£240

1152 C * Propaganda ‘FELDPOST’ ppc depicting Generalfeldmarschall v. Bock, on reverse printed biography, unused, fine and 
scarce (Plate 46) £200-£240

1153 C * Propaganda ‘FELDPOST’ ppc depicting Generalfeldmarschall v. Leeb, on reverse printed biography, unused, fine and 
scarce (Plate 46) £200-£240

1154 C * Propaganda ‘FELDPOST’ ppc depicting Generalfeldmarschall Walter v. Reichenau, on reverse printed biography, unused, 
fine and scarce (Plate 46) £200-£240

1155 C * Propaganda ‘FELDPOST’ ppc depicting Generalfeldmarschall v. Rundstedt, on reverse printed biography, unused, fine 
and scarce (Plate 46) £200-£240

1156 C * Anti-nazi propaganda ppc depicting iron cross and swastika entitled ‘Der Gaunetr Hitler, Betrugt Seine Solidaten, on 
reverse printed message and facsimile German handstamp, two small faults at left, scarce (Plate 47) £120-£140

1157 C * Propaganda ‘FELDPOST’ ppc depicting Generalfeldmarschall Walter v. Brauchitsch, on reverse printed biography, 
unused, fine and scarce (Plate 47) £200-£240

1158 A * Collection of fifty black and white and coloured mostly propaganda ppc’s in album incl ‘Dogs of War’ types (8 plus 4 
duplicates), caricatures of Hitler and Goebbels etc, some postally used and a few duplicates, a colourful and interesting 
lot with many fine £700-£800

1159 E * Collection of fourteen propaganda letter-sheets (plus four duplicates) on pages depicting caricatures of Hitler etc, some 
postally used, some with stains though generally good to fine, an unusual and scarce group £500-£600

SWITZERLAND

1160 ½B* Collection of about eighty black and white or sepia propaganda cartoon ppc’s on pages, mostly published by or 
   attributed to the Swiss printer ‘Freiheitsverlag’, mostly with text in Portuguese, subjects and topics mainly depict 
   Churchill, Roosevelt and Stalin, some duplication, mostly fine £500-£600

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

1161 E H 1944 6pf violet Hitler head forgery in a complete u/m sheet of fifty (10 x 5), a few seperated perfs in the margin and the 
lower left stamp with small thin otherwise a fine and rare multiple (Michel 15) (Plate 47) £600-£700

1162 E H -- 12pf carmine Hitler head forgery in a complete u/m sheet of fifty (10 x 5), the upper right stamp with surface scrape 
otherwise a fine and rare multiple (Michel 16) £600-£700

1163 E H -- 12pf carmine Hitler ‘Death Head Skull’ inscribed ‘FUTSCHES REICH’ in an u/m block of thirty (6 x 5) with complete 
   sheet margins at left, top and at foot, one stamp at foot with thin otherwise a fine and rare multiple (Michel 17) 
   (Plate 44) £500-£600

1164 E H -- ‘Operation Cornflakes’, collection on pages incl faked, forged, parody and genuine stamps, miniature sheets, covers 
and cards etc, an interesting lot (40 items) £500-£600

1165 ½B* Collection of 138 illustrated patriotic and propaganda envelopes on pages, some with labels attached, subjects incl 
comic, commemorations, flags of occupied nations on fdc, Hitler, War Bonds, etc, cancellations with free, marines and 
naval etc, an interesting lot in generally fine condition £700-£800

1166 A * Collection of patriotic and propaganda brochures, cards, labels, leaflets, miniature war posters and poster stamps etc in 
album, mostly fine, a colourful and interesting lot (Scores) £400-£440

1167 ½B* Collection of 106 mostly coloured patriotic and propaganda ppc’s on pages, subjects incl advertising, aircraft, camp life, 
caricatures of personalities, comic, Hitler, satirical and Woman’s Army Corps etc, a few duplicates noted, an interesting lot 
in generally fine condition £400-£440
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GREAT BRITAIN

AFTERNOON SESSION
Not starting before 12.30pm.

GREAT BRITAIN POSTAL HISTORY - MULREADYS 

1168
1168 C * 1840 May 7, 1d Mulready letter sheet Forme 3, Stereo ‘A50’ from London to Leeds with fine strike of red MC at foot 
   (contrary to regulations) with MY 7 1840 despatch cds on reverse, a fine and rare cover with this 2nd day 

usage  £2200-£2600

1169
1169 C * -- May 16, 1d Mulready letter sheet Forme 2, Stereo “A 19”, addressed locally to Blanford, with lovely bright red MC on 

front and matching three lined BLANDFORD/16 MY 1840/PY POST h/s on reverse, unfolded scarce  £1500-£1700
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1170 C * -- May 16, Mulready 1d black envelope (Forme 2, A 151) addressed to Thorne cancelled by two strikes of the red MC 
(contrary to regulations) and showing Hull datestamp also in red at lower left, two vertical creases and overall soiling 
otherwise fine and a scarce ‘May Date’ usage, cat from £1,200 £160-£180

1171
1171 C * -- December 28, 1d Mulready letter sheet Forme 4, Stereo “A 42”, with advertisment for ‘Jell’s General & 

Commercial Envelope’ inside, addressed to Wandsworth with superb strike of brown MC on front, dated DE 28 
1840 on reverse, unfolded and very rare, Mike Jackson Cert (2012), cat £18,000  £3600-£4000

1172
1172 C * -- 1d Mulready letter sheet Forme 1, Stereo “A 11” (displaced), with advertisment for ‘Atlas Assurance Company’ 

inside, addressed to Cornwall with superb strike of black “11” in MC on front and faint part arrival cds at lower left, 
part despatch cds on reverse, unfolded and rare, cat (from) £4,500  £2000-£2400

1173 C * 1841 March 12, 1d Mulready letter sheet Stereo “A 5”, from Perth to Errol/Leith and then re-addressed to Edinburgh, 
   wiith lovely strike of black MC, additional charge of 1d by m/s “1” and ‘ERROL’ straight line h/s on front, boxed 
   Perth Mr 12 1841 despatch datestamp and Leith MR 15 cds on reverse, vertical filing fold, a rare item 
   (Plate 48)   £1200-£1400

1174 E * Mulready Caricatures: Selection of four unused J.W. Southgate envelopes (plus matching Deraedemaeker 
   reproductions) comprising No.1 ‘Pickpocket’, No.2 ‘Ladies School’, No.3 ‘Peg-Leg Sailor’ and No.5 ‘Pickwick’, cond 

varies with odd tone spots in places. Also Deraedemaeker reproductions of Fores’s Hunting Envelopes No.4 and Menzies 
envelope State 1B. (10) £300-£340

1175 A * -- Very useful collection of 17 unused envelopes written-up on pages comprising William Spooner No.1-14 (excl 
No.5, No.7, No.9), Leech’s ‘Anti-Graham’ in blue (Deraedemaeker reproduction), Southgate No.6 ‘Papal’ and No.4 
‘Blarney Stone’, and Fores’s Courting Envelope No.1, Comic Envelope No.1, and Civic Envelope No.8, cond varies but 
mainly fine, also 1840 Mulready 1d letter sheet used and 1d envelope photolithographic forgery. (19)  £1000-£1200
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1176 E P -- William Makepeace Thackeray caricature lettersheet, proof impression (stated to be from plate 34) on India paper, 
255x230mm, a couple of minor stains (not affecting design) and edge imperfections as often but scarce. Also similar 
proof impression from the defaced plate on laid paper, 198x163mm, of which only 120 examples were pulled, in very fine 
condition , a scarce and attractive pair (Plate 48) £150-£170

POSTAL HISTORY

1177 E * 1696 October 27 entire letter from the Naval Ordnance Office addressed to John Hooper, Storekeeper for the office of 
Ordnance, Portsmouth and endorsed “For his Maj[es]ties Service”, backstamped with very fine OC/27 London Bishop 
mark with a near complete Ordnance Office red wax seal (three cannons and cannon balls), somewhat worse for wear and 
repaired in places but rare £60-£70

1178 C * 1786 The Governmnet Penny Post’ entire from Hampstead to Richmond and back, the back flap with reciving ‘Bishop 
Mark’ for 6 OC and a superb strike of the ‘PENNY POST PAID’ datestamp for the Temple office Friday (Wilcocks 357), very 
fine, scarce and attractive (Plate 48) £130-£150

1179 C * 1799 April 2 cut-down “On His Majesty’s Service / Post Paid.” lettersheet (address panel only) addressed to “Acton 
Chaplin Esq, Aylesbury” (believed to be the tax officer at Aylesbury) bearing large triple-ring Paid cds in red but also rated 
at 5d as the 1798 Income Tax Act did not provide for free mail to tax offices, fine and rare £60-£70

1180
1180 C * House of Commons - Free Mail: 1818 entire letter from the ‘Parliamentary Committee on Education’ to ‘The Revd 

the Officiating Minister of the Parish or Chapelry’ in Darlington, asking ten questions regarding education in 
schools run by Charitable Foundations in the parish, with ‘Free/F. FREELING’ at lower left and with good strike of 
crowned 24 AP 1818 cancel at top right, central filing fold, fine and scarce  £1500-£1700

1181 E * 1832 March 20 OHMS outer letter sheet from “Admiralty-Office, GEORGE ELLIOT.” to “Lieut George Wilson, 
Burntisland, Fife” and endorsed “If the Triton be sailed (in which ship Lt Wilson is a passenger) from Leith, to be 
forwarded as under” and further endorsed “Post Office, Montreal, N America”, cancelled by fine Crown and double 
ring with cross Free Frank in red with “BURNTISLAND” s/l handstamp in black and two Scottish transit cds’s in red 
(March 22 and 23 respectively) on reverse, forwarded to North America as per instructions with partial Halifax (Nova 
Scotia) arrival cds (May 30) and Montreal arrival cds (August 16) from where it was redirected to York (renamed Toronto 
in 1834), extensively repaired still an interesting cover £90-£100

1182 E * 1840 May 25 outer letter sheet addressed to “Sir John Barrow Bar, Admiralty, London” endorsed “On Her Majesty’s 
   Service” and “Paid”, front with red Portsmouth despatch cds and red manuscript “P2” which has been over stamped 

with a red London “PAID” tombstone dated May 26, a rare cover illustrating the confusion caused by the 1840 postal 
reforms as it has not been decided exactly how government mail was to be handled, some faults to reverse but fine and 
fresh appearance £120-£140

1183 C * -- October 30 small cover from London to Caerleon, franked with four margined 1d black plate 8 (LB) tied to by neat 
red MC, with fair boxed “TP/Kensington” alongside, reverse has London dispatch cds, cover with punch hole and some 
toning and adhesive a trace of creasing £90-£100

1184 C * -- September 7 entire from London to Hereford, franked with four margined 1d black (plate 6) lettered I-K tied by red MC, 
despatch cds on reverse, two vertical filing folds clear of stamp and light staining on the front £130-£150
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1185 C * -- November 7 outer letter sheet from Thurso to London, franked with 1d black plate 4 (BE) just tied to by rather untidy 
MC in red, adhesive has four clear to large margins, reverse bears Thurso rectangular ds for No 7 1840, Edinburgh transit 
for Nov 9 and London arrival ds for No 11, vert filing crease but adhesive unaffected £90-£100

1186 C * -- November 18 entire addressed locally within Dublin, franked with 1d black plate 6 (TB), the adhesive with close to very 
large margins and used by central MC in red (not tied), entire has address partially erased and vert filing crease, faults not 
affecting adhesive £80-£90

1187 C * -- November 19 outer letter sheet from Honiton to Crewkerne franked at lower left with 1d black, plate 5, 
lettered G (just touched lower left, to good margins) this tied by brown MC, HONITON despatch cds on reverse 

   (Plate 48)  £1000-£1200

1188 C * -- November 24 entire from Lewes to Bath, franked with four margined 1d black (IJ) plate 5 tied by light red MC, with 
straight line ‘MISSENT TO’ and ‘LAMBERHURST’ double arc cds in blue dated No 25, Lewes despatch cds in red on 
reverse, vertical filing fold clear of stamp and markings, unusual £800-£900

1189
1189 C * 1841 1d red-brown lettered L-B on envelope from Shap (Cumbria) to Westmorland, tied by two strikes of the 

undated SHAP ‘town’ cancel in blue (SG Spec B1vb) with a further strike on reverse, an attractive and rare cover, 
cat £8,000  £2000-£2400

1190 C * -- 1d red-brown plate 31, two examples lettered NA and NB used on mourning envelope addressed to St. Ives each 
with blue Maltese Cross cancellation (SG Spec B20.sc), blue (possibly March1843) Truro cds alongside and manuscript 

   ‘March 31st’ below, some staining around the margins, small part of margin missing from left of NA and with horizontal 
fold clear of the adhesives otherwise fine and scarce, BPA Cert (2012) (Plate 48) F £500-£600

1191 C * -- January 12 outer letter sheet from Cambridge to London franked with 1d black plate 1b (KL) just tied by bright red MC, 
adhesive four clear to very large margins, ragged at top, reverse bears Cambridge cds for Ja 12 1841 and London arrival 
cds for following day £70-£80

1192 C * -- January 26 entire from Darlington to Hartlepool, franked with four margined 1840 1d black, plate 10, lettered 
E-C, this tied by red MC (SG AS66h) with despatch cancel in blue on reverse, a couple of repaired tears to the 
cover, clear BPA Cert (1976) (Plate 48)  £1200-£1400

1193 C * -- January 26 entire from Newport (Isle of Wight) to Winchester, bearing 1d black plate 6 (HH) with four clear to large 
margins, just tied by light, rather poorly struck mc in red, reverse bears fine Newport cds in red, heavy vert filing crease 
but adhesive not affected £140-£160

1194 C * -- February 5 entire letter from Edinburgh to Arbroath franked 1840 2d blue plate 2 horizontal pair lettered EK-EL, clear 
   to very large margins and cancelled by red MC, EK affected by filing fold, also 1840 December entire from Worcester 

to the same address franked 1840 2d plate 1 lettered QA with margins three sides also cancelled by red MC, fine 
    £700-£800

1195 C * -- February 24 outer letter sheet (reduced) from Dublin to Wexford, franked with 1841 1d red-brown plate 9, (just touching 
at lower left to large margins) lettered B-I, this tied by black MC, with despatch cancel and WEXFORD arrival cds dated 
Fe 25 on reverse, Brandon Cert (2000) which states “Believed to be the earliest recorded date of use of this plate in red in 
Ireland”, a fine exhibition piece (Plate 49) £1600-£1800

1196 C * -- March 26 outer letter sheet franked 1840 1d plate 8 lettered NB, just touching to large margins, affixed at upper left 
and tied by two strikes of the MC in black (contrary to regulations), addressed to Wimborne from Stoney Stratford with 
despatch datestamp and London transit c.d.s (March 27) on reverse and arrival datestamp of March 28 1841 on front, two 
light vertical filing folds otherwise fine and attractive, Dr. Karl Knopke Cert (2009) £130-£150
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1197 C * -- April 17 entire from Salisbury to Glastonbury, franked with four margined 1840 1d black, plate 10, lettered I-A, 
at top left (contrary to instructions), this tied by black MC with despatch cds at top right faint next day arrival 
backstamp, very fine  £1400-£1600

1198 E * -- July 6 outer letter sheet to Battle, Sussex, franked with four margined 1841 1d plate 13 (lettered JC) cancelled with bold 
MC in black, Lombard Street backstamp, horiz filing fold otherwise fine, a very scarce franking as plate 13 was only in use 
for three months (registered 27 April 1841, destroyed 15 July 1841) £110-£130

1199 C * -- October 7 entire letter Glasgow to Cockburnspath, with a superb black MC at top right, despatch cds on flap and boxed 
next day arrival, attractive and rare (Plate 49) £800-£900

1200 C * 1842 April 11 entire to Rye (Sussex), franked with horizontal pair of the 1841 2d blues (plate 3) lettered MJ-MK with good 
margins all round, tied by black MC cancels, vertical filing fold, fresh and attractive £150-£170

1201 C * -- August 13 entire locally addressed to Ludlow, franked with four margined 1842 1d red-brown, plate 20, lettered 
N-A showing re-entry (SG Spec BS9a) this tied by LUDLOW cds with another strike on reverse, unfolded and very 
fine, a rare cover (Plate 49)  £1700-£1900

1202 C * 1843 October 9 entire from Limerick to Rathkeale franked with four margin 1843 1d red-brown, plate 31, lettered B-E, this 
tied by very fine strike of the distinctive Limerick MC in black (SG Spec BS20tm) backstamped with LIMERICK despatch 
cds, central fileing fold well clear of stamp, cat £1,900 (Plate 49) £900-£1000

1203 C * -- November 18 entire to Liverpool, franked with 1841 1d red (plate 35) lettered BK with good margins all round tied by 
superb upright strike of the London ‘7’ in MC cancel, London and Liverpool backstamps (Plate 49) £100-£120

1204 E  1844 Five page printed document entitled ‘SHORT GENERAL INSTRUCTION for SUB-DEPUTY POSTMASTER’ with 
a few m/s additions, which refers to how a Post Office was to be run, also ‘The Companies Act 1862-1890’ eight page 
“Memorandum and Articles of Association of The Postage Stamp Automatic Supply Company, Limited” (1893) (faults), 
and single page ‘The Northern Counties Stamp Distribution Co. Ld’ “The Automatic Stamp Distribution Machine”, fragile 
but interesting group for postal historians £360-£400

1205
1205 C * -- March 15 entire to Ludlow franked with four margined 1841-51 2d blue (plate 3) lettered QG, neatly cancelled 

with “8” in black MC, faint despatch and arrival cds’s on reverse, cat £2,800  £1400-£1600

1206 C * 1845 June 25 wrapper addressed to the East India Company, London endorsed “On Her Majesty’s Service”, front with 
manuscript rate “4” and fine negative “ADMIRALTY OFFICE PLYMOUTH” cachet in blue, backstamped with Devonport 
despatch cds and London arrival cds (June 26), several filing folds and creases but an important cover, the blue cachet 
became the basis of many later postal cachets used by the Admiralty and other official departments £60-£70

1207 C * 1847 February 5 envelope from Nottingham to Leicester franked with four margin (rough at top) 1847 1d red-
brown, plate 69, lettered P-J, this tied by ‘583’ numeral cancel in green (SG 8xc), backstamped with NOTTINGHAM 
despatch cds in same colour and next day arrival cds, cat £9,000 (Plate 49)  £1300-£1500

1208 C * 1847-54 1s with good margins three sides, cut into at foot tied by London numeral ‘42’ cancellation to small neat envelope 
(affixed at lower left) addressed to President Sparks Harvard University Boston United States, ‘21/CENTS’ and another 
unclear datestamp in red alongside, the adhesive surrounded by blue crayon lines (affected by two), one side flap missing 
from reverse and with ‘Cheapside’ straight line handstamp also crossed through with blue crayon, attractive F £80-£90
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1209
1209 C * 1850 April 28 registered envelope from Fencehouse to London franked with 1850 1d red-brown (3 margins) lettered 

G-H, FENCEHOUSE cds and undated HOUGHTON LE SPRING cancels in blue on the front neither of which tie 
the stamp, also ‘6d’ (registration fee) m/s in brown/red and 29 MR PAID cds in RED which ties the stamp to the 
envelope, a most unusual and rare cover which effectively bears a 1d red tied by red cds  £4600-£5000

1210 E * 1851 November 15 “Registered” outer letter sheet from Wigtown to Edinburgh franked with horizontal pair of imperf 
   1d red (lettered FE/FF) and horizontal strip of three of the 1841-51 2d blue (HJ-HL) making up the postal and 
   registration rate, with m/s “Registered” at lower left, blue Wigtown despatch backstamp and arrival cds of Nov 17 1851 in 

brownish red, the stamps (variable margins) are tied by multiple strikes of the barred line “No” 341 of Wigtown, vert filing 
fold well clear of adhesives and usual ageing faults, registered covers from this period are extremely rare and much sought 
after £500-£600

1211 C * 1852 January, cover from Lincoln to Bustleton, near Philadelphia, franked 1847-54 1s pale green, die 1, used by barred 
oval in black (no numeral visible), “5” numeral in red and tied by Boston Br Packet cds for 27 Ja also in red, with PAID h/s 
to left, reverse bears Lincoln cds for Jan 9 and Liverpool transit ds for following day, a little soiled in places but adhesive 
cut square and with good margins except just touched at right (SG 54) (Plate 49) £180-£200

1212
1212 C * 1856 March 31 outer letter sheet Kidderminster to London, franked with 1856 1d ‘Star’ (SI) which is neatly tied by 

sideways Kidderminster duplex in RED, the address panel restored but not detracting from a very rare item, cat 
£14,000. Ex Victoria (2nd sale)  £3200-£3600

1213 C * October 14 envelope endorsed ‘Per Steamer Atlantic’, addressed to New York franked 1847-54 1s with margins three 
sides (touched at top) together with 1854-58 1d red ‘Stars’ both tied by London numeral ‘14’ (?) cancellations, alongside 
‘PAID’ and ‘21/CENTS’ handstamps in red, on reverse despatch datestamp also in red, the envelope with natural vertical 
paper creases and slight overall soiling otherwise fine F £160-£180
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1214 C * -- Small envelope to Birkhamstead, herts, franked with 1d red (SG 24) cancelled with the Inland Office ‘50’ in diamond 
(used for special duties), the front with superb strike of the North Western T.P.O. circular ‘MNR’ and the ‘B’ inspectors h/s’s 
noth in orange, backstamped with small Charing Cross MC also in orange £100-£120

1215 E * 1859 March 7 OHMS “Admiralty, / Somerset House.” entire letter (Enquiry for a Will) to Cheltenham bearing very fine 
“ADMIRALTY / ACCT GENL / OF THE NAVY / THOS COLLINGS” square boxed cachet in blue with “OFFICIAL-PAID / 
LONDON” cds in red below, backstamped with Cheltenham arrival cds (March 8), signs of ageing particularly on reverse 
but a very early usage of the “OFFICIAL-PAID / LONDON” cds, most attractive £100-£120

1216 C * -- June 3 entire letter endorsed ‘p Europa’ addressed to Professor G.P.Bond Director of the Observatory of Harvard 
College franked 1855-57 1s green tied by Liverpool ‘466’ duplex cancellation, ‘5/(CEN)TS’ handstamp alongside and 
Boston June 15 Paid arrival datestamp below both in red, light vertical filing folds clear of the adhesive, fine and attractive. 
Note: G.P.Bond was the son of William Cranch Bond the first director of the Harvard Observatory F £80-£90

1217 C * 1860 August 20 Mourning envelope to South Australia franked with three 1858-79 2d blue plate 8 (one a vertical pair) tied 
by barred oval numeral ‘450’ cancels, with ADELAIDE S.A. G.P.O. arrival cancel on the front dated NO 9 1860 also m/s 
despatch details, backstamped with LEIGHTON-BUZZARD and LONDON despatch cds’s (Plate 49) £100-£120

1218 C * -- October 24 mourning envelope to the Rev James Sleigh Encounter Bay South Australia, franked with 1d red (star), 
1858-79 2d blue (plate 8) these overlaying a 1855-57 6d cancelled by barred oval numeral ‘450’ cancels, with SOUTH 
AUSTRALIA C.P.O. arrival cancel on the front dated de 12 also m/s ‘Marseilles 23/10/60’, backstamped with LEIGHTON-
BUZZARD and LONDON Oct 25 cds’s, also a similar (OCT 12 1861) cover to the same addressee, franked with 1855-57 
6d tied by WALSALL duplex, DE 19 arrival cancel on the front with m/s ‘Happy valley’ and arrival details £240-£280

1219 C * 1861 June 28 entire letter addressed to G.P.Bond Harvard College Cambridge Massachusetts United States franked 
1855-57 6d lilac (2, 1 is defective) tied by London ‘SE/11’ duplex cancellations, alongside ‘5/CENTS’ handstamp and 
Boston Jul 13 Paid arrival datestamp both in red, sent from the Royal Observatory Greenwich the part printed contents 
refer to a box of books, fine and attractive. Note: G.P.Bond was the son of William Cranch Bond the first director of the 
Harvard Observatory F £80-£90

1220 C * 1863 August 1 outer letter sheet addressed to P.G.Bond (sic) Cambridge U.S.A. franked 1862-64 1s green plate 2 tied by 
London ‘90’ duplex cancellation, alongside ‘5/CENTS’ handstamp and unclear arrival datestamp of Aug 12 both in red 
(this also tying the adhesive) fine and attractive. Note: G.P.Bond was the son of William Cranch Bond the first director of 
the Harvard Observatory F £80-£90

1221
1221 C * 1868 March 31 small envelope franked with fine four margined 1852 1d red-brown on very blued paper, plate 157 

(State II repair) lettered J-B, tied by superb strike of the ‘683’ SALISBURY duplex cancel, RPS Cert (2003), very rare 
so fine and most attractive  £2400-£2800

1222 E * 1871 June 1 envelope from London to Braminster Dorset, franked with 1857-79 1d tied by fair strike of the Azamar 
   Trial cancel, with the town die level, next day Bridgeport and Braminster backstamps, roughly opened and repaired at 

top £36-£40

1223 C H 1872 May 15 envelope (back-flap missing) from Aberdeen to ‘Inspector of Poor’, in Edinburgh, franked with horizontal pair 
of the 1870 ½d rose-red (IA-IB) with straight edge at left, tied by neat “1” duplex of Aberdeen, backstamped with same 
date arrival cds, a rare cover with a multiple (Plate 50) £900-£1000

1224 E * 1876 June 28 OHMS “Marshal of the Admiralty” envelope to Bridgwater, franked with 1858-79 1d plate 160 tied by 
London duplex cancel, backstamped with Bridgwater receiving cds (June 29), manuscript notation at left “From Marshal 
of H.C. [High Court] of Admiralty / New Regulations as / to Fees - June 1876”, a few faults (incl crest on flap removed) but 
rare and important, stated to be the only Admiralty Court cover recorded since 1654! £120-£140
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1225 C * 1877 June 30 entire addressed to Vera Cruz franked 1873-80 6d grey plate 14 (4 singles) lettered PA, PB, PC and QA (SG 
147) all tied by Manchester ‘498’ duplex cancellations and showing arrival ‘35cs’ charge mark in black, light horizontal and 
vertical filing folds and minor overall soiling otherwise fine £100-£120

1226 C * 1884 October 2 envelope addressed to the Rev James Sleigh, Lifu, Loyalty Islands’, New Caledonia’, S. Pacific, franked 
with 1884 4d dull green (trimmed perfs at right) tied by London duplex, with m’s ‘Oct.. 2nd/1884’ to left, backstamped with 
two strikes of the Sydney transit cds dated No 12 84 (Plate 50) £200-£240

1227 C * -- October 31 envelope addressed to the Rev James Sleigh, Lifu, Loyalty Islands’, New Caledonia’, S. Pacific, franked 
with 1884 4d dull green tied by London duplex, with m’s ‘Oct..31st/1884’ to left, backstamped with Sydney transit (De 9 
84) and Noumea arrival (18 Dec 84) cds’s, roughly slit open at top causing damage to flap (Plate 50) £200-£240

1228 C * -- December 11 envelope addressed to the Rev James Sleigh, Lifu, Loyalty Islands’, New Caledonia’, South Pacific, 
franked with 1884 4d dull green tied by London duplex, with m’s ‘Dec. 11/84’ to left, backstamped with Sydney transit (Ja 
20 85) and Noumea arrival (8 Mar 85) cds’s, roughly slit open at top causing damage to flap (Plate 50) £200-£240

1229 C * 1885 January 9 envelope addressed to the Rev James Sleigh, Lifu, Loyalty Islands’, New Caledonia’, S. Pacific, franked 
with 1884 4d dull green tied by London duplex, with m/s ‘Jany 8.85.’ to left, backstamped with Sydney transit (Fe 17 85) 
and Noumea arrival (5 Mar 85) cds’s, roughly slit open at top causing damage to flap (Plate 50) £200-£240

1230 C * -- February 6 envelope addressed to the Rev James Sleigh, Lifu, Loyalty Islands’, New Caledonia’, S. Pacific, franked with 
1881 1d lilac (4) tied by multiple strikes of the London duplex, with m/s ‘Feb 5.85.’ to left, backstamped with Sydney transit (Mr 
17 85) and Noumea arrival (indistinct date) cds’s, roughly slit open at top causing damage to flap (Plate 50) £100-£120

1231 C * -- July 13 envelope with typed address to the Rev James Sleigh, Lifu, Loyalty Islands’, New Caledonia’, South Pacific, 
franked with 1884 4d dull green tied by heavy strike of Walsall duplex, with m/s ‘From Anne, dated July 14th 85.’ to left, 
backstamped with two Paris transit cds’s in blue and red, (roughly slip open at top causing damage to flap), also similar 
envelope franked with 1884 2½d lilac (2) from Walsall dated Feb 07 1886, backstamped with Sydney transit (Ap 13 86) 
and Noumea arrival (21 Ap 86) cds’s, open at foot, some light staining £200-£240

1232 C * 1886 May 28 envelope addressed to the Rev James Sleigh, Lifu, Loyalty Islands’, New Caledonia’, S. Pacific, franked with 
1881 1d lilac (4) tied by multiple strikes of the London duplex, with m/s ‘May 27,86.’ to left, backstamped with Noumea 
arrival (Jul 23? cds, roughly slit open at top causing damage to flap (Plate 50) £100-£120

1233 C * -- June 24 envelope addressed to the Rev James Sleigh, Lifu, Loyalty Islands’, New Caledonia’, S. Pacific, franked with 
1881 1d lilac (4) tied by multiple strikes of the London duplex, with m/s ‘June 24,86.’ to left, backstamped with Noumea 
arrival (indistinct date) cds, roughly slit open at top causing damage to flap (Plate 50) £100-£120

1234 C * -- July 30 envelope addressed to the Rev James Sleigh, Lifu, Loyalty Islands’, New Caledonia’, S. Pacific, franked with 
1881 1d lilac (4) tied by multiple strikes of the Lewisham duplex, with m/s ‘July 28,86.’ to left, with poor strike of Paris 
transit cds on the front, backstamped with Paris transit (31 July 86) in red and Noumea arrival (indistinct date) cds’s, 
roughly slip open at top causing damage to flap (Plate 50) £100-£120

1235 C * -- August 19 envelope addressed to the Rev James Sleigh, Lifu, Loyalty Islands’, New Caledonia’, S. Pacific, franked with 
1881 1d lilac (4) tied by multiple strikes of the London duplex, with m/s ‘Aug. 18.86.’ to left, backstamped with Frence 
transit (24 Aug 86) and Noumea arrival (Oct 12) cds’s, roughly slit open at top causing damage to flap £100-£120

1236 E * Undated OHMS “Admiralty C.P.” parcel label addressed to London with blue Admiralty Whitehall anchor handstamp at 
left, franked on reverse with Govt Parcels 1887-90 1½d (vert strip pf 3) and 1s all tied by several G.P.O. Depot double ring 
cancels, various faults incl creasing but rare £300-£340

1237 C * 1893 April 3 envelope from London sent registered to Russia franked 1887-92 1s green (SG 211) tied by oval Lee registered 
datestamp with single ring Lee Green cds of the same date and ‘R’ in oval alongside, Moscow arrival datestamp on 
reverse, a little soiled and a few small bends, attractive, Dr. Karl Knopke Cert (2009) £150-£170

1238 C * 1899 February 21 printed “On Her Majesty’s Service. / ADMIRALTY.” envelope from Great Queen Street bearing very fine 
red “OFFICIAL-PAID / LONDON. W.C.” cds and blue “ADMIRALTY GT QUEEN ST, W.C.” anchor cachet, backstamped 
with London E.C. arrival cds, somewhat roughly opened still neat and attractive £60-£70

1239 C * 1901 February 12 printed “On Her Majesty’s Service. / No.4.” envelope sent registered to the postmaster, Milton bearing 
   red oval “REGISTERED / INLAND REVENUE” datestamp and black “INLAND REVENUE / SOMERSET HOUSE” handstamp 
   with crown, backstamped with Marlborough cds (February 13), small tear to backflap still very neat and attractive
    £60-£70

1240 E * 1903 ½d blue-green postcard, two examples overprinted “ADMIRALTY / OFFICIAL” type I and II respectively (Huggins 
CO6, CO7), fresh unused £60-£70

1241 C * -- May 1 wrapper endorsed “OHMS” and franked with 1903 ½d blue-green ovpt type I tied by Portsmouth cds, 
backstamped with Swansea cds (May 2), wrapper cut-down and repaired with a few other minor imperfections still a very 
rare franking (Plate 51) £800-£900
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1242 E * -- July 8 OHMS envelope to Devon, franked with 1903 ½d blue-green vertical pair tied by two STONEHOUSE B.O. / 
PLYMOUTH squared circle datestamps, blue PAYMASTER’S OFFICE / ROYAL MARINES L.I., PLYMOUTH datestamp at 
left and backstamped with Plymouth cds, roughly opened at top and a few tone spots but an extremely rare usage, BPA 
Cert (1997) (Plate 51) £600-£700

1243 E * -- November 24 registered OHMS envelope addressed to “Mr William Hearn, Carpenter R.N., H.M.S. Edgar, 
Home Fleet”, franked with 1903 3d ovpt type I tied by oval “REGISTERED / DEVONPORT” datestamp with 
additional strike alongside, backstamped with Morice-Town Devonport, Southampton and Weymouth transit 
datestamps, faults to envelope but an extremely rare franking, with original contents (six Certificates of 
service 1899-1903) (Plate 51)  £2000-£2400

1244 C * 1942 March 9 registered cover from Crawley to Horley franked with 2s6d Arms (SG 476b) with March 9 (first day 
issue) cancel, two similar cancels on reverse and next day arrival cds, attractive and scarce first day cover, cat £1,700 

   (Plate 51) £900-£1000

1245
1245 C * Postage Due: 1914 April 19 stampless ‘Wilson’ cover from Belgium to Birmingham with Bruges cds at top right and 

‘T’ tax mark below, a 5D h/s was applied on arrival in GB where a 5d brownish cinnamon Postage Due was affixed 
this tied by a Birmingham 20.4.14 (fdi) cds, also North Western T.P.O. cds on the front and another Birmingham cds 
on reverse, a very neat and scarce first day usage  £1800-£2000

1246 C * -- April 20 local stampless cover with WARE cds and large 2d h/s alongside, 2d agate Postage Due at lower right tied 
by two Hertford cds’s of the same date, tears at top and to flap (re-sealed) and a few stains, but scarce apparently non-
philatelic first day usage (Plate 51) £240-£280

1247 C * -- April 20 local ‘Wilson’ cover to Birmingham, franked with KGV ½d green cancelled by machine cancel, with 1d carmine 
Postage Due at lower right tied by Handsworth cds of the same date, and large m/s 1 in blue crayon, slit open at top 
otherwise fine and scarce first day usage (Plate 51) £240-£280

1248 E * Advertising Envelopes: Interesting collection of 24 illustrated covers and wrappers 1871-1901 incl 1895 ‘Tobacco Plant’ 
newpaper wrapper used locally with Liverpool, 1896 ‘CRUTO’ envelope from London to Antwerp with an early electric light 
illustration, 1898 ‘Hotel d’Angleterre Rome’ printed envelope used from London to Bungay, 1872 ‘Grant’s Morella Cherry 

   Brandy’ envelope used from Maidstone to Hull (franked with 1870 ½d) and including original advertisements, 
   1900 ‘Budricks Memoir of the Boer War’ printed envelope from South Africa to England (franked with GB 1881 1d tied by 

British Army Field PO cds), and ‘Half-penny Letter Post Company’ 1880(c) 1d advertising lettersheet unused, cond varies 
still a very useful lot £400-£440

1249 E * Board of Education: Selection of nine covers and cards plus wrapper fragment 1889-1912, noted five examples of the 
English “Board of Education” handstamp, one of which is dated 3 May 1900 and another which has been rejected as 
official mail and surcharged accordingly, plus a single example of the “Scotch Education Department” handstamp, cond 
varies (10) £60-£70

1250 E * Board of Trade: Sheet of blue batonne laid paper (132 x 240mm) embossed with Board of Trade crest bearing four 
different hand drawn essays of proposed handstamps for use by the Meteorological Department, Corn Department, 
Statistical Department and Board of Trade, rare and unusual £60-£70

1251 E * -- Group of 20 covers/entires and two pieces 1852-1917 incl 1876 printed form used to Plymouth with embossed seal and 
bearing “OFFICIAL PAID/W.C-S.M.P.” cds, pair of “O.H.M.S./Board of Trade/Railway Executive Committee” envelopes 
used to Taff Vale Railway in 1914 and 1917 each with oval “RAILWAY EXECUTIVE/B.of T./COMMITTEE” h/s in carmine and 
violet respectively, and 1909 envelope to Reading bearing “LONDON OFFICIAL PAID” cds in red with printed signature of 
Winston S. Churchill, cond varies (22 Items) £120-£140
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1252 A * Education - The Privy Council Committee for Education: Collection of 19 covers 1842-94, noted 1857 “O.H.M.S. 
Committee of Council on Education” envelope with Privy Council seal, 1871 hand written O.H.M.S. envelope to India 
signed by H. Cole and bearing red Official-Paid cds and Crowned boxed “SOVTH/KENSINGTON/MVSEVM” h/s in blue 
plus second envelope bearing same cancels, and 1892 printed “O.H.M.S./Department of Science and Art, London, S.W.” 
envelope with Crowned “SCIENCE AND ART/DEPARTMENT” h/s in black with additional examples in blue, also further 
seven covers related to Education in Ireland 1850-1910 incl 1857 O.H.M.S. envelope from National Education Ireland 
with blue Crowned “Paid/Dublin” datestamps and pair of envelopes dated 1899 and 1901 with “The Royal University of 
Ireland” cachets, cond varies but good basis for expansion £260-300

1253 E * Illustrated Covers: Selection of four hand painted/drawn covers 1866-94 comprising 1866 envelope from Kingston to 
Brighton franked with 1858-79 1d and featuring a selection of leisure/sporting vignettes (inc billiards, croquet and boating 
on the Thames), 1872 envelope from Stockwell to Surbiton franked with 1858-79 1d incorporated into a pen and ink 
drawing of a photographer taking a photograph of a group of children, 1887 envelope from London to Shrewsbury franked 
by 1881 1d showing a village scene, and 1894 large envelope from London to New Brighton with a vignette showing a 
castle scene and spray of flowers, a few imperfections but a charming and attractive group. (Plate 52) £200-£240

1254 E * Pictorial Propaganda Envelopes: Collection of 13 unused envelopes (mostly Deraedemaeker reproductions) comprising 
Ocean Penny Postage (Gilpin state 1, Myer’s & Co state 1, League of Universal Brotherhood state 1, Valentine first design 
state 5a, Valentine second design), Anti-Slavery (Valentine first design state 2, Valentine second design state 1), Peace and 
Universal Brotherhood (Valentine ‘Peace’ state 2, Valentine ‘Universal Brotherhood’ state 1), Temperance (Valentine type 
II, Ludbrook second design), 1851 Great Exhibition (Valentine ‘Industry of all Nations’ state 1) and Civilisation of America 
(Onwhyn Delt), a few imperfections but mainly fine £500-£600

1255 A * Reading Postal History: Collection in blue album incl 1721 entire to Norfolk with s/l ‘READING’, 1721 entire to London 
with s/l ‘READING’ and ‘24/MY’ Bishop mark, 1760 entires (2) to London with ‘READ/ING’ and Bishop marks, 1794 entire 
to London with s/l ‘READING’ and handstruck ‘4’, later with concave types, mileage marks incl circular dated types, 
unframed and framed Penny Post markings, Receiving House marks, ‘Too Late’ markings, ‘LONDON ST/READING’ and 
‘RUSSELL ST/READING’ handstamps, 1854 envelope to Hong Kong franked Embossed 6d with ‘Spoon’ type cancellation, 
registered envelopes etc, strikes and condition mixed with many fine, an interesting lot (68 items) £600-£700

1256 E * Ship and Packet Letters - Liverpool: Small accumulation of nine covers/entires from the Caribbean and North America 
to Great Britain 1812-1856 selected to show differing types of ship letter markings incl ‘SHIP-LETTER/LIVERPOOL’ and 
crown, dated octagonal ‘LIVERPOOL/SHIP’, stepped ‘SHIP LETTER/LIVERPOOL’, ‘AMERICA/LIVERPOOL’ packet cds 
and tombstone ‘PKT LETTER PAID’, also part front showing boxed ‘INDIA LETTER/LIVERPOOL’ h/s, mixed cond with 
markings generally good to very fine (10) £200-£240

1257 E * The India Office: Group of seven covers 1858-98 incl 1858 private entire from Cork to the India Office with 2d charge 
raised but cancelled in London with “OFFICIAL PAID/LONDON S.W” cds added, two envelopes with s/l “INDIA OFFICE” 
h/s and with rare “OFFICIAL PAID/CHARING CROS W.C.” cds’s in red for 1872 and 1873 respectively, and 1898 “O.M.H.S./
INDIA OFFICE” envelope with oval “SECRETARY OF STATE/FOR INDIA” h/s in purple, cond varies £50-£60

1258 E * Valentine’s Day Cards: Selection of four fancy Valentine’s Day cards with original embossed envelopes 1866-1869, 
various motifs and designs with goldleaf, embroidery, lacework and silk, cond varies some toning (mainly to envelopes) 
still much above average for these decorative love tokens. (Plate 52) £500-£600

1259 E * -- Most attractive range of eight fancy cards including embroided, embossed and silk types with various 
   sentiments incl ‘I love thee dearly’, ‘Forget me not dearest’, ‘With love to thee’ and ‘Remember me’, cond varies but 

generally fine for these. Also printed satirical Valentine sheet with poem, ‘Le Follet’ printed coloured advertisement sheet 
sent from Cardiff to London 1865, and Lewis Carroll’s ‘Wonderland Postage-Stamp Case’ incl ‘Eight or Nine Wise Words 
about Letter-Writing’ booklet. (11) £500-£600

1260 E * Selection of nineteen 1840 1d blacks used on seventeen outer letter sheets or entires and an envelope, margins 
vary from two to clear all round, all addressed to Mr James Murchie in Arbroath and used between June 1840 
and April 1841 from a range of origins incl Edinburgh and Worcester, fourteen with red MC cancellations, some 
adhesives affected by filing folds otherwise generally fine  £2000-£2400

1261 E * Selection of Queen Victoria LE and SP covers, better items incl 1860 EL from Whitehaven to Antigua, 6d rate, 1901 Price’s 
Candles 2½d stationery env used to Belgium, 1860 long and very battered reg cover from Dundee to Acklington, 1s rate 
paid by six 1855-57 2d blue (SG 35), 1876 two covers to Singapore, both 1s 2d rate, one via Brindisi, the other via Marseilles, 
1874 long and rather battered reg cover from Dublin to Paris, 6s 2d rate incl 1873-80 1s green plate 10 (4), 6d grey plate 13 
(4), 3d rose plate 15 and two 2d blue plate 14, 1896 reg cover from Brighton Station to Marseilles, f/w 1887-92 4½d and 
1892 size H reg env, used from London to New Zealand, uprated by 1887-92 2½d and 9d, plus 1d lilac (17) £500-£600

1262 ½B* Very mixed range of covers, postcards etc in fdc album, on pages or loose, incl 1840 used 1d Mulready letter sheet with 
two strikes of black MC cancels (a few faults but unusual), 1d Mulready envelope used with red MC, 1d black on entire (2), 
two Victorian hand-illustrated envs (both with card adhesion on reverse), 1d reds with number in MC cancels, a selection 
of five items on a page with Gk. & Ardrishaig Packet cancels, also ‘Official Mail’, flown covers, etc, untidy and mixed cond 
but very useful lot and well worth close inspection £500-£600

1263 C * Six covers addressed to the Rev James Sleigh in ‘Lifu, Loyalty Islands, New Caledonia’ (one typed) between 1867 and 
1886, various frankings incl two with 1883 4d dull green, from London (3), Walsall (2) and Manchester, three have both 
the SYDNEY transit and NOUMEA arrival backstamps, two just SYDNEY the other NOUMEA, a most interesting group of 
covers to an unusual destination £400-£440
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1264 e * Selection of four similar (long) envelopes dated between 1880 and 1884 addressed to the Rev James Sleigh in Lifu, 
Loyalty Islands’, Nr New Caledonia’, South Seas, each with printed ‘Via BRINDISI’ in red and three with m/s ‘Via Sydney’, 
the earliest franked with 1873-80 6d grey plate 17 the other three with 1880-83 1s orange-brown, tied by London or 
Throgmorton cancels, all with Sydney transit marks on reverse and two with Noumea arrival cds’s, various tears and 
creases as to be expected, but an interesting group to a scarce destination £400-£440

1265 E * Range of covers and entire’s incl 1840 Mulready 1d letter sheets unused (2) and used the used with an advertisement, 1d 
envelopes unused (2) and used, 2d letter sheets unused (2) and used, 2d envelopes unused (2) and used, also a few pre-
stamp and stamped covers/entire’s, very mixed cond £400-£440

1266 E * Small but useful group incl 1856 Crimea cover endorsed “Balaclava May 11th” to Leeds f/w 1854-57 1d strip of 3 with 
London chief office “19” obliterators, reverse with Army Post Office cds for May 13, 1867 cover from from St Leonards (6d 
rate) to Bonn, Germany, 1848 outer letter sheet from London to Usk, 2d rate, 1844 outer letter sheet to Carlisle, 1d red-
brown tied by light mc, with fine “GRETNA/PENNY POST” alongside, 1885 public notice regarding swine fever in Wiltshire, 
two 1840 1d Mulready letter sheets, stereos A30 and A 237, one used by heavy black mc, the other in red, 1856 outer 
letter sheet from Sheffield to Philadephia. franked by cut-square 1847-54 1s green, also a similar large piece addressed 
to Cinncinatti, some faults but most good to fine (20) £400-£440

1267 A * Interesting and well written-up exhibit on pages, commences with two entires with Bishop Marks (2 June 1743 and 31 
October 1782 respectively) then range of QV postal history and postal stationery incl 1881 1d lilac tied to cover by ‘ARMY 
POST OFFICE/NATAL FIELD FORCE’ octagonal ds (Oct 15 1900), 1870 Troop Ship “Crocodile” burlesque cover, selection 
of postal stationery cut-outs used on cover, range of unused wrappers and cards incl forgery of 1890 Jubilee 1d card, 
registered envelopes used to Holland and France, and Harry Furniss satirical reproduction of 1890 Jubilee envelope and 
card, cond varies throughout (46 items) £300-£340

1268 ½B* Accumulation in three albums and loose on pages, mostly mid- to late-Victorian period incl a useful range of postal 
stationery envelopes and cards, also a few odds, mixed cond (Few Hundred) £300-£340

1269 C * Three mixed franking items comprising 1842 November 19 entire letter from Edinburgh to Falkirk franked 1841 1d red-
brown (2) lettered KI and KJ and 2d blue plate 3 lettered FE, all with large to cut into margins and tied by neat black MC’s 
in black, 1857 December 9 envelope sent registered from Edinburgh to London franked 1d ‘Stars’ and 1856 6d lilac tied 
by the ‘131’ roller cancellation, red REGISTERED/Edinburgh’ handstamp alongside and 1860 February 1 wrapper marked 
‘Via Marseilles’ from Glasgow to Messina franked 1857 1d rose-red, 4d rose-carmine and 1856 6d lilac all tied by ‘159’ 
duplex handstamps, fine and attractive trio £300-£340

1270 A * Accumulation of entires etc in small carton marks incl ‘HUNGER/FORD’ and ‘WANTAGE’, mileage marks with Aylesbury, 
Bracknell, Faringdon, Fenny Stratford, Hungerford, Maidenhead, Newport Pagnell, Wallingford, Wantage and Wokingham, 
undated circles with Abingdon, Farringdon and Hungerford, later with 1841 entire to Shropshire franked 1840 1d, a small 
group of 1d pink postal stationery envelopes, 1901 long envelope franked various ‘Jubilee’ values incl 1s green and 
carmine sent registered from Lombard Street to Dorking etc, strikes and condition mixed (95 items) £300-£340

1271 E * Selection of ten outer letter sheets, entires and covers dated 1841-55, bearing 1841-51 1d and 2d incl 1d red brown plate 
13 (JC) with square ‘J’ and frame break, 1847 EL from Durrow to Dublin with 1d red-brown, re-addressed to Cork with 
additional 1d, 1850 1d tied to outer letter sheet by 469 numeral (Llanelli) in blue, 1851 similar outer letter sheet with 360 
(Wellington), 1843 large piece bearing 1d tied by Coventry M.C., also two covers (1847 and 1855) each bearing single 2d, 
cond variable but a fine group £280-£320

1272 A * Small but interesting selection of Great Britian QV covers incl 1840 1d black plate 1b (BI) on rather grubby EL used from 
Kingston (Surrey) to London, the contents contain a number of notes in Greek, 1888 two covers addressed in the same hand, 
one from South Kensington to Barbados, 8d rate paid by pair 1887-92 4d green and brown, the other from Bath to Trinidad 
franked by single 1s dull green, 1890 and 1893 covers from London (2½d rate) bearing ‘Hoster’ machine cancels, former to 
Chicago, latter to France, this has the stamp placed at u/left and cancelled by London EC hooded circle (the Hoster appears 
at l/left), 1890 two covers to Kimberley, South Africa, one 6d rate, the other 1s, 1887 2d blue reg env used to Danzig, uprated 
by pair 1887-91 2½d tied by ‘946’ numerals, with Middlesborough cds alongside for Ja 14 87, also 1887 ½d vermilion, two 
strips of five on piece, one used by Jersey squared circles for Jy 25 94, overstruck by heavy ‘409’ numerals without serif 
to base of ‘4’, Parmenter states this mark was only used on Ap 22 1879, this an exceptional usage (11)  £260-£300

1273 E * Accumulation of 42 covers and entires 1812-1921 incl 1814 wrapper to London bearing oval “REVENUE/PAID/W.S.” 
of Dublin in red, large undated fragment of “O.H.M.S.” envelope bearing two pairs of 1882-1901 1d lilac, 1906 printed 
“O.H.M.S./Clerk to Commissioners/Kilmarnock” income tax assessment form with triangular Lion and Thistles “INLAND 
REVENUE/EDINBURGH” cachet, and 1915 printed “O.H.M.S./Gen. Reg. Sasines” acknowledgement of receipt form with 
triangular “Sasines & Hornings/Registers” h/s, cond varies but a useful lot £180-£200

1274 E * Selection of five ‘Official’ covers comprising 1904 March 4 and 1906 October 24, pair of embossed Admiralty envelopes 
to Devonport and Malta respectively and each with oval “ADMIRALTY D.A.G. ROYAL MARINES” anchor cachet in 
blue, appropriately backstamped at Devenport (March 5) and Valetta (October 29), 1903 Printed OHMS Income Tax 

   return bearing a fine “OFFICIAL / PAID.” udc with Penrith cds (April 20) at lower left (very rare), 1904 May 21 printed 
“O.H.M.S. / PRIVATE / INCOME TAX” envelope franked with 1902-04 1d tied by Leek duplex cancel, and 1909 
August 31 stampless OHMS cover addressed to “H.M.S Bacchante, Mediterranean” bearing fine “OFFICIAL-PAID / 
LONDON.S.W.” cds in red and oval “HYDROGRAPHER ADMIRALTY” anchor cachet in blue, a few imperfections but a 
nice group neatly presented on display pages £150-£170
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1275 ½B* Accumulation of entire’s, covers and cards etc in albums and loose, many with Ramsgate cancels from pre-stamp 
   incl 1796 entire to Plymouth with concave RAMSGATE s/l h/s to QEII, also a few with official cachets (Approx 100)
    £100-£120

1276 e * Small selection of mostly fdc’s covers incl 1948 RSW on hand addressed reg illustrated cover (faults), 1948 Olympic 
Games (typed address) and ‘Stafford’ cds’s another with h/s address with Olympic Games slogan, also home made 1935 
Jubilee fdcs flown on Liverpool to London flight, all with faults but generally good appearance (8) £80-£90

1277 C * Small group of 4 items incl 1818 EL to Ludlow with fair “SHIFNAL/Penny Post”, 1842 outer letter sheet from Manchester 
to Derby (franked 1d brown tied by black mc) with “Hyde/Penny Post” below in red, 1859 mourning cover used from 
Llangollen to Bristol (Rhode Island, USA), 1s rate paid pair 1855-57 6d lilac, 1874 EL London to Paris, 4d rate paid by 1d 
rose red plate 140 and 3d rose plate 12, with “LEWENZ & SACHS” forwarding agent h/s at left £70-£80

1278 E * Selection of fifteen entire letters or outer letter sheets mostly addressed to Arbroath and dated between 1812 and 1837 
with a variety of markings incl ‘Add/½’ types and ‘KINROSS/PENNY POST’, also ‘15/IA’ Bishop marking on undated 
wrapper and 1841 entire letter from Mannheim to Arbroath, strikes and condition mixed £46-£50

1279 2A 8* London Machine Cancels: Collection in two albums with covers, cards and pieces, KGV and KGVI with wide range of the 
various cancels, an interesting lot for expansion/display £460-£500

1280 E 8* Pearson Hill: Selection of twenty seven stamps (some on piece) and a further nine covers/entires on five pages, with 
various frankings and all with Pearson Hill type cancels £180-£200

1281 A * Railway: Collection of covers and postcards in an album, with good range of T.P.O., Station cancels and R.S.O. cancels, 
incl incoming env from India to Scotland with ‘CARLISLE & AYR SORTING TENDER’ cds on reverse dated Au 5 (18)95, an 
interesting lot for expansion/display (83 Items) £300-£340

See also lots 261-268 and 275-280

POSTAL STATIONERY

1282 C * 1853 1d pink postal stationery env, uprated by 1841-51 2d blue plate 4, horizontal strip of 3 (LB-LD) and used registered 
from Bristol to Lydney, adhesives cut-into at foot and right but large margins elsewhere, used by “134” numerals, reverse 
bears Bristol cds for Oc 10 1853 in yellow, with Lydney arrival cds for following day in red £60-£70

1283 E * Selection of 1883 items comprising 2d blue type R3 format RF6 set of six registered envelopes (RP13) sizes F to Kand 
additional size I with indented side seams, also 2d blue type R3 format RF6 with compensation table £2 to £10 on 
reverse, set of five registered envelopes (RP14) sizes F to K excl size H2 unused, wrinkles and minor signs of ageing still 
a difficult to assemble group £80-£90

1284 E  1890 Penny Postage Jubilee Post Office Christmas and New Year Greetings card, minor surface soiling (mostly confined 
to margins) otherwise fine £200-£240

1285 E  -- Penny Postage Jubilee Post Office Christmas and New Year Greetings card, corner creasing and odd other minor 
imperfections, but fresh. £100-£120

1286 E  -- Penny Postage Jubilee Celebration, ornate invitation (no. 2655) printed in black on buff card (269x220mm) by Blades, 
East and Blades featuring a ‘proof’ of the 1840 VR Official 1d black, marginal imperfections (creases, tone spots) but most 
unusual and seldom seen. £100-£120

1287 C * 1896 December 5 1d + 1d Great Britain and Ireland intact reply card (Huggins and Baker CP28) used to Germany with 
fine strike of the rare “CANNON PLACE B.O/9/DE 5/96 BRIGHTON” squared circle cancellation, Ems arrival datestamp of 
December 7 1896 at lower left with light diagonal crease also at lower left affecting both cards otherwise fine £150-£170

1288 C * 1898 Printed “O.H.M.S. / RECRUITING” ½d vermilion on blue letter sheet (H&B LO73) and 1901 Inspector of Factories ½d 
brown on buff printed Overtime Report letter sheet (H&B LO74B) both unused, a few small imperfections £80-£90

1289 E * Series of seven postcards dated between 24 January and 22 March 1900 from a schoolboy to his mother in Hampstead, 
each affixed with homemade ‘stamp’ (four types) and cancelled by purple ‘postmark’ (two types), minor imperfections but 
an interesting and unusual group £120-£140

1290 E * Selection of Queen Victoria comprising 1878 2d blue type R2 format RF3 set of five registered envelopes (RP5) sizes F 
to K (fairly extensive foxing and a few light creases/bends), 1881 2d blue type R2 format RF4 registered envelope (RP7) 
size F, two unused examples dated 1 7 81 and 19 9 81 respectively, former also overprinted ‘CANCELLED.’, trivial signs 
of ageing otherwise fine but a difficult to assemble group £50-£60

1291 C * 1934 4½d puce type R11 format RF11 registered envelope with scrim replaced by Watson’s Duplex Manilla paper (RP43), 
unused, a few minor wrinkles otherwise very fine and rare £80-£90
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1292 E * Selection of KGV issues comprising 1918 3½d blue type R8 format RF9a flap type 7 (size F, G) or 6 (size H, K) set of four 
registered envelopes (RP29), also additional size G with flap 6 , 1920 3d brown + 1d carmine types R7 and 30 format RF9a 
registered envelope (RP32) sizes F and G, 1920 3½d blue + ½d green types R8 and 29 format RF9a flap type 7 registered 
envelope (RP 33) sizes F and G and 1921 5d orange type R10 format RF9a flap type 8 (size F), 7 (size G) or 6 (size H, K) 
set of four registered envelopes (RP34), all unused, a few wrinkles and signs of ageing etc but uncommon £90-£100

1293 E * Selection of KGV issues comprising 1922 4½d puce type R11 format RF10a, set of four registered envelopes (RP38) and 
1933 4½d puce type R11 format RF11 (size F) or RF10b, set of five registered envelopes (RP41, RP42) all unused, a few 
wrinkles and minor signs of ageing otherwise fine with fresh appearance, uncommon £80-£90

1294 C * 1939 3d green FR2 format RF12 Forces registered envelope (RPF2a) size G2 with space for sender’s address on reverse, 
unused, few minor wrinkles otherwise fine and rare £80-£90

1295 E * -- 4½d puce type R12 format RF12 set of five registered envelopes (RP47) sizes F to K, unused, a few wrinkles and edge 
imperfections otherwise fine and rare, also additional size K this with surface fault £200-£240

1296 E * 1941 5½d brown type R13 format RF13c set of four registered envelopes (RP54) sizes F to K and 1943 5½d brown type 
R13 format RF13c registered envelope, provisional printing with “B. E. & W. LTD.” imprint (serif letters) (RP58) size H, all 
unused, a few wrinkles otherwise fine and scarce £100-£120

1297 e * 1943 5½d brown type R13 format RF13c registered envelope, provisional printing with “EMERSON MAKE” imprint (RP57) 
size H, unused, a few wrinkles otherwise fine, rare £160-£180

1298 e * -- 5½d brown type R13 format RF13c registered envelope, provisional printing with “M. COOK & SON LIMITED 
CONTRACTORS.” imprint (RP56) size H, unused, a few wrinkles otherwise fine, rare £100-£120

1299 C * 1947 5½d brown type R13 format RF14 registered envelope, provisional printing with “P. A. & CO. LTD.” imprint and 
blue paper lining instead of scrim (RP64) sizes F and G, 1947 5½d brown type R13 format RF14 registered envelope, 
provisional printing with “Thomas De La Rue & Company Limited” (RP65) size F and 1949 4d green type FR3 format FRF1 
Forces registered envelope with “registration fee of 3d” inscription on reverse surcharged “4d” (RPF6) size G2, all unused, 
a few wrinkles and slight signs of ageing otherwise fine and fresh, all with original Oswald Marsh invoices £80-£90

1300 E * Selection of seven KGVI comprising 1943 5½d brown type R13 format RF13c registered envelope, provisional printing 
with “PIRIE APPLETON & Co. Ltd” imprint (RP55) size G, 1944 3d green FR2 format FRF1 Forces registered envelope 
with round stop after “Compensation” (RPF3b) size G2, 1945 5½d brown type R13 format RF13c without imprint, set of 
four registered envelopes (RP59) sizes F-K and 1946 5½d brown type R13 format RF13c registered envelope, provisional 
printing with “P. A. & Co. LTD.” imprint (RP60), all unused, a few wrinkles and slight signs of ageing otherwise fine and 
fresh, all with original Oswald Marsh invoices £110-£130

1301 E * Group of fifteen envelopes (eleven OHMS Admiralty) 1861-1911 bearing a range of cachets incl Accountant General of the 
Navy (noted one struck in purple), Admiralty Solicitor, Director General of Medical Dept., Controller of the Navy, Admiralty 
Whitehall, and Director of Transport Services, cond varies £120-£140

1302 E * Small collection of envelopes and cards neatly mounted and written-up on pages, mainly KEVII-KGVI incl a few postal 
stationery cut-outs used on cover, noted couple KEVII registered envelopes used to Holland and Belgium, cond varies 
(approx 150) £100-£120

1303 A * Postal Stationery: Collection of mostly unused items in green album mainly Queen Victoria issues incl Certificate of 
Posting forms, envelopes, postcards, registered envelopes in various sizes and wrappers etc, some later to George VI, 
condition generally fine (85 items) £100-£120

PROOFS, ESSAYS and TRIALS

1304 C E Perkins, Fairman and Heath 1819 security printing essays, sunken die proof of Britannia and Mercury (similar to designs 
no.26 and no.28 of plate III from Perkins & Co.’s early security printing publication to attract the contract for British 
banknotes for the Bank of England and others), believed to have been engraved by Charles Heath, minor imperfections 
but most attractive and rare £100-£120

1305 E E Treasury Competition Essays: John Dickinson 1837 London District Post Lettersheet essay, 2d design in green on silk 
thread paper, some minor soiling, creasing and small split where folded £50-£60

1306 E E -- John Dickinson 1837 London District Post Envelope essay, 1d design in yellow-buff on silk thread paper, minor creasing 
and folded otherwise fine, scarce £150-£170

1307 C E -- James Bogardus and Francis Coffin, 1839 Queen’s Head in Silhouette design reprinted from the original die in red, on 
glazed paper, fine (Plate 51) £200-£240

1308 C E -- Charles Whiting Embossed 1840 undenominated embossed oval essay (Huggins E7, PPC type D) with a blank tablet 
above the head, in black on white wove paper, fine. (Plate 52) £500-£600

1309 C E -- Charles Whiting Embossed 1840 oval ‘PAID’ essay in carmine, from the 1848 Art Union Journal, light rubbing and loss 
of colour to outer ring otherwise fine (Plate 52) £150-£170
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1310 C E -- Robert Siever 1840 ‘Penny Post’ embossed and engine-turned essay (PPC type AI), fine (Plate 51) £300-£340

1311 C E -- Charles Whiting Embossed oval ‘V R’ 1d essay (Huggins E10, PPC type G) in blue and colourless relief on wove paper, 
minor staining on reverse and corner fault, but fine appearance (Plate 52) £300-£340

1312 E E -- Charles Whiting Beaufort House Congreve composite essay sheet, from the 1848 Arts Journal, with four different essays, 
one embossed in deep carmine rose, two Beaufort House ‘square’ designs and Royal Cypher in fancy engine-turned 
background, the whole page in a fancy embossed design within a green frame, the reverse panel with “For Protection 
Against Forgery”, a few marginal faults and tone spots, still a beautiful composite essay (Plate 53) £300-£340

1313 C E -- Charles Whiting Congreve Method 1d essay (PPC number 7) printed in blue and red on wove paper, cut close in places 
otherwise fine (Plate 52) £360-£400

1314 C E -- Charles Whiting Congreve Method 1d essay (PPC number 10) printed in black and red on wove paper, minor thinning 
at top otherwise fine (Plate 52) £300-£340

1315 C E -- Charles Whiting Congreve Method 1d essay (PPC number 12) printed in black and red on wove paper and affixed to 
backing card, close to clear margins, the red printing a little underinked (Plate 52) £260-£300

1316 C E -- Charles Whiting Congreve Method square VR ‘Principle Suggested’ essay (PPC number 26) in deep blue, large margins 
but slight thinning at upper left corner, also second example in paler shade with close to touching margins and some 
adhesions on reverse (Plate 52) £300-£340

1317
1317 E C 1840 (September to December) Cancellation Trials, Second Trial Plate State 3: A reconstructed sheet of twelve, 

the stamps appear to fit together vertically but do not appear to have been treated in the same way as two 
reconstructed sheets in the R.M.Phillips collection. It is possible that they ar part of Thomas Watson’s trials of 
November and December 1840. Rare. Ex John Griffiths and believed to be unique in private hands  £3000-£3400

1318
1318 C P 1841 Small Trial Twopence Plate, a marginal example from the right of the sheet of twelve without letters in the lower 

corners (SG DP43), good margins the other three sides, fine and rare, cat £1,800 £800-£900

1319 E E 1850 Prince Consort 1d imperforate finished essay lettered FJ (Spec DP71b), three examples respectively in red-
brown (horizontal pair) or black, good to large margins without gum, latter with trivial thinning still fine appearance, 
cat £6,000+ (Plate 52)  £1000-£1200
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1320
1320 C P 1872 1d die II, plate 27 “South Kensington Exhibition” proof in black on thick white card (Spec DP36), upper 

marginal block of four (AH/BI), ‘AH’ tone spot and design just touched at upper left corner, otherwise fine and a 
rare multiple, only one sheet of 240 was produced, cat £10,000+  £3000-£3400

1321 C P 1876 Watermark Large Garter 4d plate 15, colour trial in light sage, imperforate horizontal pair on gummed paper lettered 
HK-HL, good margins all round, fresh, fine and scarce, BPA Cert (1959) as SG 135a, cat £500+ (Plate 52) £260-£300

1322 E E 1879-1880 Tender Essays: Selection of Perkins Bacon essays and trials comprising five perforarted ½d colour trials in 
black, mauve, blue, pink and green, composite block of 12 in blue comprising ½d (6), 1½d (3) and 2d (3), 1d imperf plate 
proofs in black, green (2), red and blue, imperf setenant strip of 6 different designs in blue, and perforated setenant strip of 
3 different designs in brown-lilac, cond varies but a useful group. Also McCorquodale imperf 1d ‘dummy’ stamps in rosy 
mauve (block of 4) and grey-black (irregular block of 20) (Plate 52) £500-£600

1323 C P 1887-92 ‘Jubilee’ 3d Plate Proofs in black on green, two examples in different shades, imperforate on unwatermarked 
paper, fine and scarce (Plate 52) £160-£180

1324
1324 C P 1881/83 ‘The Small Head Die’ proof in black on white glazed card, dated 7 JAN 83, handstamped ‘AFTER 

HARDENING’ and initialled at lower right  £1000-£1200

1325 E E 1884 Official Reproductions of the 1867-83 10s greenish-grey lettered A-A, £1 brown-lilac lettered A-D, 1870 1d lilac 
and 1880-81 2d. rose all printed in the original inks and affixed to part printers (DLR) day book page, headed ‘Coloured 
Impressions’ in m/s, a most unusual item (Plate 52) £900-£1000
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                                                            1327                                                                  1326                                                                 1328
1326 C E 1910 3d Hentschel Zinc Block Essay for colour in light reddish mauve on yellow wove paper, with handstruck 

‘W/93’ and m/s ‘Tyrian Purple 56’, most attractive and rare  £1000-£1200

1327 C P 1912 ½d die II, die proof colour trial taken from stage 5 die, 1st state with solid “H” in “HALFPENNY”, in grey-
brown on gummed watermarked crown paper, most unusual and rare with this shade not listed in SG GB 

   Vol 2  £1000-£1200

1328 C P -- Profile Head Die Proof: Coinage Head Die stage 1g, printed in black on gummed paper with crown watermark, 
a wonderful and extremily rare exhibition item. Ex Graham Mark  £1300-£1500

AUTOGRAPHS 

1329 E  Selection of signed letters written-up on album leaves from Rowland Hill (3), Frederick Hill, James Chalmers and Harry 
Furniss, latter includes a pen and ink portrait of Mr Punch, also 1872 cover signed by then Prime Minister W.E. Gladstone, 
mostly fine (7) £500-£600

QUEEN VICTORIA

1330 C 8 1840 1d plate 1a: ED grey-black (worn plate) with four good to large margins, fine used by bold, almost complete MC in 
red (Plate 52) £140-£160

1331 C 8 -- EF close (but clear) at l/left, large margins elsewhere, used by bold, large part MC in red (Plate 52) £100-£120

1332 C 8 -- JF four good to large margins, used with bold red MC cancel (Plate 52) £100-£120

1333 C 8 -- RD four good to large margins, used by rather over-inked MC in red (Plate 52) £100-£120

1334
1334 C 8 -- SI four good to very large margins, fine used by light central MC which leaves design largely visible £160-£180

1335 C 8 1840 1d black plate 1b: DA just touched at left of “A” square, large to very large margins elsewhere, used by large part 
MC in orange-red, cat £350 (Plate 52) £100-£120

1336 C 8 -- IG hint of corner crease at u/right, very close (but clear) at right, good to large margins elsewhere, used by large part MC 
in red (Plate 52) £80-£90

1337 C 8 -- IK four large to very large margins, tied to large piece by two MCs in red, with Hull cds for Oc 2 1840 in same colour 
alongside £140-£160

1338 C * -- JE used on entire to Bristol, adhesive has 4 large margins and used by bold central MC in black (not tied), face bears 
Brislington undated circle, reverse with Bristol arrival cds for Mar 21 1841, a hint of horiz filing crease at top which just 
affects adhesive (Plate 53) £180-£200

1339 C 8 -- LB variety ‘Watermark inverted’ (SG 2Wi) 4 good to very large margins, used by slightly ‘oily’ red MC, cat £2,500 
   (Plate 52) £500-£600

1340 C 8 -- NC lightly cut-into at top of NW corner square, good to very large margins elsewhere, used by neat complete MC in red 
(Plate 54) £90-£100
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1341 C 8 -- PC close to large margins, used with red MC cancel (Plate 54) £100-£120

1342 C 8 -- PF a trace of wrinkling, four large even margins, used by rather over-inked MC in red (Plate 54) £110-£130

1343 C 8 -- RL four good even margins, fine used by MC in red (Plate 54) £140-£160

      
 1344                             1346                           1348

1344 C H -- TE with four good to massive margins, lovely impression, large part o.g., RPS Cert (1981), scarce, cat 
£12,000  £4000-£4400

1345 C 8 1840 1d plate 2: BC close (but clear) at left, good to large margins elsewhere, used by slightly untidy MC in red 
   (Plate 54) £90-£100

1346 C 8 -- CG four large margins, very fine used by neat part MC in red which leaves profile largely clear, attractive £160-£180

1347 C 8 -- IH-II horizontal pair, “IH” surface fault affects corner of “I” square, “II” small tear at foot just touches design, however 
with large margins all round and neatly used by two black MCs (Plate 54) £130-£150

1348 C H -- LL unused and regummed, good to large margins, fresh and fine appearance, rare  £800-£900

1349 C 8 -- MA a trace of creasing, four good to large margins, used by neat MC in bright red (Plate 54) £100-£120

1350 C 8 -- OL and plate 3 lettered FB on part cover addressed to Youghal, both tied by MCs in red, former fine four margin 
example, latter small surface fault on ‘F’ square and close margin at left with scissor cut which touches design, although 
good to large margins elsewhere, reverse bears Youghal cds for Jy 24 1840 £140-£160

1351 C 8 -- QD good to large margins, tied to piece by red MC, fine and attractive (Plate 53) £150-£170

1352 C 8 1840 1d plate 3: KA faint vert crease at right, four good to very large margins and neatly used by red MC (Plate 54)
    £90-£100

1353 C 8 -- NI four good to large margins, just tied to small piece by MC in orange-red (Plate 53) £140-£160

      
 1354                      1360                   1363

1354 C 8 -- OJ four good to large margins, fine used with red MC cancel £150-£170

1355 C 8 1840 1d plate 4: OF-PF vertical pair with close to large margins just touching at upper left side, used with bold red MC 
cancels, fine, cat £1,250 (Plate 54) £200-£240

1356 C 8 -- TG four large to very large margins, used by rather heavy MC in black (Plate 54) £120-£140

1357 C 8 1840 1d plate 5: AD upper right corner square just touched at right, good to enormous margins elsewhere, used by neat 
MC in black (Plate 54) £100-£120

1358 c 8 -- AH with a pre-printing ‘paper crease’ leaving a clear white line in the stamp, margins all round and used with red MC 
cancel, unusual (Plate 54) £200-£240

1359 C 8 -- LJ close to good margins, used with red MC cancel (Plate 54) £100-£120

1360 C 8 -- PB third repair, State 3 (non-coincident re-entry) close to good margins, used with black MC cancel, fine and 
rare, (SG Specialised AS 30), cat £10,000  £1800-£2000

1361 C 8 -- TD close (but clear) at upper left, with large margins elsewhere, used by large part MC in bright red (Plate 54) £100-£120

1362 C 8 1840 1d plate 6: AD four good to large margins, used by somewhat over-inked MC in red (Plate 54) £110-£130

1363 C H -- HG with four good to large margins, grey-black shade on thin paper (SG Spec AS40var) good impression, unused 
without gum, BPA Cert (2005), an unlisted shade/paper variety  £2200-£2600
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1364 C 8 -- II four clear to large margins, used by red MC (Plate 54) £90-£100

1365 C 8 -- QK tiny thin spot, four clear to large margins, used by large part MC in black (Plate 54) £90-£100

1366 C 8 -- TJ good to just clear margins used by red MC cancellations (Plate 54) £80-£90

1367 C 8 1840 1d plate 7: CB four large margins, used by part red MC which leaves much of design clear (Plate 54) £140-£160

1368 C 8 -- NF (double letter)-NG horizontal pair on thin paper, good to large margins, used with black MC cancels, fine and scarce, 
cat £2,000+ (Plate 54) £300-£340

1369 C 8 1840 1d plate 8: FA just touched at right, good margins at top and foot and huge margin at left, tied to small piece by neat 
red MC (Plate 54) £120-£140

1370 C 8 -- KD four clear to large margins, good used by part MC in red (Plate 54) £140-£160

1371 C 8 -- KH close (but clear) at l/left, good to large margins elsewhere, used by slightly “oily” MC in red (Plate 54) £110-£130

1372 C 8 -- QE four good to large margins, used by slightly over-inked MC in red (Plate 54) £90-£100

         
  1373                       1378                          1385                          1387

1373 C H 1840 1d plate 9: HD unused and regummed, good to large margins, fresh and fine appearance, rare, necessarily offered 
‘as is’ £900-£1000

1374 C 8 -- HH four large margins, fine used by light MC in black (Plate 54) £200-£240

1375 C 8 -- KB just clear at top right, close to good margins elsewhere, used by neat MC in black, cat £600 (Plate 54) £140-£160

1376 C 8 1840 1d plate 10: EC-FC vertical pair with good margins all round, used with two very neat upright black MC 
cancels, small scissor cut between stamps, a most attractive multiple, RPS Cert (2007) (Plate 54)  £1300-£1500

1377 C 8 -- TK four clear to good margins, used by part red MC at right which leaves profile clear (Plate 54) £160-£180

1378 C 8 1840 1d grey-black, plate 11: DF thinned at upper right corner, however with four large margins, used by large part MC 
in black, BPA Cert (1991), cat £4,600 £600-£700

1379 C 8 1840 1d black, three examples plate 1a (MG), plate 4 (FD) and plate 7 (MJ), all three with four good to large margins and 
used by MC in red or orange-red, each with trace of horiz crease but fine appearance (Plate 54) £180-£200

1380 C 8 -- 1d black, group of 11 unplated used examples, all but one used by fair to very fine strikes of MC in red, the other by 
bold MC in black, almost all with four margins, however various imperfections incl creasing, thinning and one with small 
tear, an ideal group for plating, cat £3,850+ £360-£400

1381 C 8 -- 1d black, group of 22 unplated used examples, three with fair to very fine strikes of MC in black, remainder by 
various strikes in red, most four margins but with small imperfections, a few three margins but otherwise sound, 
an ideal group for plating, cat £7,700+  £1300-£1500

1382 C 8 1840 2d blue plate 1: AD used by neat, virtually complete MC in black, close (but clear) at l/r, good to very large margins 
elsewhere (Plate 54) £200-£240

1383 C 8 C -- CD a hint of creasing, four clear to large margins, used by London chief office “17” numeral (SG 5i) cat £2,500 
   (Plate 54) £300-£340

1384 C 8 -- GH good to large margins, used with virtually complete strike of the MC in black, small thin at foot otherwise fine 
   (Plate 54) £200-£240

1385 C 8 -- HB with good margins all round, used with almost complete black MC, most attractive, RPS Cert (2005) £90-£100

1386 C 8 -- IF-IH horizontal strip of 3, each used by bold orange-red MC, “IF” with heavy vert crease, others sound and with four 
close to good margins, a scarce multiple despite faults, cat £2,625+ (Plate 54) £180-£200

1387 C 8 --NB (pale blue) four large to very large margins, neatly used by almost complete MC in orange-red, most 
attractive  £500-£600

1388 C 8 --OK (deep full blue) four large margins and used by bold MC in black, exceptionally fresh colour (Plate 54) £500-£600
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1389 C 8 -- SI close (but clear) at left, good to large margins elsewhere, used by bold, large part MC in black, cat £875 (SG 5) 
   (Plate 54) £180-£200

1390 C 8 -- TA-TB (pale blue) horizontal pair, used by two MCs in red, “TA” corner crease at u/left, close (but clear) by “B” square 
of “TB”, good margins elsewhere (Plate 54) £300-£340

1391 C 8 1840 2d blue plate 2: HI a couple of trivial thin spots, four good to very large margins, used by large part MC in black, cat 
£1,000 £140-£160

1392 C 8 -- deep full blue, MA four clear to good margins, used by neat upright MC in red, attractive (Plate 54) £200-£240

1393 C 8 -- deep full blue, RI-RJ horizontal pair both stamps showing ‘basal shift’ variety (Spec DS7c) right stamp with vertical 
crease but good to large margins all round, each used by rather heavy (RI) or neat (RH) MC in black, cat £2,000+ 

   (Plate 54) £300-£340

1394 C 8 -- 2d plate 1, two horizontal pairs, pale blue shade (HF-HG) used by crisp MCs in red, blue shade (EJ-EK) by MCs in 
black, also a single (HH) used by red MC and a horizontal pair plate 2 in blue shade (LK-LL) used by red MCs, generally 
with three margins and two pairs also thinning affecting one of both stamps, the single creased, good appearance 
despite faults, cat £6,725+ £460-£500

1395 C H 1841 1d red-brown (SG 8) horizontal pair (FA/FB) with part sheet margin at left showing inscription “not to remove the 
C....”, FB a couple of faint marks on face, FA just touched at top, with good margins elsewhere, part o.g. £100-£120

1396 C 8 --1d red-brown plate 16 lettered TL, four large to enormous margins, significant portion of adjoining stamp at left and 4mm 
sheet margin at foot shows part inscription “move the Cement”, just tied to small piece by slightly heavy black MC, with 
Colne undated circle below £70-£80

1397 E H8 -- Imperforate 1d red, collection on pages incl five unused examples (small part to large part o.g.), each identified 
by vendor as representative of the SG listed shades (excl lake-red), the 1d orange-brown with Beckett opinion, 
the remainder of the collection used with a good range of shades (identified by vendor), vars incl re-entries, 
frame breaks and re-cut letters, also small used range of 2d blues incl horiz pair, generally fine and most with 
four margins (57)  £1000-£1200

1398 C 8 1841-51 2d blue lettered BL, 1854-57 2d deep blue, wmk SC, perf 16 (MB) and 2d blue, wmk SC, perf 14 (GC), all from 
plate 4 and with watermark inverted (SG 14Wi, 19Wi, 23Wi), first and last used by London Chief Office “20” or “16” 
numerals, SG 19Wi by Glasgow “159” numeral, first with four good margins, others centring about average for these 
stamps, a scarce group £400-£440

1399
1399 C 8 -- 2d violet-blue, plate 4, on thicker lavender tinted paper, lettered OA, four large margins, used by bold “447” numeral 

(Leeds) with small part additional strike (SG 15aa, Spec ES16), RPS Cert (1989) £600-£700

1400
1400 C 8 1852-53 1d red-brown (die 1, Alphabet II) plate 156, lettered DD, with “Treasury Roulette” separation at top and 

sides, (Spec B2aa) used by London Chief Office “33” numeral, light crease at lower left but well above average for 
this rare experimental separation, BPA Cert (1991), cat £7,200  £2600-£3000

1401 C 8 1854-57 Watermark SC, perf 16, 2d blue plate 5 (SG 20a) a fine well centred example, used by part oval ‘Spoon’ ds and 
part numeral, cat £350 £80-£90

1402 C 8 -- 2d blue plate 5, wmk LC, perf 16 (SG 27), two used examples in deep and pale shades, former with “573” numeral 
(North Shields), latter cancel not legible but much of design visible, cat £900 £90-£100
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1403
1403 C H 1856 1d red-brown plate 25, die II, alphabet III, top marginal imperforate block of four lettered AG-BH, on ungummed 

watermarked (large Crown) paper (SG 29a/Spec C8h) good margins all round with part imprint in top margin, a 
most attractive block, cat £16,000 (as singles)  £8000-£9000

   
                                                                                                                      1404                                                                                  1411
1404 E 8 Watermark Varieties: Selection of nine 1d red ‘stars’ and two 2d (plate 8 and 9) lettered MA, ML, TA or TL each with 

Large Crown watermark showing the watermark variety which occasionally appears on these stamps, all used, an 
interesting group for further study. See ‘Watermarks’ under ‘General Notes’ in SG GB Concise  £2600-£3000

1405 C I 1858-79 1d rose-red plate 76 top marginal ‘Imprimatur’ lettered ‘AC’, with part marginal inscription ‘2 £1...Per Shee’, very 
fine with full margins all round, cat from £425 £200-£240

1406 C P -- 1d rose-red plate 166 ‘Imprimatur’ lettered AK, with sheet margin at top, just clear to good margins elsewhere, very fresh 
colour, BPA Cert (2009) (Plate 54) £200-£240

1407 C I -- 1d lake-red plate 205 ‘Imprimatur’ top marginal lettered ‘A-I’, good margins and lovely fresh colour, most attractive 
(Plate 54) £200-£240

1408 C H -- 1d lake-red plate 224 (SG 44) block of four from the right of the sheet lettered BK-CL, couple of gum wrinkles and 
centred to upper right otherwise fine, cat £600+ £120-£140

1409 C 8 -- 1d rose-red plate 225 (SG 43) used by large part “666” numeral (Ryde, IOW), centred to upper right but plate number 
clearly visible both sides, cat £800 (Plate 54) £160-£180

1410 E 8 -- 1d rose-red/lake-red, a lightly duplicated used collection on stock pages with all plates (except 77!) represented, 
generally good used with various barred numeral cancels, although a few cds examples seen, plate 225 used by “212” 
English numeral which leaves plate number clearly visible (232) £160-£180

1411 C H 1858-79 2d blue (SG 45) plate 12, lettered PI, fine lightly hinged o.g., with lovely deep colour, cat £3,000 £900-£1000

1412 C H 1870 ½d rose-red plate 5 (SG 48) block of six lettered KS-MT, typical centring and gum creasing but fresh colour, large 
part o.g., cat £660 (Plate 54) £100-£120
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1413
1413 C H -- ½d rose-red plate 8 (SG 48) right hand marginal (imperf to margin) block of twenty four lettered ‘LS-OX’, with 

inscription ‘HAND SIDE of the Address. In Wetting the Back be careful not’ in margin, ironed out vertical crease 
through right hand row, usual gum wrinkles and a couple of stamps lightly hinged, others full o.g., well centred for 
these and fresh colour, a lovely and very rare multiple, cat £14,400+  £4000-£4400

1414 C 8 -- ½d rose-red plate 9 (SG 48) centred to foot and a couple of short perfs, however lightly used by part English numeral 
which leaves plate number clearly visible on both sides, BPA Cert (2008) (Plate 54) £160-£180

1415 C 8 -- ½d rose-red plate 9 (SG 48) centred to top but lightly used with plate number clearly visible both sides, cat £850 
   (Plate 54) £140-£160

1416 C H -- ½d rose-red plate 13 (SG 48) top marginal block of twelve (6 x 2) showing printers inscription and current number “221”, 
usual gum wrinkles otherwise fine o.g. only two of which are hinged (Plate 54) £650-£750

1417 E 8 -- ½d rose-red and rose (SG 48/49) quantity on dealers/stamp club approval pages, good range of plates, a few pairs and 
many on piece, potential postmark interest and high cat value (Hundreds) £240-£280

1418 E 8 -- ½d rose-red and red (SG 48 and 49) a lightly used ‘set’ of the plate numbers on album page, also 6 blocks of four of 1d 
plates (73, 81, 86, 90, 104 and 107) all used, plate 90 cut across lower right corner £180-£200

1419 C H -- 1½d lake-red plate 3 (SG 52) lettered ‘IL’ with sheet margin at right showing inscription ‘the Labels ABOVE’, fresh and 
fine with lightly hinged o.g., cat £600+ (Plate 54) £260-£300

1420 C H -- 1½d lake-red plate 3 block of four overprinted ‘SPECIMEN’ type 9, (SG Spec G6(2) s) lettered ‘HA-IB’, top pair lightly 
hinged otherwise full o.g., usual gum wrinkles but very fresh, cat £1,200+ (Plate 54) £500-£600

1421 C 8 -- 1½d rose-red plate 1, error of lettering “OP-PC” for “CP-PC” (SG 53) a few shortish perfs, used by “498” numeral 
(Manchester) which leaves “O” square completely clear, a scarce and popular error, cat £1,900 (Plate 54) £600-£700

1422 A H8	  1881 1d lilac: Lovely collection well written-up on leaves, commences with selection of die I issues incl imperforate
	 	P E example from the imprimatur sheet and block of 4 overprinted Specimen, then die II incl (unused unless stated) 

imperforate imprimaturs from plates 36, 41 and 43, imperforate plate proof on green paper, printed on both sides 
with inverted wmk (1989 RPS Cert), overprinted Specimen (2), lower right corner pair (control V) printed on laid 
paper, range of control margin singles, block of 4 with inverted wmk, lower right corner partly printed due to 
paper fold, range of unused and used departmental ovpt for Army, Government Parcels, and Inland Revenue and 
a few odds, cond varies but a splendid collection, viewing highly recommended (Plate 54)  £2600-£3000

1423 C 8 1847-54 Embossed 1s green (SG 55) top marginal with good margins all round, used with part ‘466’ (Liverpool) numeral 
in black and part ‘PAID’ (USA) in red, fine for these, cat £1,000 (Plate 54) £400-£440

1424 C 8 -- 1s green (SG 55) block of four used by ‘466’ Liverpool numerals, large margins three sides, just touching at right, light 
pen mark affects the two at right and signs of overall soiling otherwise fine and a scarce multiple (Plate 55) £700-£800

1425 C H8 -- 10d brown Die 2 (SG 57) part o.g., good embossing and with clear margins three sides, just touched at foot, slight 
overall soiling and trace of central vertical crease otherwise fine and rare, cat £11,000 (Plate 54) £600-£700
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1426 C H -- 10d brown (SG 57) unused without gum, margins two sides, attractive (Plate 54) £500-£600

1427 C H -- 6d dull lilac (SG 59) small part o.g., margins three sides, just touched at top, the embossing with traces of light soiling 
and a little rubbed otherwise fine (Plate 54) £600-£700

1428 C 8 -- 6d purple with ‘Inverted watermark’ (SG 60wj) lower marginal with good margins all round, just showing part of adjoining 
stamp at top and fine used with ‘498’ (Manchester) duplex, fine for these, cat £1,000 (Plate 54) £400-£440

1429 C * 1855 Cover from Waringstown (Ireland) to Philadelphia, 1s rate paid by 1847-54 1s green (cut square, but two scissor cuts 
affecting design), tied by neat “446” numeral, also by US “5/CENTS” mark, this in red, with Philadelphia arrival cds (also 
in red) for 24 Mar, reverse bears Waringstown undated circle in green, Banbridge transit cds for Fe 23 1855 and London 
marks for Mar 1 and 2, a couple of stains on back flap but attractive facial appearance £90-£100

1430 C 8 1855-57 4d carmine, wmk small garter, on white glazed paper (SG 62b) centred to upper right but good colour, used by 
   central “635” numeral (Reading), a good example of this uncommon stamp, RPS Cert (1984), cat £1,100 (Plate 54)
    £260-£300

1431 C H 1862-64 6d deep lilac, plate 3 (SG 83) a couple of missing perfs at foot, fresh part o.g., cat £2,500 (Plate 54) £500-£600

1432 C 8 1885-67 4d vermilion plate 12 (SG 94) horizontal strip of three (GB-GD), very fine used with two ‘STAFFORD’ cds’s dated 
OC.14.72, most attractive £90-£100

1433 C 8 -- 2s cobalt, plate 1, wmk spray of rose (SG 120a) wing marginal example used by “500” numeral of Keymer, centred to 
lower left and a few shortish perfs, however a good collectable example of this very scarce shade, Brandon Cert (2001), 
cat £3,000 (Plate 54) £460-£500

1434 C 8 1867-83 2s milky-blue, plate 1, wmk spray of rose (SG 120b) a couple of short perfs at top, however fresh and well 
centred, used by part Lombard St duplex (20% cds, 80% numeral), RPS Cert (1992), cat £1,900 (Plate 55) £400-£440

1435 C 8 -- 2s brown, plate 1, wmk spray of rose (SG 121) wing marginal, a trace of creasing, used by complete but heavy 
Folkestone cds for Jy 29 80, Brandon Cert (1977), cat £4,200 (Plate 55) £900-£1000

1436 C 8 1872-73 6d pale chestnut plate 12 (SG 124a) a few short perfs and rather heavily used by London barred oval, 
however very well centred and plate number clearly visible at right, accompanied by 6d pale buff plate 12 (SG 123) 
for comparison, this used by Glasgow cds for Oc 16 73, a good collectable example of this rare stamp, cat £3,500 
(Plate 55)  £1000-£1200

1437 C 8 1867-83 Watermark Maltese Cross, 5s rose (SG 126) centred to left, used by neat Hull cds for Fe 23 72, cat £650 
   (Plate 55) £120-£140

1438 C 8 -- £1 brown-lilac (SG 129) centred to foot, short perf and some thinning, however with good colour, used by Glasgow cds 
for Mr 2 82, cat £4,500 (Plate 55) £460-£500

      
                                                                                      1439                                         1440                                         1442
1439 C 8 -- Watermark Anchor on blued paper, 5s rose (SG 130) traces of an ironed-out crease at top and some loss 

of blueing, otherwise a fine well centred example used by ‘Lincolns Inn/Serle St WC’ cds for De 27 82, cat 
£4,800  £1000-£1200

1440 C 8 -- 10s grey-green (SG 131) very fine used by crisp Bristol cds for Mr 17 83, a gem! BPA Cert (1989), cat 
£5,200  £2200-£2600

1441 C 8 -- £5 orange lettered DK (SG 133) used with large part boxed telegraphic cancellation and Parliament Street cds of 
July 8 1882, fine and rare, cat £15,000 (Plate 55)  £2000-£2400

1442 C 8 -- Watermark Anchor on white paper, 10s grey-green (SG 135) horizontal crease and a couple of shortish perfs, used by 
neat ‘Cornhill B.O./E.C’ cds for Sp 15 83, very fine facial appearance, cat £5,200 £600-£700
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1443                                                                  1444

1443 C H -- £5 orange (SG 137) lettered AM, very fresh with just the odd gum wrinkle, well centred and lovely colour a fine 
example of this popular rarity, Brandon Cert (1986), cat £14,000  £8000-£9000

1444 C 8 -- £5 orange (SG 137) lettered DD, just a hint of creasing, used by neat “MANCHESTER/ACCOUNTS” cds for 19 
June 1893, an attractive example of this popular stamp, cat £4,750  £1200-£1400

1445
1445 C 8 -- £5 orange (SG 137) lettered DC, small corner crease at upper right, a few light tones and shortish perfs, used by 

rather heavy Belfast cds for No 7 91, cat £4,750  £1000-£1200

1446 C 8 1873-80 Watermark Small Anchor, error of lettering “LH-FL” for “LH-HL” 2½d rosy mauve (SG 140) centred to foot and 
odd shortish perf, used by part English type numeral at right which leaves much of portrait and left corner squares clear, 
a popular and very scarce error, cat £2,600 (Plate 55) £700-£800

1447 C 8 -- Watermark Spray of Rose, 1s orange-brown plate 13, watermark garter, 4d vermilion plate 15, 4d sage-green plate 
15 and 4d grey-brown plate 17 (SG 151,152/54), first off centre to lower left, each with good colour and used by cds for 
Edinburgh Mr 10 81, Dorking No 25 76, Dewsbury De 20 77 and London No 15 80 (last a squared circle ds), 4d vermilion 
a couple of short perfs but an attractive group, cat £2,050 £400-£440

1448 C 8 1880-83 3d rose plate 20, wmk crown (SG 158) block of 4 used by two London ‘105’ duplexes for Sp 1 81, left vert pair 
are only used by cds, but these unfortunately with vert crease, a scarce multiple despite faults £90-£100

1449 C H -- 6d on 6d lilac (SG 162) block of four lettered BE-CF, large part o.g., couple of small light tone spots otherwise fine and 
scarce, cat £3,400 (Plate 55) £500-£600

1450 C 8 1883-84 On blued paper, 2s6d lilac lettered G-F (SG 175) very fine used with red circular “21” telegraphic handstamp, 
unusual and very fine, PRS Cert (1997) (Plate 55) £750-£850

1451 C 8 -- 2s 6d lilac on blued paper (SG 175) used by bold, large part Greenock cds for Oc 9 85, BPA Cert (2000) (Plate 55)
    £500-£600

1452 C H -- 2s6d lilac (SG 178) block of four lettered EA-FB, large part o.g., the lower left stamp u/m, a fine and scarce multiple, cat 
£3,500 (Plate 55) £600-£700

1453 C 8 -- white paper, 2s 6d lilac and 5s rose (SG 178, 180) former used by bold St Andrews cds for Au 22 93, latter by Penzance 
cds for Ja 28 95, an attractive pair £90-£100

1454
1454 C 8 -- On blued paper (from white paper period), (SG 179a) centred to foot and odd shortish perf, used by large part 

Chester Grand Stand cds for My 13 97, exceptional appearance of blued paper during the white paper period, a 
rare stamp, BPA Cert (1988), cat £3,600  £1400-£1600
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1455
1455 C 8 -- 2s6d deep lilac (SG 179a) block of four lettered IG-JH, fine used with four cds’s dated JY 19 92, hardily visible 

pressed out horizontal crease, Brandon Cert (2004), very rare multiple, cat £14,400+  £3000-£3400

1456 C H -- 5s crimson (SG 181) lettered IG, large part o.g., fine and attractive, cat £975 (Plate 55) £120-£140

1457
1457 C 8 -- 10s cobalt on white paper (SG 182) a fine, fresh example of this rare shade used by bold Nottingham cds for 1 

Ap 85, RPS Cert (1994), cat £8,250  £3000-£3400

1458
1458 C 8 1884 Watermark Crowns, £1 brown-lilac (SG 185) very fine used by Windsor cds for Oc 7 90, RPS Cert (2008), cat 

£2,800 £1000-£1200

1459 C 8 -- £1 brown-lilac (SG 185) vert crease and rather faded, used by several reg oval ds, a representative spacefiller, cat 
£2,800 (Plate 55) £100-£120

1460 C 8 1888 Watermark Three Orbs £1 brown-lilac (SG 186) lettered OC, neatly used with light Hull cds dated JU.12.88 and by 
large part box cancellation, good colour and acceptable centering, fine and scarce, cat £4,250 (Plate 55) £800-£900

1461 C 8 -- £1 brown-lilac (SG 186) centred to top and corner crease at upper right, used by Wolverhampton cds for My 15 and two 
part telegraphic boxes, a good collectable example of this scarce and popular stamp, cat £4,250 (Plate 55) £460-£500

1462
1462 C H 1883-84 9d dull green ‘Watermark sideways inverted’ (SG 195wi) top marginal, fresh colour, fine u/m (hinged in 

margin), scarce so fine, cat £2,000  £1000-£1200
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1463
1463 C H 1887-1900 Jubilee ½d (both) to 1s (both) (SG 197/211, 213/14) large part o.g. blocks of four, some remaining u/m, 

a few with light natural gum bends otherwise fresh and fine, cat £2,600+  £1000-£1200

1464 C H 1887-92 3d purple/orange (SG 204) left marginal example, minor bend at left, fresh u/m, with a copy of BPA Cert (1979) 
for a left marginal block of 4, from which this was the upper left stamp, cat £1,300 (Plate 55) £400-£440

1465 E H -- 4d “light green and pale brown”, complete pane of 20 with margins, mounted on original album page, the shade 
described as above and stated to be from fifth state and guillotined incorrectly in lower interpane margin - with full margin 
(SG 205 var) some light gum bends, otherwise fine u/m, hinged only in margins  £600-£700

1466 C 8 Small used selection on stockcard incl 1867-80 3d rose plate 8, block of 4, used by Newcastle cds, a single of same 
stamp with Douglas IOM cds, 1855-57 4d carmine (large garter) with Dundee cds, 1873-80 4d vermilion plate 15, tied to 
piece by Wigan duplex (80% cds), 1887-91 4½d green and carmine tied to piece by neat Worthing ds (8) £90-£100

OFFICIALS

1467 E H* Army: 1896-1901 1d lilac (SG O43) unused block of fifty-six (8 x 7) from the left of the sheet, some perf separations, 
without gum, lightly stained at places and other small faults otherwise a fine and rare multiple, also a single example used 
locally within Chester on blue ‘O.H.M.S.’ envelope dated Feb. 12 1904 £70-£80

1468 C HS Government Parcels: 1887-1900 2d green and carmine overprinted SPECIMEN (SG O70s, Spec L25s) fresh large part 
o.g., a few shortish perfs, cat £300 £60-£70

1469 C HS -- 1887-1900 2d green and carmine overprinted SPECIMEN (SG O70s, Spec L25s) fresh large part o.g., a few shortish 
perfs, cat £300 £60-£70

1470
1470 C O Inland Revenue: 1890 5s rose lettered F-C, overprinted I.R. OFFICIAL (SG O9) very fine used with complete LEICESTER 

cds dated NO 17 96, a few short perfs at foot, cat £2,400 £900-£1000

1471
1471 C O -- 1892 £1 green lettered C-A, overprinted I.R. OFICIAL (SG O16) very fine used with oval GLASGOW/ACCOUNT 

BRANCH dated 18 OC 94, one very weak perf at top, cat £2,500  £1000-£1200

TELEGRAPHS 

1472 E H Universal Private Telegraph Co.: 1864 1s lilac with blue-green control (Hiscocks 9), folded part sheet of 94 (control 
numbers 7601-7700, numbers 7606, 7607, 7661, 7671, 7681, 7691 removed) with ‘Waterlow & Sons. London’ imprint, 
u/m. Minor imperfections incl light toning and creasing but uncommon in this format. £50-£60
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QUEEN VICTORIA - COLLECTIONS

1473 C H8 Small mainly used selection on stockcards incl 1840 1d (4, 2 of unused appearance), 2d (6), 1870 1½d (2 unused), 
1847-54 Embossed 6d (2), 1s (5), 1883-84 values to 10s, 1884 £1, 1888 £1, 1891 £1 (2) and 1882-1901 Official Inland 
Revenue £1 brown-lilac (Wmk Crowns) ovpt ‘SPECIMEN’, mostly all with slight faults or defects but with a large 
catalogue value (36)  £2600-£3000

1474 E H8F Small range on pages commencing with 1840 1d (4, faults) and 2d horizontal pair used, then mainly unused incl 
1873-81 vals to 1s (incl 8d), 1880-83 1s, 1883-84 2s6d and 5s (plus 10s opt Specimen), 1884 £1 brown-lilac (used) 
and 1887-92 £1, also a selection of line-engraved forgeries, very mixed cond throughout, close inspection required 
(approx 100) (Plate 55)  £2000-£2400

1475 E H Collection of unused issues on three stockpages incl 1840 1d (cleaned and regummed), 1841 1d, 1841 2d (3), 1854-58 
1d ‘Stars’ in blocks of four, 1858-79 1d ‘Plates’ in blocks of four and larger, 1881 1d lilac die 2 corner marginal block 
of thirty, 1883-84 2s6d, 1887-1900 Jubilee set of fourteen etc, very mixed condition throughout (172)  £1600-£1800

1476 A H8 Collection in album used unless stated incl 1840 1d black (9 from fillers to four margins), another (3 margins) on 
cover and 4 margined single with inverted wmk but creased, 2d blue (2 and 3 margins), imperf 1d reds incl three on 
piece with number ‘12’ in MC cancels, 1d plates to 224, 1870 ½d plate 9, fair range of surface printed incl 1873-80 
6d grey plate 16 with lower margin with ‘6 Pence’ imprint large part o.g.,, a few Officials and overprinted for use 
abroad, mixed cond but useful lot (Hundreds)  £1000-£1200

KING EDWARD VII

1477 C 8 1902-10 2s 6d lilac, on ordinary paper (SG 260) fine used by neat Great Yarmouth cds for Fe 26 03, cat £140 £60-£70

1478 C H -- 2s6d to £1 (between SG 260/66) part o.g., the 5s without gum and the £1 with faint creases and a few shortish perfs 
(Plate 55) £400-£440

1479 C 8 1911-13 2s 6d dull greyish purple, (SG 315) centred to top and light surface rubbing, used by Finchley Church End/Regents Park 
Rd N cds for My 19 12, an uncommon stamp and collectable despite imperfections mentioned, cat £450 £100-£120

1480 C 8 -- 5s carmine (SG 318) fine used block of four each with nearly central neat Guernsey cds of September 15 1912, fine and 
attractive, cat £1,000 (Plate 55) £240-£280

1481 C H -- 10s blue, (SG 319) lower left corner marginal example, some faults in margin however stamp very lightly hinged, a trace 
of gum toning, virtually full o.g., cat £1,000 (Plate 55) £460-£500

1482 C 8 -- £1 deep green, (SG 320) typical centring for this stamp and odd shortish perf, used by Guernsey cds for De 5 12, cat 
£750 (Plate 55) £260-£300

1483
1483 C * Booklet: 1906 2s black on red booklet (SG BA2) the 1d panes with inverted watermarks, ½d upright, with above average 

perfs, pencil annotation on front cover re-watermarks, cat £2,000 £900-£1000

KING GEORGE V 

1484 E H 1912 London International Stamp Exhibition 1d deep blue, a complete unused imperforate sheet of 120 (12 x 10) on part 
gummed (washed at top and at left which affects about 55) unwatermarked paper with the inscription ‘S-10-12’ in the 
lower margin, some black marks and gum bends as to be expected otherwise fine and an attractive sheet £100-£120

1485 C H 1911-12 1d aniline scarlet (die B) with ‘Inverted watermark’ (SG 333) fresh and fine u/m, BPA Cert (1991), cat £375. Note 
this stamp is offered on behalf of ‘The Rowans Hospice’ in Hampshire. (Plate 55) £160-£180
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1486
1486 C H 1912-24 1d scarlet SE corner horizontal strip of six each overprinted ‘CANCELLED type 24 (SG Spec N16 (3)w) showing 

control D 14, small rust mark below stamp 4, a couple of minor bends, otherwise fine u/m £900-£1000

1487 C H 1922 Somerset House Experimental Coil Printing 1d pale scarlet (SG Spec N17A) vertical strip of three with coil 
end at foot (this re-enforced with hinge), the middle stamp thinned and small patches of red ink off-set on reverse, 
large part to fine u/m, a very rare strip cat £1,900+ (Plate 55)  £1200-£1400

1488 C H -- Somerset House Experimental Coil Printing 1d pale scarlet vertical pair overprinted ‘SPECIMEN’ type 30 (SG Spec 
N17As) fine u/m, very rare as such, cat £1,900+ (Plate 55) £900-£1000

1489 E H 1912-22 Selection of twenty two 1½d values on album page, various shades mostly identified by vendor, mostly large part 
o.g. £240-£280

1490 E H -- Selection of twenty three 3d values on two album pages, various shades all identified by vendor, six with control 
number, mostly large part o.g. £360-£400

1491 C H 1912-24 4d grey-green lower left corner block of six (3 x 2) variety ‘Watermark inverted’ (SG 379wi) with control M 18 in 
lower margin, fine u/m (Plate 55) £200-£240

1492 C H -- 4d deep slate-green (SG Spec N23/7) in lower left corner horizontal strip of three, with control R 21 in margin, Brandon 
Cert (2008), fine and fresh u/m, cat £750+ (Plate 55) £360-£380

1493 C H -- 6d slate-purple (SG Spec N26(2) lower left corner marginal, fine u/m, photocopy of RPS Cert (2011) as stamp one in 
strip of three (Plate 55) £150-£170

1494 C H -- 6d reddish-purple (SG 385) lower left corner block of six (3 x 2) showing control C. 13 (p) fine u/m, cat £180+ £100-£120

1495 C H -- 6d reddish-purple perf 14 (SG 385a) left hand marginal block of four, fine u/m, cat £600+ (Plate 55) £300-£340

1496 C H -- 7d sage-green (SG 389) lower left corner horizontal strip of three, showing control number J 17 (p) stamp three hinged 
the others u/m, cat £310+ £150-£170

1497 C H -- 9d olive-green (SG 393a) in lower left corner (plate 2b) horizontal strip of three, with control V 23 in margin, fine and fresh 
u/m, cat £675+ (Plate 56) £340-£380

1498 C H -- 10d turquoise-blue (SG 394) block of twenty (5 x 4) fine u/m, cat £800+ £300-£340

1499 A H -- Large range in stockbook with values to 1s the majority marginal with control number incl many multiples and different 
shades, also a smaller range of the block wmk issues again to 1s with control numbers, a few watermark varities etc, 
mostly fine large part o.g., to u/m (300-400) £800-£900

1500 C H 1913 Watermark Multiple Royal Cypher ½d bright green (SG 397) vertical strip of three, slightly dis-coloured gum, but 
good perfs and u/m, cat £750+ (Plate 56) £200-£240

1501 C H -- Waterlow Seahorses 2s6d sepia-brown (SG 400) well centred and lovely colour, fine u/m, cat £550 (Plate 56) £280-£320

1502 C 8 -- 2s 6d sepia-brown, showing the major re-entry which occurs at R2/1 (SG 400a, Spec N63a(2)), well centred and lightly 
used by part/large part cds which leave the variety clearly visible, RPS Cert (1991) (Plate 56) £260-£300

1503 C H -- 10s indigo-blue (SG 402) odd blunt perf at foot, otherwise very fresh and fine u/m, cat £2,000 (Plate 56) £500-£600

1504 C H 1913-18 Seahorses selection of six part o.g. comprising 2s6d (3), 5s, 10s and £1, mainly with bluntish or pulled 
perfs at places, but mostly of fine facial appearance (Plate 56)  £1200-£1400

1505 C 8 1915 Seahorses 10s blue (SG 412) nicely used by part two cds cancels, couple pulled perfs at foot, cat £800 £65-£75

1506 C H R 1916 “Downey Head” 1s blue and red ‘Post Office Savings Bank’ stamp (Barefoot 1), l/right corner marginal example, a 
couple of faint gum bends, fresh u/m £30-£34
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1507 C H 1918-19 Seahorses 5s rose-red (SG 416) lower marginal with part printers guide line in margin, centred left, fresh and fine 
u/m, cat £450 (Plate 55) £200-£240

1508 C H -- 5s rose-red (SG 416) odd slighty shortish perf, u/m, cat £450 (Plate 56) £150-£170

1509 C H -- 5s rose-red (SG 416) centred low and odd shortish perf, u/m, cat £450 (Plate 56) £100-£120

1510 C H -- 10s dull grey-blue (SG 417) upper right corner marginal, fine u/m, cat £800 (Plate 56) £400-£440

1511 C H -- 10s dull grey-blue (SG 417) lower left corner marginal, very light overall gum toning, u/m, cat £800 (Plate 56) £300-£340

1512 C H -- 10s dull grey-blue (SG 417) lower left corner marginal, light overall gum toning, u/m, cat £800 (Plate 56) £260-£300

1513 C H -- 10s blackish-blue (steel blue) (SG Spec N71(3) very light overall gum toning, clear RPS Cert (1987), u/m, cat £1,500 
(Plate 56) £500-£600

1514 C H 1924-26 1d scarlet (SG 419) NE corner horizontal pair, with a fantastic pre-printed and pre-perforation paper fold, leaving 
almost all of the r/h design showing on the reverse, a stunning visual variety, fine u/m £900-£1000

1515 C H -- 1½d red brown (SG 420) NE corner horizontal strip of three, ‘Imperforate to right hand margin’ (SG Spec N35(1)f) the 
stamps fine u/m, hinged in margin, attractive and scarce, cat £1,500 as mounted (Plate 56) £900-£1000

1516 C H -- 6d reddish-purple variety ‘Watermark inverted’ (SG 426wi) in lower left corner horizontal pair, with control D.25 in 
margin, fine u/m, very scarce (Plate 56) £150-£170

1517 C H -- 6d purple (SG 426a) in lower left corner block of four, with control D 38 (P) in margin, fine u/m, a scarce block 
   (Plate 57) £100-£120

1518 C H -- 9d olive-green variety ‘Watermark inverted’ (SG 427wi) fine u/m, cat £175 £80-£90

THE FOLOWING 20 LOTS, FORMED THE ‘JOHN PERKINS’ COLLECTION OF
“THE 1924/25 BRITISH EMPIRE EXHIBITION”

1519 E  1920 November 22 letter from the Prince of Wales on monogrammed ‘St James’s Palace. S.W.’ paper (190 x 243mm) to 
Sir Richard V. Vasser-Smith, Bt regarding his acceptance to serve on the organising committee of the Exhibition, boldly 
signed at foot in blue ink ‘Edward P’, small punched hole at upper left away from the text, fine and rare. Note: The Prince 
of Wales became Edward VIII in 1936 £400-£440

1520 C H 1924 1d scarlet horizontal strip of three from the upper right corner of the sheet, the middle stamp with variety ‘Tail to N 
of EXHIBITION’ (SG Spec NCom 1c) a few shortish perfs at foot and the other two adjoining stamps with paper adhesions 
on gum, the variety remaining u/m, fine, cat £150+ £80-£100

1521 C * -- 1d scarlet (SG 430) used on large part ‘The Daily News’ newspaper wrapper tied by double rim packet handstamp of 
   May 28 1924, the wrapper with light creases and other small faults as to be expected otherwise fine and scarce 
   (Plate 56) £120-£140

1522 C * -- 1d scarlet (SG 430) used on plain postcard tied by April 23 (first day) Wembley Park handstamp, on reverse well 
executed hand painted view of the twin towers, fine and attractive £80-£100

1523 C * -- 1d and 1½d (SG 430/1) used on plain envelope addressed to Bristol tied by April 23 (first day) Wembley Park slogan 
machine cancellation, the 1d with small fault at lower right otherwise fine, scarce (Plate 56) £100-£120

1524 C * -- 1d and 1½d (SG 430/1) used on plain envelope addressed to Bromley Kent tied by April 23 (first day) Wembley Park 
slogan machine cancellation, light central vertical bend just affects the 1d otherwise fine, scarce (Plate 56) £100-£120

1525 C * -- 1d and 1½d (SG 430/1) with additional 3d used on plain envelope addressed to France tied by April 23 (first day) 
Wembley Park handstamps, on reverse Paris arrival datestamp of April 24, a few stained perfs and slight overall soiling 
otherwise fine, scarce (Plate 57) £150-£170

1526 e * -- envelope to a Mr Soper in Clapham with enclosure and with Prince of Wales feather crest on reverse franked 1½d 
tied by unclear London April 1924 machine cancellation, the enclosure being an unused admittance ticket (with both 

   counterfoils still attached) to the State Opening of the exhibition, both a little soiled, the envelope with some wrinkles, 
scarce £120-£140

1527 C * -- O.H.M.S. Returned Letter envelope sent registered to Sutton Coldfield with Exhibition registration etiquette and 
‘Palace of Engineering’ handstamp of May 3 1924 alongside, faint oval arrival datestamp below, fine and scarce 

   (Plate 58) £80-£100

1528 C * -- envelope addressed to Switzerland with special red meter marking usage comprising 1d (2) and 2½d value dies dated 
Sept 17 1924, arrival datestamp on reverse, this meter machine was located in the New Zealand Pavilion, fine and scarce 
(CBP 25/5) (Plate 57) £120-£140
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1529 E * -- an unused Souvenir Telegram form printed in red (188 x 165mm) two small stains otherwise fine and scarce £100-£120

1530 ½B* Comprehensive collection on pages incl unused and used ppc’s with some novelty pull-out types, envelopes, 
cancellations with machine slogans, Meter marking in black and red on envelope to Switzerland, Paid 1½d in 
red, Palace of Engineering and Palace of Industry, correspondence from Harold Nelson (the stamp designer), late 
usages, collateral material with admission ticket, advertising and publicity booklets, labels and leaflets etc, mixed 
condition with many fine, an interesting lot (Scores)  £1300-£1500

1531 C * 1925 May 7 unfranked envelope addressed to the Palace of Industry with ‘DOWN SPECIAL TPO’ cds, ‘3D/TO PAY’/659’ 
handstamp applied and 3d Postage Due added tied by Wembley Park handstamp of May 8, on reverse Palace of Industry 
handstamp of May 9, also similar envelope franked 1d with same TPO May 7 cds (unclear), ‘1D/659’ alongside and 1d 
Postage Due added with same Wembley Park and Palace of Industry datestamp on reverse, both with a few small stains, 
unusual (Plate 58) £200-£240

1532 E * -- May 29 Souvenir Telegrams in black and in red, a matching pair, the first with written message and Exhibition 1d affixed 
and tied by ‘P.O. EXHIBIT. GOVT. PAVILION’ handstamp , the second with the same (printed) message, both with central 
vertical folds otherwise fine and a rare pair (Plate 59) £500-£600

1533 C * -- June 3 Imperial Airways ppc addressed to Belgium franked Exhibition 1½d (2, both affixed overlapping) and ½d 
   definitive, all tied by the large double rim packet handstamp, small pen annotation at foot otherwise fine and scarce 
   (Plate 59) £140-£160

1534 C * -- July 11 envelope sent registered to London franked Exhibition 1d and 1½d plus 1d (2) definitive, all tied by ‘CHESTER/
ROYAL SHOW’ handstamps, the Exhibition 1d also tied by oval arrival datestamp of July 13, minor soiling otherwise fine 
and scarce (CBP 12/126) (Plate 58) £150-£170

1535 C * -- Sept 23 O.H.M.S. Returned Postal Packet envelope addressed to London with Wembley Park handstamp, a few bends 
and wrinkles and opened a little roughly, scarce £150-£90

1536 E * -- Souvenir Telegram in red with printed message, central vertical fold and other slight bends otherwise fine £200-£240

1537 A * -- Collection in album incl unused and used ppc’s with Post Office Exhibit types, envelopes, cancellations with machine 
slogans, late and overseas usages, collateral material with admission tickets etc, mixed condition with many fine (26 
items) £600-£700

1538 A * 1924-25 Collection of postal stationery in album incl unused and used envelopes, letter-cards, post cards and UPU post 
   cards, some sent from the Exhibition, some late and overseas usages etc, mixed condition with many fine (75 items)
    £300-£340

1539 A 8* Wembley Exhibition: Collection covering the 1924 and 1925 Empire Exhibitions with covers, postcards, used and on 
piece, on display pages in binder, with unused and used postal stationery, a range of the cancellations including those 
from overseas, cond varies (100+ Items) £260-£300

1540 C H 1929 Postal Union Congress, ½d to 1½d purple-brown with watermark sideways (SG 434a/36a) a hint of gum toning but 
with excellent perfs, u/m £100-£120

1541 C 8 --2½d with error ‘Watermark inverted’ (SG 437wi) used with part wavy line cancel, scarce, cat £1,100 £400-£440

1542 C H -- £1 black (SG 438) from the left of the sheet, light overall toned gum as usual otherwise fine o.g. with no signs of hinging, 
cat £1,100 (Plate 56) £360-£400

1543 C H -- £1 black (SG 438) very light overall toning, large part o.g., cat £750 (Plate 58) £300-£340

1544 C H -- £1 black (SG 438) u/m from the right of the sheet, overall somewhat heavy gum toning otherwise fine, cat £1,100 
   (Plate 58) £300-£340

1545 C H -- £1 black (SG 438) light gum toning on perfs at top, full o.g. apparently u/m (Plate 58) £300-£340

1546 C H -- £1 black (SG 438) usual overall gum toning, part o.g., cat £750 (Plate 58) £240-£280

1547 C H -- £1 black (SG 438) usual light overall gum toning and few shortish perfs at foot, large part o.g., cat £750 
   (Plate 58) £200-£240
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1548
1548 C H -- £1 black (SG 438) u/m corner marginal block of four from the upper right of the sheet, usual overall gum toning 

and additional horizontal bands of toning caused by the stockbook the block was housed in, nevertheless rare, cat 
£4,400+  £1000-£1200

1549 C 8 -- £1 black (SG 438), very fine cds used, cat £550 (Plate 58) £260-£300

1550 C 8 -- £1 black (SG 438) fine used with part cds, cat £550 (Plate 58) £240-£280

1551 C 8 -- £1 black (SG 438) fine used by two part oval ‘rubber’ registered d.s., one with year date ‘36’ clearly visible, cat £550 
(Plate 58) £200-£240

1552 C 8 -- £1 black (SG 438) used with two strikes of indistinct oval rubber datestamp, cat £550 (Plate 58) £130-£150

1553
1553 C H 1934-36 1½d red-brown intermediate format, block of four the top pair completely imperforate the lower pair 

perforated at foot only (SG N52b/c) fine large part o.g., vertical crease in right margin of r/h pair, not detracting, 
very rare multiple  £1800-£2000

1554 E H 1934 Provisional Printings: Neatly presented display on seven pages showing a range of the Waterlow and Harrison 
‘Provisional’ Printings, with values to 1s all with control number in margin incl multiples, mostly fine, large part o.g. or u/m, 
(33 Items) £600-£700

1555 C H 1934 Re-engraved Seahorses 2s6d to 10s (SG 450-52) odd slightly trimmed perf at foot of 5s and usual (very) light overall 
gum toning, u/m, cat £1,000 (Plate 59) £300-£340

1556 C H -- 2s 6d chocolate-brown to 10s indigo (SG 450/52) 10s odd shortish perf, fresh large part o.g., cat £575 £220-£260

1557   NO LOT 
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BOOKLETS and PANES

   
                                                                                   1558                                                                                                    1559
1558 C H 1911-12 ½d bluish-green die 1B(SG 326) in booklet pane of six, two stamps lightly hinged others u/m, a couple of 

light tone spots on stamps 4 and 6 but good colour and perfs, BPA Cert (2007)  £1200-£1400

1559 C H 1912 (28 Sept) ½d green die 1B, booklet pane of six with inverted watermark and overprinted ‘SPECIMEN’ type 26 
(SG Spec NB2au) usual trimmed perfs at top, fresh and u/m, cat £4,000  £1000-£1200

1560
1560 C H 1912 (28 Sept) 1d scarlet die 1B booklet pane of six, overprinted ‘SPECIMEN’ type 26, (SG Spec NB5u) trimmed 

perfs at top as usual, very fine and fresh u/m, cat £3,500  £1000-£1200

1561 C B 1911 (Aug) 2s red cover printed in black, edition 10 (SG BB1) ‘average’ perforations, one pane of each value missing and 
with slightly rusty staples otherwise fine F £160-£180

   
                                                                                   1562                                                                                                     1563
1562 C B 1912 2s black on red booklet without edition number (SG BB4) with PEARS advert on reverse, the panes all 

overprinted ‘SPECIMEN’ type 26, an exceptionally rare booklet, the panes alone cat £18,500  £8000-£9000

1563 C B 1913 2s black on red booklet edition 10 (SG BB6) with PEARS advert on reverse, the panes all overprinted ‘SPECIMEN’ 
type 26 and one pane of 1d with inverted watermark, a very rare booklet, the panes alone cat £8,600  £3000-£3400

1564 C B 1917 2s booklet with black on orange cover (SG BB10) edition 69, the cover with slight creasing and loss of glazing (giving 
a patchy appearance) has adverts for ‘Harmers’ and ‘Swan’, the panes complete but with some light toning, also the 
covers only for two 3s KGV booklets, cat £1,250 (Plate 57) F £400-£440

1565 C B 1924 3s black on red booklet edition 138 (SG BB24) with Burgoyne’s advert on the front and DEAFNESS DEFEATED 
on reverse, the panes all overprinted ‘CANCELLED’ type 28, light ink h/s at left on front cover, the panes alone cat 
£3,375 (Plate 57)  £1300-£1500
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1566 A B Collection of Jubilee 2s (19) and 3s (13) booklets in album (also a few incomplete booklets), all identified with range 
of pane watermark combinations, a few with small imperfections but generally fine, a good lot for expansion, cat 
£2,880+ £700-£800

KING GEORGE V - COLLECTIONS

1567 E H8* Very useful selection in small stockbook and on two stockpages with good range across the period many 
   ‘better’ seen incl 1912-24 7d (lower left corner pair with control ‘J 17), 9d and 1s and 1924-26 9d all u/m with 

inverted watermarks, 1912-24 6d perf 14 u/m, Seahorses incl 1913 2s6d, 1918-19 2s6d (2), 5s (4) and re-engraved 
2s 6d (5), 5s (3) and 10s all unused, a number of shades, controuter letter sheet , a few used and covers, the odd 
imperfection but generally fine, and well worth inspection - lightly toned gum, gum bend etc, but useful group 
(Few Hundred)  £3800-£4200

1568 C H Seahorses: Selection on two stockcards comprising Bradbury’s 2s6d, 5s (2) and 10s re-engraved, 2s 6d (4), 5s (2), 
10s (4), mostly all u/m, odd imperfection - lightly toned gum, gum bend etc, but useful group  £1300-£1500

1569 E H Accumulation on stock pages with values to 1s, a good range of shades (a few with Certs), printing flaws, overprinted 
‘CANCELLED’ incl two horiz pairs of the 1d and ‘SPECIEMEN’, inverted watermarks, ½d coil end, control blocks and 
singles etc, mostly the 1d values, cond varies but good lot for study (Approx 175 Items) £600-£700

1570 C H Small selection of mostly u/m George V issues incl 1918-19 Bradbury Wilkinson 10s Seahorse, some short perfs and with 
mixed centring (19) £150-£170

KING EDWARD VIII and KING GEORGE VI

1571 C H 1939-48 2s 6d (both) to £1 brown (SG 476/78b) fresh u/m, cat £425 (Plate 59) £160-£180

1572 C H -- 2s6d (both) to £1 (SG 476/78b) u/m matching corner marginal blocks of four from the upper left of the sheets, usual light 
overall gum toning otherwise fine, cat £1,700+ £800-£900

1573 C H8 1939-48 2s 6d brown to £1 brown (SG 476/78b) large part o.g., also 1934 re-engraved set of 3, 2s 6d to 10s (SG 450/52) 
this cds used but small faults £70-£80

1574 E  1940 Waterlow Reprint Proofs of the 1840 1d black produced for the ‘Centenary Exhibition’ in five different colours, two 
sets in matching colours all lettered DK, one with ‘stars’ in upper corners the other with ‘VR’, all imperf on gummed paper 
and mounted on a page, fine £80-£90

1575 E H* 1947 Paris, Universal Postal Congress GB book presented to delegates which gives a brief introduction of the history 
of the Penny Post, then a selection of “Current British Postage Stamps”, Postage Dues, overprinted for use abroad and 
‘Stamped Stationery’ £180-£200

1576 E H 1948 RSW £1 blue (SG 494) complete sheet of 20, plate 1 no dot, sheet number 28960, one stamp small adhesion on 
gum, others fine u/m £200-£240

BOOKLETS

1577 C B cira 1934 Imperial Airways stapled booklet containing three panes of four airmail labels, plus interleaving (India 6½ days, 
Cape town 11 days), small crease on back cover, No 4 in this series, F £50-£60

1578 C B 1935 (July) 3s black/scarlet, edition 312, cont small format photogravure stamps (SG BB29) all panes with light 
   offsetting on gum from interleaving text and first 1½d pane some creasing and perf separation, complete, cat £525 
   (Plate 57) £100-£120

1579 C B -- 5s black/buff, edition 13, cont small format photogravure stamps (SG BB37) all stamps with wmk inv, front cover a 
   trace of soiling, brown stain on last interleaf has affected one stamp in both ½d and 1d panes, complete, cat £600+ 
   (Plate 57) £160-£180

1580 E HB 1936 1936 2s (2, editions 354, 374) and 3s (edition 321) booklets, complete and unexploded, also part sheets of 1936 1d 
and 2½d, cond varies £200-£240

1581 C B -- 3s booklet with black on red cover (SG BC3) edition 320, the front cover with pencil (signature) marking, also April 
1953 2s6d booklet (SG BD20 (14), three covers only for 3s KGVI booklets and another 2s6d booklet with part panes (6 
Items) F £100-£120

1582 C B 1940 5s booklet with black on cream cover (SG BD25) edition 1, the covers (with slight soiling) with ‘London Assurance’ 
advert on the front and ‘Bovril’ on reverse, one 2½d pane removed but a rare booklet, cat £1,900 (Plate 57) F £360-£400

1583 C B 1942 2s 6d black/green (unglazed covers), edition 206 (SG BD17) panes with light offsetting on gum from interleaving text, 
otherwise fine and complete, cat £925, very scarce (Plate 57) £360-£400
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KING EDWARD VIII and KING GEORGE VI - COLLECTIONS

1584 2A H* King Edward VIII: Interesting collection on pages with range of unused stamps incl ½d, 1d, and 1½d inverted watermarks, 
but strength in postal history incl set of 4 on Abdication Day cover, selection of plain fdc incl ½d, 1½d and 2½d on 
registered cover (2), several flight covers franked with KEVIII stamps, and various commercial covers with several used 
from the Isle of Man, cond varies (Scores) £400-£440

1585 A H8* Untidy selection of KGVI issues on pages and loose incl coil joins, booklet panes, minor varieties, 1939-48 high value set part 
o.g., Postage Due sets, illustrated and plain fdc’s etc, unused and used, mixed condition (Few Hundreds) £400-£440

1586 C H Collection of KEVIII and KGVI unused blocks of four incl 1948 Silver Wedding set and 1951 Festival high value set etc, 
mostly fine u/m (116) £200-£240

QUEEN ELIZABETH II

1587 E H8 1953-66 Small range of commems incl 1962-64 period phosphor sets u/m and used (former missing Red Cross set), ord 
sets for same period in u/m blocks of 4, also 1924 and 1925 Empire Exhibition sets m/m and small selection of 1970s 
Jersey, Guernsey and IOM, these u/m (Scores) £46-£50

1588 E H 1969 Machin 2s6d to £1 (SG 787/90) plate blocks of four comprising 2s6d 2C (5), 3, 3A and 3B, 5s 2B (3), 3, 3A and 3B, 
10s 1C (2), £1 3 (2 - plus a pair) and 3A, a few tone spots but u/m £90-£100

1589 E E 1979 Christmas, series of 23 rough hand-coloured sketches for unadopted ‘Nativity’ designs affixed to two cards, each 
signed by the designer ‘Fritz Wegner’, plus set of 5 hand-painted ‘proofs’ of the issued stamps with alternative face values 
affixed to cards endorsed ‘Rough for Christmas issue 1979’ and signed ‘Fritz Wegner’, fine (Plate 60) £500-£600

1590 ½BH*  -- Christmas (SG 1104/08) specialist study on leaves, commences with post office publicity poster then original 
                   E instruction to the artist, Fritz Wegner, a range of pencil and pen sketches, photographic trials incl unadopted designs, 

followed by the issued stamps incl cylinder blocks signed by the artist, fdc incl range of special/sponsored pmks, PHQ 
cards and a range of perforation and colour shifts as well as other minor flaws, cond varies but much is fine, a most 
interesting exhibit (appox 125 items) £400-£440

1591 E E 1980 Christmas, series of 17 rough pencil sketches for unadopted issue showing emerging themes of Fashions 1580-
1980 and Families at Christmas, each signed ‘Eric Stemp 1979’, fine £700-£800

1592 ½ E 1984 Bicenentenary of First Mail Coach Run, selection of artist’s drawings, essays and water-colour artwork incl 
adopted and unadopted designs in three volumes and on loose pages, mostly signed ‘Stanley M. Paine’, fine and 
attractive  £1000-£1200

1593 ½BE  -- Bicenentenary of First Mail Coach Run, specialised collection on album pages, commences with a range of issued
																			H* stamps and fdc (incl special/sponsored pmks and signed by artist) then various pen and ink drawings and essays 

(adopted and unadopted designs) along with various photocopies, mostly signed ‘Stanley M Paine’, a fine and interesting 
lot £700-£800

1594 E H 1993 £10 Britannia (SG 1658) complete sheet of 25 with plate number ‘1A’, u/m, cat £1,000+ £400-£440

1595 E H8 2012 British Gold Medal Winners at the London Olympic Games, set of 29 sheetlets (SG 3342a/70a), fine unused as 
issued, also sets of 29 single stamps, both unused and used on pieces and similar sets of 34 singles for the Para-
Olympics (SG 3372/3405), used stamps have light ‘wavy-line’ cancels £180-£200

QUEEN ELIZABETH II - ERRORS and VARIETIES

1596 E H 1958-65 2½d (Type 2) carmine-red (SG 574) u/m block of 120 (6 x 20) being the right side of the sheet with complete 
margins on three sides, sixteen stamps mainly at lower right showing a dry print, some separated central horizontal perfs 
otherwise fine and unusual £40-£44

1597 C H 1970 Anniversaries 1s error ‘Green omitted’ (SG 821c) block of four, fine u/m, BPA Cert (2014) with matching normal block 
for comparison, cat £680+ (Plate 58) £300-£340

1598 C B 1971-96 12½p light emerald error ‘imperforatepair’ (SG X898a) fine u/m, cat £120 F £50-£60

1599 C H -- 16p olive-drab right hand marginal horizontal ‘Imperforate pair’ (X949a) also top marginal imperforate 18p deep olive-
grey single (gum bends), both u/m, cat £200+ £100-£120

1600 C H -- 16p olive-drab error ‘Imperforate pair’ (SG X949a) fine u/m, cat £200 £50-60

1601 C H -- 16p olive-drab error ‘Imperforate pair’ (SG X949a) fine u/m, cat £200 £50-60

1602 C H 1979 Christmas 8p error ‘Imperforate vertical interpane pair’ (SG 1104a) u/m, trivial wrinkles and folded through gutter 
margin but scarce in this format, cat £900 (Plate 58) £300-£340
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1603 C H -- Christmas 8p error ‘Imperforate vertical pair’ (SG 1104a) trivial wrinkle still fine u/m, cat £900 (Plate 58) £300-£340

1604 C H -- Christmas 8p error ‘Imperforate vertical pair’ (SG 1104a) u/m, vertical crease in left margin (not affecting design), cat 
£900 £100-£120

1605 C H -- Christmas 10p error ‘Imperforate horizontal pair’ (SG 1105b) fine u/m, cat £1,700 (Plate 59) £800-£900

1606 C H 1980 Sir Rowland Hill min sheet variety ‘Gold omitted’ (SG 1099c) fine u/m, cat £950 (Plate 59) £460-£500

1607 C B -- London Exhibition 10p booklet with major miscut pane and cover, leaving the 1p stamps cut in half and the issue date 
not visible on the cover (Plate 59) F £110-£130

1608 C H 1993-2011 4p new blue error ‘Imperforate pair’ (SG Y1669a) fine u/m, very scarce, cat £1,700 (Plate 56) £550-£650

1609 C H -- 7p bright magenta error ‘Imperforate horizontal pair’ (SG Y1673a) fine u/m, cat £225 (Plate 58) £100-£120

1610 C H -- 39p grey error ‘Imperforate horizontal pair’ (SG Y1709a) fine u/m, cat £325 (Plate 58) £160-£180

1611
1611 E H 1998 650th Anniv of the Order of the Garter, The Queen’s Beasts: 26p horizontal se-tenant strip of five error 

‘Missing green’ (SG 2026ab) u/m, fine and extremely rare, with normal strip in Presentation Pack for comparison, 
cat £37,000  £15000-£17000

1612
1612 E H 2003 Fruit and Vegetables, (1st) self-adhesive unused imperforate sheetlet of ten with pane of decorative labels 

(also imperforate) attached (SG 2348ab), offered with the original cellophane wrapper (opened) and card insert, 
fine and rare, cat £4,500  £2200-£2600

1613 C H 2009 Christmas (1st Large) ‘Madonna and Child’ self-adhesive affixed to piece and clearly featuring the ‘U’ shaped 
security slits normally only found on the Machin head issues, apparently unused but with possible fragment of 
cancellation at upper right, unlisted by Stanley Gibbons and accompanied by a photocopied article from GSM 
(April 2011) reporting its discovery (SG 2995 var) (Plate 58) £2000-£2400

1614 e H Small selection of errors etc incl 1970 Christmas 5d with ‘Emerald omitted’, 1966 World Cup 1s3d two examples 
with different shift of the blue on the players shirt, 1968 unaccepted Photographic essay for proposed Postal History 
Commemorative signed by the artist Andrew Restall, interesting group (10 items) F £150-£170

1615 C H Small group incl 1971-96 31p purple imperf single (as SG X981a) with large margins, 1970-73 £1 bluish black (SG 831b) 
imperf pair (see footnote in GB Concise cat after SG 831b), 1958-67 wmk multiple crowns, 3d deep violet interpanneau 
tete-beche pair (as SG 575), also three 2006 “Three Kings” min sheets, these without varieties, all fine u/m £100-£120
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BOOKLETS

1616 C B 1959 (August) 3s booklet with black on red cover, the panes with graphite lines (SG M13g) the covers with trivial soiling, 
cat £275 (Plate 59) F £100-£120

1617 ½BB Collection of sixty “Prestige” booklets from 1972 £1 ‘Story of Wedgwood’ to 2013 £10.24 ‘Merchant Navy’ (SG DX1/52, 
DY1/8), s.t.c. £1,686+, also useful lightly duplicated (between 1 and 5 of each, total 42 booklets) selection from 2008 ‘RAF 
Uniforms’ to 2013 ‘Merchant Navy’, these s.t.c. £971, and a few “Greetings” booklets from 1989 to 1998, s.t.c. £187, all 
fine and complete £800-£900

1618 B B Collection of decimal issues to 2012 in four volumes and loose incl barcode, Christmas, folded, greetings, self-adhesive, 
window and useful Prestige types with additional panes etc, mostly fine (Few Hundreds) £750-£850

1619 ½BB H Collection of Prestige booklets from 1971 to 2012 (not guaranteed to be comprehensive), incl some light duplication 
   between 2000 and 2006, also a few other booklets from 1980s to around 2005, all appear fine and complete (130)
    £400-£440

1620 ½BB Collection of decimal period booklets on pages and loose incl, barcode, folded, greetings with Christmas, Prestige, self-
adhesive and window types etc, mostly fine (Few Hundred) £400-£440

1621 ½BH Accumulation of mostly decimal issues to the mid 1980’s incl ‘Prestige’ types with slight duplication, some earlier types 
noted though many of these incomplete, mixed condition (Few Hundreds) £180-£200

FIRST DAY COVERS

1622 E * 2005 July 5 ‘60th Anniversary of End of Second World War’ miniature sheet (SG MS 2547) selection of seven fdc’s and one 
used on Sept 3 2005, incl coin types (2), some signed incl Randolph S. Churchill, Robert Francis Doe DFC, Vera Lynn (2) and 
Jean Valentine, also five other covers incl coin types (3) and another signed Richard Todd etc, generally fine £100-£120

1623 5B*H Collection of commemorative first day covers, from 1968 but patchy until early 1980s with some hand addressed, 
largely complete from 1982 to 2012 with two of each cover with Philatelic Bureau cancels, also sets of PHQ cards 
and between two and six u/m sets of each issue, all in original Philatelic Bureau envelopes (thankfully opened!), 
also a few early presentation packs incl 1964 Geographical and Botanical Congresses, some early issues small 
faults but all fine from early 1980s (Few Thousands)  £1200-£1400

1624 A * Selection of 32 early QEII covers incl five definitive covers (1952-54) on pre-printed envelopes, 1957 Conference (3), 1958 
Games with ‘Empire Games Village, Barry’ slogan cancel, 1961 Conference (2) and 1963 Red Cross phos, all with printed, 
typed, pencil addresses or un-addressed, a number are slit open at top £260-£300

1625 1½B* Collection of commem fdcs from 1957 to 2012 in 8 volumes , earlier issues patchy but incl better illustrated such as 1963 
6d Paris Postal Conf. with Dover Packet Letter ds, 1963 Lifeboat and 1964 Botanical Conf., generally quite comprehensive 
from 1980 onwards, most being Philatelic Bureau covers (Few Hundreds) £200-£240

1626 3B* Collection of mostly GPO covers in 14 albums early 1960s to 2008, the decimal issues with comprehensive ranges of 
commemoratives, miniature sheets, definitive’s and booklet panes, most earlier covers hand addressed but the vast 
majority of later with address label, (Hundreds) £200-£240

1627 ½B* Collection from 1971 to 2008, mostly commemorative issues from the Philatelic Bureau with type-written addresses, also 
a few other evelopes, mainly fine (About 200) £160-£180

1628 B * Collection in six albums, issues from the 1940’s to 1997, plain envelopes to 1967 then mainly Royal Mail types incl 
   commemoratives, definitives with values to £10 etc, the early part in mixed condition the modern period fine (Few 

Hundreds) £90-£100

‘COIN’ COVERS

1629 E * 1999 ‘Royal Wedding’ set (SG 2096/7) tied by Windsor June 19 datestamp (day of wedding), alongside 1st Machin tied 
by London Jan 6 1999 datestamp (day of engagement) on ‘Westminster’ envelope numbered 64, encapsulated gold proof 
sovereign below, fine £180-£200

1630 E * 2000 August 4 ‘Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother’s 100th Birthday’ miniature sheet (SG MS 2161) tied by 
Clarence House datestamp to ‘Westminster’ envelope numbered 415/500, encapsulated gold proof sovereign below, 
fine £180-£200

1631 E * 2003 June 17 ‘21st Birthday of Prince William of Wales’ (SG 2381/4) tied to ‘Westminster’ fdc by Fife handstamp, 
encapsulated gold sovereign below, numbered 34/1000 £180-£200

1632 E * 2005 July 5 ‘60th Anniversary of the End of the Second World War’ miniature sheet (SG MS 2547) on Westminster 
   presentation cover, numbered 3/50 and handpainted by Diane Fawcet with encapsulated gold proof Sovereign and £2 

coin, fine £360-£400
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1633 E * -- October 21 Bicentenary of the Battle of Trafalgar limited edition ‘Sovereign Cover’ (25/250) produced by Benham 
bearing Trafalgar Day miniature sheet with encapsulated 2005 Sovereign, fine £200-£240

1634 E * 2006 February 23 ‘Birth Bicentenary of Isambard Kingdom Brunel’ set of six (SG 2607/12) tied by Brunel Road London 
W3 datestamps to Westminster presentation cover, numbered 32/95 with encapsulated gold proof £2 (portrait) coin, 
fine £180-£200

1635 E * -- October 21 Trafalgar Day limited edition ‘Sovereign Cover’ (35/50) produced by Westminster bearing 2005 Trafalgar Day 
1st values (both) with encapsulated 2006 Sovereign and piece of oak apparently from HMS Victory, fine £200-£240

1636 E * 2007 July 11 ‘50th Anniversary of the Battle of Britain Memorial Flight’, flown Westminster presentation cover, numbered 
212/250 franked Union Jack 1st ‘Smiler’ with Spitfire label tied by RAF Conningsby datestamp, encapsulated Gibraltar 
gold £1 coin below and signed by the pilot, fine £140-£160

1637 E * 2008 September 28 250th Anniversary ot the Birth of Nelson limited edition ‘Sovereign Cover’ (26/50) produced by 
Westminster with hand painted design by Michael O’Brien bearing 2005 Trafalgar Day miniature sheet with encapsulated 
2008 Sovereign, fine £200-£240

1638 E * 2012 April 14 Titanic Anniversary limited edition ‘Sovereign Cover’ (28/100) produced by Benham bearing various Great 
Britain stamps and Jersey Titanic miniature sheet with encapsulated 1912 Sovereign, fine £200-£240

1639 1B* Collection of 115 ‘Westminster’ issues in six well filled albums with Anniversaries, Military and Royalty etc, mostly fine
    £300-£340

See also lots 1743/44

THE FOLLOWING 18 LOTS ARE ALL HAND PAINTED COVERS,
BY THE ARTIST BRIAN COOLE

1640
1640 2A * Animals: Selection of fifty-nine well executed covers in two blue albums, dating from the 1980’s to the 1990’s and 

bearing single stamps with a special datestamp, incl birds, cattle, cats, dinosaurs, dogs and insects etc, mostly 
fine  £1400-£1600

1641 3A * Architecture: Selection of eighty well executed covers in three blue albums, mostly dating from the 1980’s to the 
1990’s and bearing single stamps with a special datestamp, incl bridges, castles, cathedrals, churches, industrial, 
palaces etc, mostly fine (Plate 60)  £2000-£2400

1642 A * Astronomy: Selection of fourteen well executed covers in blue album dating from the 1980’s to the 1990’s and bearing 
single stamps with a special datestamp, incl Greenwich Meridian, Halley’s Comet and telescopes etc, mostly fine 

   (Plate 60) £340-£380

1643 E * Britannia: Selection of four well executed covers bearing 1993 £10 (SG 1658) with Porth Glamorgan or Windsor 
datestamps, one with faults and defects, the others fine (Plate 61) £75-£85
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1644 2A * Children: Selection of forty-eight well executed covers in two blue albums dating from the 1980’s to 1990’s and 
mainly bearing single stamps with a special datestamp incl comic characters, Edward Lear, fairy-tales, Rupert, 
science fiction, toys etc, mostly fine (Plate 61)  £1200-£1400

1645 2A * Christmas: Selection of forty-five well executed covers in two blue albums dating from the 1980’s to the 1990’s and 
bearing single stamps with a special datestamp incl angels, gifts, religious scenes and snow scenes etc, mostly 
fine (Plate 61)  £1100-£1300

1646 A * Flowers: Selection of twenty well executed covers in blue album dating from the 1980’s to the 1990’s and bearing single 
stamps with a special datestamp incl garden scenes, orchids and roses etc, mostly fine (Plate 62) £500-£600

1647 2A * Greetings: Selection of thirty-eight well executed covers in two blue albums dating from the 1980’s to the 1990’s and 
   bearing single stamps with a special datestamp incl clowns, memories, rainbows and smilers etc, mostly fine 
   (Plate 62) £900-£1000

1648 E * Horse Racing: Selection of ten well executed covers (not all first day) dating from the 1980’s to the 1990’s, variously 
franked and with special datestamps, mostly fine (Plate 62) £260-£300

1649 A * Maritime: Selection of nineteen well executed covers in blue album dating from the 1980’s to the 1990’s and bearing 
single stamps with a special datestamp, incl barges, lifeboats and sailing ships etc, mostly fine (Plate 63) £500-£600

1650 A * Military: Selection of forty-four well executed covers in blue album dating from the 1980’s to the 1990’s and bearing 
single stamps with a special datestamp, incl aircraft, D-Day landings, naval and personalities, etc, mostly fine 
(Plate 63)  £1200-£1400

1651 2A * People: Selection of fifty-two well executed covers (not all first day) in blue album dating from the 1980’s to 
the 1990’s and mainly bearing single stamps with a special datestamp, incl composers, fictitious characters, 
inventors, scientists and stage and screen personalities etc, mostly fine (Plate 63)  £1300-£1500

1652 A * Railways: Selection of twenty-six well executed covers in blue album dating from the 1980’s to the 1990’s and bearing 
single stamps with a special datestamp, incl Channel Tunnel and locomotives etc, mostly fine (Plate 64) £650-£750

1653 A * Royalty: Selection of fifteen well executed covers in blue album dating from the 1980’s to the 1990’s and mostly bearing single 
stamps with a special datestamp, incl Queen Elizabeth II and the Queen Mother etc, mostly fine (Plate 64) £380-£420

1654 2A * Royal Mail: Selection of forty-nine well executed covers in two blue albums dating from the 1980’s to the 1990’s 
and mostly bearing single stamps (incl high values) with a special datestamp, incl postmen and stagecoaches, etc, 
mostly fine (Plate 64)  £1300-£1500

1655 A * Sport: Selection of twenty-five well executed covers in blue album mostly dating from the 1980’s to the 1990’s and 
mainly bearing single stamps with a special datestamp, incl athletics, cricket, football, golf and tennis etc, mostly fine 

   (Plate 65) £650-£750

1656 A * Transport: Transport: Selection of fifteen well executed covers in blue album mostly dating from the 1980’s to the 1990’s and mainly 
bearing single stamps with a special datestamp, incl automobiles and space travel etc, mostly fine (Plate 65) £380-£420
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1657
1657 ½B* The remainder of the collection, eighty-eight well executed covers in four blue albums mostly dating from the 

1980’s to the 1990’s and mainly bearing single stamps with a special datestamp, incl arts, circus, fantasy, heraldic, 
landscapes, medical, medieval times, pottery etc, mostly fine  £2200-£2600

See also lot 1751

PRESENTATION PACKS

1658 2BH Collection of packs in 12 albums, with very good run of commems, defins and min sheets 1964 to 2009 incl Geographical 
Congress, Botanical Congress and F.R.B. £700-£800

1659 B H Accumulation to the mid 1980’s, a few pre-decimal noted incl 1965 Parliament, 1966 World Cup and 1967 EFTA, also 
some Collectors Packs and Souvenir types, slight duplication at places, generally fine (Few Hundred) £300-£320

1660 B H Collection of commemorative packs in six albums with good run through from 1964 Shakespeare to 1999 Millennium, 
substantially complete incl Diana Welsh pack, also a few year packs etc, mostly fine £200-£240

SMILER SHEETS

1661 B H Accumulation of 177 mainly privately produced sheets on pages, mostly limited editions with themes incl RAF, 
Railways, Elvis Presley, Stampex, Dr Who, Concorde etc, odd duplication and a few signed, excellent basis for 
expansion  £2000-£2400

1662 ½BH Collection of 57 AG Bradbury ‘History of Britain’ sheets comprising numbers 1 through 39 (excl 17, 32, 34) then sporadic 
range to number 80 plus a further 32 duplicates, mainly fine, an excellent basis for continuation £900-£1000

1663 2A H Collection in two volumes from 2000 to 2011, excl 2001 “Consignia” pair and a few other earlier issues, otherwise 
apparently complete (but not guaranteed as such), fine u/m (59 sheets) £500-£600

1664 ½BH Collection of 40 Royal Mail sheets 2000 to 2008, not complete for period but includes 2000 Christmas pair, 2001 
Occassions and 2001 Smiles and a few duplicates, mainly fine, an excellent basis for continuation £400-£440

1665 ½BP Accumulation of 46 imperforate ‘proof’ sheets from the AG Bradbury ‘History of Britain’ series comprising numbers 1 to 
44 (excl 17), 69, 70 and 73, many including phosphor band overlay sheets, fine and scarce £400-£440

YEAR BOOKS

1666 B H A complete run of 25 year books, 1984 to 2008 all with slipcases and opened, fine £380-£420

1667 B H Selection of eighteen year books, 1984 to 2002 excl 1995, some still unopened £150-£170

1668 B H Selection of eighteen comprising 1984 to 1997 complete and duplicates from 1984 to 1987, all with slipcases, some 
unopened, fine £150-£170

1669 ½BH Selection of nine comprising 1998 to 2006 complete, (No’s 15 to 23) all with slipcases and fine £150-£170
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QUEEN ELIZABETH II - COLLECTIONS

1670 1½BH Duplicated accumulation of large blocks and sheets housed in 18 scrapbooks and loose in envelopes with 
issues to 1980s seen plus postage dues, cond varies with some toning noted still a very good stock lot (Many 
Thousands)  £2000-£2400

1671 ½BH8 Comprehensive unused and used collection in four volumes letter sheet , from 1971 to Christmas 2013, including 
   “Machin” defins to £5 with almost all phosphor band variations (as per SG Concise cat), “Castles” defins to £5, £10 

Britannia, regional issues incl most listed perf changes, types and phosphor band variations, many part/complete 
   booklet panes/se-tenant combinations, commems virtually complete but excl 2012 Olympic & para-Olympic gold 

medal winners issues (these offered as a separate lot), also most “Post & Go” labels and a few postage dues, 
the unused stamps are all hinge mounted, the used a mixture of cds and wavy-line cancels, almost all fine (Few 
Thousands)  £1800-£2000

1672 A H Duplicated accumulation of unused decimal issues in stockbook mainly from the period 1987-92 with useful 
quantity of higher val defins to £5, face value stb £1700+, also a few odds, mainly fine (Hundreds)  £1200-£1400

1673 2BH8 Collection of Decimal issues in seven brown boxed ‘Lindner’ albums, substantially complete u/m from 1971 to 2010 for
                 * Commems, Defins to £10 including the Castle sets, Miniature Sheets, Postage Dues and Regionals also a few fdc’s and 

used mostly fine (Many Hundreds) £800-£900

1674 B H Collection of mostly decimal unused commemoratives to 2012 in seven volumes and loose incl miniature sheets, se-
tenant blocks and strips, sheetlets with 2012 Olympics, Smiler sheets etc, mostly fine (Many Hundreds) £750-£850

1675 2BH8 Collection in eight albums or stockbooks and loose incl Year Books (12) dating between 1984 and 1999 (some without
                  * stamps), duplicated unused ranges of commemoratives and definitives to 2000, also Regionals, a few fdc’s and some 

earlier issues noted, mixed condition, mostly fine (Thousands) £750-£850

1676 B H Collection of commems in six boxed albums substantially complete unused 1952 to 2008 incl 1960s phos sets, a few of 
the early issues large part o.g. but mostly fine u/m also the majority of sets used (Hundreds) £650-£750

1677 3BH8 Large accumulation in thirty two stockbooks, albums and loose with good run of commems incl 1960s phos sets u/m, high
                  * decimal ‘face value’ incl multiples, many defins unused and used to £10, Regionals and Postage Dues, also fdcs, pres 

packs and booklets, useful stock lot, cond varies (Many Thousands) £550-£650

1678 B H Collection of mostly decimal unused definitives to 2012 in five volumes and loose incl booklet panes, some cylinder 
blocks, values to £10, ‘Post & Go’ issues with presentation packs, self-adhesive types, Regionals etc, mostly fine (Many 
Hundreds) £500-£600

1679 3BH8 Largely QEII collection incl run-through of Year Books from 1984 to 2003 (unsealed and stamps affixed using mounts
      * supplied), several Year Packs incl 2000, prestige and other stamp booklets from 1980s to around 2000, collection of unused 

stamps from late 1960s to late 1990s (not complete), fdcs for similar period, also some USA from 1980s to around 2000 
incl a few sheetlets, also a few earlier GB issues, these mostly used, generally very fine (Few Thousands) £500-£600

1680 B H8* Accumulation on pages and loose incl pre-decimal issues with some better phosphor commemoratives, booklets, First 
Day Covers with Royal Mint and other coin issues, Presentation Packs with high values and definitives, Year Packs etc, 
very mixed condition throughout (Thousands) £500-£600

1681 2BH* Accumulation of mostly 1970s and 1980s u/m commem sets many in multiples and pres packs with face stb £800+, also 
quantity of fdcs and PHQ cards, very untidy (Thousands) £460-£500

1682 B H8 Collection in six albums to 2012 with unused and used for each issue, very good run of commems from 1971 incl miniature 
sheets and greetings stamps plus defins to £5, also three volumes of Isle of Man presentation packs and four childhood 
albums, cond varies (Many Hundreds) £460-£500

1683 ½BH Collection of commems on album pages incl both Wembley Exhibition sets, 1948 RSW and 1960s phos sets, then 
   substantially complete to 2009 for the basic issues with a few min sheets and booklet panes, mostly fine u/m 

(Hundreds) £400-£440

1684 ½BH8 Collection in three red albums, issues from 1953 to 1970 incl unused commemoratives in blocks of four, fdc’s with 1953
      * (Nov 2) 4d, 1s3d and 1s6d, 1954 (Feb 8) 9d, 10d and 11d both on illustrated envelopes, 1955 (Sept 23) 2s6d and 5s used 

on individual illustrated envelopes, some Presentation Packs and Regionals etc, mostly fine (Many Hundreds) £400-£440

1685 B H* Accumulation incl 1980s to 2004 fdcs in packets, Christmas 2000 ‘Smiler’ sheets (2 of each) and quantity of prestige 
booklets, u/m sets etc, untidy £400-£440

1686 ½BH Accumulation of unused decimal issues to about 1999 incl a group of about 220 booklets, mostly folded types but some 
‘Prestige’ types noted, also commemoratives and definitives with values to £10 on stockcards and in Bureau packets etc, 
fine (Hundreds) £300-£340

1687 2A H Collection of commemorative sets in gutter pairs in two albums substantially complete Christmas 1978 to Christmas 1998, 
mostly fine £300-£340
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1688 E H Mixed lot incl 1967-68 £1 Castle marginal lower pane of twenty (4 x 5) showing cylinder number 1A and other cyl blocks 
of the 2s6d and 5s values, four GPO cards entitled British Postage Stamps with various ‘new issues’ stuck down, four 
Harrison Presentation Cards with 1992 issues affixed, also a further twelve Harrison cards with with Guyana, Kenya and 
New Zealand stamps affixed etc, mainly fine £240-£280

1689 1BH8 Collection in blue printed ‘Lindner’ album from 1970 to 1988 with unused commemoratives, definitives and miniature
      * sheets etc, two stockbooks with decimal commemoratives in blocks, group of unused and used QEII postal stationery, 

also some earlier and overseas issues etc, mixed condition, many fine (Thousands) £200-£240

1690 ½BH 8 Collection of defins and postage dues in album incl 1952-52 Tudor wmk set, 1955-58 St Edwards wmk set, 1958-61 
graphite line set and good run of decimal issues to £10 a few of the earlier large part o.g. but mostly fine u/m also a number 
of used, and individual collections of unused and used postage dues and regional, mixed cond (Hundreds) £200-£240

1691 B H8 Duplicated ex-dealers stock of QEII commems in six stock books, a few u/m seen but the majority used covering 1965 to 
2006 also another vol of defins, massive retail value, an excellent stock lot (Thousands) £200-£240

1692 ½BH8 Accumulation of mostly u/m commemoratives and definitives in packets and loose, issues to the mid 1980’s, some pre-
decimal noted with sets in blocks and later with miniature sheets and regionals etc, mainly fine (Thousands) £180-£200

1693 E H Unused collection on pages from 1952 to mid 1970s, some better incl earlier Wildings, postage dues to £1, phosphor 
commems from 1962-64 period, a number of constant vars and a few booklets incl 1972 £1 Wedgwood with good perfs 
on ½p left band, generally fine u/m (Few Hundreds) £160-£180

1694 B 8* Collection in six albums, two small stockbooks and loose, issues to about 2001with some later noted, mostly used, 
incl commemoratives, definitives with values to £10, fdc’s mainly with Bureau cancels etc, very mixed condition 
(Thousands) £120-£140

1695 A H8 Collection in ‘Tower’ album with good run of commem sets 1963 to 1994 large part o.g. or (mostly) u/m, a few earlier from 
1841 incl 1925 Wembley set, cond on pre QEII varies (Few Hundred) £120-£140

GREAT BRITAIN - COLLECTIONS

1696
1696 A H8 Extensive and valuable largely used balance of collection, housed in “Windsor” album 1840 to 1970, better items 

incl 1840 1d black (5) and 2d blue (3), 1841-51 imperf 1d incl wmk inv, 2d (6), 1850 1d red-brown with “Archer” perf 
(SG 16b), 1854-57 perf issues incl a few better shades, 1858-79 plate number issue 1d 71 to 225 (excl 77!), 2d incl 
plate 9 wmk inv, 1½d incl plate (1) unused, 1847-54 Embossed 6d (5), 10d (2) and 1s (5), all cut square, Surface 
printed vals to 2s well represented incl 1855-57 4d small and medium garter wmks, 1862-64 9d (3, )1865-67 4d plate 
9 unused, 9d straw (2), 1867-80 9d straw unused, 10d shades (4), 2s blue (3), 1867-83 5s rose plate 1(2) both cds 
and plate 2 (2) one with cds, 10s grey-green (SG 128), 5s rose plate 4 used by reg oval ds, 1873-80 1s orange-brown 
(SG 151 unused, faults), 1884 £1 brown-lilac, 1883-84 10s (3 with cds), 1887-92 to 1s dull green unused, and incl 
£1 green used, KEVII DLR to £1 used and to 10s unused, 1911-13 SH to 10s used, 1912-24 to 1s unused and used 
incl shades, 1913 multiple cypher ½d and 1d unused, also 1d used, 1913-14 Waterlow to £1 green, 1915 DLR incl 
three shades of 10s, 1918-19 BW to 10s unused and used, 1929 PUC wmk sideways set unused, later incl 1958-61 
3d graphite with misplaced lines (SG 592a), postage dues incl 1914-23 to 1s, 1924-32 to 2s 6d and 1936-37 KEVIII 
to 2s 6d all unused, cond variable in places but generally well above average (Hundreds)  £13000-£15000
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1697
1697 ½BH8 Collection in eight stockbooks (two small) and on pages contained in small carton, unused and used issues to 

about 1990 incl 1840 1d (2), later line-engraved, surface-printed with some unused lower values, 1867-83 wmk 
Maltese Cross 10s used, £1 used (re-perfed), £5 orange, 1884 £1 used, 1883-84 5s part o.g. (2), 10s used, 1887-
92 £1 used, Edward VII 2s6d to £1 part o.g., £1 used, George V Seahorses to 10s part o.g., £1 used, George VI 
1939-48 set part o.g., 1948 Silver Wedding set u/m, 1951 high value set part o.g., E.II issues with Wildings and 
Castles, pre-decimal commemoratives in blocks, decimal commemoratives with gutter pairs etc, the earlier issues 
in mixed condition, viewing recommended (Many Hundreds)  £6500-£7000

1698
1698 A H8 Collection in black boxed ‘Windsor’ album, unused and used issues to 1984 incl 1840 1d (4), 2d (3), later line-

engraved with 1858-79 1d plate 225 (poor), surface-printed with 1867-88 wmk. Anchor £1 (thin), £5 (trimmed perfs), 
1884 £1, 1888 £1, 1887-92 £1, Edward VII values to 10s and £1 (2 of each), Seahorses to £1 (repaired), 1929 PUC £1, 
later with 1948 Silver Wedding set, E.II with Wildings, Castles and the better phosphor commemoratives used etc, 
very mixed condition throughout (Hundreds)  £3000-£3400

1699 E H8 Small but useful mostly used collection on pages incl 1840 1d black (15) incl one of each plate number with additional 
plate 7 and plate 5 a horiz pair, also plate 2 on EL, all but plates 6 and 11 with 4 margins (these with 3 margins), plate 
2 apparently unused, others used by mc in red or black, 1840 2d blue incl plate 1 (4) and plate 2 (pair and 2 singles), 
1841 1d red-brown selection incl unused block of 4 and pair, singles with various cancels incl blue mc, Dorchester 
cds in black, Truro cds in blue and Hadleigh 628 numeral in blue, 1841-51 2d incl two unused examples, one with 
large part o.g., used strip of 3 with 4 margins, pair used by 12 in mc and single with Holbeach 370 numeral in blue, 
1858-79 1d red incl plate 225 used, QV SP vals to 2s, 1883-84 to 1s dull green both unused with part to large part o.g. 
and used, 1887-1900 to 1s unused and used, 1912-24 to 1s unused and a few later to 1960s (200+)  £3000-3400
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1700 A H8* Interesting range incl 1840 1d ten singles (mostly fillers) and three covers with singles, one with horizontal pair 
and another with two individual 1d’s affixed, small collection of QV on pages from 1884 incl Jubilee set to 1s (both) 
unused and to £1 used (incl 5d both dies), also vals to 1s on piece all tied with ‘PADDINGTON’ 11.59 Dec 31 01 cds’s 
a few Revenues and Officials etc, also an album with KEVII vals to 1s unused and to £1 used, KGV and KGVI sets, 
unused and used, Seahorses to 10s unused and £1 used and 1929 PUC £1 used, very mixed cond, well worth close 
inspection (Few Hundred)  £2000-£2400

1701 2A H Collection in pair of SG ‘Windsor’ albums to 1986, commences with 1840 1d black (appears unused but thinned 
and possibly regummed) and 1841 1d red-brown (2, both without gum), then sparse range to 1960 but incl selection 
of 1858-79 1d red plates and 1870 ½d red plates, few SP vals incl 1883-84 2s6d and 1887-92 ½d to 1s (both), 1902-
10 2s6d, and 1912-24 vals to 9d with good run of commems thereafter, cond varies (Hundreds)  £2000-£2400

1702 A H8 Collection of definitive issues in green printed ‘Lighthouse’ album, issues to about 1995 (used unless stated) incl 
1840 1d and 2d, surface printed with 1867-80 2s brown, 1884 wmk Three Crowns £1 brown-lilac, Edward VII 10s and 
£1, 1913 £1 ‘Seahorse’, 1934 re-engraved set part o.g., George VI issues, E.II with values to £10, some Official stamps 
and Postage Dues etc, also a few overprinted for use abroad, very mixed condition (Few Hundred)  £2000-£2400

1703 A H8* Surface printed collection in album the majority used incl 1855-57 4d (6 incl horizontal pair), 6d and 1s (2 each), 
1865-67 4d (18 incl 3 pairs), 9d (4), 1867-80 2s brown, 1867-83 wmk MC 10s and wmk Anchor £5, (these three all in 
sound cond) plus other ‘high denominations with faults and a number of covers etc, overall very mixed cond but 
very high cat value and viewing recommended (Few Hundred)  £1700-£1900

1704 A H8 Collection in album incl 1840 1d black (26) and 2d blue (5 incl pair) used with various margins and condition, range 
of used 1d reds incl from plate 11 and with numbers in MC cancels, 1854-57 1d red (perf 14, large crown) fine 
unused block of four, small selection of 1d plates unused incl plate 188 strip of 3, a few SP incl 1891 £1 green used, 
then basic run to KGV, very mixed cond (Few Hundred)  £1600-£1800

1705 ½B+ E Accumulation on pages and loose in box-file useful seen incl 1840 1d black (four margins) used, 1841 2d blue (four
																						H8 large margins) used, 1867-83 £5 orange telegraph stamp used, 1880-81 ½d to 5d unused, KEVII 2s6d to £1 used, 

KGV 1d imperforate strip of twelve (2), also booklet panes, control blocks, a few printing flaws, postage dues, 
Parcel Post labels, coil ends and 1912-24 ½d (two), 3d, and 6d (two shades) each in lower left horizontal strip of 
three still attached to complete lower pane margins with upper pane margins attached to the ½d and detached for 
the others (these in separate envelope) a very mixed group well worth inspection (Few Hundred)  £1500-£1700

1706 ½BH8 Collection in four volumes from 1840 to early 1970s incl QV mostly used from 1840 1d black (33, incl 5 on covers) 
and 2d blues (2, also pair on battered EL), 1841-51 1d and 2d incl strips of 3 and 6 of latter, perf LE incl several 
1854-57 2d and good selection of plate number issues, 1847-54 6d embossed vert pair, SP ranges to 1s incl odd 
cds used, 1883-84 to 10s, 1883-84 to 1s dull green (light duplication), also 1s opt specimen, 1876-81 Telegraph 
stamps to 5s, 1884-85 group of imperf unappropriated die types (as used for Bechuanaland 1888 issue, 1d to £1 
opt specimen, 1891 £1 green, KEVII to 5s, also two £1 (these defective), 1912-24 to 1s incl 6d perf 14 (SG 385a) vert 
strip of 3, cds used, 1924 & 1925 Wembleys unused and used, later issues incl most lower and mid vals but high 
vals unused generally absent, cond variable but many useful items (Hundreds)  £1500-£1700

1707
1707 A H8 Collection in green album, issues to 1951 (used unless stated) incl 1840 1d (5), 2d, later line-engraved, surface
   printed with 1867-83 £5 orange with Glasgow cds and blue crayon marking, 1884 £1 brown-lilac with box and 

part cds cancellations, 1891 £1 green with bold Jersey cancellation, 1913 £1 Seahorse with unclear London cds, 
1929 PUC £1 with oval registered cancellations, 1948 Silver Wedding set etc, mixed condition throughout (Few 
Hundreds)  £1300-£1500

1708 A H8 Collection of George V to George VI unused and used issues in red album incl 1912-24 Control singles with useful 
ranges to 1s (6), 1924-25 Wembley sets, 1924-26 Control singles with useful ranges to 1s (8 incl ‘K29’), 1929 PUC 
£1 black used, 1934-36 Photogravure set in unused blocks of four, 1939-48 and 1951 high value sets part o.g., 1948 
Silver Wedding set part o.g and used, other George VI low value Control singles and a few booklet panes, some 
Postage Dues etc, mixed condition though generally fine (Few Hundreds)  £1100-£1300

1709 A H8* Line engraved collection in album incl 1840 1d black (9) and 2d blue (3) also horizontal pair of the 2d on front and 
single on entire to Ireland, all with variable margins and some with faults, range of 1d red ‘stars’ incl multiples, and 
with numbers in MC cancels, a few 1d ‘stars’, and plates incl plate 155 block of nine unused and good run of used 
to plate 225, also Embossed 6d (2), 10d (4 - two on entire’s), and 1s 10d (4 - one on entire and one cut to shape on 
env), very mixed cond (Few Hundred)  £1100-£1300
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1710 B H8 Collection in three albums QV to QEII incl 1840 1d (3 - used, mixed cond), 1929 PUC £1 unused and mostly u/m 
QEII to 2010, one volume of Channel Islands and Regional issues and five further stock books of duplicates, cond 
varies (Thousands)  £1000-£1200

1711 3A H8 Collection in two stockbooks and an album incl a comprehensive used selection of the 1867-80 1s green from plates 
5 and 6 with about 350 examples, many with cds cancellations, some other surface printed and a few earlier and later 
issues, mostly used but some unused, mixed condition with many fine (Hundreds) £900-£1000

1712
1712 A H8* Collection of Queen Victoria and Edward VII issues in red album incl 1672 (March 5) entire without postal markings, 1679 

entire to London with ‘MR/19’ Bishop Mark, 1696 entire to Ridgly (Staffs) with ‘OC/1’ Bishop Mark and ‘TL’ in circle, 1837 
Whiting Embossed Essay for Stamping Paper (creased), 1850 Prince Consort imperforate Essay in red-brown (large thin 
spot), 1840 Mulready 1d letter sheets and envelopes unused and used, 2d letter-sheet and envelope unused, 1840 1d (8 
incl 2 on entires), later with group of the 1841 1d, 1858-79 1d ‘Plates’ with unused blocks, surface printed with 1867-83 5s 
plate 1 unused (poor), 1884 £1 brown-lilac used with heavy cancellations, 1887-92 4½d pane of twenty large part o.g., £1 
green used (heavy cancellation), Edward VII with used values to £1 etc, unused and used, very mixed condition throughout 
(Few Hundreds)  £900-£1000

1713 1½BH Collection of unused issues to Christmas 2010 in five boxed printed albums, two stockbooks and some loose contained 
in two cartons incl 1924 and 1925 Wembley Exhibition sets, 1948 Silver Wedding set, 1951 Festival high value set, E.II 
with Wildings, the better phosphor commemoratives, decimal issues with Machins, values to £10, self-adhesive types 
and some Regionals, commemoratives with booklets and panes, miniature sheets, se-tenant blocks and strips, a few 
Presentation packs incl 2009 ‘Post and Go’ etc, mostly u/m and fine (Thousands) £800-£900

1714 2A H8 Collection in two black ‘Barclay Classic’ albums, issues (used unless stated) to 1993 incl 1840 1d (3), 2d (2), surface-
printed with 1867-80 2s brown, 1867-83 wmk Maltese Cross 10s and £1, 1888 wmk Orbs £1, 1887-92 £1, Edward VII 
10s and £1, George V 1913 Seahorse £1, 1929 PUC £1, a good representation of unused later issues with values to £10 
and Regionals etc, also Telegraph Stamps with values to £1, the described stamps all with faults, nevertheless a highly 
catalogued lot (Hundreds) £750-£850

1715 B H8 Collection in four red ‘Windsor’ albums and loose, issues to about 1996 incl 1887-92 Jubilee low values to 1s (both) 
part o.g., 1924-25 Wembley sets large part o.g., 1939-48 set part o.g., 1948 Silver Wedding set u/m, 1951 set large part 
o.g., E.II with Wildings, Castles and the better phosphor commemoratives, later decimal issues with booklets incl some 
‘Prestige’ types, commemoratives, definitives with values to £10, miniature sheets and regionals etc, mostly unused, 
generally fine (Many Hundreds) £650-£750

1716 1½BH8 Collection in twelve albums or stockbooks contained in two cartons, unused and used issues to about 1990 incl some
       * Queen Victoria, 1948 Silver Wedding set used (2), decimal period with booklets and panes, commemoratives with 

duplicated used higher values, unused gutter pairs, Regionals, fdc’s and a selection of National Army Museum covers etc, 
mixed condition throughout. (Thousands) £600-£700

1717 B H8 Selection of mostly QEII in carton incl small box of commem presentation packs from 2004 to 2012, vol of min sheets 
   from 1988 to 2012, a few “Smilers” sheets, 4 childhood albums (non GB), also some loose incl Machin defins 

complete unopened coil strips of 1000 (12p and 13p) or 500 (18p) and some souvenir packs and earlier odds and ends 
(Hundreds) £600-£700

1718 A H8 Collection in red album, issues to 1981 incl 1840 1d (22 with many spacefillers), 2d (4 spacefillers), a complete re-
construction of the 1841 1d, later line-engraved and surface-printed, 1948 Silver Wedding set, E.II pre-decimal 
commemoratives in blocks etc, very mixed condition throughout (Hundreds) £500-£600

1719 A H8 Small collection in album incl 1840 1d and 2d (2 each) used but mixed cond, Jubilee set to 1s (both) unused, 1912-22 and 
1924-34 sets unused, then run of unused QEII, mixed cond on earlier (Few Hundred) £500-£600

1720 ½BH8  Collection in seven volumes and on loose pages, mostly KEVII to KGVI incl KEVII vals to £1 used and 1939-48 set unused,
      * a number of wmk vars throughout, a few Officials etc, cond varies (Hundreds) £460-£500
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1721 B H8 Collection from 1840 to around 2003 in five “Windsor” albums, earlier issues sparse but incl two used 1840 1d blacks, 
smattering of unused 1864-79 1d plate numbers, 1924 & 1925 “Wembleys” unused, later issues mostly unused incl 1948 
RSW £1 and 1951 “Festival” set of £1, 1952-54 Tudor wmk to 1s 6d, 1962-64 phos commems incl Red Cross, albums 
well filled from late 1960s incl many booklet panes (often complete booklets, with 2002 Submarine Service noted), earlier 
issues mixed cond, later generally fine u/m (Hundreds) £460-£500

1722 C H8 Selection of Edward VII and George V issues on stockcards (unused unless stated) incl Edward 5s and 10s, £1 used, 
1924-25 Wembley sets in corner marginal blocks of four, 1929 PUC ½d to 2½d corner marginal blocks of four etc, mixed 
condition with many fine (80) £400-£440

1723 1½BH8 Collection in album with very basic range of unused and (mostly) used QV to 1960s incl 1840 1d (filler), also six volumes 
       * of QEII fdcs to 2005 and later loose in envelope, the stamps in very mixed cond (Hundreds) £400-£440

1724 2A H8 Collection in two albums, unused and used issues to 1990 incl 1840 1d, 1929 P.U.C. £1 black used (light horizontal crease, 
       * barely visible from front), 1948 Silver Wedding set (2), 1951 high value set part o.g., 1957 Parliamentary Conference 

illustrated fdc, later with unused decimal values to £5, a few fdc’s and some Channel Islands etc, mixed condition 
(Hundreds) £400-£440

1725 ½BH8 Fascinating ‘old-time’ accumulation in small cardboard suitcase incl heavily duplicated used ranges of KEVII lower vals to 
6d, also a few higher vals used, plus some ½d and 1d unused control singles, QV 1887-1900 to 1s green and 1s green & 
carmine fresh part o.g., 1912-16 range to 10d, lightly duplicated and all marginal with either H16 or I16 control, fresh o.g., 
also some non-GB in old club packet books (circulated!) incl odd better Australian States and Rhodesia, cond very mixed 
but an interesting lot (Hundreds) £400-£440

1726 2BH8*Collection in sixteen albums or stockbooks (some small), issues to 2010, incl 1840 1d, duplicated selections of modern 
used commemoratives, fdc’s from 1966 to about 1999 with definitives, miniature sheets and se-tenant strips and blocks, 
some Channel Islands etc, mixed condition throughout (Thousands) £300-£340

1727 1½BH8 General collection with strength in GB incl 1840 1d black (3) incl one fine four margin example, 1840 2d blue, 1841-51
       * imperf 1d and 2d duplicated, perf LE odds, 1887-1900 Jubilees to 1s, KEVII to 5s, 1924 and 1925 ‘Wembleys” used, QEII 

incl fdcs and pres packs, non-GB incl small coll of Egypt (Hundreds) £300-£340

1728 E H Selection of mostly unused on stock and album pages, incl 1880-81 ½d (2), 1d and 1½d, QV Jubilee vals to 1s (both - 1s 
green with vert bend), small range of KGV to KGVI incl 1925 Wembley and 1951 high value sets and a few Officials, some 
mixed cond incl without gum but many fine and worth inspection (Approx 200). Note this collection is offered on behalf of 
‘The Rowans Hospice’ in Hampshire. £300-£340

1729 4B H8 Collection in albums, stockbooks and loose with QV to QEII incl quantity of 1d reds in stockbook, KGV vals to 10d unused,
       * main strength in the QEII with substantially complete u/m commems 1973-2002 also defins to £10 and booklets, large 

number of fdcs and a few presentation packs etc, very untidy but high face-value (Thousands) £300-£340

1730 ½BH8 Diverse selection in stockbook, on pages and loose incl 1881 1d lilac corner block of four part o.g. with misplaced 
      * perfs due to pre-printing paper fold, 1902-11 Edward set of fifteen part o.g., E.II pre-decimal definitives in blocks, Smiler 

issues on fdc’s, Postage Dues etc, mixed condition with many fine (Many Hundreds) £300-£340

1731 C H Small selection comprising 1902-10 4d brown-orange, 1911 1d variety ‘No Watermark’ (BPA Cert), 1911-13 1s with 
‘Inverted watermark’, 1912-22 1½d with ‘PENCF’ error, right hand marginal (with ink off-set on reverse) and 1912 vals to 
1s, mostly fine large part to full o.g. (18) £280-£320

1732 1½BH8 Collection in fourteen albums or stockbooks, early to modern issues with much duplication throughout incl sets, fdc’s 
       * and Regionals etc, part o.g. and used, mixed condition throughout (Thousands) £260-£300

1733 A H Collection in green ‘Lighthouse’ printed album, mostly unused issues to 1989 incl 1939-48 2s6d brown and 10s dark blue, 
1948 Silver Wedding set, later with a good run of E.II commemoratives etc, mainly fine (Few Hundreds) £260-£300

1734 B H8 Mixed collection in four hingeless albums to 2006 with good range of unused decimal commems, cond varies especially 
on earlier otherwise fine lot for continuation (Hundreds) £240-£280

1735 1B8 Collection of mostly used issues to about 2006 in two boxed printed albums and seven stockbooks contained in carton 
incl 1939-48 set, E.II with Wildings and Castles, later with values to £10, commemoratives with miniature sheets and se-
tenant strips and blocks etc, also a few mixed all world issues, mixed condition throughout (Many Hundreds) £220-£260

1736 ½BH8 Accumulation in stockbook and loose incl 1840 1d and 2d (both used and stuck to page), good selection of u/m 
       * decimal commemoratives in blocks and sets on fdc’s, also a few postcards etc, very mixed condition, though many fine 

(Hundreds) £80-£100

1737 ½BH8F Circular Delivery Companies: Study collection in three albums and a folder, many companies represented with mostly 
forgeries and reprints incl complete sheets, mixed condition, an unusual lot (Hundreds) £200-£240

1738 E 8* Express Labels: Collection of GB Express delivery Service labels incl unused and used on covers and piece, QV to QEII, 
also a few Certificate of Posting labels and literature, unusual lot £180-£200
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CHANNEL ISLANDS

1739 1½BH8 Collections of Guernsey with Alderney, Jersey and Isle of Man in five volumes and much loose, issues from postal 
       * independence to about 2000 incl booklets, commemoratives, definitives with high values, miniature sheets and sheetlets 

etc, unused and used, mostly fine (Thousands) £400-£440

1740 3A H8 Collection of Guernsey with Alderney, Jersey and Isle of Man in three blue ‘Barclay Classic’ albums, issues to 
1993 incl commemoratives, definitives, miniature sheets and Postage Dues etc, part o.g. and used, mostly fine 
(Hundreds) £120-£140

HERM ISLAND

1741 C B Herm Island complete 3s booklet with black on red cover stapled at right, both inside covers printed with the Regulations 
Governing the use of Herm Island Local Stamps F £50-£60

LUNDY ISLAND

1742 E H* Collection on pages, issues from 1937 to 1967 incl 1937 Coronation cover, 1943 IX Anniversary set part o.g. and 1943 
Wright Brothers Biplane set part o.g. etc, mixed condition, many fine (67 stamps and 1 cover) £60-£70

GUERNSEY 

1743 E * 1999 February 4 ‘Life and Times of Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother’ (SG 817/26) tied to ‘Westminster’ envelope 
numbered 95, special 1998 encapsulated gold proof £50 coin below, small tarnish on coin face otherwise fine £240-£280

1744 E * 2000 60th Anniversary of Battle of Britain (SG 857/62), the set of six on ‘Westminster’ handpainted first day cover by ‘T. 
Hansard’ with encapsulated 22 carat gold proof 50p coin, numbered 42/60, fine and scarce £200-£240

JERSEY

1745 E P 1969-72 Selection of fourteen official photographic publicity proofs, also twelve similar items from Guernsey, fine and 
unusual £40-£44

1746 C B Booklet: Unissued 2000 Prince William of Wales 18th Birthday £3 booket with black on yellow cover, with block of four of 
the .75p ‘Prince William and Polo Player’ stamps (SG 955), fine F £180-£200

ISLE OF MAN

1747 E * P.O.W.: A most interesting selection of P.O.W. postal stationery letters and envelopes from ‘Walter Kahn’ to ‘Betty Kahn’ 
in Nottingham, with 31 from the Peveril Civilian Internment Camp, Peel, Isle of Man, 9 from the ‘Race Course, Alien’s 
Camp, York’ and 2 from ‘The Hayes Camp, Derby’, some with ‘OPENED BY CENSOR’/EXAMINER’ labels and oval or 
circular camp date stamps as well as the red ‘OFFICAIL PAID’ cds, also a few addressed to Mr Khan in the Peel camp, 
one P.O.W. Post letter (written in German) to Mr Walter Khan in Nottingham with P.O.W. CAMP No 16 GREAT BRITAIN cds 
and P.W.MAIL - POST FRESS h/s both in purple, a good lot for study £500-£600

1748 C  1942-43 Four small pages inscribed ‘REGISTERED ARTICLES’ each with violet ‘DOUGLAS/ISLE OF MAN’ rubber cds, 
also small booklet inscribed ‘POST ORDERLY’S RECEIPT BOOK FOR REGISTERED LETTERS’ containing receipts etc 
sent by Unit 166 O.C.T.U. and dated February 1945, the cover detached and with rusty staples, unusual £100-£120

1749 C E 1966 Watercolour essay on thick paper for a proposed 2s6d design (75cm x 130cm) in brown and white by the Manx artist 
John Nichouter letter sheet on (Certified on the rear), slight crease and some tone spots on the reverse otherwise fine and 
scarce £70-£80

1750 E E 1973 7½p Ramsey Bay, watercolour essay on thick paper for a proposed (close to the accepted) design of the vignette 
(230cm x 153cm) by the Manx artist John Nicholson (Certified on the rear), few small stains or tone spots otherwise fine 
and scarce £40-£50

1751 ½BH8 2000 October 7 set of six numbered cards issued for the Philatelic Federation for its Annual Convention showing steam
       * railway or tramway scenes each accompanied by an original (same size) colour hand painted design by the artist Brian 

Coole on thick card plus an apparent un-adopted design, also quantity of mostly modern issues on pages and much loose 
incl first day and special event covers, miniature sheets with Smiler types, postcards with artist drawn comic types and 
presentation packs etc, many fine (Many Hundreds) £400-£440

1752 ½BH8 Accumulation in two cover albums, on pages and loose in envelopes etc, comprehensive ranges from Postal Independence 
to 2002 incl, commemoratives with miniature sheets and se-tenant strips and blocks, definitives, fdc’s, postage dues etc, 
u/m, part o.g. and used, mostly fine (Many Hundreds) £120-£140

1753 3A H Collection in three printed albums to 2006, very few empty spaces seen and includes many prestige booklets, large part 
o.g. to 1981 and mostly u/m thereafter (Hundreds) £120-£140
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH

BY APPOINTMENT TO 
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN 

STANLEY GIBBONS LTD 
LONDON 

PHILATELISTS 

Stanley Gibbons

Stanley Gibbons Limited 
399 Strand, London, WC2R 0LX

+44 (0)20 7836 8444
www.stanleygibbons.com   

CASH AVAILABLE FOR 
DIRECT PURCHASE
Substantial funds available for immediate cash payment for the right material.

Needed NOW: We are always looking to purchase Great Britain and 
British Commonwealth items from the reign of Queen Victoria 
through to King George VI.

  Good quality single items    Award-winning collections
  One Country Collections    Advanced Collections    Postal History

Please note that First Day Covers and omnibus collections from the 
current reign of Queen Elizabeth II are outside the scope of our current needs.

Please contact Ryan Epps on 020 7836 8444 email repps@stanleygibbons.com

Auctions

Stanley Gibbons Limited 
399 Strand, London, WC2R 0LX

+44 (0)20 7836 8444
www.stanleygibbons.com   

Stanley Gibbons Auctions are seeking 
consignments for future auctions

Please contact Ryan Epps on 020 7836 8444 email repps@stanleygibbons.com

If you are looking to sell your collection or have single quality items, 
then come to Stanley Gibbons Auctions where:

Stanley Gibbons Auctions is perfect for sellers and 
buyers alike for service second to none. 

  Outstanding realisations and percentage of lots sold.

  Mailing list and client list second to none.

  We can also arrange special terms for single owner   
  collections, providing a dedicated sale catalogue 
  where appropriate.

  We are the only major central London philatelic 
  auction house with a 15% Buyers premium.
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TeRMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALe

52

WeDNeSDAy 17TH DeCeMBeR 2008

THESE terms and conditions (the “Terms and 
Conditions”) set out vendor’s and purchaser’s 
rights and obligations (collectively the 

“Client”) and those of Stanley Gibbons Limited and 
its affiliates (“SG”) in relation to the auction services 
provided by SG. 

In the event that Client uses the auction services 
available on SG’s web site (the “SG” Auction Web 
Site”) such use shall be subject to the Terms and 
Conditions together with SG’s Web Site Terms of 
Service and SG’s Privacy Policy. Clients using the SG 
Auction Web Site agree to click on the link to, and 
familiarise themselves with SG’s Web Site Terms of 
Service and Privacy Policy. 

In the event that these Terms and Conditions 
conflict with SG’s Web Site Terms of Service and/or 
SG’s Privacy Policy then the following priority will 
apply; 
(i)  the Terms and Conditions 
(ii)  SG’s Web Site Terms of Service
(iii)  SG’s Privacy Policy (hereinafter referred to 

collectively as the “Conditions”). 

1. Definitions 
 “Buyer’s Premium” means SG’s buyer’s pre-

mium from time to time in force as set out in 
the Information Section; “Postage and Pack-
ing” means SG’s postal and packing charges: 
“Price” means the hammer price and Buyer’s 
Premium, Storage Charges and Postage and 
Packing (where applicable): 
“Storage Charges” means SG’s storage 
charges from time to time in force as set out in 
the Information Section; 

2. Vendor’s Obligations 
2-1  Vendor warrants to SG and to the purchaser 

that he/she is the true owner of the property or 
is properly authorised to sell the property by 
the true owner and is able to transfer good and 
marketable title to the property free from any 
claim by a third party. Vendor will indemnify 
SG, its servants and agents and the purchaser 
against any loss or damage suffered by either 
in consequence of any breach of the above 
warranty on the part of the vendor. 

2.2  A vendor who sends for sale by auction any 
chattel(s) which is an asset of his/her business 
must disclose to the auctioneer whether or not 
he/she is a registered person for Value Add-
ed Tax purposes. Vendor must also disclose 
if any of his lots are to be offered using the 
VAT margin scheme. This information must 
be supplied on or prior to the delivery of the 
goods. 

Vendor and purchaser acknowledge that all 
copyright, trademarks and other intellectual 
property rights in and relating to SG’s 
publications, or other artistic or pictorial 
representations of the subject matter of this 
agreement are owned by SG. No part of such 
publication, artistic or pictorial representation 
shall be reproduced without the prior written 
consent of SG. 

3. Bidding 
3.1  Subject to these Conditions, the highest bidder 

for each lot shall he the purchaser thereof. 
3.2  Each lot is put up subject to any reserve price 

imposed by the vendor. Written instructions 
as to reserves (if any) must be received by SG 
at the latest on the day before the date of sale. 

3.3  In the event of any reserve price not being 
reached SG is empowered to sell by private 
treaty after the auction any lot at not less than 
the reserve price as long as the goods remain 
on SG’s premises. In the event of such a sale 
these Conditions will apply. 

3.4  Every bidder shall be deemed to act as princi-
pal unless there is in force a written acknowl-
edgement by SG that he/she acts as an agent 
on behalf of a named principal. 

3.5  The bidding and advances shall be regulated 
by and are at the absolute discretion of SG 
who shall have full discretion to refuse any 
bid, to divide any lot, to combine and offer 
lots as one lot and to withdraw any lot or lots 
from the sale without in any case giving any 
reasons. SG reserves the right to bid on behalf 
of purchasers, hut shall not be liable for errors 
or omissions in executing instructions to bid. 

3.6  “Buy” bids without upper limit are accepted 
at the sole discretion of SG. 

3.7  If any dispute arises as to the highest bidder, 
SG shall have absolute discretion to determine 
the dispute and may, without any obligation 
to do so, put up again and re-sell the lot in 
respect of which the dispute arises. 

3.8  SG acts as agent of the vendor save only in 
respect of collection of the Buyer’s Premium, 
where applicable, which SG shall be entitled 
to retain irrespective of and in addition to 
such remuneration as it may receive from the 
vendor, and where SG is stated to act as prin-
cipal in any individual sale. 

3.9  In the event that the purchaser makes a suc-
cessful bid for a lot on which Buyer’s Premium 
is chargeable then in addition to the hammer 
price the purchaser shall also pay the Buyer’s 
Premium on the following basis: 

3.9.1  For taxable lots which are prefixed with letters 
“T” or “F” in the sale catalogue the Buyer’s 
Premium is subject to the addition of VAT 
at the prevailing rate. For non-taxable lots, 
which are sold using the auctioneers’VAT 
margin scheme the Buyer’s Premium shall be 
inclusive of VAT 

4. Payment 

4.1  Purchaser 
4.1.1 The Price shall be paid by purchaser to SG on 

acceptance of his/her bid save that purchas-
ers located overseas shall pay within fourteen 
days of the date of sale or such longer period 
as shall be agreed in writing between SG and 
the purchaser (the onus for such prior arrange-
ments lies with the prospective purchaser). 

4.1.2  If any purchaser fails to pay the Price within 
the time stated in clause 4.1.1, such lot may at 
any rime thereafter at SG’s discretion be put 
up for sale by auction again or sold privately in 
which event the purchaser undertakes to make 
good any reduction in the Price to the vendor 
together with the costs of re-sale, which shall 
become a debt due from him to the vendor to 
the extent that any increased price on re-sale 
does not fully cover the amount of such debt. 

4-1.3  Interest at the rate of 2% per month or part 
thereof shall he payable by the purchaser on 
any overdue account, but SG shall have dis-
cretion to waive payment of such interest by 
notice in writing. 

4-1-4  Purchasers paying for lots by credit card shall 
be liable to a surcharge equivalent to the per-
centage charged by the credit card company to 
SG on the day of payment. 

4.1.5  Postage and packing will be charged unless the 
purchaser indicates, prior to the Auction clos-
ing, that he will collect his lots. In the event 
that the purchaser collects his lots having in-
dicated otherwise on [he bidding from Postage 
and Packing will not be refunded. 

4.2 Vendor 
4.2.1  Vendor shall pay SG the Commission calcu-

lated on the hammer price of each lot. 
4.2.2  Subject to clause 4.2.2, the net proceeds of 

sale, less the Commission will become due and 
payable to the vendor by SG on the latest of 
the following events: 
(i)  thirty five days after the final date of the 

auction sale; or 
(ii)  seven days after SG’s receipt of the Price 

in accordance with Clause 4-1; or 
(iii) where a purchaser has served a notice to 

reject a !o t pursuant to Clause 6.1, seven 
days after SG’s receipt of the certificate re-
ferred to in clause 6,2 confirming that the 
lot is genuine and/or correctly described. 

4-2.3  In the event that a purchaser is entitled to re-
ject a lot pursuant to Clause 6.3 then SG’s sole 
liability to the vendor shall he the return of the 
lot in the same condition as received from the 
purchaser . 

4.2.4  Lots bid on and bought by the vendor will be 
regarded as sold and vendor shall be liable to 
pay the Commission and the Price. 

4.3  Each lot shall remain the property of the ven-
dor until payment of the Price is received in 
full by SO, but such lot shall be at the pur-
chaser’s risk from the fall of the hammer, 44 
Where an agent purchases on behalf of an 
undisclosed purchaser such agent shall be per-
sonally liable for payment of the Price to SG 
and for safe delivery of the lot to the said cli-
ent. 

4-5  Unsold lots which have not been cleared by 
the vendor will be sold after the expiration of 
three months from the date of sale to defray 
the Storage Charges. 

5. SG’s Warranties and Liability 
5.1  SG warrants the description and genuineness 

of all lots comprising three or less items as: 
5.1.1  genuine, unless otherwise described in the sale 

catalogue or by SG; and 
5.1.2  correctly described, including where applica-

ble the date of any certificate forming part of 
the description of the lot. 

5.2  Except as expressly stated in these Conditions 
SG excludes all other warranties and condi-
tions with regard to the information, lots and 
services whether express or implied or statu-
tory (including all implied warranties and 
conditions of merchantability and fitness for 
a particular purpose. 

5.3  Vendor and purchaser agree that SG will not 
be liable to them either jointly or severally, or 
to any third party for: 

5.3.1  loss of items received inadequately packed, 
mounted or arranged; and 

5.3.2  any indirect or consequential loss or damage 
including loss of profits, revenue or business 
howsoever caused (whether arising out of any 
negligence or breach of these Conditions or 
otherwise) even if that loss or damage was rea-
sonably foreseeable by, or the possibility of it 
was brought to the attention of SG. 

5.4  Save where the purchaser is entitled to reject a 
lot pursuant to clause 6.3, in which case that 
shall he the purchaser’s sole remedy, the li-
ability of SG under these Conditions (whether 
arising in negligence or otherwise) will not 
exceed the greater of 125% of the amount of 
any relevant successful bid or if no successful 
hid, the reserve price if any (whichever is ap-
plicable to the circumstances) regardless of the 
cause or form of action. 

5.5  Nothing in these Conditions shall limit SG’s 
liability for death or personal injury resulting 
from 

SG’s negligence. Vendor and purchaser (re-
spectively) agree to indemnify SG against all 

liability, claims and expenses that may arise 
from any breach of these Conditions by either 
of them. 

6. Right to Reject Lots 
6.1  Subject to Clause 6.5 and 6.6 the purchaser 

shall be at liberty to reject any lot comprising 
three or less items if he/she has paid the Price 
and if he/she: 6-1.1 gives SG written notice of 
intention to question the genuineness or as the 
case may be the accuracy of description of the 
lot within twenty one days from the date of 
sale; and 

6.1.2  proves that the lot is not genuine or was incor-
rectly described; and 

6.1.3  returns to SG within twenty eight days from 
the date of sale the lot in the same condition as 
it was at the time of sale PROVIDED that SG 
may, at its discretion on receiving a request in 
writing from the purchaser, extend for a rea-
sonable period the time for return of the lot to 
enable it to be submitted to expertisation. 

6.2  Where a lot has been submitted to expertisa-
rion the costs of such expertisation shall be 
paid by the person (which term shall include 
any company) who returns the certificate and 
item(s) to which such certificates relates. The 
onus and cost of proving a lot to be not genu-
ine or incorrectly described is on the purchas-
er. The inability of any recognised expert or 
expert committee to express a definite opinion 
shall serve to discharge the onus on the pur-
chaser and shall be a ground for rejection of 
the lot concerned. 

6.3  Where the purchaser of a lot discharges such 
onus of proof and complies with the provi-
sions of clause 

6.1  SG shall set aside the sale and repay to the 
purchaser the Price paid by him in respect of 
the lot. 

6.4  Any lots comprising four or more items, or 
miscellaneous lots containing items which are 
undescribed shall be taken by the purchaser 
with all (if any) faults, lack of genuineness 
and/or errors of description and/or numbers 
of items in the lot and the purchaser shall 
have no right to reject any such lot; save that, 
notwithstanding the foregoing where before 
a sale a person intending to bid at the sale, 
gives notice in writing to and satisfies SG that 
any such lot contains any item or items unde-
scribed in the sale catalogue and that person 
specifically describes that item or those items 
in that notice then that item or those items, 
shall, as between SG and that person be taken 
to form part of the description of the lot for 
the purpose of clause 5.1 and clauses 6.1, 6-2 
and 6.3. 

6.5  No lot shall be rejected if subsequent to the 
sale, it has been damaged and/or marked or 
treated by any process whatsoever unless SG’s 
permission to subject the lot to such marking 
or treatment has first been obtained in writ-
ing. 

6.6  No lot illustrated in the sale catalogue or on 
the SG Auction Web Site shall be rejected on 
the ground of characteristics apparent from 
its illustration. Whilst care has been taken 
to-show colour illustrations as accurately as 
possible, reprographic and printing processes 
cannot always guarantee true reproduction of 
colour images. Therefore, no lot illustrated in 
colour shall be rejected on the grounds that 
actual colour differs from that of the illustra-
tions. 

These Conditions together with any special 
conditions, notices, descriptions, statements 
and other matters in the sale catalogue and 
elsewhere, including the SG Auction Web Site, 
concerning any lot are subject to any state-
ments modifying or affecting the same made 
by the auctioneer from the rostrum prior to 
any bid being accepted for the lot. 

7 VAT 
SG operate an auctioneers’ VAT margin 
scheme for the auction of lots which are 
eligible. Lots suffixed by the letters “T” & “F” 
in the sale catalogue are subject to VAT at the 
rate then prevailing on the hammer price. If 
such a lot is exported, outside the EU, and 
the purchaser produces proof of export in the 
correct form, the VAT on the hammer price is 
refundable by SG. 

8. General 
8.1  SG shall not be liable for any delay or failure 

to perform its obligations under these Condi-
tions caused by circumstances beyond its rea-
sonable control. 

8.2  SG reserves the right to vary these Conditions 
with immediate effect from time to time with-
out notice. 

8.3  In the event that these Conditions are held by 
any competent authority to he invalid or un-
enforceable in whole or in part, the validity of 
the remaining terms shall not be affected. 

8.4  These Conditions and any sale organised by 
SG shall be governed by English law and shall 
be subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the 
English Courts. 

STANLEY GIBBONS AUCTIONS
(SG AUCTIONS)

STANDARD TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
(Applicable to all items offered in this auction)

Ref. SGA/TAC/08.01 

A division of Stanley Gibbons Limited  
399 Strand, London WC2R 0LX 
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